
 

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION HEARINGS 
AGENDA 

June 29, 2023 at 5:30 PM 

Zoom Webinar 

https://juneau.zoom.us/j/99741860260 or 1-253-215-8782 Webinar ID: 997 4186 0260 

 

A. CALL TO ORDER 

 

B. ROLL CALL 

 

C. SELECTION OF PRESIDING OFFICER 

1. BOE Hearing Process - Reference Material 

 

D. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

 

E. PROPERTY APPEALS 

1. APL 2023-0422 - Parcel: 4B2901360170 - 8007 Poppy Ct. 

Owner: Shannan Greene  

Appellant's Estimate of Value 

SIte: $159,000  Building: $538,820 Total: $697,820 

Original Assessed Value 

Site: $159,000  Building: $760,600 Total: $919,600 

Recommended Value 

Site: $159,000  Building: $647,300 Total: $806,300 

 

2. APL 2023-0052 - Parcel: 1B0201070052 - 5735 Thane Rd. 

Owner: Steven Ricci 

Appellant's Estimate of Value 

SIte: $101,873  Building: $230,400 Total: $332,273 

Original Assessed Value 

Site: $151,500  Building: $343,800 Total: $495,300 

Recommended Value 

Site: $151,500  Building: $333,000 Total: $485,000 
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3. APL 2023-0309 - Parcel: 5B21013000C0 - 3579 Mendenhall Loop Rd. 

Owner: Miles Nye 

Appellant's Estimate of Value 

SIte: $5,000  Building: $185,000 Total: $190,000 

Original Assessed Value 

Site: $5,000  Building: $208,900 Total: $213,900 

Recommended Value 

Site: $5,000  Building: $198,900 Total: $203,900 

 

F. ADJOURNMENT 
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Board of Equalization Orientation 

The BOE’s Purpose:1 

The BOE determines whether an error in valuation occurred regarding annual CBJ property 

assessments. If the BOE determines there was an error, the BOE alters the property assessment to 

the correct value or remands the matter to the assessor for reconsideration.2 The decision to remand 

is based on whether or not the BOE has sufficient evidence of value in the record or it is necessary 

for the assessor and appellant to gather more evidence.   

Appeal Process:  

(a) Assessment Notice  

The assessor gives every person named in the assessment roll a notice of assessment containing 

their property’s assessed value, the date payment is due, and date when the Board will meet.3 The 

notice is sufficiently given if it is mailed first class 304 or more days prior to the BOE hearing, and 

the notice must be either addressed or delivered to the person’s last known address.5  

(b) The Assessor  

The assessor determines properties’ “full and true value” in money as of January 1 of the 

assessment year.6 Under state statute, “full and true value is the estimated price that the property 

would bring in an open market and under the then prevailing market conditions in a sale between 

a willing seller and a willing buyer both conversant with the property and with prevailing general 

                                                           
1 This memo’s purpose is to provide big picture guidance regarding the BOE process. Pursuant to Ordinance 

2022-21, substantial changes were made to the BOE process in late 2022. BOE members should review 

CBJC 15.05.041—.210 online (or the ordinance itself) to see all changes made (particularly CBJC 

15.05.190). As always, BOE members should defer to the guidance of their designated CBJ attorney 

advisor.   
2 AS 29.45.200(b); AS 29.45.210(b). 
3 AS 29.45.170; CBJC 15.05.120(a).  
4 CBJC 15.05.120(b). The date the notice is mailed or delivered is the date the notice is given (i.e. the 

“mailbox rule”).  
5 CBJC 15.05.120(b).  
6 AS 29.45.110(a); CBJC 15.05.100; CBJC 15.05.020.  
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price levels.”7 The assessor has broad discretion to adopt assessment methods to set values for 

properties.8  

(c) The Appellant 

The appellant has 30 days to appeal their property assessment, which they must do by submitting 

a written notice of appeal to the assessor specifying the grounds for their appeal.9 If an appeal is 

filed late, the would-be appellant must show—to the BOE’s satisfaction—they were unable to 

comply with the 30-day period.10 

(d) Prehearing Information Exchange Between the Assessor and the Appellant 

Once the 30-day appeal period closes, the appellant has 15 days to send the assessor all 

documentary evidence and briefing in their possession that the appellant believes is relevant and 

wishes the Board to consider.11 During this same 15-day window, the assessor must make available 

to the appellant all reasonably relevant assessor records requested by the appellant.12 If the 

appellant and the assessor agree, the 15-day deadline to supplement the record may be waived up 

until 10 days prior to the BOE hearing.13 Supplementation after the 10-days-out point will require 

authorization from the BOE’s chair (the chair will determine whether CBJC 01.50.110(e) criteria 

is satisfied).14 If an appellant has refused or failed to provide the assessor or assessor's agent full 

access to property or records, the appellant shall be precluded from offering evidence on the issue 

or issues affected by that access and those issues shall be decided in favor of the assessor.15 A 

timeline for this process is provided below.  

                                                           
7 AS 29.45.110(a).  
8 CBJC 15.05.100. Fairbanks Gold Mining, Inc. v. Fairbanks North Star Borough Assessor, 488 P.3d 959, 

967 (Alaska 2021) (“The assessor has broad discretion to decide how to complete this task. We will only 

upset the assessor’s choice of method in cases of ‘fraud or the clear adoption of a fundamentally wrong 

principle of valuation.’ Accordingly, we review the Board’s approval of the assessor’s valuation method 

under the deferential ‘reasonable basis standard.’”).  
9 AS 29.45.190(b); CBJC 15.05.150(b); see also AS 29.45.180(a). 
10 CBJC 15.05.150(c)(1).  
11 CBJC 15.05.190(a).  
12 CBJC 15.05.190(c)(8)(iii); see also AS 29.45.190(d). 
13 CBJC 15.05.190(c)(8)(ii). 
14 CBJC 15.05.190(c)(8)(ii).  
15 CBJC 15.05.190(c)(8)(iv).  
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(e) Rules (Robert’s, Evidence)  

Robert’s Rules of Order: Robert’s Rules of Order (11th ed.) is the default set of conduct rules 

governing BOE hearings and meetings. However, Robert’s Rules takes the backseat where CBJ 

Code, ordinances, and resolutions conflict.  

Resolution 2976 (A Resolution Repealing and Reestablishing the Assembly Rules of Procedure): 

These rules of procedure replace Robert’s Rules where the two sets are in conflict. 

Rules of Evidence: The formal rules of evidence do not apply to hearings. Still, evidence must be 

relevant to the issues on appeal. Hearsay evidence may be considered as long as it is sufficiently 

trustworthy and it is more probative on the point for which it is offered than any other evidence 

the proponent can procure by reasonable efforts.  

(f) Presentation 

CBJC 15.05.190(c)(7) – (8) are the primary Code provisions on appeal presentations’ lengths and 

content. Three notable Code changes are (1) clarification the BOE may provide parties additional 

time for good cause,16(2)  limitations on evidence that may be considered at the hearing,17 and (3) 

clarification on confidentiality of commercial enterprises’ income information.18 

(g) Voting 

Once a member makes a motion, and the presiding officer has restated the motion, the members 

should discuss the motion—this discussion should include statements regarding the evidence and 

arguments and whether these were or were not persuasive. The point here is to let the parties know 

(and create a record in case there is an appeal) the reasons for the BOE’s decision.   

The norm:  

 Member makes the motion. 

 Presiding officer restates the motion and asks the maker to speak to their motion. 

                                                           
16 CBCJ 15.05.190(c)(7). 
17 CBJC 15.05.190(c)(8)(ii) & (iv).  
18 CBJC 15.05.190(c)(8)(v).  
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 The maker explains the reasons for their motion.  

 The members discuss the arguments/evidence. 

 Members then vote. 

A change this year is a “deemed denied” default19 meaning that, unless there is a majority vote to 

grant, alter, or remand an assessment, the appeal is considered denied and the assessment stands. 

This means you do not have to vote to deny an appeal.  

(h) Sample Motions: 

 “I move that the Board grant the appeal because the appellant has provided sufficient 

evidence of error showing the assessed valuation is . . . .”  

“I move that the Board adjust the assessment to ________ as requested by the ________ 

because . . . .” 

“I move that the Board remand the assessment to the assessor for further consideration 

because the appellant has proved there was error in valuation; however, the Board lacks 

sufficient evidence of valuation on the record.”  

Deemed Denied 

*For each of the scenarios above, if the vote fails, then the appeal is deemed denied 

and no further motions are necessary.  

*If the case presentation concludes and no member wishes to make a motion, then 

the appeal is deemed denied and no further action is necessary.  

(i) FAQs/Reminders:  

Discretion: BOE members have reasonable discretion to decide which items of evidence and 

arguments they find persuasive. Likewise, they have the discretion to interpret Code; members 

may—and are likely to—have varying thresholds of what constitutes “excessive” or “unequal.”  

                                                           
19 CBJC 15.05.190(b)(2).  
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Ex Parte Communication: Generally, in the interests of fairness and credibility, BOE members 

should not discuss appeals with parties outside of appeal hearings. There are some minor 

exceptions, such as when the chair makes a ruling on supplemental evidence. For further guidance, 

BOE members should contact their CBJ attorney advisor.  

Due Process: In essence, due process is the “opportunity to be heard and the right to adequately 

represent one’s interests[.]”20 The reasonableness of the opportunity to be heard is based on the 

nature of the case.21  The BOE’s current process has undergone and overcome several recent 

challenges.22 A cornerstone of due process is fairness to the parties, so best practice is to afford 

each party equal opportunity (e.g., if one party receives extra time, the other should as well).23  

Absent Appellant: Due process requires a reasonable opportunity—it does not require the appellant 

take advantage of their reasonable opportunity. If the appellant chooses not to attend after they 

were properly notified of the hearing, the Board may proceed without them.24 

Making a Record: BOE members should articulate the reasons for their motions and votes in order 

to inform parties (and potentially the superior court) the bases for the BOE’s decision.  

 

  

                                                           
20 Fairbanks North Star Borough Assessor’s Office v. Golden Heart Utilities, Inc., 13 P.3d 263, 274 (Alaska 

2000).  
21 Markham v. Kodiak Island Borough of Equalization, 441 P.3d 943, 953 (Alaska 2019).  

See Griswold v. Homer Bd. of Adjustment, 426 P.3d 1044, 1045 (Alaska 2018) (“[P]rocedural due process 

under the Alaska Constitution requires notice and opportunity for hearing appropriate to the nature of the 

case.” (alteration in original) (quoting Price v. Eastham, 75 P.3d 1051, 1056 (Alaska 2003))). 
22 See, e.g., James Sydney et al v. CBJ, Bd. of Equalization, 1JU-21-00929 CI (Alaska Superior Court, Hon. 

Schally, Decision issued  
23 See, e.g., CBJC 15.05.190(c)(7).  
24 AS 29.45.210(a); CBJC 15.05.190(c)(4). 
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BOE Hearing Guideline 

1. Presiding officer appointed by panel.  

2. Call to order: “I call the [May 1, 2023] meeting of the Board of Equalization to order.” 

3. Roll call: “Will the clerk please do a roll call?” 

4. [If applicable] Presiding officer announces if there will be hearings regarding late-filed 

appeals and, if so, whether those will take place before or after the appeal hearings. 

5. Presiding officer introduces the first appeal for hearing. 

 “We are on the record with respect to ‘Petition for Review of Assessed Value’ in 

Appeal [2023-0523] filed by [Coin Shop] with respect to Parcel Id. No. [1CO….].” 

6. Presiding officer recites the hearing rules/procedures.  

 This should be done before each appeal hearing unless the appellant was in attendance 

for an earlier reading. The below statements are intended as guidance: 

a.The appellant has the burden of proving error in the assessment, which they can 

do by sufficiently showing—with factual evidence—the assessed value of their 

property was unequal, excessive, improper, or too low.25   

b.The formal rules of evidence do not apply to this hearing. However, the 

presiding officer may exclude evidence irrelevant to the issues on appeal.  

c. The appellant and the assessor will each have 15 minutes total to make their 

arguments and present their evidence. 

d.The appellant will present first, followed by the assessor. 

e. The appellant may reserve up to 10 minutes of their time for rebuttal after the 

assessor’s presentation. The appellant’s rebuttal is limited to issues raised by 

the assessor during the assessor’s presentation.  

f. After the parties’ presentations, Board members may ask the parties questions.  

g.After Board members are done questioning the parties, the presiding officer will 

call for a motion from the Board members. Once a motion is made, the Board 

members will discuss the motion and then vote on the motion.  

h.Does either party have questions? 

i. Are the parties ready to proceed? 

7. The Board will hear appeals. 

 The presiding officer should recite hearing rules/procedures as necessary (i.e., if the 

appellant was not present for an earlier reading).  

8. [If applicable]The Board will hear late-filed appeals.  

9. After the hearing, the chair will call for discussion and motions. If no motion is made, the 

appeal is deemed denied. If a motion is made and fails, the appeal is deemed denied.  

10. Adjourn.  

                                                           
25 AS 29.45.210(b); CBJC 15.05.190(c)(5) 
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Office Of The Assessor 

155 South Seward Steet 

Juneau, AK 99801 

SHANNAN D GREENE
8007 POPPY CT
JUNEAU AK 99801

Under Alaska Statutes and CBJ Code, you, as the appellant, bear the burden of proof. The only grounds for adjustment of an 
assessment are proof of unequal, excessive, improper, or under valuation based on facts that are stated in your written 
appeal or proven at the appeal hearing. 

Any evidence or materials you would like to include in your appeal must be submitted to the Assessor's Office {preferred 
method via email to assessor.office@juneau.gov <mailto:assessor.office@juneau.gov> Attn.: Assessment Appeal} by 
4:00 PM June 21, 2023 and will be included in the packets for the Board so the members have an opportunity to 
review the materials before the hearing. 

Your Board of Equalization packet will be sent to you through email by 2:00 PM, June 22, 
2023. For a paper copy of your Board of Equalization packet or other questions please contact the City Clerk's Office at 
907-586-5278.

You or your representative may be present at the hearing {via Zoom Webinar, participation/log in information will be listed 
on the agenda packet you receive for the hearing your appeal is scheduled for}. If you choose not to be present or be 
represented, the Board of Equalization will proceed in the absence of the appellant. 

It should be noted that, between the date of this letter and the Board hearing date, your appeal may be resolved between 
you and the Assessor. If your appeal is resolved, you will not need to appear before the Board. 

If you have any questions please contact the Assessor's Office at the number listed below. 

CONTACT US: CBJ Assessor's Office 

Phone Email Website Physical Location 

Phone (907) 586-5215 ext 4906 
Fax (907) 586-4520 Assessor.Office@juneau.gov http://www.juneau.org/finance/ 

155 South Seward St 
Room 114 

PROPERTY TAX BILLS MAILED JULY 1 PROPERTY TAXES DUE SEPTEMBER 30 

Meeting of Board of Equalization (BOE) and 
Presentation of Real Property Appeal 

Date of BOE 6/29/2023 
Location of BOE  Via Zoom Webinar 

Time of BOE 5:30 PM 

Mailing Date of Notice 6/22/2023 
Parcel Identification 4B2901360170 

Property Location 8007 POPPY CT 

Appeal No. APL2023-0422 

Sent to Email Address: nillaroo@aol.com 

ATTENTION OWNER 
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~~~ ----..::.._!~ 

CITY AND BOROUGH OF 

JUNEAU ~,~a~,ce
c.se~/6~ - ~~\~u 

Office of the Assessor "'t>.R 
155 South Seward Street 
Juneau, Alaska 99801 

Petition for Review/ Correction of Assessed Value 

Real Property 

Assessment Year 

Parcel ID Number 482901360170 

Name of Applicant Shannan D. Greene 

Email Address nillaroo@aol.com 

2023 Filing Deadline: Monday April 3rd, 2023 
Please attach all supporting documentation 

ASSESSOR'S FILESAREPUBLICJNFORMATJON-fXXlfMENTSRLED WITHANAPPEAL 8£(XJM£PUBLJCINFORMAnON 

Parcel ID Number 482901360170 

Owner Name Shannan D. Greene 

Primary Phone# 508-566-6420 Email Address nillaroo@aol.com 

Physical Address 8007 Poppy Court Malling Address 8007 Poppy Court 

Juneau, Alaska 99801 Juneau, Alaska 99801 

Why are you appealing your value? Check box and provide a detailed explanation below for your appeal to be valid. 

0 My property value is excessive/overvalued THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT GROUNDS FOR APPEAL 

D My property value is unequal to similar properties • Your taxes are too high 
0 My property was valued improperly/incorrectly • Your value changed too much in one year. 

D My property has been undervalued • You can't afford the taxes 
n My exemption(s) was not applied 
Provide specific reasons and provide evidence supporting the item(s) checked above: 

Building value increase inconsistent with the price per SOFT of similar assessed neighborhood homes. 
Comaparable homes w/ lower price per SOFT are larger w/ more features / accessory apartments.
Building value alone increased 50.46% over last year. Overall property has increased 58.83% since filing for Disabled Veteran Exemption.
Overall property value increase not supported by nearby sales in last 6-1Omonths; homes which were newly remodeled/larger_w/ attached apartments. 

Have you attached additional information or documentation? (vfi Yes n No ( L\ )\"=:.>-)(_L0"!:>0R.t.S 

Values on Assessment Notice: 

Site Is1 s9,ooo IBuilding IS760,600 Total IS919,600 
Owner's Estimate of Value: 

Site Is1s9,ooo IBuilding Iss3a,a20 Total Is691,a20 ($230 SQFT) 
Purchase Price of Property: 

Price Is52s,ooo IPurchase Date 12/28/2015 
Has the property been listed for sale? (0 I Yes (0) No {ifyes complete next line) 

Listing Price Is j Days on Market 

Was the property appraised by a licensed appraiser within the last year? n I] Yes (~ No (ifyes provide copy ofappraisal) 
Certification: 
I h~reby afflnn that the foregoing lnfonnain Is truel~ correct, I understand that I bear the burden of proof and I must provide 
evidence supoortlng my appeal, and that I mthe own r (or owner's authorized aAent) ofthe propertv described above. 
Signature ~ k ~Y\ D ~ A • •• A / ) 2 0 ~-l ate03/31 /2023 

__/ 
Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office 

Phone/Fax Email Website AddressPhone# (907) 586-5215 ext 4906 
Fax# (907) 586-4520 

Assessor.Office@juneau.gov http://www.juneau.org/finance 155 South Seward St. Rm. 114 
Juneau AK 99801 

\\CBJFILES\dAssessor\Administrative\FORMS 
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PARCEL#: ________ APPEAL#: ______ DATE FILED: ______ 

Appraiser to fill out 
Appraiser I I Date of Review I 
Comments: 

Post Review Assessment 
Site J$ I Building I$ ITotal I$ 
Exemptions $ 
Total Taxable Value $ 

APPELLANT RESPONSE TO ACTION BY ASSESSOR 
I hereby D Accept D Reject the following assessment valuation in the amount of $ 
If rejected, appellant will be scheduled before the Board of Equalization and wil l be advised of the date & t ime to appear. 

Appellant's Signature Date: 

Appellant Accept Value I I Yes n No (if no skip to Board ofEqualization) 
Govern Updated I I Yes 0 No 
Spreadsheet Updated n Yes l J No 
Corrected Notice of Assessed Value Sent j I Yes I I No 

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION 
Scheduled BOE Date D Yes O No 
10-Day Letter Sent I DYes D I No 

The Board of Equalization certifies its decision, based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law contained within the 
recorded hearing and record on appeal, and concludes that the appellant [01 Met [01 Did not meet the burden of 
proof that the assessment was unequal, excessive, improper or under/overvalued. 
Notes: 

Site IS I Building IS I Total IS 
Exemptions $ 
Total Taxable Value $ 

Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office 
Phone/Fax Email Website Address 

Phone II (907) 586-5215 ext 4906 
Fax II (907) 586-4520 

Assessor.Office@juneau.gov http://www.juneau.org/finance 155 South Seward St. Rm. 114 
Juneau AK 99801 

\\CBJFILES\d.Assessor\Administrative\FORMS 11
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CBJ 2023 Property Assessment 

8007 Poppy Court - Juneau, Alaska 99801 

ID# 4B2901360170-3034 SQFT 

• Filed for VA Disability Exemption: 03/06/20 
Approved for $150,000 annual exemption as a 32-year, 100% Disabled Veteran. 

• Total 4YR Property Increase since filing VA Disability Exemption: $340,600.00 or 58.83% 

2019 - $579,000 to 2023 - $919,600 

Total Value Value Change %Change 

$ 919,600.00 $ 261,100.00 39.65% 

$ 658,500.00 $ 49,400.00 8.11% 

$ 609,100.00 $ 12,900.00 2.16% 

$ 596,200.00 $ 17,200.00 2.97% 

$ 579,000.00 $ (5,000.00) -0.86% 

• Total 2023 Increase of Building alone was $255,100.00 or 50.46% 

2022 - $685,500 to 2023 - $919,600 

Building Value Change %Change 

$ 760,600.00 $ 255,100.00 50.46% 

$ 505,500.00 $ 49,400.00 10.83% 

$ 456,100.00 $ 12,900.00 2.91% 

$ 443,200.00 $ 17,200.00 4.04% 

• Comparable Homes -Average Sold Price per SQ FT 

$251.71SF 2023 Proposed Overage 
$763,682.07 $919,600.00 $155,917.93 

- The Average Price per SQFT of (5) 2022/21 comparable sold homes is $251.71 

- Using this, my home at 3034 SQFT * $251.71 would be $763,682.07 

- My 2023 Assessment, after exemption applied, is $769,600. 

- Interestingly, the overage is commensurate with my VA Disability Exemption. 

- If CBJ were compensating for my exemption, that would amount to Discrimination. 

1 
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CBJ 2023 Property Assessment 
8007 Poppy Court - Juneau, Alaska 99801 

ID# 4B2901360170- 3034 SQFT 

• Comparable Homes - 2023 Assessed Price per SQ FT 
These s similar homes are my neighbors' next door & across the street, in the same development. 

My home does not have an accessory apartment nor a basement, and has the original 2004 kitchen. 

These Comparable properties all are larger Buildings & Land with features, income, & updates I do not. 

8001/8003 Poppy Court - Assessed $260.91 SQFT 

This home is 54 SQFT larger than mine. 

This lot is 544 smaller than mine and is a corner lot. 

This home has an income earning, fully equipped accessory apartment. 

8000 Poppy Court - Assessed $266.13 SQFT 

This home is 1214 SQFT larger than mine. 

This lot is 3232 larger than mine and is a corner lot. 

This home has had recent, extensive remodeling/updates including a fully refinished basement. 

This home has an income earning, fully equipped accessory apartment. 

8001 Magnolia Court - Assessed $241.46 SQFT 

This home is 784 SQFT larger than mine. 

This lot is 3232 larger than mine and is a corner lot. 

This home has an income earning, fully equipped accessory apartment. 

5007 Pond Vista - Assessed $284.19 SQFT 

This home is 655 SQFT larger than mine. 

This lot is 4312 larger than mine and is a corner lot. 

Completely updated kitchen with high-end appliances. 

This home has had recent, extensive remodeling and sold 10 months ago for $850,000 / $230.41 SQFT 

1008 Debbie Lane - Assessed $266.13 SQFT 

This home is 228 SQFT larger than mine. 

This lot is 12,189 larger than mine. 

This home has an income earning, fully equipped 2 BD accessory apartment. 

2 
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CBJ 2023 Property Assessment 

8007 Poppy Court - Juneau, Alaska 99801 

ID# 4B2901360170- 3034 SQFT 

This home has had recent remodeling and sold 6 months ago for $880,000 / $269.77 SQFT 

·-
Tax ID 482901360180 ( assessor summary ) 

Owner(s) Richard J Bochynski; Elizabeth C Bochynski 

Previous owner(s) MONTANA CREEK DEVELOPMENT INC 

Site address(es) 8001 Poppy Ct; 8003 Poppy Ct 

Mail address(es) 8001 Poppy Ct - Ju neau~AK 99801 

Legal description MONTANA CREEK IV BL A LT 18 

Lot square feet 12,650 

Lot acres 0.2900 -Zoning (D 5) Single family/duplex 
-

Road system y es 

Fire service yes -Water available yes 

Sewer available yes -
Year built 2003 

Living area 3088 
-

Assessment year 2023 
-

- assessed value 805,700 

=land value 158,000 
-

- building value 647,700 

- exemptions 150,000 

G IS Date 2023/03/30 
-

DBMS Date 2023/03/30 

PARCEL 

Tax ID 48290 1360090 ( assessor summan ) 

Owner(s) Lee Family Trusl Jared Lee & Kristin Anne Lee As Trustees; Jared Lee & Kristin Anne Lee As Trustees 

P revious owner(s) N ICHOLAS D NEWBURY 

Site address(es) 8000 Poppy Ct 

Mail address(es) 8000 Poppy Cl - Juneau, AK 9980 1 

Legal description MONTANA CREEK IV BL A LT 9 - - --

Lol square feet 1 6,426 ---------lol acres 0.3800 

Zoning (D 5) Single family/duplex 

Road system yes 

Fire service yes 

Water available yes 

Sewer available yes 

Year buill 2004 

Living area 4248 

!Assessment year 2023 

-- assessed value 1,130,500 

-- land value 164,400 

-- building value 966,100 

-- exemptions 0 

3 
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CBJ 2023 Property Assessment 

8007 Poppy Court - Juneau, Alaska 99801 

ID# 4B2901360170-3034 SQFT 

1GlS Date 
1

2023/03/30 

DBMS Date 2023/03/30 

Tax ID 4B290 1360080 ( assessor summarv ) 

~cr(s) Dean C Blood; Julie A Blood 

Previous owner(s) MICHAELS MAUSETH 

§ie address(es) 
1
8001 Magnolia Ct; 8003 Magnolia Ct 

Mail address(cs) WOlMagnolia Ct-Juneau, AK 99801 

Legal descript.ion MONTANA CREEK IV BL A LT 8 -

Lot square feet 16,426 

Lot acres 0.3800 
1Zoning (D 5) Single family/duplex 

Road system yes 

Fire service es 

ater available 
r-
~es 

--------

'sewer available yes 

Year built 12004 
L iving area 1

3818 

!Assessment year 2023 

-- assessed value 921,900 

-- landwtl~ l164,400 

I--building va!ITT: 757,500 

-- exemptions 0 

GIS Date 2023/03/30 

iDBMS Date ~023/03/30 

PARCEL 

Tax ID 482901360020 ( assessor summary ) 

Owner(s) - - Robert JohnProvost II; Kathryn Brownlee 

Previous owner(s) ROBERT H PETERSEN - --

fstte address(es) 5007 Pond Vista Dr -

Mail address(es) PO Box 35214 - Juneau, AK 99803 

Legal description MONTANA CREEK IV BL A LT 2 
Lot square f~ 17,506 -----

Lot acres - 0.4000 

Zoning (D 5) Single family/duplex 

Road syste

IFire serv~ 

m yes --yes 

Water avail

Sewer avail

Yearbuilt 

able 

able 

'yes 

yes 

2004 

-
------------

-Living area 3586 
IAssessmentyear 2023 

- assessed value 1,019,100 
-- land value --165,300 
~ - --r building value 1853,800 

4 
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- - -
----

---
-- --

--- --

- -

J I I 
\ 

CBJ 2023 Property Assessment 

8007 Poppy Court - Juneau, Alaska 99801 

ID# 482901360170-3034 SQFT 

r- exemptions 0 
GISDate- 2023/03/31 

DBMS Date 2023/03/31 

PARCEL 

Tax ID 482901340020 ( assessor summary ) 

Owner(s) Joseph Paul Rank; Maria T Rank -
Previous owner(s) BRIAN A LONG -
Site address(es) 1008 Debbie Ln; 1010 Debbie Ln 

Mail address(es) 9418 Bemers Ave - Juneau, AK 99801 

Legal description MONTANA CREEK Ill BL C LT 2 -
Lot square feet 25,383 

Lot acres 0.5827 ~---
Zoning (D 5) Single family/duplex 

Road system yes 
-

,Fire service yes 
-

Water available yes 

Sewer available yes 

Year built 2003 

Living area 3160 

Assessment year 2023 

-- assessed value 828,800 

- land value 172,700 

- building value 656,100 
-

- exemptions 0 

GIS Date 2023/03/31 
-

DBMS Date .2023/03/31 

• Summary For the Comparable Sales MID 2021- 2022 

HIGH LOW AVERAGE MEDIAN 

UST PRICE: $ 875,000.00 $ 669,000.00 $ 772,160.00 $ 759,900.00 

SOLD PRICE: $ 880,000.00 $ 675,000.00 $ 768,200.00 $ 739,000.00 

• The Comparable Sales do not support the Assessed Price per SQFT of $303.10 for my home. 

5 
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CBJ Property Tax Year 

3034 

Total Value Value Change %Change $ Per SQ Foot Building Value Change % Change Land Value Change %Change 

2023 $ 919,600.00 $ 261,100.00 39.65% 303.10 $ 760,600.00 $ 255,100.00 50.46% $ 159,000.00 $6,000.00 3.92% 
2022 $ 658,500.00 $ 49,400.00 8.11% 217.04 $ 505,500.00 $ 49,400.00 10.83% $ 153,000.00 $0.00 0.00% 
2021 $ 609,100.00 $ 12,900.00 2.16% 200.76 $ 456,100.00 $ 12,900.00 2.91% $ 153,000.00 $0.00 0.00% 
2020 $ 596,200.00 $ 17,200.00 2.97% 196.51 $ 443,200.00 $ 17,200.00 4.04% $ 153,000.00 $0.00 0.00% 
2019 $ 579,000.00 $ (5,000.00) -0.86% 190.84 $ 426,000.00 $ 3,300.00 0.78% $ 153,000.00 ($8,300.00) -5.15% 
2018 $ 584,000.00 $ (21,889.00) -3.61% 192.49 $ 422,700.00 $ (11,557.00) -2.66% $ 161,300.00 ($10,332.00) -6.02% 
2017 $ 605,889.00 $ 5,999.00 1.00% 199.70 $ 434,257.00 $ 4,300.00 1.00% $ 171,632.00 $1,699.00 1.00% 
2016 $ 599,890.00 $ 33,956.00 6.00% 197.72 $ 429,957.00 $ 24,337.00 6.00% $ 169,933.00 $9,609.00 5.99% 
2015 $ 565,934.00 186.53 $ 405,620.00 $ 160,324.00 
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF

NEAU 
AlAS A'S CAPllAL CITY 

Assessor's Database 
PARCEL: LG DESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: DIANE V DIGIULIO & JOHN E PAPPENHEIM VALUE: $848900.00 YEAR: SQFT: LOT: 

~6Z~QlJ6QlJ0 MONTANA CREEK 8024 POPPY CT 2004 003176 21039.00 .267, ]C\ 

IV BL ALT 13 

PARCEL: LGDESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: RICHARD J BOCHYNSKI & ELIZABETH C VALUE: $805700.00 VEAR: SQFT: LOT: 
2l:l>,C\ l~ 4~2901360180 MONTANA CREEK 8001 POPPY CT BOCHYNSKI 2003 003088 12650.00 

IV BLA LT 18 

PARCEL: LGDESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: JAIME KISSNER & MINDY KISSNER VALUE: $747800.00 YEAR: SQFT: LOT: 
3TI ,q•0

4B2901360110 MONTANA CREEK 8012POPPYCT 2005 002280 18643.00 

IV BL ALT 11 

PARCEL: LGDESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: STEVEN JOHN SAHLENDER & JULIANNA VALUE: $807700.00 VEAR: SQFT: LOT: 
3co.26~a;z~Ql~§Ql§1! MONTANA CREEK 8011POPPYCT MURPHY 2005 002690 23369.00 

IVBLA LT 16 

PARCEL: LGDESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: LEE FAMILY TRUST & JARED LEE & KRISTIN VALUE: VEAR: SQFT: LOT: 
]W,._. ,3.)< 4B2901360090 MONTANA CREEK 8000 POPPY CT ANNE LEE AS TRUSTEES $1130500.00 2004 004248 16426.00 

IVBLA LT9 

PARCEL: LGDESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: RICHARD JAY PETERSON VALUE: $736500.00 VEAR: SQFT: LOT: 
~--:i)b~l

4B2901360!40 MONTANA CREEK 8025 POPPY CT 2006 002186 15224.00 

IV BL ALT 14 

-v 
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PARCEL: LGDESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: DAVIDE ROGERS & CAREN W ROBINSON VALUE: $668800.00 YEAR: SQFT: LOT: 

~a22Ql~60lZQ MONTANA CREEK 8018 POPPY CT 2005 002028 17842.00 )19 , It' 
IVBLALT12 

PARCEL: LG DESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: SHANNAN D GREENE VALUE: $919600.00 YEAR: SQFT: LOT: 

4B220136017Q MONTANA CREEK 8007 POPPY CT 2004 003034 13194.00 30':.) \0 
IV BL ALT 17 

PARCEL: LGDESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: SEBASTIAN VADAKUMCHERRY & ROSE VALUE: $741500.00 YEAR: SQFT: LOT: 

4B2901360100 MONTANA CREEK 8006 POPPY CT MARY SEBASTIAN 2004 002318 15390.00 j\C\, SC\ 
IV BLA LT 10 

PARCEL: LGDESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: MONIKA DAWN BETHERS WALKER & VALUE: $704000.00 YEAR: SQFT: LOT: 

4eZ~Ql~60l~Q MONTANA CREEK 8019 POPPY CT JESSE LEVI WALKER 2005 001912 33837.00 ':)~i .ic 
IVBLA LT 15 

( ) 

Search the Database 

Search the database using the search box below. The field accepts any search parameter (owner's name, address, parcel 

number, year built, etc.). 
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF 

JUNEAU 

Assessor's Database 
PARCEL: 

162l!Ql360Q~0 

LGDESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

IV BL ALT 3 

ADDRESS: 

8106 MAGNOLIA CT 

OWNER: CHRISTOPHER UMBS & MICHELLE UMBS VALUE: $555300.00 YEAR: 

2003 

SQFT: 

001849 

LOT: 

19308.00 :£0,:J....J 

~ 

PARCEL: 

4B2901360080 

LGDESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

IV BLA LT 8 

ADDRESS: 

8001 MAGNOLIA CT 

OWNER: DEAN C BLOOD & JULIEA BLOOD VALUE: $921900.00 VEAR: 

2004 

SQFT: 

003818 

LOT: 

16426.00 ,2L\ I ,L\b 

PARCEL: 

4B2901360060 

LGDESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

IVBLA LT 6 

ADDRESS: 

8013 MAGNOLIA CT 

OWNER: RICHARD ECARLSON & PATTI CARLSON VALUE: $704200.00 YEAR: 

2006 

SQFT: 

002002 

LOT: 

16276.00 ':>S\ ,'15 

PARCEL: 

46:Zl!Ql3fiQ~Q 

LGDESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

IV BL ALT 4 

ADDRESS: 

8112 MAGNOLIA CT 

OWNER: SHANE A MILLER & HEATHERS MILLER VALUE: $530800.00 VEAR: 

2006 

SQFT: 

001318 

LOT: 

16841.00 LIOJ. ,-1:, 

PARCEL: 

4B2901360070 

LG DESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

NBLALT7 

ADDRESS: 

8007 MAGNOLIA CT 

OWNER: STEPHEN WHITE VALUE: $760400.00 VEAR: 

2004 

SQFT: 

002783 

LOT: 

17225.00 2-1 ""2. '?':..) ' ~ 7 

PARCEL: 

~~:Z2Ql~§QQSQ 

LGDESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

IVBLA LT 5 

ADDRESS: 

8118 MAGNOLIA CT 

OWNER: DAVIDS CAMPBELL & KENI L CAMPBELL VALUE: $770600.00 YEAR: 

2004 

SQFT: 

002366 

LOT: 

25677.00 3..t5, -rD 
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF

NEAU
~ l AS{A'S C,t,Pf!Al CllY 

Assessor's Database 
PARCEL: 

4B29Ql~SQQlQ 

LGDESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

Ill BL 8 LT 1 

ADDRESS: 

5000 POND VISTA 

DR 

OWNER: DONALD EPHELPS & SARALYN K PHELPS VALUE: $598500.00 VEAR: 

2005 

SQFT: 

001n2 

LOT: 

12623.00 "2,? 1 -, -
.) ,,J ' ../ 

PARCEL: 

482901350060 

LGDESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

IVBL 8 LT 6 

ADDRESS: 

5030 POND VISTA 

DR 

OWNER: SEAN J SEWILL VALUE: $693400.00 YEAR: 

2004 

SQFT: 

002400 

LOT: 

14672.00 
/4. c;: .{). ( ' 

PARCEL: 

4B2901360190 

LG DESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

IV BL ALT 19 

ADDRESS: 

5031 POND VISTA 

DR 

OWNER: MARK A MESDAG & JULIA M MESDAG VALUE: $695700.00 YEAR: 

2006 

SQFT: 

002480 

LOT: 

13908.00 :Z'.>C .S 7...._ 

PARCEL: 

4B29Ql3SQQ40 

LG DESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

IVBLB LT 4 

ADDRESS: 

5018 POND VISTA 

DR 

OWNER: SADIE KRISTINE WRIGHT & CHRISTOPHER 

JERROLD KRENZ 

VALUE: $726000.00 VEAR: 

2004 

SQFT: 

002186 

LOT: 

13855.00 ~-0 ,, _,,..,_ ' 

PARCEL: 

4B2901~§0010 

LGDESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

Ill BL A LT 1 

ADDRESS: 

5001 POND VISTA 

DR 

OWNER: NANCY GEANE COURTNEY &DOUGLAS 

DAVANT COURTNEY 

VALUE: $730500.00 YEAR: 

2002 

SQFT: 

002602 

LOT: 

17320.00 =<cc-,<J I • ..) 

PARCEL: 

4B290i3~0020 

LGDESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

IVBL BLT 2 

ADDRESS: 

5006 POND VISTA 

DR 

OWNER: CHRISTOPHER LEE RUSSELL & CAROLINA 

VIVIANA RUSSELL 

VALUE: $585700.00 YEAR: 

2004 

SQFT: 

0017n 

LOT: 

12807.00 "?.>JC\ ' tf;:) 
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. . 

PARCEL: LG DESC: PAULICK ADDRESS: OWNER: KARL A LUCK VALUE: YEAR: SQFT: LOT: 

4e;rnQ1~~QOZO LT3 5036 POND VISTA $110-4000.00 2011 003274 30493.00 ~1.lD 
DR 

PARCEL: LGDESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: STEPHEN M BENNETT & LINDA D VALUE: $708000.00 VEAR: SQFT: LOT: ,,. ' .,(_...) . .., 
4B29QlJ60200 MONTANA CREEK 5037 POND VISTA EDWARDS 2006 002186 13556.00 

IV BLA LT 20 DR 

PARCEL: LG DESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: EDWIN MERCER Ill & KELLY CMERCER VALUE: $620700.00 YEAR: SQFT: LOT! 
"'3\6 ,:52..

4B2901350050 MONTANA CREEK 5024 PONO VISTA 2005 001961 14487,00 

IVBL BLT 5 DR 

PARCEL: LGDESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: ROBERT JOHN PROVOST II VALUE: VEAR: SQFT: LOT1 

~ 4B29Q1360020 MONTANA CREEK 5007 POND VISTA $1019100.00 2004 003586 17S06,00 -.~L\ .l '--\ 
IVBLALT2 DR 

PARCEL: LGDESC: ADDRESS: OWNER: CHRISTOPHER S BURKE & MONICA L VALUE: $637400.00 VEAR: SQFT: LOT1 

4B2901350030 MONTANA CREEK 5012 POND VISTA BURKE 2004 001822 14921,00 il \ 
IV BL BLT 3 DR 

PARCEL: LG DESC: PAULICK ADDRESS: 0 POND OWNER: KILLEHUCK LLC VALUE: $133000.00 VEAR: SQFT: LOT: 

4Bi901350080 LT2 VISTA DR 0 000000 37542.00 

Search the Database 
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*CITY AND BOROUGH OF 

JUNEAU 

Assessor's Database 
PARCEL: 

4B29Q1~1Q040 

PARCEL: 

* 4B2901340020 

PARCEL: 

4B290134Q0S0 

PARCEL: 

4B22Qla4QQ3Q 

PARCEL: 

4B290131Q010 

LG DESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

Ill BL C LT 4 

LG DESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

Ill BL CLT 2 

LGDESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

IIIBLCLTS 

LG DESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

Ill BL C LT 3 

LG DESC: 

MONTANA CREEK 

Ill BL C LT 1 

ADDRESS: 

1020 DEBBIE LN 

ADDRESS: 

1008 DEBBIE LN 

ADDRESS: 

1024 DEBBIE LN 

ADDRESS: 

1016 DEBBIE LN 

ADDRESS: 

1000 DEBBIE LN 

( 

OWNER: THOMAS P AINSWORTH & SUZANNE M 

AINSWORTH 

OWNER: JOSEPH PAUL RANK & MARIA TRANK 

OWNER: MARK A KIESSLING & SAVONNA L 

KIESSLING 

OWNER: SIMA BAHAR 

OWNER: CHAD CMOUNTCASTLE & MELISSA M 

MOUNTCASTLE 

> 

VALUE: $769600.00 

VALUE: $828800.00 

VALUE: $681400.00 

VALUE: $731600.00 

VALUE: $850300.00 

VEAR: 

2003 

YEAR: 

2003 

VEAR: 

2006 

VEAR: 

2002 

VEAR: 

2001 

SQFT: 

002923 

SQFT: 

003160 

SQFT: 

002351 

SQFT: 

002466 

SQFT: 

002702 

LOT: 

17722.00 2 63. ~cl 

LOT: 

25383.00 ,'62 .i.~ 

LOT: 

U930.00 "7._ • ~ . 
LOT: 

15906.00 2C\b I 6-\ 

LOT: I 

') \12978.00 \ I 
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TOTAL HIGH LOW AVG MED 
~ 

:_,:.-; 
..,.. DAYS ONLISTING COUNT: 5 33 0 9 4MARKET: 

HIGH LOW AVERAGE MEDIAN TOTAL PRICE 
UST PRICE: $875,000 $669,000 $772,160 $759,900 $3,860,800 

SOLD PRICE: $880,000 $675,000 $768,200 $739,000 $3,841,000 

PriceYear Approx. Approx. ClosingMLS# Type Area Address Status Price # of Per 
Built Lot SQFT SQFT DateBedrooms~FT 

21650 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 9024 Nlnnls Drive Sold & 

Closed $697,000 1998 17,039 2,678 5 $260.27 5/14/202 

22759 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 4945 Hummingbird Sold & 

Lane Closed $675,000 1982 21,318 2,690 4 $250.93 10/31/20 

21699 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 9017 Ninnis Drive Sold & 

Closed $739,000 1997 25,052 2,990 4 $247.16 10/7/202 

22727 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 1008 Debbie Lane Sold & 

Closed $880,000 2003 25,383 3,262 7 $269.77 9/30/202 

22229 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 5007 Pond Vista 

Drive 
Sold & 
Closed $850,000 2004 17,506 3,689 5 $230.41 5/20/202 

24
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TOTAL HIGH LOW AVG MED 
DAYS ONUST.ING COLINT: 6 11 0 3 2MARKET: 

HIGH LOW AVERAGE MEDIAN TOTAL PRICE 
UST PRICE: $759,900 $520,500 $650,933 $654,150 $3,905,600 

SOLO PRICE: $739,000 $515,000 $643,483 $645,000 $3,860,900 

# of PriceYear Approx. Approx. ClosingMlS# Type Area Address Status Price PerBuilt Lot SQFT SQFT DateBedrooms SQFT 

21699 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 9017 Ninnis 

Drive 
Sold & 
Closed $739,000 1997 25,052 2,990 4 $247.16 10/7/2021 

21650 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 9024 Ninnis 

Drive 
Sold & 
Closed $697,000 1998 17,039 2,678 5 $260.27 5/14/2021 

20319 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 5007 Pond Vista 

Drive 
Sold & 
Closed $640,000 2004 17,506 3,698 5 $173.07 4/30/2020 

21176 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 8006 Poppy 

Court 
Sold & 
Closed $619,900 2004 15,390 2,318 4 $267.43 3/1/2021 

21238 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 9119 Wolfram 

Way 
Sold & 
Closed $650,000 1998 11,965 2,554 5 $254.50 4/19/2021 

19158 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 9127 Wolfram 

Way 
Sold & 
Closed $515,000 1996 10,200 2,124 4 $242.47 3/28/2019 
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Discussion Points - Assessor Meeting 4/28/2023 

1) Given marginal depreciation of 20-Year-old home with no major updates. 

a. CBJ credited only $46,743 
b. Original: roof, exterior, kitchen, driveway, mechanical systems 
c. No alternate heat sources / fireplace 

2) Comps of 2 most recent sold homes in my neighborhood are a true indication of area market value. 

a. Most recent sale (6 months) 1008 Debbie Lane: 
Sold at $269.77 SQFT - Assessed $266.13 SQFT 

b. Next recent sale (10 months) 5007 Pond Vista: 
Sold at $230.41 SQFT - Assessed $284.19 SQFT 

3) My home is most similar to 8001 Magnolia Court – 2023 Assessment $921,900 / $241.46 SQFT 
Using that price per SQFT equates to: 8007 Poppy Court - $732,590 / 241.46 SQFT 

4) Consulting my realtor, my house would not be listed at the CBJ proposed assessment; too high. 

5) The features of comparable homes in the immediate Montana Creek neighborhood are more desirable 
than mine per Market Value, yet I have a higher assessment per square footage to those homes. 

6) USAA reevaluates my rebuild cost/value each year based on national/local data. CBJ valuation is 
inflated well over my insurance valuation. 

USAA Dwelling Coverage: 
2022/2023 $538,000 
2021/2022 $520,000 
2020/2021 $520,000 
2019/2020 $495,000 

7) My 2023 Dwelling value increased over 50% this year alone. 
a. I have not seen any comparable properties in my neighborhood increased at that rate. 
b. 2022 Dwelling value increased nearly 11% last year. 
c. This is a one-year increase in Price Per Square foot from $217 to $303. 

CBJ 2023 Property Assessment 
8007 Poppy Court – Juneau, Alaska 99801 Enclosure (1) 
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Similar Homes of Superior Architecture, Multi-Peak Exterior 

8000 Poppy Court – 2023 Assessment $1,130,500 or $266.13 SQFT 
This home is 1214 SQFT larger than mine. 
This lot is 3232 larger than mine and is a corner lot. 
This home has had recent, extensive remodeling/updates including a fully refinished basement. 
This home has an income earning, fully equipped accessory apartment. 

CBJ 2023 Property Assessment 
8007 Poppy Court – Juneau, Alaska 99801 Enclosure (2) 
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Similar Homes of Superior Architecture, Multi-Peak Exterior 

8001 Magnolia Court – 2023 Assessment $921,900 or $241.46 SQFT 
This home is 784 SQFT larger than mine. 
This lot is 3232 larger than mine and is a corner lot. 
This home has an income earning, fully equipped accessory apartment. 

CBJ 2023 Property Assessment 
8007 Poppy Court – Juneau, Alaska 99801 Enclosure (2) 
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COMPARABLE HOMES by Proximity 

These 5 Similar Homes are my neighbors’ next door & across the street, in the same development. 
My home does not have an accessory apartment nor a basement and has the original 2004 kitchen. 
These Comparable properties all are larger Buildings & Land with features, income, & updates I do not. 

 8001/8003 Poppy Court – 2023 Assessed $805,700 / $260.91 SQFT 
This home is 54 SQFT larger than mine. 
This lot is 544 smaller than mine and is a corner lot. 
This home has an income earning, fully equipped accessory apartment. 

 8000 Poppy Court – 2023 Assessed $1,130,500 / $266.13 SQFT 
This home is 1214 SQFT larger than mine. 
This lot is 3232 larger than mine and is a corner lot. 
This home has had recent, extensive remodeling/updates including a fully refinished basement. 
This home has an income earning, fully equipped accessory apartment. 

 8001 Magnolia Court – 2023 Assessed $921,900 / $241.46 SQFT 
This home is 784 SQFT larger than mine. 
This lot is 3232 larger than mine and is a corner lot. 
This home has an income earning, fully equipped accessory apartment. 

 5007 Pond Vista – 2023 Assessed $1,019,100 / $284.19 SQFT 
This home is 655 SQFT larger than mine. 
This lot is 4312 larger than mine and is a corner lot. 
Completely updated kitchen with high-end appliances. 
This home has had extensive remodeling & sold 10 months ago for $850,000 / $230.41 SQFT 

 1008 Debbie Lane – 2023 Assessed $828,800 / $266.13 SQFT 
This home is 228 SQFT larger than mine. 
This lot is 12,189 larger than mine. 
This home has an income earning, fully equipped 2 BD accessory apartment. 
This home has had recent remodeling & sold 6 months ago for $880,000 / $269.77 SQFT 

 8007 Poppy Court – Assessed $919,600 / $303.13 SQFT 
Original: roof, exterior, kitchen, driveway, mechanical systems 
No income earning accessory apartment. 
No walkout finished lower level 
No recent extensive remodel. 

CBJ 2023 Property Assessment 
8007 Poppy Court – Juneau, Alaska 99801 Enclosure (3) 
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TOTAL HIGH LOW AVG MED 
DAYS ON

LISTING COUNT: 5 33 0 9 4
MARKET: 

HIGH LOW AVERAGE MEDIAN TOTAL PRICE 
LIST PRICE: $875,000 $669,000 $772,160 $759,900 $3,860,800 

SOLD PRICE: $880,000 $675,000 $768,200 $739,000 $3,841,000 

Price
Year Approx. Approx. Closing# of PerMLS # Type Area Address Status Price 
Built Lot SQFT SQFT Bedrooms SQFT Date 

Single Sold &II 21650 BACK LOOP 9024 Ninnis Drive $697,000 1998 17,039 2,678 5 $260.27 5/14/2021 
Family Closed 

Single 4945 Hummingbird Sold &I 22759 BACK LOOP $675,000 1982 21,318 2,690 4 $250.93 10/31/2022 Fami ly Lane Closed 

Single Sold &I 21699 BACK LOOP 9017 Ninnis Drive $739,000 1997 25,052 2,990 4 $247.16 10/7/2021
Family Closed 

Single Sold &I 22727 BACK LOOP 1008 Debbie Lane $880,000 2003 25,383 3,262 7 $269.77 9/30/ 2022 
Fami ly Closed 

Single 5007 Pond Vista Sold &
22229 BACK LOOP $850,000 2004 17,506 3,689 5 $230.41 5/20/2022 

Fami ly Drive Closed 
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TOTAL 

LISTING COUNT: 6 

HIGH 
LIST PRICE: $759,900 

SOLD PRICE: $739,000 

HIGH LOW AVG MED 

DAYS ON l1 0 3 2MARKET: 

LOW AVERAGE MEDIAN TOTAL PRICE 
$520,500 $650,933 $654,150 $3,905,600 
$515,000 $643,483 $645,000 $3,860,900 

MLS# Type Area Address Status Price Year 
Built 

Approx. Approx. 
Lot SQFT SQFT 

Price 
# of Per 
Bedrooms SQFT 

Closing 
Date 

21699 Single 
Family 

BACK LOOP 9017 Ninnis 
Drive 

Sold & 
Closed $739,000 1997 25,052 2,990 4 $247.16 10/7/2021 

21650 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 9024 Ninnis 

Drive 
Sold & 
Closed $697,000 1998 17,039 2,678 5 $260.27 5/14/2021 

20319 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 5007 Pond Vista 

Drive 
Sold & 
Closed $640,000 2004 17,506 3,698 5 $173.07 4/30/2020 

21176 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 8006 Poppy 

Court 
Sold & 
Closed $619,900 2004 15,390 2,318 4 $267.43 3/1/2021 

21238 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 9119 Wolfram 

Way 
Sold & 
Closed $650,000 1998 11,965 2,554 5 $254.50 4/19/2021 

19158 Single 
Family BACK LOOP 9127 Wolfram 

Way 
Sold & 
Closed $515,000 1996 10,200 2,124 4 $242.47 3/28/2019 
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Analysis of Assessment / Sales Info 

 Filed for VA Disability Exemption: 03/06/20 
Approved for $150,000 annual exemption as a 32-year, 100% Disabled Veteran. 

 Total 4YR Property Increase since filing VA Disability Exemption: $340,600.00 or 58.83% 
2019 – $579,000 to 2023 – $919,600 

Total Value Value Change % Change 

$ 919,600.00 $ 261,100.00 39.65% 
$ 658,500.00 $ 49,400.00 8.11% 
$ 609,100.00 $ 12,900.00 2.16% 
$ 596,200.00 $ 17,200.00 2.97% 
$ 579,000.00 $ (5,000.00) -0.86% 

 Total 2023 Increase of Building alone was $255,100.00 or 50.46% 
2022 – $685,500 to 2023 – $919,600 

Building Value Change % Change 

$ 760,600.00 $ 255,100.00 50.46% 
$ 505,500.00 $ 49,400.00 10.83% 
$ 456,100.00 $ 12,900.00 2.91% 
$ 443,200.00 $ 17,200.00 4.04% 

 Comparable Sales – Average Sold Price per SQ FT 

$251.71 SF 2023 Proposed Overage 
$763,682.07 $919,600.00 $155,917.93 

- Using the Average Price per SQFT of (5) 2022/21 comparable sold homes is $251.71 
- Using this, my home at 3034 SQFT * $251.71 would be $763,682.07 
- My 2023 Assessment, after exemption applied, is $769,600. 
- Interestingly, the overage is commensurate with my VA Disability Exemption. 
- If CBJ were compensating for my exemption, that would amount to Discrimination. 

CBJ 2023 Property Assessment 
8007 Poppy Court – Juneau, Alaska 99801 Enclosure (6) 
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8007 POPPY COURT 

CBJ Property Tax Year 
3034 

2023 
2022 
2021 
2020 
2019 
2018 
2017 
2016 
2015 

Total Value 

$ 919,600.00 
$ 658,500.00 
$ 609,100.00 
$ 596,200.00 
$ 579,000.00 
$ 584,000.00 
$ 605,889.00 
$ 599,890.00 
$ 565,934.00 

Value Change 

$ 261,100.00 
$ 49,400.00 
$ 12,900.00 
$ 17,200.00 
$ (5,000.00) 
$ (21,889.00) 
$ 5,999.00 
$ 33,956.00 

% Change 

39.65% 
8.11% 
2.16% 
2.97% 
-0.86% 
-3.61% 
1.00% 
6.00% 

$ Per SQ Foot 

303.10 
217.04 
200.76 
196.51 
190.84 
192.49 
199.70 
197.72 
186.53 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

Building 

760,600.00 
505,500.00 
456,100.00 
443,200.00 
426,000.00 
422,700.00 
434,257.00 
429,957.00 
405,620.00 

Value Change 

$ 255,100.00 
$ 49,400.00 
$ 12,900.00 
$ 17,200.00 
$ 3,300.00 
$ (11,557.00) 
$ 4,300.00 
$ 24,337.00 

% Change 

50.46% 
10.83% 
2.91% 
4.04% 
0.78% 
-2.66% 
1.00% 
6.00% 

Land Value Change % Change 

$ 159,000.00 $6,000.00 3.92% 
$ 153,000.00 $0.00 0.00% 
$ 153,000.00 $0.00 0.00% 
$ 153,000.00 $0.00 0.00% 
$ 153,000.00 ($8,300.00) -5.15% 
$ 161,300.00 ($10,332.00) -6.02% 
$ 171,632.00 $1,699.00 1.00% 
$ 169,933.00 $9,609.00 5.99% 
$ 160,324.00 

Enclosure (7) 
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3-Year Assessment Comparison 
RED - Highest / GREEN - Lowest 

SQ FT 8000 Poppy Court SQ FT 8001 Poppy Court 
4248 3088 

Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 1,130,500.00 $ 310,700.00 $ 37.9% 266.13 2023 805,700.00 $ 137,100.00 $ 20.5% 260.91 
2022 819,800.00 $ 63,700.00 $ 8.4% 192.98 2022 668,600.00 $ 50,200.00 $ 8.1% 216.52 
2021 756,100.00 $ 16,800.00 $ 2.3% 177.99 2021 618,400.00 $ 13,200.00 $ 2.2% 200.26 
2020 739,300.00 $ 2020 605,200.00 $ 

SQ FT 8006 Poppy Court SQ FT 8007 Poppy Court 
2318 3034 

Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot 
(BLDG 50% increase) 

2023 741,500.00 $ 130,300.00 $ 21.3% 319.89 2023 919,600.00 $ 261,100.00 $ 39.7% 303.10 
2022 611,200.00 $ 58,600.00 $ 10.6% 263.68 2022 658,500.00 $ 49,400.00 $ 8.1% 217.04 
2021 552,600.00 $ 17,600.00 $ 3.3% 238.40 2021 609,100.00 $ 12,900.00 $ 2.2% 200.76 
2020 535,000.00 $ 2020 596,200.00 $ VETERAN EXEMPTION 

SQ FT 8011 Poppy Court SQ FT 8012 Poppy Court 
2690 2280 

Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 807,700.00 $ 138,800.00 $ 20.8% 300.26 2023 747,800.00 $ 133,100.00 $ 21.7% 327.98 
2022 668,900.00 $ 49,400.00 $ 8.0% 248.66 2022 614,700.00 $ 46,000.00 $ 8.1% 269.61 
2021 619,500.00 $ 12,700.00 $ 2.1% 230.30 2021 568,700.00 $ 11,900.00 $ 2.1% 249.43 
2020 606,800.00 $ 2020 556,800.00 $ 

SQ FT 8018 Poppy Court SQ FT 8019 Poppy Court 
2028 1912 

Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 668,800.00 $ 48,100.00 $ 7.7% 329.78 2023 704,000.00 $ 78,600.00 $ 12.6% 368.20 
2022 620,700.00 $ 59,400.00 $ 10.6% 306.07 2022 625,400.00 $ 63,200.00 $ 11.2% 327.09 
2021 561,300.00 $ 17,700.00 $ 3.3% 276.78 2021 562,200.00 $ 18,900.00 $ 3.5% 294.04 
2020 543,600.00 $ 2020 543,300.00 $ 

SQ FT 8024 Poppy Court SQ FT 8025 Poppy Court 
3176 2186 

Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 848,900.00 $ 160,700.00 $ 23.4% 267.29 2023 736,500.00 $ 131,800.00 $ 21.8% 336.92 
2022 688,200.00 $ 51,300.00 $ 8.1% 216.69 2022 604,700.00 $ 57,800.00 $ 10.6% 276.62 
2021 636,900.00 $ 13,500.00 $ 2.2% 200.54 2021 546,900.00 $ 17,300.00 $ 3.3% 250.18 
2020 623,400.00 $ 2020 529,600.00 $ 

Source:  CBJ Assessors Database 2023, historical  property assessments 2022-2020 50
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 3-Year Assessment Comparison 
RED - Highest / Green - Lowest 

SQ FT 8001 Magnolia Court SQ FT 8007 Magnolia Court 
3818 2783 

Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 921,900.00 $ 174,400.00 $ 23.3% 241.46 2023 760,400.00 $ 136,900.00 $ 22.0% 273.23 
2022 747,500.00 $ 57,300.00 $ 8.3% 195.78 2022 623,500.00 $ 47,100.00 $ 8.2% 224.04 
2021 690,200.00 $ 14,600.00 $ 2.2% 180.78 2021 576,400.00 $ 12,200.00 $ 2.2% 207.11 
2020 675,600.00 $ 2020 564,200.00 $ 

SQ FT 8013 Magnolia Court SQ FT 8106 Magnolia Court 
2002 1849 

Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 704,200.00 $ 125,800.00 $ 21.7% 351.75 2023 555,300.00 $ (103,200.00) $ -15.7% 300.32 
2022 578,400.00 $ 56,200.00 $ 10.8% 288.91 2022 658,500.00 $ 49,400.00 $ 8.1% 356.14 
2021 522,200.00 $ 16,700.00 $ 3.3% 260.84 2021 609,100.00 $ 12,900.00 $ 2.2% 329.42 
2020 505,500.00 $ 2020 596,200.00 $ TROOPER 

SQ FT 8112 Magnolia Court SQ FT 8118 Magnolia Court 
1318 2366 

Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 530,800.00 $ 37,700.00 $ 7.6% 402.73 2023 770,600.00 $ 137,100.00 $ 21.6% 325.70 
2022 493,100.00 $ 43,000.00 $ 9.6% 374.13 2022 633,500.00 $ 61,300.00 $ 10.7% 267.75 
2021 450,100.00 $ 13,900.00 $ 3.2% 341.50 2021 572,200.00 $ 18,300.00 $ 3.3% 241.84 
2020 436,200.00 $ JPD LT 2020 553,900.00 $ 

Source:  CBJ Assessors Database 2023, historical  property assessments 2022-2020 
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3-Year Assessment Comparison 
RED - Highest / Green - Lowest 

SQ FT 5000 Pond Vista SQ FT 5001 Pond Vista 

1772 2602 
Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 598,500.00 $ 33,500.00 $ 5.9% 337.75 2023 730,500.00 $ 134,700.00 $ 22.6% 280.75 
2022 565,000.00 $ 53,300.00 $ 10.4% 318.85 2022 595,800.00 $ 42,700.00 $ 7.7% 228.98 
2021 511,700.00 $ 15,700.00 $ 3.2% 288.77 2021 553,100.00 $ 11,100.00 $ 2.0% 212.57 
2020 496,000.00 $ 2020 542,000.00 $ 

SQ FT 5006 Pond Vista SQ FT 5007 Pond Vista 

1777 3586 
Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 585,700.00 $ 45,400.00 $ 8.4% 329.60 2023 1,019,100.00 $ 294,900.00 $ 40.7% 284.19 
2022 540,300.00 $ 49,900.00 $ 10.2% 304.05 2022 724,200.00 $ 55,200.00 $ 8.3% 201.95 
2021 490,400.00 $ 14,500.00 $ 3.0% 275.97 2021 669,000.00 $ 18,600.00 $ 2.9% 186.56 
2020 475,900.00 $ TROOPER 2020 650,400.00 $ 

SQ FT 5012 Pond Vista SQ FT 5018 Pond Vista 

1822 2186 
Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 637,400.00 $ 46,200.00 $ 7.8% 349.84 2023 726,000.00 $ 146,000.00 $ 25.2% 332.11 
2022 591,200.00 $ 56,100.00 $ 10.5% 324.48 2022 580,000.00 $ 54,900.00 $ 10.5% 265.32 
2021 535,100.00 $ 16,600.00 $ 3.2% 293.69 2021 525,100.00 $ 16,300.00 $ 3.2% 240.21 
2020 518,500.00 $ 2020 508,800.00 $ 

SQ FT 5024 Pond Vista SQ FT 5030 Pond Vista 

1961 2400 
Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 620,700.00 $ 53,900.00 $ 9.5% 316.52 2023 693,400.00 $ 54,400.00 $ 8.5% 288.92 
2022 566,800.00 $ 53,000.00 $ 10.3% 289.04 2022 639,000.00 $ 62,400.00 $ 10.8% 266.25 
2021 513,800.00 $ 15,900.00 $ 3.2% 262.01 2021 576,600.00 $ 18,600.00 $ 3.3% 240.25 
2020 497,900.00 $ JPD CHIEF 2020 558,000.00 $ 

SQ FT 5031 Pond Vista SQ FT 5037 Pond Vista 

2480 2186 
Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 695,700.00 $ 70,000.00 $ 11.2% 280.52 2023 708,000.00 $ 124,400.00 $ 21.3% 323.88 
2022 625,700.00 $ 62,800.00 $ 11.2% 252.30 2022 583,600.00 $ 57,300.00 $ 10.9% 266.97 
2021 562,900.00 $ 18,800.00 $ 3.5% 226.98 2021 526,300.00 $ 17,100.00 $ 3.4% 240.76 
2020 544,100.00 $ 2020 509,200.00 $ 

Source:  CBJ Assessors Database 2023, historical  property assessments 2022-2020 52
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3-Year Assessment Comparison 
RED - Highest / Green - Lowest 

SQ FT 1000 Debbie Lane SQ FT 1008 Debbie Lane 
2702 3160 

Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 850,300.00 $ 257,300.00 $ 43.4% 314.69 2023 828,800.00 $ 169,500.00 $ 25.7% 262.28 
2022 593,000.00 $ 43,200.00 $ 7.9% 219.47 2022 659,300.00 $ 47,800.00 $ 7.8% 208.64 
2021 549,800.00 $ 11,300.00 $ 2.1% 203.48 2021 611,500.00 $ 12,400.00 $ 2.1% 193.51 
2020 538,500.00 $ VETERAN EXEMPTION 2020 599,100.00 $ 

SQ FT 1016 Debbie Lane SQ FT 1020 Debbie Lane 
2466 

Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 
2923 

Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 $ 731,600.00 $ 134,700.00 22.6% 296.67 2023 $ 769,600.00 $ 133,000.00 20.9% 263.29 
2022 $ 596,900.00 $ 43,100.00 7.8% 242.05 2022 $ 636,600.00 $ 46,500.00 7.9% 217.79 
2021 $ 553,800.00 $ 11,200.00 2.1% 224.57 2021 $ 590,100.00 $ 17,600.00 3.1% 201.88 
2020 $ 542,600.00 2020 $ 572,500.00 

SQ FT 1024 Debbie Lane 
2351 

Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 $ 681,400.00 $ 51,500.00 8.2% 289.83 
2022 $ 629,900.00 $ 61,400.00 10.8% 267.93 
2021 
2020 

$ 568,500.00 
$ 550,100.00 

$ 18,400.00 3.3% 241.81 

Source: CBJ Assessors Database 2023, historical property assessments 2022-2020 
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3-Year Assessment Comparison 
RED - Highest / GREEN - Lowest 

SQ FT 8000 Poppy Court SQ FT 8001 Poppy Court 
4248 3088 

Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 1,130,500.00 $ 310,700.00 $ 37.9% 266.13 2023 805,700.00 $ 137,100.00 $ 20.5% 260.91 
2022 819,800.00 $ 63,700.00 $ 8.4% 192.98 2022 668,600.00 $ 50,200.00 $ 8.1% 216.52 
2021 756,100.00 $ 16,800.00 $ 2.3% 177.99 2021 618,400.00 $ 13,200.00 $ 2.2% 200.26 
2020 739,300.00 $ 2020 605,200.00 $ 

SQ FT 8006 Poppy Court SQ FT 8007 Poppy Court (revised) 
2318 3034 

Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 741,500.00 $ 130,300.00 $ 21.3% 319.89 2023 806,300.00 $ 147,800.00 $ 22.4% 265.75 
2022 611,200.00 $ 58,600.00 $ 10.6% 263.68 2022 658,500.00 $ 49,400.00 $ 8.1% 217.04 
2021 552,600.00 $ 17,600.00 $ 3.3% 238.40 2021 609,100.00 $ 12,900.00 $ 2.2% 200.76 
2020 535,000.00 $ 2020 596,200.00 $ VETERAN EXEMPTION 

SQ FT 8011 Poppy Court SQ FT 8012 Poppy Court 
2690 2280 

Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 807,700.00 $ 138,800.00 $ 20.8% 300.26 2023 747,800.00 $ 133,100.00 $ 21.7% 327.98 
2022 668,900.00 $ 49,400.00 $ 8.0% 248.66 2022 614,700.00 $ 46,000.00 $ 8.1% 269.61 
2021 619,500.00 $ 12,700.00 $ 2.1% 230.30 2021 568,700.00 $ 11,900.00 $ 2.1% 249.43 
2020 606,800.00 $ 2020 556,800.00 $ 

SQ FT 8018 Poppy Court SQ FT 8019 Poppy Court 
2028 1912 

Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 668,800.00 $ 48,100.00 $ 7.7% 329.78 2023 704,000.00 $ 78,600.00 $ 12.6% 368.20 
2022 620,700.00 $ 59,400.00 $ 10.6% 306.07 2022 625,400.00 $ 63,200.00 $ 11.2% 327.09 
2021 561,300.00 $ 17,700.00 $ 3.3% 276.78 2021 562,200.00 $ 18,900.00 $ 3.5% 294.04 
2020 543,600.00 $ 2020 543,300.00 $ 

SQ FT 8024 Poppy Court SQ FT 8025 Poppy Court 
3176 2186 

Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot Total Value Value Change Total % Change $ Per SQ Foot 

2023 848,900.00 $ 160,700.00 $ 23.4% 267.29 2023 736,500.00 $ 131,800.00 $ 21.8% 336.92 
2022 688,200.00 $ 51,300.00 $ 8.1% 216.69 2022 604,700.00 $ 57,800.00 $ 10.6% 276.62 
2021 636,900.00 $ 13,500.00 $ 2.2% 200.54 2021 546,900.00 $ 17,300.00 $ 3.3% 250.18 
2020 623,400.00 $ 2020 529,600.00 $ 

Post Appeal 

Source:  CBJ Assessors Database 2023, historical  property assessments 2022-2020 54
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Appeal 2023-0422, Appellants: Shannan D Greene, Parcel 4B2901360170 
 

                      APPEAL #2023-0422 

2023 REAL PROPERTY APPEAL PACKET  

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION June 22nd, 2023 

         ASSESSOR OFFICE                               

 

Appellant: Shannan D Greene Location:  8007 Poppy Ct. Juneau, AK. 99801 

Parcel No.: 4B2901360170 Property Type:  Single Family Residence 

Appellant’s basis for appeal:  My property value is excessive/overvalued. “Building value increase inconsistent with the 

price per SQFT of similar assessed neighborhood homes. Comparable homes w/ lower price per SQFT are larger w/ more 

features / accessory apartments. Building value alone increased 50.46% over the last year. Overall property has 

increased 58.83% since filing for Disabled Veteran Exemption. Overall property value increase not supported by nearby 

sales in the last 6-10 months; homes which were newly remodeled/larger w/ attached apartments. “ 

Appellant’s Estimate of Value Original Assessed Value  Recommended Value 

Site: $159,000 Site: $159,000 Site: $159,000 

Buildings: $538,820 Buildings: $760,600 Buildings: $647,300  

Total: $697,820 Total: $919,600 Total: $806,300 

Subject Photo 

 

* CITY AND BOROUGH OF 

JUNEAU 
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Appeal 2023-0422, Appellants: Shannan D Greene, Parcel 4B2901360170 
 

Overview 
The subject is a 3,034 square foot above average quality single family residence.  The residence is located on a 13,194-sf 
lot at 8007 Poppy Court within the Back Loop North neighborhood. The original structure was built in 2004 according to 
CBJ records and appears to have had adequate maintenance and updates. The subject resides on a typical neighborhood 
lot with no location or view adjustments. After review of interior photos provided by the appellant, a quality adjustment 
from good to above average was made. The appellant did not supply a 2020 fee appraisal obtained during refinancing as 
requested.  

 
Subject Characteristics:  

• Land 
o 13,194-sf lot 
o No adjustments  
 

• Building 
o Above Average Quality 
o Average Condition 
o 3,034 SF GLA  

 
 

Photos 
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Photos Provided by Appellant  
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7 
Appeal 2023-0422, Appellants: Shannan D Greene, Parcel 4B2901360170 
 

Area Map & Aerial 
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Appeal 2023-0422, Appellants: Shannan D Greene, Parcel 4B2901360170 
 

Land Valuation 
 

Land values are developed on a neighborhood basis. The land is examined to understand the typical land characteristics 
within the neighborhood. These characteristics include size, slope, view, water frontage, significant wetlands and other 
factors which are used to develop a neighborhood land valuation model. This model is tested and refined in 
consideration of sales of vacant and developed parcels. The resulting model is then applied to all land in the 
neighborhood to establish assessed site values. The subject parcel’s base rate value of $150,016 is in equity with Back 
Loop North neighborhood lots that are of similar square footage. The subject parcel is characteristically average for its 
neighborhood.  
 
Land Characteristics: 

• 13,194sf lot  
• No adjustments 

 
 
                     Land base rate valuation –Back Loop North – Lot size 13,194sf 
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Appeal 2023-0422, Appellants: Shannan D Greene, Parcel 4B2901360170 
 

Building Valuation 
Buildings are valued using the cost approach to value by: (1) calculating the current cost to reproduce or replace 
improvements such as buildings and (2) subtracting out physical, functional, or economic depreciation evident in the 
structures. This provides a uniform basis for the valuation of all buildings within the Borough. 

For any given parcel, the buildings are valued by the cost approach and the land value is determined by the 
neighborhood model. These two values are combined to produce a total basis value for the parcel. This combined value 
is then adjusted to market value by application of neighborhood adjustments developed by analysis of neighborhood 
sales. This sales analysis is done each year to establish assessed values. 

• Building Characteristics: 
o Above Average Quality 
o Average Condition 
o 3,034 SF GLA  

 
 

There were multiple factors that resulted in an above typical change to building values in 2023. After review, quality was 
adjusted.  

• Homes in the high value neighborhood category no longer receive a negative adjustment compared to homes in 
the non-high value neighborhood category.  

• 2022 Canvass resulted in change in quality from “above average” to “good”. 
 

• 2023 Building Value Proposed Changes after quality adjustment: 
o Original Building Value:    $760,600 
o Proposed Building Value: $647,300 

 

Sketch of Improvements: 
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Appeal 2023-0422, Appellants: Shannan D Greene, Parcel 4B2901360170 
 

Cost Report 
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Appeal 2023-0422, Appellants: Shannan D Greene, Parcel 4B2901360170 
 

Assessment History 
• Note: Assessment history does not show proposed change to $806,300 
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Appeal 2023-0422, Appellants: Shannan D Greene, Parcel 4B2901360170 
 

Sales Analysis  
Below are the comparable sales supplied by the appellant.  

The sale that the appellant felt was the most comparable, 4B2901340020 was the only sale not known and not utilized 
in our 2023 analysis. After applying the time adjustment factor to the sale price, the A/S ratio is 0.92 indicating that we 
are undervaluing that property.  

 

 

Below is the 2023 analysis of the Back Loop North Neighborhood used by the Assessor’s Office: 
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Appeal 2023-0422, Appellants: Shannan D Greene, Parcel 4B2901360170 
 

Summary 
As a result of this petition for review a change was made to the quality of the building resulting in a proposed 
adjustment to $806,300. 

The appellant states that “value is excessive”. State statute requires the Assessor to value property at “full and true 
value”. According to appraisal standards and practices set by the Alaska Association of Assessing Officers, the State of 
Alaska Office of the State Assessor, and the International Association of Assessing Officers, correct procedures of 
assessment were followed for the subject. These standards and practices include consideration of any market value 
increase or decrease as determined by analysis of sales. Values have risen in Juneau; the current valuation of the subject 
reflects this increase. 

The Assessor Office proposes a change to the appellant’s 2023 Assessment from $919,600 to $806,300. 
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Mary Hammond

From: Shannan Greene <nillaroo@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2023 1:13 PM
To: Greg Morris
Subject: Re: Appeal of assessed value for 8007 Poppy Ct Juneau AK 

Sounds perfect Greg… How about 11 AM? 
 
 

On Apr 27, 2023, at 12:51, Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> wrote: 

  
Friday late morning would work well.  
  
Greg Morris 
Appraiser II 
Assessor’s Office  
City and Borough of Juneau, AK 
(907) 586-5215 X 4036 
  
  
From: Shannan Greene <nillaroo@aol.com>  
Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2023 12:37 PM 
To: Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> 
Subject: Re: Appeal of assessed value for 8007 Poppy Ct Juneau AK  
  
Good afternoon Greg 
  
 Would Friday work for you… either afternoon or late morning? I have commitments on Thursday. 
  
Thank you, Shannan Greene 
 
 
 

On Apr 25, 2023, at 14:01, Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> wrote: 

  
I am not available tomorrow, but how about Thursday? I usually take lunch at 
1:00, but anytime besides that is good. We are open 8-4:30.  
  
Greg Morris 
Appraiser II 
Assessor’s Office  
City and Borough of Juneau, AK 
(907) 586-5215 X 4036 
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From: nillaroo@aol.com <nillaroo@aol.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 1:24 PM 
To: Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> 
Subject: RE: Appeal of assessed value for 8007 Poppy Ct Juneau AK  
  
Good afternoon Greg, 
  
After an early am medical appt, I am feeling a bit under the weather. 

Would you mind if we push our meeting to tomorrow afternoon instead?  It would be 
better for me.  Let me know if that works for you. 
  
Thank you in advance! 
 
Shannan Greene 
  

From: Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov>  
Sent: Monday, April 24, 2023 3:44 PM 
To: Shannan Greene <nillaroo@aol.com> 
Subject: RE: Appeal of assessed value for 8007 Poppy Ct Juneau AK  
  
Hello Shannan,  
  
Anytime after 2 would be fine to visit the office.  
  
Greg Morris 
Appraiser II 
Assessor’s Office  
City and Borough of Juneau, AK 
(907) 586-5215 X 4036 
  
  
From: Shannan Greene <nillaroo@aol.com>  
Sent: Monday, April 24, 2023 1:05 PM 
To: Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> 
Subject: Re: Appeal of assessed value for 8007 Poppy Ct Juneau AK  
  
Good afternoon Greg, 
  
Thank you for your response. I’d be happy to come down and speak with you tomorrow 
sometime. Please let me know a time that works for you.  I prefer this to discuss this 
matter in person rather than over the phone or in an email. 
  
Thank you, 
  
Shannan Greene 
508-566-6420 
  

On Apr 21, 2023, at 09:56, Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> 
wrote: 
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Good morning Shannan,  
  
My name is Greg Morris and I am working on your appeal for 8007 
Poppy Ct (parcel 4B2901360170).  
  
I was reviewing your property, and although we do have listing photos 
from 2015 it would be helpful if you could send interior photos for my 
review. I can also schedule a time to visit the property for an inspection 
if that would be more convenient.  
  
A few different things happened last year regarding your valuation. 
First, we canvassed your property last year along with your neighbors 
and made some adjustments to quality. I agree with the appraisers 
judgment based on the exterior, but the interior may show a different 
story and lead to a decrease in value. This is why I requested interior 
photos.  
  
Second, the market has been increasing over the last three years 
substantially. Just last year alone we found a 10% increase. We have 
multiple fee appraisers showing the same increase. As the market value 
increases, your assessment will increase.  
  
And finally, last year we studied homes that were labeled “High Value” 
and determined that they do not need a negative value adjustment that 
was previous in place. In the past, buildings over a certain value 
received a negative value adjustment because it was thought that 
the market treated “high value” homes differently than what was 
considered normal value single family homes. After studying sales, 
we found this not to be the case. Now your home is treated the 
same as your neighbors and receives the same “neighborhood 
adjustment” as your neighbors as explained below. So with the 
change in quality and your building no longer receiving a negative 
adjustment in value for being “high value”, your building value has 
increased substantially.  
  
Alaska State Statute requires boroughs throughout the State to 
assess at an estimate of “full market value” as of January 1st of 
the assessment year. To do this, the Assessor is tasked with 
gleaning market information for individual neighborhoods 
throughout the borough and looking at what the median 
difference between our replacement cost new and actual sale 
prices for those homes sold in a specific neighborhood is, this is 
called a neighborhood adjustment. Neighborhood adjustments 
are applied to every parcel within the given neighborhood for 
which the adjustment has been calculated. This is why you see an 
increase in value each year. As the market continues to trend 
upwards, your value increases.  
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So in order to appraise all homes in the Borough, we use what is 
called replacement cost new less depreciation, where we take the 
structural elements of your building and look at what it would 
cost to build that same structure in today’s market and then apply 
depreciation to account for the age and condition of the 
structure. The data for our calculation of replacement cost new 
less depreciation is provided by a firm called Marshall & Swift 
which provides Assessor’s Offices nationwide with regional and 
local information regarding building supply costs and factors of 
inflation. We then add the site value and apply our neighborhood 
adjustment to get within 5% of market value. 
We use the assessed value and divide it by the time-adjusted sales 
price to determine the neighborhood adjustment for your 
neighborhood or the “A/S” ratio. 
  
Land values are developed on a neighborhood basis. The land is 
examined to understand the typical land characteristics in the 
neighborhood. These characteristics include size, slope, view, 
water frontage, significant wetlands and others and are used to 
develop a neighborhood land valuation model. This model is 
tested and refined in consideration of sales of vacant and 
developed parcels. The resulting model is then applied to all of 
the land in the neighborhood to establish assessed site values. 
  
Regarding differences in price per square foot of you and your 
neighbors, we consider all the building elements of the home, 
including basement size and finish, garage style, size and finish, 
siding type, roof type, heat sources, quality, condition, 
depreciation, site features, decks and more. This is why it is tough 
to determine equity on your side. I would be happy to walk 
through that process with you. It is best done over the phone so 
you do not have to read a novel of an email.  
  
Regarding your exemption status, we use the same cost tables for 
every property in Juneau to value homes. We do not consider 
exemptions during valuation.  
  
I have included the cost report of your home below. This way you 
can see all of our considerations about your building. I also have 
attached the annual report for your review.  
  
<image002.png> 
  
  
  
Greg Morris  
Appraiser II  
Assessor’s Office 
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City & Borough of Juneau, Alaska 
On the Traditional Land of the Tlingit People 
(907) 586-5215 x4036 
<image001.png> 
  
<2023 Assessment Report Residential Final.pdf> 
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Mary Hammond

From: nillaroo@aol.com
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2023 1:08 PM
To: Greg Morris
Subject: RE: GREENE - 8007 Poppy Court Assessment Appeal
Attachments: Enclosure (6).pdf; Enclosure (7).pdf

Hello Greg, 
 
Resending as two Enclosures were missing.  Please consider these in your re-evalua on. 

Thanks! 
 

From: nillaroo@aol.com <nillaroo@aol.com>  
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2023 10:12 AM 
To: 'Greg Morris' <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> 
Subject: GREENE - 8007 Poppy Court Assessment Appeal 
 
Good Morning Greg, 
 
I appreciate your me and the insigh ul discussion we had on April 28th.   Thank you for your pa ence as I prepared my 
final notes to you, as well as the current interior pictures per your request. 
 
I ask that you please review everything in this package as a whole. 
 
I remain firm in my posi on that my house has been over-valued and based on my research & our discussion, feel that it 
is more equitably valued similar to the 2 most comparable homes in my proximity, specifically 8001 Magnolia. 
 
Using that price per SQFT:  8007 Poppy Court - $732,590 / 241.46 SQFT 
 
I am op mis c that we can come to resolu on without proceeding to the BOA. 
 
Please contact me with any ques ons or needed clarifica ons. 
 
Kind Regards, 
Shannan D. Greene 
(509) 566-6420 
 
 
Recategoriza on  
 
My key take-away from our mee ng was that my home was re-evaluated this year during a neighborhood canvas to be 
of “higher value” due to superior architecture & mul -peak exterior.  This ra ng was based on a person’s personal 
opinion of my home exterior.  This opinion raised a mul plier category for the 2023 assessment even though no physical 
changes have been made to the exterior in the eight years I have owned the home, nor since the home was built for that 
ma er.  Re-assessing my home into a higher category which results in a higher mul plier & valua on does not seem 
equitable nor fair. 
 
Market Value 
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Although the city may not have full access to all home sales data, it does not mean that it does not exist when 
determining the value of my property and nothing is a more accurate measure of true market value. 
 
The data exists that shows the market is cooling this year.   
 
It is well known that value of homes here in Juneau are ar ficially inflated primarily due to lack of inventory and 
residents should not be penalized by that, nor our city be capitalizing on that skew to our housing market prices. 
 
As already shared, I have checked in with two realtors, one of which sold me this home.  Both told me that I could not 
list my house at the CBJ proposed value.  Therefore, I am being taxed on a value that is not a reality. 
 
Assessment Model 
 
In our discussion, I made the comparison to my neighbor’s property across the street (8007 Poppy) as an example of the 
inequity in my assessment.  In accessing your database, I believe you were able to see my point and suggested that their 
property may be underassessed. 

If that were the case, that calls into ques on the whole process / model that CBJ is using the assess our property. 
 
To further illustrate my complaint of inequity, I have enclosed two proper es in my immediate area that are “higher-end 
exterior structures”, larger size in both building & land, and having more desirable features from a market value 
perspec ve.  Both of these homes are assessed at less per square foot.  See Enclosure (2) 
 
I contend that this is another example that my home has been over assessed in value. 
 
Interior 
 
In preparing to sell, the previous own made some quick updates that I feel did not help the value of the home.  The 
original ½ inch oak flooring was removed due to heavy wear/damage and replaced with an economy laminate floor that 
easily scratches and bubbles.  The home was also recarpeted with a commercial office style carpet, not expected of a 
high-end home. 
 
Although I feel that I have a lovely home, it does not have high-end interior features, appliances, flooring, faucets, etc. 

 
Enclosure (1)     Discussion points from our mee ng 
 
Enclosure (2)     Homes with Similar Higher End, Mul -Peak Exterior 

                 
Enclosure (3)     Comparison by Proximity 
 
Enclosure (4)     Comparison by Market Sales 
 
Enclosure (5)     Interior Pictures (see a ached) 

Enclosure (6)     Analysis of Assessment / Sales Info 
 
Enclosure (7)     Historical Assessment Data 
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Mary Hammond

From: Greg Morris
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2023 4:10 PM
To: Shannan Greene
Subject: RE: GREENE - 8007 Poppy Court Assessment Appeal
Attachments: BOE Hearing of Appeal Code.pdf

Hello Shannan,  
 
I will send your request to the Assessor, and we will schedule you for the next available BOE. I have included 
an attachment of BOE appeal code.  
 
 
 
 
Greg Morris 
Appraiser II 
Assessor’s Office  
City and Borough of Juneau, AK 
(907) 586-5215 X 4036 
 
 
From: Shannan Greene <nillaroo@aol.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2023 3:10 PM 
To: Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> 
Subject: Re: GREENE - 8007 Poppy Court Assessment Appeal 
 
Good afternoon Greg,  
 
I appreciate your efforts to consider my input in reevaluating my property assessment. 
 
I do, however, reject the proposed changes and request to schedule my case for the next available Board of 
Equalization. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Shannan Greene 
 

On May 12, 2023, at 16:42, Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> wrote: 

  
Good afternoon Shannan,  
  
I spent the morning doublechecking my changes and reviewing your information. I did make 
changes to the quality and condition of your building, and based on my review, I believe I am 
picking up your home accurately. I also reviewed my changes with the Deputy Assessor.  
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Below is my proposed change to your 2023 assessed value: 
  
2023 Assessment:      Site: 159,000     Improvements: 760,600     Total: 919,600  
Proposed Value:         Site: 159,000      Improvements: 647,300      Total: 806,300         
  

Please respond by email stating your acceptance of this change. Upon receipt of your acceptance, I 
will take this to the Assessor for approval, at which point a letter of correction would be issued. If you 
reject these proposed changes, I will schedule the case for the next available Board of Equalization, 
and you will be notified of the date. 

If I do not receive a response to this email by May 17, 2023, I will consider this case closed and your 
tax bill will reflect the above proposed assessment. 

  
  
Greg Morris 
Appraiser II 
Assessor’s Office  
City and Borough of Juneau, AK 
(907) 586-5215 X 4036 
  
  
From: nillaroo@aol.com <nillaroo@aol.com>  
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2023 1:08 PM 
To: Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> 
Subject: RE: GREENE - 8007 Poppy Court Assessment Appeal 
  
Hello Greg, 
  
Resending as two Enclosures were missing.  Please consider these in your re-evaluation. 

Thanks! 
  

From: nillaroo@aol.com <nillaroo@aol.com>  
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2023 10:12 AM 
To: 'Greg Morris' <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> 
Subject: GREENE - 8007 Poppy Court Assessment Appeal 
  
Good Morning Greg, 
  
I appreciate your time and the insightful discussion we had on April 28th.   Thank you for your patience 
as I prepared my final notes to you, as well as the current interior pictures per your request. 
 
I ask that you please review everything in this package as a whole. 
 
I remain firm in my position that my house has been over-valued and based on my research & our 
discussion, feel that it is more equitably valued similar to the 2 most comparable homes in my proximity, 
specifically 8001 Magnolia. 
 
Using that price per SQFT:  8007 Poppy Court - $732,590 / 241.46 SQFT 
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I am optimistic that we can come to resolution without proceeding to the BOA. 
  
Please contact me with any questions or needed clarifications. 
  
Kind Regards, 
Shannan D. Greene 
(509) 566-6420 
 
 
Recategorization  
 
My key take-away from our meeting was that my home was re-evaluated this year during a 
neighborhood canvas to be of “higher value” due to superior architecture & multi-peak exterior.  This 
rating was based on a person’s personal opinion of my home exterior.  This opinion raised a multiplier 
category for the 2023 assessment even though no physical changes have been made to the exterior in 
the eight years I have owned the home, nor since the home was built for that matter.  Re-assessing my 
home into a higher category which results in a higher multiplier & valuation does not seem equitable 
nor fair. 
 
Market Value 
 
Although the city may not have full access to all home sales data, it does not mean that it does not exist 
when determining the value of my property and nothing is a more accurate measure of true market 
value. 
 
The data exists that shows the market is cooling this year.   
  
It is well known that value of homes here in Juneau are artificially inflated primarily due to lack of 
inventory and residents should not be penalized by that, nor our city be capitalizing on that skew to our 
housing market prices. 
 
As already shared, I have checked in with two realtors, one of which sold me this home.  Both told me 
that I could not list my house at the CBJ proposed value.  Therefore, I am being taxed on a value that is 
not a reality. 
 
Assessment Model 
 
In our discussion, I made the comparison to my neighbor’s property across the street (8007 Poppy) as an 
example of the inequity in my assessment.  In accessing your database, I believe you were able to see 
my point and suggested that their property may be underassessed. 

If that were the case, that calls into question the whole process / model that CBJ is using the assess our 
property. 
 
To further illustrate my complaint of inequity, I have enclosed two properties in my immediate area that 
are “higher-end exterior structures”, larger size in both building & land, and having more desirable 
features from a market value perspective.  Both of these homes are assessed at less per square 
foot.  See Enclosure (2) 
 
I contend that this is another example that my home has been over assessed in value. 
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Interior 
  
In preparing to sell, the previous own made some quick updates that I feel did not help the value of the 
home.  The original ½ inch oak flooring was removed due to heavy wear/damage and replaced with an 
economy laminate floor that easily scratches and bubbles.  The home was also recarpeted with a 
commercial office style carpet, not expected of a high-end home. 
 
Although I feel that I have a lovely home, it does not have high-end interior features, appliances, 
flooring, faucets, etc. 

  
Enclosure (1)     Discussion points from our meeting 
  
Enclosure (2)     Homes with Similar Higher End, Multi-Peak Exterior 

                 
Enclosure (3)     Comparison by Proximity 
 
Enclosure (4)     Comparison by Market Sales 
 
Enclosure (5)     Interior Pictures (see attached) 

Enclosure (6)     Analysis of Assessment / Sales Info 
 
Enclosure (7)     Historical Assessment Data 
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Mary Hammond

From: Greg Morris
Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2023 8:58 AM
To: 'Shannan Greene'
Subject: RE: GREENE - 8007 Poppy Court Assessment Appeal

Hi Shannan,  
 
Below are some screenshots from the State Assessor BOE training guide that show the bar you must exceed 
for the BOE so you can prepare accordingly.  
Please let us know if you plan on cancelling your appeal as soon as possible. It takes significant hours from 
many departments in the city and from BOE volunteers to prepare for these meetings.  
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.~ Unequal, Excessive, Improper 
The Interpretation of meaning from the court decisions: 

EXCESSIVE-To show that an assessment is excessive, an appellant must show that the ass 
just overvalued. It must be shown that the assessment is grossly disproportionate when co 
assessments ( or, it can be shown that there is an intentional or fraudulent purpose to placi 
on the property.) 

UNEQUAL- To show that an assessment is unequal, the appellant must show that there ar 
same class as the property being appealed and that there is no basis that would justify diff 
property. 

IMPROPER-To show that an assessment Is Improper, It must be shown that the assessor 1 
method of valuation, which amounts to fraud or a clear adoption of a wrong principle of v, 

UNOERVALUEO- Rare, but yes it does happen from time to time. 

ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, COMMUNITY, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPM ENT 
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The appellant bears the burden of proof: 
• This is because the appellant is the one see 

change ot the status quo 

• The appellant must present salient fat:ts1 nc 
anecdotesfi no vague innuendos, but tact.s, c 
P,roperty t at supP,o,:ts the allegation ot an 
that has been mace 1n error 

• The appellant needs to convince you, using 
that a mistake has been made in the valuati 
property 

ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, COMMUNITY, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
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Greg Morris 
Appraiser II 
Assessor’s Office  
City and Borough of Juneau, AK 
(907) 586-5215 X 4036 
 
 
From: Shannan Greene <nillaroo@aol.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2023 3:10 PM 
To: Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> 
Subject: Re: GREENE - 8007 Poppy Court Assessment Appeal 
 
Good afternoon Greg,  
 
I appreciate your efforts to consider my input in reevaluating my property assessment. 
 
I do, however, reject the proposed changes and request to schedule my case for the next available Board of 
Equalization. 
 
Thank you, 
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Shannan Greene 
 

On May 12, 2023, at 16:42, Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> wrote: 

  
Good afternoon Shannan,  
  
I spent the morning doublechecking my changes and reviewing your information. I did make 
changes to the quality and condition of your building, and based on my review, I believe I am 
picking up your home accurately. I also reviewed my changes with the Deputy Assessor.  
  
Below is my proposed change to your 2023 assessed value: 
  
2023 Assessment:      Site: 159,000     Improvements: 760,600     Total: 919,600  
Proposed Value:         Site: 159,000      Improvements: 647,300      Total: 806,300         
  

Please respond by email stating your acceptance of this change. Upon receipt of your acceptance, I 
will take this to the Assessor for approval, at which point a letter of correction would be issued. If you 
reject these proposed changes, I will schedule the case for the next available Board of Equalization, 
and you will be notified of the date. 

If I do not receive a response to this email by May 17, 2023, I will consider this case closed and your 
tax bill will reflect the above proposed assessment. 

  
  
Greg Morris 
Appraiser II 
Assessor’s Office  
City and Borough of Juneau, AK 
(907) 586-5215 X 4036 
  
  
From: nillaroo@aol.com <nillaroo@aol.com>  
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2023 1:08 PM 
To: Greg Morris <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> 
Subject: RE: GREENE - 8007 Poppy Court Assessment Appeal 
  
Hello Greg, 
  
Resending as two Enclosures were missing.  Please consider these in your re-evaluation. 

Thanks! 
  

From: nillaroo@aol.com <nillaroo@aol.com>  
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2023 10:12 AM 
To: 'Greg Morris' <Greg.Morris@juneau.gov> 
Subject: GREENE - 8007 Poppy Court Assessment Appeal 
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Good Morning Greg, 
  
I appreciate your time and the insightful discussion we had on April 28th.   Thank you for your patience 
as I prepared my final notes to you, as well as the current interior pictures per your request. 
 
I ask that you please review everything in this package as a whole. 
 
I remain firm in my position that my house has been over-valued and based on my research & our 
discussion, feel that it is more equitably valued similar to the 2 most comparable homes in my proximity, 
specifically 8001 Magnolia. 
 
Using that price per SQFT:  8007 Poppy Court - $732,590 / 241.46 SQFT 
 
I am optimistic that we can come to resolution without proceeding to the BOA. 
  
Please contact me with any questions or needed clarifications. 
  
Kind Regards, 
Shannan D. Greene 
(509) 566-6420 
 
 
Recategorization  
 
My key take-away from our meeting was that my home was re-evaluated this year during a 
neighborhood canvas to be of “higher value” due to superior architecture & multi-peak exterior.  This 
rating was based on a person’s personal opinion of my home exterior.  This opinion raised a multiplier 
category for the 2023 assessment even though no physical changes have been made to the exterior in 
the eight years I have owned the home, nor since the home was built for that matter.  Re-assessing my 
home into a higher category which results in a higher multiplier & valuation does not seem equitable 
nor fair. 
 
Market Value 
 
Although the city may not have full access to all home sales data, it does not mean that it does not exist 
when determining the value of my property and nothing is a more accurate measure of true market 
value. 
 
The data exists that shows the market is cooling this year.   
  
It is well known that value of homes here in Juneau are artificially inflated primarily due to lack of 
inventory and residents should not be penalized by that, nor our city be capitalizing on that skew to our 
housing market prices. 
 
As already shared, I have checked in with two realtors, one of which sold me this home.  Both told me 
that I could not list my house at the CBJ proposed value.  Therefore, I am being taxed on a value that is 
not a reality. 
 
Assessment Model 
 
In our discussion, I made the comparison to my neighbor’s property across the street (8007 Poppy) as an 
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example of the inequity in my assessment.  In accessing your database, I believe you were able to see 
my point and suggested that their property may be underassessed. 

If that were the case, that calls into question the whole process / model that CBJ is using the assess our 
property. 
 
To further illustrate my complaint of inequity, I have enclosed two properties in my immediate area that 
are “higher-end exterior structures”, larger size in both building & land, and having more desirable 
features from a market value perspective.  Both of these homes are assessed at less per square 
foot.  See Enclosure (2) 
 
I contend that this is another example that my home has been over assessed in value. 
 
Interior 
  
In preparing to sell, the previous own made some quick updates that I feel did not help the value of the 
home.  The original ½ inch oak flooring was removed due to heavy wear/damage and replaced with an 
economy laminate floor that easily scratches and bubbles.  The home was also recarpeted with a 
commercial office style carpet, not expected of a high-end home. 
 
Although I feel that I have a lovely home, it does not have high-end interior features, appliances, 
flooring, faucets, etc. 

  
Enclosure (1)     Discussion points from our meeting 
  
Enclosure (2)     Homes with Similar Higher End, Multi-Peak Exterior 

                 
Enclosure (3)     Comparison by Proximity 
 
Enclosure (4)     Comparison by Market Sales 
 
Enclosure (5)     Interior Pictures (see attached) 

Enclosure (6)     Analysis of Assessment / Sales Info 
 
Enclosure (7)     Historical Assessment Data 
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Office Of The Assessor 

155 South Seward Steet 

Juneau, AK 99801 

STEVEN D RICCI 
5735 THANE ROAD 
JUNEAU AK 99801

Under Alaska Statutes and CBJ Code, you, as the appellant, bear the burden of proof. The only grounds for adjustment of an 
assessment are proof of unequal, excessive, improper, or under valuation based on facts that are stated in your written 
appeal or proven at the appeal hearing. 

Any evidence or materials you would like to include in your appeal must be submitted to the Assessor's Office {preferred 
method via email to assessor.office@juneau.gov <mailto:assessor.office@juneau.gov> Attn.: Assessment Appeal} by 
4:00 PM June 21, 2023 and will be included in the packets for the Board so the members have an opportunity to 
review the materials before the hearing. 

Your Board of Equalization packet will be sent to you through email by 2:00 PM, June 22, 
2023. For a paper copy of your Board of Equalization packet or other questions please contact the City Clerk's Office at 
907-586-5278.

You or your representative may be present at the hearing {via Zoom Webinar, participation/log in information will be listed 
on the agenda packet you receive for the hearing your appeal is scheduled for}. If you choose not to be present or be 
represented, the Board of Equalization will proceed in the absence of the appellant. 

It should be noted that, between the date of this letter and the Board hearing date, your appeal may be resolved between 
you and the Assessor. If your appeal is resolved, you will not need to appear before the Board. 

If you have any questions please contact the Assessor's Office at the number listed below. 

CONTACT US: CBJ Assessor's Office 

Phone Email Website Physical Location 

Phone (907) 586-5215 ext 4906 
Fax (907) 586-4520 Assessor.Office@juneau.gov http://www.juneau.org/finance/ 

155 South Seward St 
Room 114 

PROPERTY TAX BILLS MAILED JULY 1 PROPERTY TAXES DUE SEPTEMBER 30 

Meeting of Board of Equalization (BOE) and 
Presentation of Real Property Appeal 

Date of BOE 6/29/2023 
Location of BOE  Via Zoom Webinar 

Time of BOE 5:30 PM 

Mailing Date of Notice 6/19/2023 
Parcel Identification 1B0201070052

Property Location 5735 THANE RD 

Appeal No. APL2023-0052

Sent to Email Address: steven.d.ricci@gmail.com

ATTENTION OWNER 

CIT'i AND BOROUGH OF 

NEAU 
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF 

JUNEAU 
Office of the Assessor 

155 South Seward Street 

Juneau, Alaska 99801 

Petition for Review/ Correction of Assessed Value 
Real Property 

Assessment Year 

Parcel ID Number 

Name of Applicant Sl"'EVfh) D R. \ C (_ \ 
Email Address 5n::-ygu ., v . 'i \CC. 1 @ 6- VlA-l L~ C 

2023 Filing Deadline: Monday April 3rd, 2023 
Please attach all supporting document~tion 

ASSESSOFrS FILES ARE PUBUC INFORMA noN-DOCUMENTS FILED WITH AN APPEAL BECOME PUBUC /NFORMAnON 

Parcel ID Number l B oio l Ol 0057--
Owner Name g"1""k~""YV R\CC \ 
Primary Phone # , C\,n') J.7 \-"Z.loYlo Email Address STb""Vb'"hJ ( '"D. 12--\CC, @ C.MAl.J.,..l~ 
Physical Address -- , Mailing Address 57 .3 5""--1'1--f~ s, _~,-n\-Al\lb" 

11 

Why are you appealing your value? Check box and provide a detailed explanation below for your appeal to be valid. 

~My property value is excressive/overvalued THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT GROUNDS FOR APPEAL 
D My property value is unequal to similar properties • Your taxes are too high 
0 My property was valued improperly/incorrectly • Your value changed too much in one year . 
D My property has been undervalued • You can't afford the taxes n My exemption(s) was not applied 

- Provide specific reasons and provide evidence supporting the item(s} checked above: -
SEE A!ll't<...\-t~. 0 Vt°9- 'I/AW !c\) e,JI.S i::\) a.,J rvt,61-1 ~ o-fl ltOOb C.~1)~ 

~ s 5l6-v\11F0ANT {2.t'9 /\ I ft- ~00 r , 1) tt\ VEW AY I PA \ IVT 
. 

\-\OC,j ~ \.S 6L\) 

. --- . - 1.. 
Have you attached additional information or documentation? . f ~ Yes □ No 

Values on Assessment Notice: 

Site 1$ ISL, 5(XJ I Building Is 3 '-/ 31 &~O I Total Is t-;9s-, -~ oo 
Owner's Estimate of Value: 

Site Is \O\l ~73 I Building Is ~'30 i l.-f 00 I Total Is 33~,J,3 
Purchase Price of Property: 

Price Is '-/ :2 t)/ 0 00 I Purchase Date I '-1 I~ o 1~ 2-

Has the property been listed for sale? [0] Yes [~ No (if yes complete next line) 

Listing Price 1$ - I Days on Market I -
Was the property appraised by a licensed appraiser within the last year? [0 ] Yes [ ~ No (if yes provide copy of appraisal) 
Certification: 
I hereby affirm that the foregoing information is true and correct, I understand that I bear the burden of proof and I must provide 
evidence supporting my apJi)eal, and that I am the owner (or owner's authorized agent) of the property described above. 
Signature At~/ I Date I 

..y 

Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office 
Phone/Fax Email Website Address 

Phone # (907) 586-5215 ext 4906 Assessor.Office@juneau.gov http://www.juneau.org/finance 155 South Seward St. Rm. 114 
Fax# (907) 586-4520 Juneau AK 99801 

\ \CBJFILES\dAssessor\Administrative\FO RMS 

n---
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ADDRESS LAND$ FT FT/$ HOUSE$ FT FT/$ NOTES 

5735 $ 151,500 81499 $ 1.86 $101,873.75 $ 343,800 1536 $ 223.83 $230,400.00 1960 Uphill · need roof/driveway $332,273.75 

5970 $ 189,100 36000 $ 5.25 Water front 
6020 $ 115,700 36000 $ 3.21 Water front 

6000 $ 243,200 39671 $ 6.13 $ 938,000 4254 $ 220.50 Water Front 

5980 $ 231,100 36006 $ 6.42 $ 644,800 2963 $ 217.62 Water Front 

5035 $ 175,200 24652 $ 7.11 $ 137,100 1360 $ 100.81 1983 Built· uphill 

5271 $ 163,100 92056 $ 1.77 $ 246,900 1128 $ 218.88 1993 Uphill 

5555 $ 234,100 175547 $ 1.33 $ 398,900 2176 $ 183.32 1976 Uphill· flat useable land 

5669 $ 177,500 80789 $ 2.20 $ 623,900 2567 $ 243.05 BRAN D NEW HOUSE 

5175 $ 183,300 99045 $ 1.85 $ 461,200 2786 $ 165.54 1961 Uphill 

5355 $ 235,000 207781 $ 1.13 $ 142,200 590 $ 241.02 1960 Uphill 

5670 $ 154,000 12197 s 12.63 s 309,600 572 $ 541.26 Waterfront Rental 
5880 $ 190,200 16379 $ 11.61 $ 417,100 2275 $183.34 1960 Water Front 

5725 $ 116,800 86551 $ 1.35 Waterfront 
5875 $ 232,900 174676 $ 1.33 $ 426,500 1872 $ 227.83 1986 Uphill 

5665 $ 179,300 86826 $ 2.07 $ 422,900 2416 $ 175.04 1997 Uphill 

5121 $ 180,800 33759 $ 5.36 $ 373,300 2113 $ 176.67 1978 Uphill 

5775 $ 176,900 151589 s 1.17 $ 153.800 1624 $ 94.70 IMMEDIATE NEIGHOR/FLAT LAND 

4825 $ 190,000 131116 s 1.45 $ 230,900 1618 $ 142.71 1973 Flat lot/Bigger lot 

5501 $ 231,200 167706 s 1.38 $ 672,800 2262 $ 297.44 Fully developed lot. Full lot 
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Members of the Board, thank you for the opportunity to present information related to the 

property tax appeal of 5735 Thane. I have attached a spreadsheet that I will use as a basis for the 

analysis. Unfortunately, I only have access to information in the public domain and cannot 

provide more details to justify the adjustment. I apologize for being unable to be there in person, 

I have a rigid personal matter to attend to. 

 

The spreadsheet analyzes similar properties in the Thane neighborhood by breaking out the site 

and building values as reported in the database and calculated on a square-foot basis. Column H 

is noted why the properties were relevant in this analysis. Columns I-L illustrates the percent 

difference in value from 5735 Thane—line 2,3,4 outline three values for the property under 

review. Line 2 is the current assessment, line 3 is what I believe the value to be, and line 4 is the 

most recent purchase of the house in 2022. 

 

The attached analysis shows that the 5735 value is assessed above similar properties. The uphill 

average square foot price is roughly $140 for buildings (line 12); 5735 is assessed at 38% above 

similarly sized homes on the uphill side. 5735 is older and needs significant repairs. An estimate 

for a new roof was provided a few years ago at roughly $40,000, and undoubtedly the cost has 

increased since the extreme driveway is eroded and barely passable by passenger vehicles. 

Estimates to repair are $10-15,000, and the siding requires paint. The last estimate was 

approximately $10,000, and the septic requires maintenance, which could run in the $20,000 

range. Essentially, about $80,000 in maintenance is needed on the home, all of which would be 

flagged by an inspector and need to be taken care of before a sale, thus making the actual market 

value far less than the current valuation. This is an old home. 

 

Currently, 5735 is also above the average per square foot valuation for similar size and age 

homes on the water side by 2% ($218.42). Waterfront homes have significantly more value. Of 

particular attention is 5610, which is two homes, one being a rental property. 

A few new homes have been constructed in the neighborhood recently, with a per-square-foot 

valuation of $270, or roughly $19 more per square foot. It is unfathomable to believe that a home 

constructed in 1960 is even close in value to a brand-new 5-star energy home. 

Finally, on the building construction, the property at 5284 is under construction and has a partial 

structure valued at $20,000. I was not told what the value of the construction at 5735 was, so I 

cannot make a direct comparison. I would like to understand better how construction costs are 

estimated and valued. The price of materials is clearly underestimated at 5284. The current 

project at 5735 is essentially an unheated, uninhabited structure years from completion. 

Currently, the path to reach the building is unsafe and most likely will not meet the code due to 

the steepness of the grade. I have been slowly working on the project for years, and several more 

are needed. A bank would not lend on unfinished construction, making this "excess" in the eyes 

of appraisers. This cannot be financed and would require significant expense to finish. There is 

no potential for water, and septic installation could run as high as $75,000. While this may look 

like an elaborate structure, it is a creative art project with little to no resale or income value. It is 

an art project. 

 

Finally, I would like to point out that the property was sold in 2022. This transaction was done in 

an exact manner as when I initially purchased the home. It was not "on the market" but sold to 

me through a private sale. Two parties came together, established a price, and a transaction 
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occurred. I have been told this is not a "recognized" sale by the assessor's office because it was 

not an open market transaction. Frankly, I can't entirely agree with this policy. As a trained 

economist, it is challenging to understand how a mutually agreed upon price, one where both 

parties have the best information on the particular home in question, could not be considered the 

fair market price/value. The total sale price provided that there is little argument of land value, is 

still above the uphill side of the road average by about $35 per square foot. A transfer of 

ownership is a sale, and the price is the price. That is factual data, not the feelings of an assessor 

suggesting that they better understand the value of a property based on formulas and models. 

Models cannot control for all variables, and models are human constructs with subjective inputs 

and variable weighting. An actual transaction is a fact and not a subjective assessment.  
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Site Sq FT $/Sq ft building Sq FT $/Sq Ft NOTES: Land Difference % Difference Home Difference % Difference
5735 RICCI 151,500$       81,499          1.86              343,800$ 1536 223.83$  1960 Constuction, poor roof, driveway, need to exterior repair, septic repair, driveway repair, Spiral stairs -$                               -$                         0%
Owner Assessment 101,873$       81,499          1.25              230,400$ 1536 150.00$  
2022 Purchase 151,500$       81,500          1.86              268,500$ 1537 174.69$  

UPHILL SIDE:
4825 190,000$       131,116       1.45$            230,900$ 1973 117.03$  Similar Condition of structure (0.41)$                            -22% (106.80)$                 -48%
4655 193,400$       40,946          4.72$            318,500$ 1985 160.45$  Simlar size 2.86$                             154% (63.37)$                   -28%
Goodell 180,800$       33,759          5.36$            373,300$ 2113 176.67$  1978 Construction 3.50$                             188% (47.16)$                   -21%
5775 176,900$       151,589       1.17$            153,800$ 1624 94.70$    1960 Construction.  Home has issues. (0.69)$                            -37% (129.12)$                 -58%
6005 214,000$       116,159       1.84$            161,700$ 1080 149.72$  Simliar year and condition of home (0.02)$                            -1% (74.11)$                   -33%

139.72$  (84.11)$                   -38%

NEW CONSTRUCTION:
5501 231,200$       167,706       1.38$            672,800$ 2262 297.44$  New Construction House, Large shop, Exisitng home, 2 septics, fully utilized property (0.48)$                            -26% 73.61$                    33%
5669 177,500$       80,789          2.20$            623,900$ 2567 243.05$  New Construction 0.34$                             18% 19.22$                    9%

270.24$  

UPHILL RENTAL:
5675 (2 Rental Units) 232,500$       167,270       1.39$            534,100$ 2547 209.70$  1988 Construction.  Two buildings, rentals (0.47)$                            -25% (14.13)$                   -6%

WATERFRONT:
5390 179,900$ 858 209.67$  Waterfront Home - Similar condition (14.15)$                   -6%
5282 205,800$       30,708          6.70$            347,400$ 1820 190.88$  Waterfront Home - newer 1995 construction 4.84$                             261% (32.95)$                   -15%
5100 560,600$ 2245 249.71$  Waterfront, 1978 construction 25.88$                    12%
5610 236,200$       58,384          4.05$            423,600$ 1896 223.42$  Waterfront home.  There are two buildings, both habitable. 2.19$                             118% (0.41)$                     0%

218.42$  (5.41)$                     -2%

UNDER CONSTRUCTION:
5284 102,100$       42,365          2.41$            20,000$    Massive steel and concrete foundation, no way reflective of material/labor cost
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1 
Appeal 0052, Appellant: Ricci, Parcel 1B0201070052 
 

                      APPEAL #2023-0052 

2023 REAL PROPERTY APPEAL PACKET  

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION JUNE 29th, 2023 

         ASSESSOR OFFICE                               

 

Appellant: Steven Ricci Location: 5735 Thane Rd. 

Parcel No.: 1B0201070052 Property Type: Single Family Residence 

Appellant’s basis for appeal: My property value is excessive and overvalued. “Attached is the appeal form and an 
analysis of neighborhood comparable properties. Clearly demonstrating that the value of 5735 building is one of the 
highest in the area, and yet one of the oldest being built in 1960. The house is small making it less attractive than others 
with similar sq/ft values. The house is also in need of major repair. Roof, driveway and siding all need significant work.  I 
can produce estimates for the work if required but the roof alone is $40K.” 

“The property (land) is well overvalued. The adjacent neighbor is at $1.17 sq/ft - it is flat buildable land.  5735 is hilly and 
unusable with streams eroding the hillside.  Several others are listed, all of which are larger tracks making them more 
attractive and have better usable land.” 

Appellant’s Estimate of Value Original Assessed Value  Recommended Value 

Site: $101,873 Site: $151,500 Site: $151,500 

Buildings: $230,400 Buildings: $343,800 Buildings: $333,000 

Total: $332,273 Total: $495,300 Total: $485,000 

Subject Photo 

 

* CITY AND BOROUGH OF 

JUNEAU 
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2 
Appeal 0052, Appellant: Ricci, Parcel 1B0201070052 
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3 
Appeal 0052, Appellant: Ricci, Parcel 1B0201070052 
 

Overview 
The subject is a 1,536 square foot average quality, two-story single-family residence that includes a 463sf detached, 
good quality cabin that was finished in 2021. The residence is located on a 1.87-acre lot at 5735 Thane Rd in the Thane 
neighborhood. The original single-family home was built in 1960 according to CBJ records. The subject resides on a 
neighborhood lot with moderate steepness and slight wetness.  

The appellant refused our request for an interior inspection and request for interior photos. After reviewing our 
information, an increase in depreciation was made to the single-family residence.  

Subject Characteristics:  

• Land 
o 1.87 Acre / 81,499 Sf lot 
o No view 
o Moderate Steepness 
o Slightly Wet 

• Main Building 
o Average Quality 
o Average Condition 
o 1,536 SF GLA 
o Average depreciation 

• Cabin 
o Good Quality 
o Good Condition 
o 464sf 
o Below Average Depreciation 

Front: 
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4 
Appeal 0052, Appellant: Ricci, Parcel 1B0201070052 
 

 

Photos 
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5 
Appeal 0052, Appellant: Ricci, Parcel 1B0201070052 
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6 
Appeal 0052, Appellant: Ricci, Parcel 1B0201070052 
 

2 Story Cabin/Yoga studio: 
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7 
Appeal 0052, Appellant: Ricci, Parcel 1B0201070052 
 

Area Map & Aerial 
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8 
Appeal 0052, Appellant: Ricci, Parcel 1B0201070052 
 

Land Valuation 
Land values are developed on a neighborhood basis. The land is examined to understand the typical land characteristics 
within the neighborhood. These characteristics include size, slope, view, water frontage, significant wetlands and other 
factors which are used to develop a neighborhood land valuation model. This model is tested and refined in 
consideration of sales of vacant and developed parcels. The resulting model is then applied to all land in the 
neighborhood to establish assessed site values. The subject parcel’s base rate value of $175,223 is in equity with the 
Thane neighborhood single family residences that are of similar square footage. The subject parcel is characteristically 
below average for its neighborhood due to steep topography and wetness.   
Land Characteristics: 

• 81,499 SF lot 
• Moderate Topography Adjustment  
• Slight Wetness Adjustment 

 
                    Land base rate valuation –Thane– Lot size 34,284 sf – 86,551 sf 

 
 

Land Adjustments – Subject and Neighbors: 

 

PCN z AreaAC AreaSF BaseRateSF LOC SIZE TOPO ACCESS WET VIEW WTFT SHAPE Base.Value SiteAdj .FcVacAdj Site.Value EffRate.SF 

180201070074 01 1 1.24 54,0391 3.05 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 &5 164,819 0.&5] I_ 158, 300 2.93 

180201070032 D1 1.&5 80,789 2.16 100 100 90 100 100 100 100 100 174,504 0 .90 177,500 2.20 

180201070052 D1 1.87 81,499 2.15 100 100 85 100 90 100 100 100 175,223 1 0.77] 151,500 1.86 

180201070051 D1 1.99 86,551 2.03 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 90 175,699 0 .90 50,000 116,800 1.35 

180201070031 D1 1.99 86,826 2.03 100 100 90 100 100 100 100 100 176, 257 0 .90 179, 300 2.07 

180201070073 D1 2.54 110,841 1.71 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 189,5381 1.JIIII 214, 200 1.93 

180201070060 D1 3.48 151,589 1.35 100 100 100 90 100 100 100 100 204,645 0 .90 176, 900 1.17 

180201070040 D1 3.84 167,270 1.23 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 205, 7421 1.1111 232,500 1.39 
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9 
Appeal 2023-0368, Appellants: Holbrook, Parcel 1C070A110130 
 

Building Valuation 
Buildings are valued using a cost approach to value by: (1) calculating the current cost to reproduce or replace 
improvements such as buildings and (2) subtracting out physical, functional, or economic depreciation evident in the 
structures. This provides a uniform basis for the valuation of all buildings in the Borough. 

For any given parcel, the buildings are valued by the Cost Approach and the land value is determined by the 
neighborhood model. These two values combined produce a total basis value for the parcel. This combined value is then 
adjusted to market value by application of neighborhood adjustments developed by analysis of neighborhood sales. This 
sales analysis is done each year to establish assessed values. 
 

• Building Characteristics: 
o Average Quality 
o Average Condition 
o 1,536 SF GLA 
o Average Depreciation 

• Cabin 
o Good Quality 
o Good Condition 
o 464sf 
o Below Average Depreciation 

 
Sketch of Improvements: 
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10 
Appeal 2023-0368, Appellants: Holbrook, Parcel 1C070A110130 
 

Cost Report 

 

 
 
 

5/11/2023 3:00:57PM Page 1 

Cost Report - Residential 

72 Record 1 

Parcel Code Number 180201070052 Buildin9 Type R- Single-fam ily Residence 

Owner Name RICCI STEVEN D Quality 3 

Parcel Address 5735 THANE RD Cons.truction Stud Frame 

Effective Year Built 2001 Total Livable ·1536 
Year Built 1960 Style TwoS1ory 

!m_provement Description Quantity Unit Cost Percent +/- Total 
Base 

Exterior Frame. Siding, Wood 104.00 ·100% 

Roof M etal . Preformed 2.56 100% 
Heating Electric Baseboard -0.53 90% 
Heating Floor Radiant Hot Water 0.26 10% 

Adjusted Base Cost 1.536 1062Q 163.266 

Exterior lmprov ement(s) 

Porch Wood Deck (SF) 566 15.00 8,340 

Total 8,340 

Addi:tional Feature(s) 

Feature Fixh.Jre 8 '14,400 

Total 14,400 

Sub Total 186,006 
Condition Average 

l ocal Multip lier 1.22 pq 226.927 

Current Muttip6er 1. 14 pq 258.697 

Qual ity Adj ustment pq 258.697 

Neighborhood Multiplier pq 258.697 

Depreciation • Physical 1.00 IXJ 23.00 l·I 59.500 

Deprecia tion • Functional l·I 0 

Depreciation • Economic l·I 0 

Percent Complete 100.00 l·I 199.197 

CoSl to Cure 

Neighborhood Adjustment 132 pq 63.743 

Replacement Cost less Depreciat ion 262,940 

isce~ ous lmpc..r..co .. v ... e .... m...,e"'n'--'-ts'---_--=-,.,..,.=-~=--------------..,.,.,.----.,,.,.,,,,.. 
M ISC stg \Mffl c arpor 1•1 ~.~u 

HOV 
torage Shed Under 200SF 

Cabin Avg to Gel Quality 

Total Miscellaneous Improvements 

!Total Improvement Value 

Mov ed 10 complete fo 

(Rounded] 

!•I 2 ,000 

!•I 4,000 

!•I 1,000 

!•I 6 1.100 

70,600 

$333,500 

1 
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11 
Appeal 2023-0368, Appellants: Holbrook, Parcel 1C070A110130 
 

Assessment History 
Note: 2023 history value below does not show proposed change to $485,000. 

 

 
 
 

  

1B0201070052 
STEVEN D RI CCI 
5735 THAINE RD 

KENAI LT25B 

YEAR 11D LAND VALI.JE IISC VALUE BLDG VALI.JE GAMA VALUE 
2023 $151 ,500 .. 00 $70,600.00 $273,200.00 $495,300.00 

2022 $144,800.00 $70,600.00 $213,200.00 $428,600.00 

20211 $144,800.00 $30,900.00 $192,100.00 $367,800.00 

2020 $144,,800 .00 $196,800.00 $341,600.00 

2019 $144,,800 .00 $8,500 .00 $1,82 ,600 . 00 $335,900.00 

20'18 $147,500.00 $8,500 .00 SU,0,200 .00 $336,200.00 

2017 $146,100.00 $1M,200.00 $330,300.00 

2016 $141,900.00 $179,300.00 $321 ,200.00 

2015 $130,200.00 $190,800.00 $321 ,000.00 

2014 $130,200 .. 00 $190,800.00 $321 ,000.00 

2013 $1 30,200.00 $1,84,400 .00 $314,600.00 

2012 $130,000.00 $2,000.00 $195,000.00 $327,000.00 
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Appeal 2023-0368, Appellants: Holbrook, Parcel 1C070A110130 
 

Summary 
As a result of this petition for review, a change was made to the depreciation of the single-family building. Land and 
buildings are valued using the same methods and standards as all other properties in the Borough.  

The appellant states that “value is excessive”. State statute requires the Assessor to value property at “full and true 
value”. According to appraisal standards and practices set by the Alaska Association of Assessing Officers, the State of 
Alaska Office of the State Assessor, and the International Association of Assessing Officers, correct procedures of 
assessment were followed for the subject. These standards and practices include consideration of any market value 
increase or decrease as determined by analysis of sales. Values have risen in Juneau; the current valuation of the subject 
reflects this increase. 

The appellant declined multiple requests for interior photos or an inspection.  

After the above referenced changes were made as the result of this review, the Assessor proposes a slight decrease to 
the 2023 assessment as follows:  

2023 Proposed Value:  Site: $151,500         Improvements: $333,500          Total: $485,000 
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Mary Hammond

From: Jacob Clark
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 10:55 AM
To: Tony Perletti
Subject: FW: Petition For Review - 1B0201070052
Attachments: BOE Hearing of Appeal Code.pdf

Hey Tony,  
 
Can you have the Clerk’s Office schedule Steven for a BOE hearing? 
 
Thanks, 
 
Jacob Clark  
Appraiser I 
Assessor’s Office 
City and Borough of Juneau, AK 
(907) 586-5215 ext 4038 
Jacob.Clark@Juneau.gov 

 
 

From: Jacob Clark  
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 9:48 AM 
To: Steven Ricci <steven.d.ricci@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Petition For Review - 1B0201070052 
 
Hi Steven, 
 
Here is some information regarding the BOE. I will have the Clerk’s Office schedule the hearing. 
 
Something that I would like to stress is that the primary task of the Board of Equalization is to review the work 
of my office for errors and review your evidence to prove we have erred. A feeling that your home is 
overvalued or out of equity is not evidence. The burden of proof is on the appellant to prove with actual 
evidence that your property is overvalued or in your case, unequally valued. To see a change in value, you are 
required to have substantial evidence proving an error or inequity in your assessment vs your neighbors 
(treating you differently than your neighbors). Please be sure to address these errors with me so that we can 
discuss them and have a better understanding on both sides, yours being why you believe there is an error, and 
mine showing we are not making an error – if that is the case. 
 
Jacob Clark  
Appraiser I 
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Assessor’s Office 
City and Borough of Juneau, AK 
(907) 586-5215 ext 4038 
Jacob.Clark@Juneau.gov 

 
 
From: Steven Ricci <steven.d.ricci@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, March 20, 2023 5:54 PM 
To: Jacob Clark <Jacob.Clark@juneau.gov> 
Subject: Re: Petition For Review - 1B0201070052 
 
Hi Jacob,  
 
Thank you for taking the time to reevaluate the value of the property.  We still disagree on the value of the land 
and building.  I would like to have a hearing scheduled with the BOE.  Please let me know what if anything you 
will need from me.  
 
Steve 
 
On Mon, Mar 20, 2023 at 2:18 PM Jacob Clark <Jacob.Clark@juneau.gov> wrote: 

Hi Steven, 

  

I’m just reaching out to let you know that I have yet to receive a response regarding my proposal. I’d like to 
remind you that if I do not receive a response to my proposal email by March 21st, 2023, I will consider this 
case closed and your tax bill will reflect the original assessed value. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

  

Thanks, 

  

Jacob Clark  

Appraiser I 

Assessor’s Office 

City and Borough of Juneau, AK 

(907) 586-5215 ext 4038 
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Jacob.Clark@Juneau.gov 

 

  

From: Jacob Clark  
Sent: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 12:43 PM 
To: steven.d.ricci@gmail.com 
Subject: Petition For Review - 1B0201070052 

  

Hi Steven, 

Upon review of your appeal I find our assessment of your property to be overvalued and propose a change to 
your 2023 Assessment. At the bottom of my email you will find my proposal. I added a more appropriate 
amount of deprecation to your building given its age and condition. After skimming over your yoga/art studio 
addition, I noticed it called for a mini split heat pump to be installed. We have yet to pick up that heat pump 
and since you said it’s currently not heated, I have decided to leave it off until we review again come building 
permit season. On the other hand, I found no evidence to adjust your land value. I attached our data and 
supporting evidence below. Your property has already been adjusted for slope and wetness. As you’ll see, no 
other property in your area has these adjustments. The vacant lot to your left has a vacancy adjustment due to 
the fact that it has zero improvements. If someone were to develop your neighbor’s lot, it would cost them a 
pretty penny to do so and until someone does, that value will always have an adjustment. If you have any 
questions or would like to discuss this further, please call me at 586-5215 ext. 4038. 

Here are some lots surrounding you: 

C A 80 OUGH 0 

JUN1EA 
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Under the Site Adjusted Factor column you’ll see that your property has a 23% adjustment (1.0 = 100%) on it 
making it the highest adjusted residential lot in the area. Anything you see that has a lower adjusted site factor 
(Ex 0.68) is a government owned or vacant lot. You are also well within the curve as shown below regarding 
land area and land value/sqft. Any points above the curve are waterfront properties. 

IPCN .Y Z QaseR.ateAC Ba.seRat@SF ... 
1B02,01.070010 D:l ;i 53, ~ 1.22 -- --
1B0201071082.0 - DI 5;1,401 1.18 100 ~ 100 

100201070031 1.99 :::.: 83,427 - 85,940 ~ 86,82!6 d 2.03 100 100 
1002010710032 1!)1 -1.85 '94,000 - 9,1,445 ·- ,IW,7,S;g1 '- ' 2.16 100 100 

100201070040 - ' 3.84 - 53,5.791 57;865 1,6],270 1.23 100 -100 

18020101005::li 01 - ' l.99 =1 ,88,427' - 58,784 ';8!6,551 -100 

- 180201070052 01 - 1.87 93,654 77,393 81,499 100 ;;;i100 ..;JI 

0 180001070060 01 ::1 3,.48 58,806 48,5'9'2 15'1,5891 100 100 1C 
1B020107OO7" !:, Dl 2.54 ~ 74,488 ~80,446 U0,841 too 100 -111 - -
1B020100:0074 01 .:3 1.24 1 2:,858 · 12ill,96ll S4,0 '91 1l00 100 11.C - ---< 

100-201070080 ~ 01 =1 4.01 = 51,401 ss,sn :174,676 1l00 =1 100 11 

100201070090 3 01 ~ 2. 2 .::l 84,942 ;::J 32,31'.JL ·9.2,347 100 100 a::l 1C 
-

1B0201070100 - 01 =l 2. 4 =l M,071 .::J 77,,l'97 -=i93,21-8 100 .::J lOO - 1C 

100201070112 -' [):1 2.6,7 71,003 76,688 I :U6,1591 100 1C 

- 1B02:0107O113 Dl -1.n - 991,317' - 54,228 74,544 -100 1C 

100201070122 - Dl !:1 0,79 2!0l,425, 34,284 lOO 100 1C 

1BQi2010Ji0123 01 ~ 1,6,7 101,495, -,ss,su 72,885 100 100 1C 

180001070124 Dl 12.29 81,022 18,.nll 99,705 1.86 100 ::1100 1C - - ---
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Here is my proposal: 

2023 Original Value:    Site: $151,500    Improvements: $343,800     Total: $495,300 

2023 Proposed Value:  Site: $151,500    Improvements: $333,500     Total: $485,000 

Please respond by clearly stating your acceptance or rejection of this change. Upon receipt of your 
acceptance I will take this to the Assessor for approval, at which point a letter of correction would be 
issued. If you reject these proposed changes, I will schedule the case for the next available Board of 
Equalization and you will be notified of the date. 

  

If I do not receive a response to this email by March 21st, 2023, I will consider this case closed and your 
tax bill will reflect the original assessed value. 

  

12.00 
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10.00 

8.00 

LL 

~ 
OJ 
:::, 

fJ 6.00 
> 
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C 
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0.00 
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' • 
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• .. 

• 

• 

50,000 

• 

• ... ... . -
100,000 

I 
150,000 

Land Area SF 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

• -
200,000 

• 

250,000 300,000 

• Botie.Val 

♦SUBJECT 
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Jacob Clark  

Appraiser I 

Assessor’s Office 

City and Borough of Juneau, AK 

(907) 586-5215 ext 4038 

Jacob.Clark@Juneau.gov 

 

  

 
 
 
--  
Steve Ricci 
(907) 321-2646 

C A BOROUGH 0 

JUNEA 
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Tony Perletti

From: Aaron Landvik
Sent: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 10:59 AM
To: steven.d.ricci@gmail.com
Cc: Jacob Clark
Subject: Assessment process
Attachments: Standard_on_Verification_Adjustment_of_Sales.pdf; Standard_on_Ratio_Studies.pdf; 

StandardOnMassAppraisal 2017.pdf

Hi Steven, 
 
Here is residential information we talked about on the phone today. 
https://juneau.org/wp‐content/uploads/2023/03/2023‐Assessment‐Report‐Residential‐Final.pdf 
 
Jacob will follow regarding your petition for review. 
 
 

Aaron Landvik 
Deputy Assessor 
Assessor’s Office 
City and Borough of Juneau, AK 
 
PHONE (907) 586-5215 ext 4037 – FAX (907) 586-4520 
aaron.landvik@juneau.gov 
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STANDARD ON 
VERIFICATION AND 
ADJUSTMENT OF 
SALES

Revised Approved, April 2020

International Association of Assessing Officers
IAAO assessment standards represent a consensus in the assessing profession and have been 
adopted by the Board of Directors of the International Association of Assessing Officers (IAAO). 
The objective of the IAAO standards is to provide a systematic means for assessing officers to 
improve and standardize the operation of their offices. IAAO standards are advisory in nature 
and the use of, or compliance with, such standards is voluntary. If any portion of these standards 
is found to be in conflict with national, state, or provincial laws, such laws shall govern. Ethical 
and/or professional requirements within the jurisdiction may also take precedence over 
technical standards. February 2022
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The International Association of Assessing Officers, formerly the National Association of 
Assessing Officers, was founded for the purpose of establishing standards for assessment 
personnel. IAAO is a professional membership organization of government assessment 
officials and others interested in the administration of the property tax. Over the years IAAO 
members have developed assessment practice and administration standards and many of these 
standards have been adopted by state and international oversight agencies, and some have been 
incorporated into legislation.

IAAO continues at the forefront of assessment in North America and has been expanding its 
reach to the global community for the last five decades. Because standards form the rules by 
which North American assessors perform their duties, they may not be directly applicable to an 
overseas audience. The standards have been updated to also present the broad principles upon 
which the rules are based. IAAO believes those principles may be adapted to many differing 
statutory and regulatory scenarios worldwide.
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STANDARD ON VERIFICATION AND ADJUSTMENT OF SALES —2020

STANDARD ON VERIFICATION 
AND ADJUSTMENT OF SALES

1. SCOPE
The primary responsibility of the assessor is to estimate the market value of each property within 
the jurisdiction. The integrity of the property tax is dependent on the accuracy of these estimates 
of market value. This is accomplished by analyzing market data to determine the price that the 
property being appraised would probably bring in the marketplace on the date of appraisal. Appraisal 
accuracy refers to the degree to which properties are appraised at market value, as defined by profes-
sional standards (see the IAAO Glossary for Property Appraisal and Assessment [IAAO 2013a] and 
the IAAO Standard on Ratio Studies [IAAO  2013b]). This standard provides guidance to ensure 
that only sales that meet the definition of market value and that have been adjusted for any monies 
(including financing) not attributable to the real estate are used in developing these estimates of 
market value. Accuracy is dependent upon proper verification and adjustment of sales data.

The key principles discussed in this standard that would enable a jurisdiction to conduct proper 
verification and adjustment of sales are as follows.

Principles
• There must be a system of record that tracks and digitally stores information collected 

from real estate transfer documents (such as deeds, sales contracts, and transfer 
affidavits), sales questionnaires, follow-up interviews, and third-party sources.

• Data collection must be administered in a consistent and timely manner, and data 
collected must be as comprehensive and accurate as possible to ensure that there is 
sufficient information to verify that the sale price reflects the market value of the real 
property being transferred and to determine adjustments to the price if necessary. 

• Sales verification should be performed in a timely, uniform, and transparent manner 
with guidance on when a sale should be considered valid and what methodologies are 
acceptable for the validation process.

• Adjustments to the sale price should be performed with the goal of representing only the 
value of the real property transferred in a manner that is consistent and transparent and 
that documents how adjustments are derived and the sources used.

• The results of the verification and adjustment process should be documented in a 
timely manner to limit the loss of information, comprehensive to inform the results of 
verification and derivation of adjustments, stored preferably in electronic format, and 
completed for all sales that have had questionnaires and follow-up interviews and for 
which usable information has been received.

In the following major sections, the principles that are covered in that section are stated and then 
followed by a discussion of those principles.
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2. INTRODUCTION
Sales data should be collected, verified, and adjusted as necessary for model calibration and 
ratio study purposes. In some cases, sales may be valid for model calibration but should not be 
considered valid for ratio study purposes. A verified sale is more reliable than an unverified sale.
In jurisdictions that do not have laws mandating full disclosure of sales data, assessing officials 
work under a severe handicap and should seek legislation that provides for such disclosure (see 
the results of the 2013 Survey of Ratio Study Practices [Technical Standards Committee 2015]). In 
addition, jurisdictions that have disclosure but not adequate sale disclosure documents should 
work toward that goal. The terminology for determining whether a sale meets the definition 
of a valid transaction differs throughout the industry (validation, verification, confirmation, 
qualification, screening, and so on); however, for this standard, the term verification is used. It 
is important to remember that all sales should be considered candidates for valid sales unless 
sufficient information can be documented to show otherwise. While it is imperative that sales be 
verified uniformly and accurately, it is also important to process and verify sales in a timely manner 
so they are available for analysis. Sales should be trimmed for outliers during the statistical phase, 
not during the verification phase of a mass appraisal or sales ratio study program.
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3. SOURCES OF SALES DATA
The primary sources of sales data include real estate transfer documents, sales verification ques-
tionnaires, parties to the transaction, and third-party sources. The information collected from 
these sources is entered into the system of record that serves as the database for the proper verifi-
cation and adjustment of sales.

Principles in this standard that guide a jurisdiction in the creation and administration of a sales 
database are as follows. 

Principles
• Jurisdictions that record real estate transfer documents have an essential database that 

tracks changes in property ownership, the type of interest transferred, the rights conveyed, 
and other conditions specific to the transaction and property at the time of sale.

• Jurisdictions that further require a sales verification form to accompany recording of the 
real estate transfer document can significantly shorten the sales verification process by 
reducing the need for follow-up interviews and third-party sources.

• When data collected from follow-up interviews and third-party sources are entered into 
the system of records, they must be verified and noted for their reliability as a data source. 

3.1 REAL ESTATE TRANSFER DOCUMENTS
Real estate transfer documents include deeds, sales contracts, and transfer affidavits (i.e., land 
contracts, contract for deed) completed at the time of sale. Some jurisdictions require recordation 
of transfer documents, and some do not (see Ratio Study Practices in the United States and 
Canada: Results of 2013 Survey [Technical Standards Committee 2015]). In the sale verification 
process, the transfer document must be reviewed for the type of interest transferred, the rights 
conveyed, and other conditions that could affect the arm’s-length nature of the sale.

Common transfer documents used to convey real property are as follows:
• A deed is a written legal instrument that, when duly executed, conveys an interest in the 

legal title to a property.

• The general warranty deed provides the highest level of protection to the buyer and 
establishes that the seller owns the property and has the legal right to sell it. Unless stated 
specifically in the deed, the property is free of any liens or encumbrances; the buyer is 
guaranteed the title will stand against third parties attempting to establish title to the 
property; and the seller promises, in order to make the title good, he or she will deliver any 
document or instrument necessary.

• A special warranty deed is not nearly as protective as the general warranty deed in that the 
seller warrants he or she has received title and ensures the property was not encumbered 
during his or her ownership.

• Bargain and sale deeds implicitly or explicitly assert the grantor’s ownership of the 
property conveyed, but they make no guarantee to defend the title. They provide the grantee 
with more protection than a quitclaim deed but less than a special warranty deed. The 
words of conveyance “bargain and sale” distinguish a bargain and sale deed.

• A deed in which the grantor conveys or relinquishes all interests in a property without 
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warrant as to the extent or validity of such interests is known as a quitclaim deed. The 
quitclaim deed is the least protective deed for the buyer and conveys only whatever rights 
or interests the grantor has in the property. There are no warranties or covenants to the 
buyer. If the grantor has a good title, it is as good as the warranty deed; however, there are 
no warranties or guarantees.

• Tax deeds are deeds by which title to real property, sold to discharge delinquent taxes, is 
transferred by a tax collector or other authorized officer of the law to the purchaser at a 
tax sale.

• Sheriff deeds are deeds that give ownership rights in property bought at a sheriff’s sale.  A 
sheriff’s sale is a sale conducted by a sheriff or authorized officer of the court upon order 
of a court after the legal owner of the property fails to pay a judgment. Often the property 
is involved in a mortgage foreclosure action or is subject to a mechanics lien incurred by a 
failure to pay for labor and materials to improve the property.

• Trust deeds transfer the title to the property to a trustee to be held in trust. These deeds are 
also known as deeds of trust. There are three parties involved in a deed of trust: the trustor 
(borrower), trustee (holder of the legal title), and the beneficiary (lender). The trustee holds 
the power of sale in the event of default.

• Land contracts are executory contracts for the purchase of real property under the terms 
of which legal title to the property is retained by the seller until such time as all the 
conditions stated in the contract have been fulfilled. These contracts are commonly used 
for the installment purchase of real property and are often referred to as a contract for 
deed. The actual deed is not recorded until the title passes to the buyer upon fulfillment of 
the contract.

3.2 SALES VERIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRES
Sales verification questionnaires, which can be written or in electronic format, are affirmed or 
sworn statements regarding the sale of the property. Typically, these forms are required to be 
completed prior to recordation of the deed. A more comprehensive questionnaire may limit the 
need for follow-up verification of the sale. (See Appendix A for a copy of a sales verification ques-
tionnaire. Also, refer to the ratio study survey results [Technical Standards Committee 2015] for the 
number of jurisdictions currently using a comprehensive sales verification form.) A set of instruc-
tions for completing the form should accompany or be a part of the questionnaire.
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3.3 PARTIES TO THE SALE AND THIRD-PARTY SOURCES
Buyers and sellers of real property should be contacted directly to secure or confirm sales data. 
When buyers or sellers are parties to the sale, it is important to contact all parties to verify 
agreement on the data.

Third-party sources are a source of sales data and are especially important when transfer and 
disclosure documents do not provide full disclosure or omit important data. The following is a 
partial listing of third-party sources:

• Multiple listing services

• Title companies

• Financial institutions

• Leasing agencies

• Property managers

• Real estate brokers and agencies

• Government and private fee appraisers

• Attorneys

• Appraisal organizations.
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4. DATA COLLECTION: USEFUL SALES 
INFORMATION
The goal of data collection is to ensure that the database contains sufficient information to verify 
that the sale occurred as an arm’s-length transaction and that the sale price reflects the market 
value of the real property transferred. A primary task in developing a comprehensive database is to 
identify the relevant sales data information that should be collected.

Principles
• A sales database should contain the factual information of the sale: full consideration, 

date of transfer, property legal description, buyer and seller names and addresses, and 
the type of transfer document used to convey the property (see Section 3.1).

• Jurisdictions that require a sales questionnaire should structure the questions to capture 
the transaction conditions helpful in determining the arm’s-length nature of the sale.  

• The sales questionnaire should also have questions on the property characteristics at the 
time of sale to determine whether the sale sold before or after any significant repairs or 
renovations, to isolate the value of the real property being transferred, and to determine 
whether adjustments are warranted for lease contracts. 

These data elements should be maintained in a separate data file or sales history file component 
of a computer-assisted mass appraisal (CAMA) system. In addition, the file should include infor-
mation useful for stratification and other analytical purposes. Sales data files should reflect the 
physical characteristics of the property at the time of sale. If significant legal, physical, or economic 
changes have occurred between the sale date and the assessment date, the sale should not be used 
for ratio studies. The sale may still be valid for mass appraisal modeling by matching the sale price 
against the characteristics that existed on the date of sale.

4.1 SALE AND DEED INFORMATION
It is important to document and verify the sale transaction and obtain information on the type of 
deed associated with the sale.

4.1.1 Full Consideration
Full consideration is the total amount paid for the property, including the cash down payment and 
amounts financed. The actual sale price is the most essential item of information concerning the 
sale, and its accuracy should be carefully scrutinized. In many jurisdictions it is common practice 
in deeds of conveyance to state considerations in terms such as “one dollar plus other due and 
just consideration.” These amounts are rarely the actual selling price and should be ignored in 
favor of information from the buyer and seller or other reliable source, such as sales verification 
questionnaires.

4.1.2 Date of Transfer
This is the date on which the sale was closed or completed. Not all jurisdictions require recor-
dation of deeds; therefore, the deed date should be considered the most reliable date of sale, not 
the recording date. If a copy of the deed is not available, the date on the sales verification question-
naire should be used.
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4.1.3 Legal Description, Address, and Parcel Identifier
Each parcel should be assigned a unique parcel identifier (see Standard on Digital Cadastral 
Maps and Parcel Identifiers [IAAO 2015]. If this number is noted on the document at the time it 
is recorded, the assessor can locate the parcel in the file directly. This information links the sale 
to the assessor’s records and identifies the property’s location. Without careful matching of the 
parcel identifier with the legal description, the wrong appraised or assessed value may be used in 
a ratio study, and the incorrect set of parcel characteristics may be transferred to the sales history 
file. The legal description also helps identify parcel splits, which are not usable in ratio studies. 
This information also may be used to prevent sales from being included twice. The situs address 
can be useful in locating and confirming the physical location of a parcel in the field.

4.1.4 Names of Buyers and Sellers
This information permits the assessor to maintain a current record of the owners of all property 
in the jurisdiction. Transfer documents often refer to the buyer as the grantee or transferee and the 
seller as the grantor or transferor.

4.1.5 Addresses, Phone Numbers, and Other Contact Information of Buyer 
and Seller or Their Legal Designee

This information helps to identify more positively the parties to the sale. If the buyer will not reside 
at the property, the buyer’s address may be needed for future correspondence. If the seller has estab-
lished a new ad- dress, this information aids the assessor in contacting the seller regarding the sale.

4.1.6 Type of Transfer
The type of transfer document often helps determine whether the sale is usable. If the source of 
sales data does not include a copy of the transfer document, the type of transfer document should 
be specifically required. A warranty deed, for example, is generally associated with a usable sale; 
sheriff’s deeds are not; and quitclaim deeds are questionable, while contracts for deed and certain 
transfer affidavits may require an adjustment for financing (see Section 6.1.3).

4.1.7 Deed Instrument Number
The deed instrument or document number, as well as the record or deed book and page, indicates 
where the deed is located in the official records and is an important asset in researching sales 
and leases.

4.1.8 Unique Sale Number
A unique sale number can tie a sale validation questionnaire to a particular parcel and eliminate 
confusion if the parcel sells more than once. A unique number should be assigned to sales verifi-
cation questionnaires completed at the time of recordation of the deed. Legislation requiring that 
the sales verification questionnaire be provided at the time of deed recordation provides leverage 
in ensuring the form is completed properly, a unique number is applied, and each transfer is 
accounted for. For electronic reporting to oversight agencies, this unique number could then be 
tied to the jurisdiction’s identification number and parcel identification number.
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4.2 TRANSACTION CONDITIONS
It is important to verify whether the sale occurred as an arm’s-length transaction or with conditions 
that would require an adjustment to reflect market prices. Information gathered on the interest 
transferred, the financing terms, the relationship between parties, the method of marketing, and 
the exposure time on the market is useful to determine whether the sale is usable or requires an 
adjustment prior to use as a comparable sale or in ratio studies.

4.2.1 Interest Transferred
A transaction that conveys the full rights of ownership to a property is known as a fee simple 
transfer. Fee simple is defined in land ownership as the complete interest in a property, subject 
only to governmental powers such as eminent domain. (for further clarification on fee simple defi-
nition see IAAO position paper - Setting the Record Straight on Fee Simple [IAAO 2015]) Transfers 
that convey less than full interest are rarely usable in mass appraisal or in ratio studies without 
adjustments, unless the appraised value and sale price reflect the same ownership rights. Examples 
of partial interest transfers include sales involving life estates, fractional interest, air rights, and 
mineral rights. 

4.2.2 Type and Terms of Financing
Certain types of financing can affect the sale price. The information needed to determine the 
amount of adjustment to the sale price includes the amount of the down payment, type of loan, 
interest rate, amortization provisions, and the type and value of any trade. It is also important to 
know whether the sale conveys title to the property or whether it is a land contract, in which title 
is not conveyed until sometime in the future, typically several years.

4.2.3 Relationship of Buyer and Seller
Any close relationships including marital between individuals (parents, children, aunts, uncles, 
nephews, nieces, grandparents) or corporate relationships between businesses should be discovered, 
because sales between related parties may not reflect market value (see Section 5.4.5).

4.2.4 Method of Marketing
Property listed with a real estate broker is the most prevalent method of marketing real property. 
Typically, when a comprehensive sales verification questionnaire is completed, no further verification 
is required if no factors exist that would require further verification and/or adjustment. Additional 
marketing methods are as follows: 

• Auctions

• For sale by owner (FSBO)

• Internet 

• Newspaper advertisements

• Sealed bids

• Word-of-mouth.
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4.2.4.1 Auction
An auction is a method of marketing and selling real property. Auctions fall into two general 
groups: absolute auctions in which the property will sell at any price to the highest bidder and 
reserve auctions in which a minimum acceptable bid is set.  Verification should be made prior to 
including the sale as a valid transaction (see Section 5.5.1). Auction sales are typically more prev-
alent in rural areas. The auctioneer is the best contact for verification; then the seller. Rarely is the 
buyer able to provide all the necessary information.

4.2.4.2 FSBO
FSBO marketing may be defined as the process of selling real estate without the representation 
of a real estate broker or agent. Sellers may employ the services of a marketing or online listing 
company or may actively market their own property. A sale meeting these marketing criteria may 
be considered as a potentially valid transaction.

4.2.4.3 Internet
Property that sells on the internet and meets the criteria of being an open-market, arm’s-length 
transaction should be included as a valid transaction. Brokerage and realty firms are using the 
internet as an additional method for advertising and marketing their inventory of properties. All 
sales require diligent verification. In the case of internet sales, the primary focus should be on 
whether the parties to the sale are informed buyers and sellers. Indicators of an uninformed buyer 
could include one or more of the following:

• No knowledge of the market in the area in which the property was purchased

• No broker/realtor involved

• No other similar properties in the area examined

• Bought sight unseen.

4.2.4.4 Newspaper Advertisements
A newspaper advertisement is a method of marketing real property and requires no further verifi-
cation if a comprehensive sale’s validation questionnaire has been completed and no factors exist 
that would require further verification and/or adjustment.

4.2.4.5 Sealed Bids
Verification of sales of properties that are marketed and sold by sealed bids should follow the 
guidelines for property that is sold by auction (see Section 5.5.1); it is also important to discover 
how many bids were received. If only one bid was offered and no fee appraisal was made on the 
property, the sale should not be considered a valid transaction. If a fee appraisal was made on the 
property and the bid was within a typical range, the sale may be considered a valid transaction 
especially when sample sizes are small.
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4.2.4.6 Word-of-Mouth
Word-of-mouth marketing is typically more prevalent in rural areas. This method of marketing real 
property requires verification to answer the following questions:

• How did the buyer discover the property was for sale?

• How widely was the property marketed?

• Is word-of-mouth typical exposure for the area?

• How was the sale price determined?

• Was a fee appraisal made on the property, and if so, what was the amount?

• What was the condition of the property at the time of sale?

• Was the seller actively marketing the property at the time of sale?

Since the buyer would not be able to provide an answer to the majority of these questions, the seller 
is the best source of information.

4.2.5 Time on the Market
Sales of properties that have been exposed to the open market too long, not long enough, or not at 
all may not represent market value. The jurisdiction should monitor typical marketing time. The 
typical marketing time may be longer in a depressed market.

4.3 PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS
It is important to document and verify details of the property at the time of sale: its use, nonrealty 
components included in the sale, and its geographical information system (GIS) coordinates. 
Information on property use is important in determining the economic condition of the property, 
whether additional lease information is required, and whether adjustment to the sale price is 
warranted. Information on personal property is important to isolate the realty component of the 
sale. Information on a property’s GIS coordinates is important for verification of the sale using 
maps (see Section 5.3.3 on analytical methods of sales verification).

4.3.1 Property Use
The use and occupancy of the property affect the sale price. Sales verification should include 
information needed to determine whether the property use at the time of sale was residential or 
commercial. Commercial sales are typically more complex and require more information to verify 
whether the sale price reflects market, to determine the necessary adjustments when the sale is 
used as a comparable, and to identify whether the sale can be used in the development of capital-
ization rates for the income approach. To obtain information on property use and its effect on sale 
price requires verification of

• Type of use 

• Occupancy

• Highest and best use consideration (intended use after the sale).
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4.3.1.1 Type of Use
Sales verification should include determination of the use of the property at the time of sale. Use 
types are to be grouped according to how the jurisdiction values properties and the information 
necessary to complete valuation. Typical use type groupings are residential (single-family homes, 
condominiums, attached/townhomes, and mobile homes):commercial (office, retail, hotel, apart-
ments, warehouse/industrial, and special property such as amusement park, gas station, car wash, 
bowling alley); and vacant land.

4.3.1.2 Occupancy
Sales questionnaires or interviews should include determination of whether the space was occupied 
or vacant at the time of sale.  Vacant spaces can be subject to highest and best use consideration, 
which could affect pricing and thus proper classification for appraisal analysis.  Occupied spaces 
are typically sold with leases so more information may be required to determine whether the sale 
is representative of market value and usable as a comparable for properties with similar use, rights, 
and interests.

4.3.1.3 Highest and Best Use Consideration
Sales verification should not assume that the sale price reflects current use. Sales questionnaires 
should include questions that determine whether the sale was influenced by changes in zoning or 
intended use. Sales in areas of transition, sales of dilapidated buildings, and sales of vacant prop-
erties are examples of instances in which prices could reflect a use change.

4.3.2 Personal Property 
The sales verification questionnaire should note the type and value of any significant personal 
property (both tangible and intangible, listed separately) included in the sale price.

4.3.3 GIS Location 
The creation of the GIS coordinates of a parcel should be done to conform to the following:

• Physical location of the sale parcel must be identified in a standardized manner.

• Location should be confirmable by the widest possible audience.

• Location should be presented in a form to allow spatial analysis.

The process that creates the GIS record is called geocoding:

• Geocoding is the process of converting addresses, parcel numbers, valuation account 
numbers, common place names, and other local identifiers into geographic coordinates, 
which can be used to study locational relationships between sales and other data.  

• Reverse geocoding is the process of converting geographic coordinates into a human-
readable address or common location identifier.

• Geocoding systems often use the internal centroid of the parcel. The internal centroid is 
a point within the boundary of the parcel uniquely identifying its location. This is of great 
importance when  aerial imagery is used for analyses and verification of physical attributes.   

• For parcels in which the elevation (typically referred as the z axis) could be a significant 
indicator of value, for example, the floor level in high-rise condominiums, the floor 
elevation data should be collected in a standardized and reproducible method.

• Measures of appraisal valuation performance can use the elevation as stratification criteria 
to test for uniformity based on the floor level of parcels. 
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5. SALES VERIFICATION
Sales should be verified to determine whether they reflect the market value of the real property 
transferred. The verification process should be conducted in a manner that is timely, uniform, and 
transparent.

Principles
• Specific objectives for sales verification should be documented, and they should include 

but not be limited to the following: 

• Sale prices should be adjusted to reflect only the market value of the real property 
transferred net of personal property, financing, or leases.

• Sales verification should include all sales that occurred during the time frame being 
tested or modeled.

• Sales should be invalidated only when they fail to meet the requirements of an open-
market, arm’s-length transaction.

• Jurisdictions should ensure verification is administered in a timely manner as close to the 
sale date as possible to minimize loss of information. 

• The methods of sales verification—whether by questionnaires, follow-up interviews, or 
analytical methods—should be performed in a uniform and transparent manner with 
guidance and documentation. 

• Sales that are considered invalid due to generally accepted non-arm’s-length conditions 
(see Section 5.4) need not be adjusted for nonrealty components and should be excluded 
for use in ratio studies or modeling.

• Sales that have special conditions, settlements, or arrangements that are otherwise an 
arm’s-length transaction may be adjusted to reflect market value, and jurisdictions 
should be clear on which conditions would warrant such adjustments.

• In verifying the property use and characteristics at the time of sale, jurisdictions should 
provide guidance on which conditions they would deem adjustable and whether lease 
questionnaires should accompany sales questionnaires for commercial properties.

All sales meeting the definition of market value should be included as valid transactions unless 
one of the following two conditions exists: 

Data for the sale are incomplete, unverifiable, or suspect.
The sale fails to pass one or more specific tests of acceptability.

Although all sales should normally be verified for use in modeling and appraisal analyses, for ratio 
studies a subset of sales can be selected for verification if the verified sales provide a sufficiently 
representative sample for purposes of the study (see Standard on Ratio Studies [IAAO 2013b] for 
discussion of representative samples).

The position should be taken that all sales are candidates as valid sales unless sufficient infor-
mation can be documented to show otherwise. If sales are excluded for ratio studies without 
substantiation, the study may appear to be subjective. Reason codes may be established for valid 
and invalid sales for both ratio studies and model calibration.
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No single set of sales-screening rules or recommendations can be universally applicable for all 
uses of sales data or under all conditions. Sales verification guidelines and procedures should 
be consistent with the provisions of the value definition applicable to the jurisdiction. Assessors 
should use their judgment, but they should not be arbitrary. For uniform judgments, verification 
procedures should be in writing. All personnel should be thoroughly familiar with these proce-
dures as well as with underlying real estate principles (Tomberlin 2001).

5.1 IMPORTANCE OF SALES VERIFICATION
Sales data are needed for the valuation process and for sales ratio studies. The reliability of any valu-
ation model or sales ratio study depends on the quality and quantity of its data. Sales data should 
be collected, edited, and adjusted to obtain valid indicators of market value. Sales data should be 
verified by contacting a party to the sale (buyer, seller, or other knowledgeable party) when there is 
a question or an answer is unclear on a sales questionnaire completed prior to the recordation. In 
general, the fewer the sales, the less common or more complex the property, and the more atypical 
the sale price, the greater the effort should be to confirm the particulars of the sale.

5.2 TIMELINESS OF SALES VERIFICATION
The effectiveness of sales validation is partly a function of when it is performed. Contacting 
parties to the sale shortly after the sale occurred can help improve response rates and accuracy of 
responses, as parties are more likely to recall circumstances and details of the sale. Further, sales 
need to be verified in a timely manner to be available for appraisal analyses and ratio studies. Thus, 
in principle, sales should be verified as close to the sale date as possible. Each jurisdiction should 
determine a time period from close of sale that maximizes response rates and accuracy of infor-
mation received. In general, sales should be validated within three months of occurrence.

5.3 METHODS OF SALES VERIFICATION
Sales can be verified with sales questionnaires and follow-up interviews. For commercial prop-
erties with leased spaces, verifying whether contract rents are at market can be done by sending 
out lease verification questionnaires (Appendixes B.1 and B.2 give sample lease verification forms). 
Additional verification can be done using analytical methods on sales ratios or income ratios 
(contract-to-market rent ratios).

5.3.1 Sales Questionnaires and Follow-up Interviews
In general, the completeness and accuracy of sales data are best confirmed by requesting the 
particulars of a sale from parties to the sale. Historically, people consent to interviews if they know 
what is expected of them, understand the importance of the request, and are treated with respect. 
When sales data are not available on transfer documents or disclosure documents are incomplete, 
or require further verification, parties to the transaction may be contacted using the following 
methods:

• Sales verification questionnaires (other than the mandatory disclosure questionnaire 
completed at time of sale)

• Telephone interviews

• Personal interviews.
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5.3.1.1 Sales Verification Questionnaires (Other than Mandatory Disclosure 
Questionnaires Completed at the Time of Sale)
While mailing sales verification questionnaires may be the least expensive method of obtaining 
or verifying information subsequent to the sale, this method has several disadvantages, as follows:

• Response is not immediate.

• Additional contact may be needed.

• Information is limited to what is stated on the sales verification questionnaire.

• Printing and mailing costs are incurred.

Mailed sales verification questionnaires should be as concise as possible and include the following:

• Postage-paid return envelope

• Official stationery

• Purpose of the sales verification questionnaire

• Contact person (name, telephone number, and e-mail address for additional information)

• Authorized signature (of person completing the questionnaire).

Specialized questionnaires may be designed for a specific type of property or situation such as an 
income-producing property or a property that sells with atypical financing. Specialized question-
naires can be developed for numerous situations; however, all should follow the guidelines for the 
regular questionnaire suggested above.

5.3.1.2 Telephone Interviews
Telephone interviews provide quick responses and the opportunity for immediate clarification. 
Disadvantages are as follows:

• Inability to prove caller’s identity

• Need for trained staff

• Difficulty in reaching the party to the sale.

An opening script should be written for telephone interviews. Always state your name, the office 
you represent, and the purpose of the telephone call. If the individual is unable to talk, ask for a 
specific time that would be more convenient. It is extremely important to use simple conversational 
words and avoid slang and industry jargon. Interviews should be short, courteous, and to the point.

5.3.1.3 Personal Interviews
The disadvantages of the in-person interview are that they are the most costly and that qualified 
analysts or appraisers should perform this task. However, they are most effective for the following 
reasons:

• Refusals less frequent

• Information more reliable

• More unusual or special considerations revealed.

For personal interviews, it is critical to be on time. An identification badge or business card should 
be presented upon introduction. All paperwork and forms should be available and in order before 
the interview begins. The style and tone of the conversation should be geared to the interview 
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setting. It can sometimes be helpful to establish rapport through brief small talk. Maintain eye 
contact, smile, and be friendly and respectful throughout the conversation.

Comprehensive sales verification questionnaires reduce the number of follow-up verifications 
required but do not totally eliminate them. Sales information should never be considered abso-
lutely trustworthy. An ideal sales verification system would provide a mechanism for the accurate 
and timely completion of the sales verification questionnaire. One of these methods should be 
used when a question remains unanswered or there are other questions regarding a sale.

For both telephone and personal interviews, it may be necessary to provide verification of the 
purpose of the interview. The contact person should be ready to supply names and a phone number 
of a supervisor or human resource contact who can verify their employment and the purpose of 
the contact.

Preparing a list of basic questions for staff to ask during the interview ensures uniformity and 
consistency and often leads to discovery of problems regarding the transaction. Specific questions 
should be prepared and staff trained for sales involving the following (see Appendix C for examples 
of questions for specific situations):

• Adjoining property owner

• Auctions

• Internet marketing

• Leasebacks

• Lease contracts

• Personal property

• Property characteristic changes

• Related parties

• Sealed bids

• Uninformed buyers and sellers

• Word-of-mouth

• Internal Revenue Code Section 1031 exchanges.

5.3.2 Lease Questionnaires (for Commercial Properties)
Lease questionnaires may accompany or be a follow-up to a sales questionnaire when the property 
has commercial space.  The lease questionnaires should contain sufficient information to 
determine whether contract rents are above or below market rent. When price adjustments are 
warranted, a jurisdiction should have sufficient information to determine the present value of the 
difference between contract and market rents to add or subtract from the sale price.  

A comprehensive lease verification process should collect information via a lease verification ques-
tionnaire and store the data preferably in digital format. Appendix B.1 gives a sample lease ques-
tionnaire at the unit level; Appendix B.2 gives a sample lease questionnaire for instances in which 
rents are aggregated by use and lease type. Regardless of the level of aggregation, the following 
information is useful in collecting income data from commercial properties: 
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• Use of the space. See Section 4.3.1 on collecting data on property use. The definition of use 
stratifies properties for valuation, for example, residential for apartments, offices, retail, and 
so on.

• Size of the space. A jurisdiction must specify the definition used in the valuation.  Typically, 
the space is measured as net rentable square feet. 

• Remaining lease term. If the remaining lease term is short, for example, less than three 
years, then the expectation of a lease renewal could result in the sale price reflecting market 
rent.  However, regardless of the length of the remaining lease term, it is important to 
verify whether the sale price reflects contract or market rents and make the appropriate 
adjustments.

• Total rent at sale including pass-throughs. The base rent includes step-ups or inflationary 
adjustments up to sale date, plus pass-throughs received by the landlord. A common pass-
through expense is common area maintenance (CAM). 

• Type of lease. Lease questionnaires should capture whether a lease is gross or net and the 
types of expenses paid by tenants.  This is important if gross rents are considered typical, 
since net rents have to be grossed up to market to enable comparison. 

Section 5.6.1 illustrates how information from a lease questionnaire can be used to verify sales with 
leased contracts.

5.3.3 Analytical Methods
It is a best practice to further verify sales with an atypical ratio. Such atypical ratios may be the result 
of problems that warrant further investigation. One simple method of identifying such sales is to 
use a ratio threshold (e.g., less than 50 percent or greater than 150 percent). A more sophisticated 
strategy, however, is to identify atypical sales with a ratio markedly different from sales of other 
surrounding or similar properties using graphical or statistical techniques. For surrounding sales, 
this could be done through a visual examination of the sales ratios on a GIS map, through the 
sorting of ratios by neighborhood or other location identifiers, or through a geostatistical method 
that detects spatial outlier ratios. For similar sale properties, this could be done graphically (e.g., 
scatter or box plots in which ratios are plotted against property characteristics), through the sorting 
of ratios within prominent property characteristic strata, or through statistical tests that identify 
outlier ratios. However, during sales verification sales should never be excluded from a ratio study 
solely on the basis of the computed ratio. If no problems are discovered with an atypical sale, it will 
likely emerge as an outlier and be subject to removal during the statistical trimming process.

These graphical, statistical, and geospatial methods can be applied to analyzing income ratios 
(contract-to-market rent ratios).  Outlier ratios are indicative of rents below or above market, and 
the sale should be further analyzed if price adjustments are warranted.
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5.4 SALES GENERALLY CONSIDERED INVALID
The following types of sales are often found to be invalid and can be excluded unless a larger 
sample size is needed. If a larger sample size is needed, these sales require verification.

• Sales involving government agencies

• Sales involving charitable, religious, or educational institutions

• Sales involving financial institutions as buyer or seller

• Sales between relatives or between corporate affiliates

• Sales settling an estate

• Forced sales resulting from a judicial order

• Sales of doubtful title.

5.4.1 Sales Involving Government Agencies
Sales to government agencies can involve an element of compulsion and often occur at prices 
higher than would otherwise be expected. When the governmental agency is the seller, values typi-
cally fall on the low end of the value range. The latter should not be considered in model calibration 
or ratio studies unless an analysis indicates governmental sales have affected the market in specific 
market areas or neighborhoods. Each sale in this category should be thoroughly researched prior 
to use. See Appendix D for a listing of some of the government agencies in this category.

5.4.2 Sales Involving Charitable, Religious, or Educational Institutions
A sale to such an organization can involve an element of philanthropy, and a sale by such an orga-
nization can involve a nominal consideration or restrictive covenants. These sales often involve 
partial gifts and therefore are generally not representative of market value.

5.4.3 Sales Involving Financial Institution as Buyer
These sales are often made in lieu of foreclosure and are not exposed to the open market. However, 
open-market sales in which a financial institution is a willing buyer, such as the purchase of vacant 
land for a branch bank, may be considered potentially valid transactions.

5.4.4 Sales Involving Financial Institution as Seller
A foreclosure is not a sale but the legal process by which a lien on a property is enforced. The 
majority of the sales in which the financial institution is the seller are properties that were formerly 
foreclosed on by the financial institution. Also, they are easily identified because the seller is 
the financial institution. These sales typically are on the low side of the value range because the 
financial institution is highly motivated to sell and may be required by banking regulations to 
remove the property from its books. The longer the property is carried on the books by the financial 
institution, the lower the asking price is likely to be. If the financial institution was ordered by 
banking regulators to dispose of the property regardless of the sale price, the sale should not be 
included as a valid transaction.

Sales in which a financial institution is the seller typically should be considered as potentially valid 
for model calibration and ratio studies if they account for more than 20 percent of sales in a specific 
market area. Care should be taken in validating this type of sale to account for changes in property 
characteristics (see Section 5.6.3). Any properties that have been vandalized should be excluded.
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5.4.5 Sales between Relatives or Corporate Affiliates
Sales between close relatives (parents, children, aunts, uncles, nephews, nieces, grandparents) or 
corporate affiliates are usually non-open-market transactions. If the following factors apply during 
the follow-up verification, the sale may be considered a valid transaction.

• The property was exposed on the open market.

• The asking and selling price was within the range that any party purchasing the property 
would be expected to pay.

• The sale meets all other criteria of being an open-market, arm’s-length transaction.

5.4.6 Sales Settling an Estate
A conveyance by an executor or trustee under powers granted in a will may not represent fair 
market value, particularly if the sale takes place soon after the will has been filed and admitted to 
probate in order to satisfy the decedent’s debts or the wishes of an heir.

5.4.7 Forced Sales Resulting from a Judicial Order
These sales should never be considered for model calibration or ratio studies. The seller in these 
sales is usually a sheriff, receiver, or other court officer.

A partition sale is an example. A partition sale is a term used in the law of real property to describe 
an act, by a court order or otherwise, to divide a concurrent estate into separate portions repre-
senting the proportionate interests of owners of property. It is sometimes described as a forced 
sale. It is often the result of a dissolution of marriage or the division of an estate among heirs.

5.4.8 Sales of Doubtful Title
Sales in which title is in doubt tend to be below market value. When a sale is made on other 
than a warranty deed, there is a question of whether the title is merchantable. A quitclaim deed 
is an example.

5.5 TRANSACTION CONDITIONS
Transaction conditions include situations, settlements, or arrangements surrounding a sale.  
Adjustments to the sale price may be considered for the following transaction conditions: 

• Sales with special conditions

• Acquisitions or divestments by large property owners 

• Internal Revenue Code Section 1031 exchanges 

• Adjoining property owners

• Leasebacks

• Short sales.
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5.5.1 Sales with Special Conditions
Sales with special conditions can be open-market transactions; however, they should be verified 
thoroughly. The following are types of sales with special conditions:

• Trades

• Partial interests

• Land contracts

• Incomplete or unbuilt common property

• Auctions.

5.5.1.1 Trades
In a trade, the buyer gives the seller one or more items of real or personal property as all or part of 
the full consideration. If the sale is a pure trade with the seller receiving no money or securities, 
the sale should be excluded from analysis. If the sale involves both money and traded property, it 
may be possible to include the sale in the analysis if the value of the traded property is stipulated, 
can be estimated with accuracy, or is small in comparison to the total consideration. However, 
transactions involving trades should be excluded from the analysis whenever possible, particularly 
when the value of the traded property is substantial.

5.5.1.2 Partial Interest
A sale involving a conveyance of less than the full interest in a property should be excluded as a 
valid transaction. Sometimes all the partial interest owners of a property may agree to syndication 
and sell their portions of the estate to a buyer (typically on the same day). However, the sum of all 
the sale prices may not necessarily indicate the market value of the whole property. These transfers 
should not be used as valid sales without thorough testing, analysis, and documentation.

5.5.1.3 Land Contracts
Land contracts (also known as contracts for deeds) and other installment purchase agreements 
in which title is not transferred until the contract is fulfilled require careful analysis. Deeds in 
fulfillment of a land contract often reflect market conditions several years in the past, and such 
dated information should not be considered. Sales data from land contracts also can reflect the 
value of the financing arrangements. In such instances, if the transaction is recent, the sale price 
should be adjusted for financing, if warranted, and included as a valid transaction (see Section 
6.1.3). Because the contract itself often is not recorded, discovery of these sales is difficult until the 
deed is finally recorded. The sale then is likely to be too old to be used.

5.5.1.4 Incomplete or Unbuilt Common Property
Sales of condominium units and of units in planned unit developments or vacation resorts often 
include an interest in common elements (e.g., golf courses, clubhouses, or swimming pools) that 
may not exist or be usable on the date of sale or on the assessment date. Sales of such prop-
erties should be examined to determine whether prices might be influenced by promises to add or 
complete common elements at some later date. Sales whose prices are influenced by such promises 
should be excluded or the sale price should be adjusted to reflect only the value of the improve-
ments or amenities in existence on the assessment date.

5.5.1.5 Auction Sales
In general, auction sales of real property tend to be at the lower end of the price spectrum and are 
more prevalent in rural areas. Absolute auctions do not have a low bid clause or right of refusal and 
typically are advertised as absolute auctions. The property is sold to the highest bidder whatever that 
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bid may be. All absolute auctions should be considered invalid. Before auction sales are considered 
as valid transactions, the following criteria should be met:

• Was the auction well-advertised?

• Was the auction well-attended?

• Did the seller have a minimum bid or the right of refusal on all bids (with reserve)?

5.5.2 Acquisitions or Divestments by Large Property Owners
Acquisitions or divestments by large corporations, pension funds, or real estate investment trusts 
(REITs) that involve multiple parcels typically should not be considered for analysis.

5.5.3 Internal Revenue Code Section 1031 Exchanges
Internal Revenue Code Section 1031 stipulates that investment properties can be sold on a tax- 
deferred basis if certain requirements are met. These transactions enable the taxpayer to defer 
capital gains tax on the sale of a business use or investment property. All net equity must be 
reinvested in a certain time period. A certain amount of undue stimuli may be present as this time 
period lapses. Sale transactions that represent Section 1031 exchanges should be analyzed like any 
other commercial transaction and, absent conditions that would make the sale price unrepresen-
tative of market value, should be considered valid sales.

5.5.4 Adjoining Property Owners
Sales in which the buyer already owns adjoining property should be examined carefully to 
determine whether the buyer possibly paid more or less than the property is worth on the open 
market. In some cases, because of the neighbor relationship, the buyer may even receive a deal on 
the property. These sales should not be excluded solely because the buyer owns adjoining property 
unless one or more of the following reasons exists:

• Buyer is willing to pay more than the asking price.

• Buyer is willing to pay more than the fee appraisal.

• Selling price is substantially less than the asking price.

• Buyer is under undue stimuli to purchase the adjoining property.

5.5.5 Leasebacks
A leaseback is defined as the sale of a building, land, or other property to a buyer under special 
arrangements for simultaneously leasing it on a long-term basis to the original seller, usually with 
an option to renew the lease. These transactions are also referred to as sale and leaseback and sale-
leaseback. Leasebacks occur in the commercial and industrial class of property. Sales involving 
leasebacks should be analyzed to ensure that they are market transactions.  This can be determined 
only by further verification of the sale (see Appendix C for questions involving leasebacks).

Typically, the land and location is purchased, the building erected, and the property sold with a 
long-term leaseback clause. A major benefit of the leaseback is cash flow issues.
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5.5.6 Short Sales
Short sales are difficult to recognize because the parties to the sale are typical buyers and sellers. In 
a short sale, the lien holder agrees to accept a payoff for less than the outstanding balance of the 
mortgage or loan. This negotiation is achieved through communication with a bank’s loss miti-
gation or workout department. The homeowner or debtor sells the mortgaged property for less than 
the outstanding balance of the loan and turns over the proceeds of the sale to the lender. In such 
instances, the lender would have the right to approve or disapprove a proposed sale. Extenuating 
circumstances influence whether banks will discount a loan balance. These circumstances are 
usually related to the current real estate market and the borrower’s financial situation. A short 
sale is typically faster and less expensive than a foreclosure. A short sale is nothing more than 
negotiating with lien holders a payoff for less than what they are owed, or rather a sale of a debt on 
a piece of real estate short of the full debt amount. It does not extinguish the remaining balance 
unless settlement is clearly indicated on the acceptance of offer. As with all foreclosure-related 
sales, the element of undue stimuli exists. Therefore these sales should be treated like other fore-
closure-related sales and considered for model calibration and ratio studies when, in combination 
with other foreclosure-related sales, they represent more than 20 percent of all sales in the market 
area, but only after a thorough verification process for each sale. Again, care should be taken when 
validating these types of sales to account for changes in property characteristics (see Section 5.12).

5.6 PROPERTY CONDITIONS
This includes a property’s physical and economic condition (as measured by lease contracts for 
commercial properties) at the time of sale.  Adjustments to the sale price may be considered if the 
following conditions exist: 

• Lease contracts

• Multiple-parcel sales 

• Property characteristic changes 

• Property change in use. 

5.6.1 Lease Contracts
Sales of commercial properties with lease contracts should be analyzed before they are used in 
a model, in a ratio study, or as a comparable in the sales approach. A thorough sales verification 
process should be conducted to gather lease information needed to determine, to the extent 
possible, whether the lease reflects market rents. 

Sale prices that reflect the leased fee interest should be analyzed to determine whether they are 
equivalent or can be adjusted to market value. To make the proper adjustments, the differences 
between the lease rents and market rents must be known and the present value of the difference 
must be determined and added or subtracted from the sale price (see Section 6.2.1 on adjustments 
for long-term leases). The amount of detail that a jurisdiction requires for leases varies and can be 
gathered on a unit level or aggregated by use type. More detailed information can be gathered on 
the unit level; however, this information is more difficult to obtain because of privacy issues and 
the amount of data to be reported, particularly for multitenant buildings.  While data reported by 
use type are less precise, compliance is more likely because details of the lease are not reported and 
the information is more succinct.
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In principle, a jurisdiction must be consistent and transparent in its sales verification process by 
providing guidance for when a lease is to be considered below or above market. As a general rule, a 
lease is considered to be “at market” if the lease rent is within 10 percent of the market rent. It is 
considered to be significantly “below market” if the lease rent is less than 90 percent of market rent 
and “above market” if the lease rent is greater than 110 percent of market rent.

Example 1.  Lease Verification with Reporting at the Unit Level (Gross Leases)
The lease table is part of the Lease Verification Questionnaire given in Appendix B.1. Table 1 is an 
example is of a 10-story, 20-unit (2 units per floor), mixed-use building with retail and office tenants. 

TABLE 1.1. Lease verification with reporting at the unit level (gross leases)

Unit 
No.

Floor or 
Range 
of 
Floors

Use 
(Include 
Vacant 
and 
Owner- 
Occupied)

Unit Size 
or Net 
Rentable 
Sq Ft

No. of 
Bedrooms 
and Baths 
(Residential 
Use)

Lease Term 
Remaining 
(years)

Rent at 
Time of 
Sale ($/
sq ft/
year)

Expenses paid 
by Tenant (Tax, 
Insurance, 
Maintenance, 
Other)

CAM and 
Other Pass-
throughs  
($/sq ft/
year)

101 1 Retail 5,000 7 62 0.25

102 1 Retail 5,000 5 65 0.25

201, 
202, 
301, 
302

2–3 Office 20,000 9 45 1

401–
1002

4–10 Office 70,000 4 55 3.5

The market rental rate for office tenants is $60/sq ft/year. The market rental rate for retail tenants 
is $65/sq ft/year.

All four tenants have a gross lease.  Comparing the market rental rate with total rent including 
pass-throughs (see Table 2) indicates that one of the office leases is significantly below market. (The 
sale verification table is part of the lease verification form in Appendix G.1.)

TABLE 2. Sale verification table for example 1
Tenant or 
Unit No. Use

Total Rent with CAM and 
Pass-throughs

Percentage Change to 
Market Rent Sale Verification

Tenant 1 Retail $62.25 −4.23% At market

Tenant 2 Retail $65.25 0.38% At market

Tenant 3 Office $46.00 −23.33% Below market

Tenant 4 Office $58.50 −2.50% At market

Since the sale reflects an office lease rent significantly below market, the sale price needs to be 
adjusted (see Section 6.2.1 for adjustment of long-term leases).
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Example 2. Lease Verification with Reporting at the Unit Level (Gross and Net Leases)
The lease table is part of the Lease Verification Questionnaire in Appendix B.1. Table 3 is an example 
is of a one-story building with six retail units. 

TABLE 3. Lease verification with reporting at the unit level (gross and net leases)

Unit 
No.

Floor 
or 
Range 
of 
Floors

Use 
(Include 
Vacant 
and 
Owner-
Occupied)

Unit Size 
or Net 
Rentable 
Square 
Feet

Number of 
Bedrooms 
and Baths 
(Residential 
Use)

Lease Term 
Remaining 
(years)

Rent at 
Time of 
Sale ($/
sq ft/
year)

Expenses 
paid by 
Tenant (Tax, 
Insurance, 
Maintenance, 
Other)

CAM and 
Other Pass-
throughs ($/
sq ft/year)

101 1 Retail 5,000 5 47 Tax, insurance, 
maintenance

1.67

102 1 Retail 5,000 6 55 Tax, insurance, 1.67

103 1 Retail 5,000 8 45 Tax, insurance, 
maintenance

1.67

104 1 Retail, 
owner-oc-
cupied

5,000

105 1 Retail 5,000 8 60 Tax 1.67

106 1 Retail 5,000 7 62 1.67

The market (gross) rental rate for retail tenants is $65/sq ft/year. The estimated triple net expenses 
for retail tenants are $9/sq ft/year ($7 taxes, $1 insurance, $1 maintenance).

Four tenants are on a net lease while one tenant (unit no. 106) is on a gross lease. One unit is 
owner-occupied. When net rental rates are converted to gross rates (see Table 4), two leases are 
substantially below the gross market rate of $65/sq ft/year. (The sale verification table is part of the 
lease verification form in Appendix G.1.)

TABLE 4. Sale verification table for example 2

Tenant or 
Unit No. Use Rent

Estimated 
Expenses Paid 
by Tenant

Estimated 
Gross Rent

Total Rent 
with CAM and 
Pass-throughs

Percentage 
Change to 
Market Rent

Sale  
Verification

Tenant 1 Retail $47 $9 $56 $57.67 −11.28% Below market

Tenant 2 Retail $55 $8 $63 $64.67 −0.51% At market

Tenant 3 Retail $45 $9 $54 $55.67 −14.35% Below market

Owner Retail

Tenant 5 Retail $60 $7 $67 $68.67 5.65% At market

Tenant 6 Retail $62 0 $62 $63.67 −2.05% At market

Because the sale reflects lease rents that are well below market, the sale price needs to be adjusted 
(see Section 6.2.1 for adjustment of long-term leases).
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Example 3, Lease Verification with Aggregate Reporting by Property Use (Gross and Net 
Leases)
The lease table is part of the lease verification questionnaire given in Appendix B.2. The example 
in Table 5 is the same property as in example 2 with six retail units in a one-story building. In this 
case, a jurisdiction chooses to verify leases aggregated by use and rent type (gross or net) rather 
than at a unit level.

TABLE 6. Sale verification table for example 3

Use
Lease 
Type

Rentable 
Sq Ft Income*

Estimated 
Triple Net 
Expenses*

Additional 
Pass-throughs*

Est. Gross 
Rent* 

Est. Gross 
Rent** 

% Change 
to Market 
Rent

Sale 
Verification

Retail Gross 5,000 $310,000 0 $8,350 $318,350 $63.67 −2.05% At market

Retail Net 20,000 $1,035,000 $180,000 $33,400 $1,248,400 $62.42 −3.97% At market

* $ Annual **$ sq ft/year

The market (gross) rental rate for retail tenants is $65/sq ft/year. The estimated triple net 
expenses for retail tenants are $9/sq ft/year ($7 taxes, $1 insurance, $1 maintenance).

Five units are leased with 5,000 square feet covered by a gross lease and 20,000 square feet covered 
by a net lease, and the remaining 5,000 square feet is owner-occupied. There is no vacancy.

Converting net rental rates to gross rates requires adding back triple net expenses to total collected 
rents under a net lease (Table 6).  (Note that because this is aggregate reporting, the exact expenses 
under each lease are not known, and this makes it less precise than unit reporting. In this case, 
triple net rents are considered typical, so that $9.00/sq ft/year has been added:  20,000 × $9.00 = 
$180,000).  

On average, rents in this building are at market, so no adjustment to the sale price for long-term 
leases is warranted.

Verification of lease contracts requires knowledge of market rental rates and typical expenses that 
are passed through to tenants such as taxes, insurance, and maintenance.  The following is a partial 
list of third-party sources:

• Market reports

• Parties to transactions

• Leases of similar properties obtained through reporting, leasing agencies, or brokers

• Insurance agencies

• County records for taxes

• Property managers.
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5.6.2 Multiple-Parcel Sales
A multiple-parcel sale is a transaction involving more than one parcel of real property. These trans-
actions present special considerations and should be researched and analyzed prior to being used 
for valuation or ratio studies.

If appraisers need to include multiple-parcel sales, they should determine whether the parcels are 
contiguous and whether the sale is a single economic unit or multiple economic units. Regardless 
of whether the parcels are contiguous, any multiple-parcel sale that involves multiple economic 
units generally should not be used in valuation or ratio studies.

The sum of the appraised values for the parcels involved in the transaction should be compared 
to the total sale price (see Appendix E for a copy of a multiple-parcel form). Table 7 presents an 
example of a multiple-parcel sale. 

TABLE 7. Example of a multiple-parcel sale
Parcel No. Appraised Value Sale Price

001 $150,000

002 $50,000

003 $100,000

Total $300,000 $315,000

The three parcels in Table 7 are separately appraised, and their summed appraised value of 
$300,000 should be compared to the multiple-parcel sale price of $315,000 to determine whether 
the price is within market.

5.6.3 Property Characteristic Changes
Sales data files should reflect the physical characteristics of the property when sold. For ratio 
studies, if significant physical changes have occurred to the property between the date of sale and 
the appraisal date, the sale should not be included. The sale may still be valid for mass appraisal 
modeling by matching the sale price to the characteristics existing on the date of sale. For consis-
tency in application, written guidelines should be provided as to what constitutes significant 
change. For example, an improvement of $3,500 may not be significant for a property with a selling 
price of $255,000 (1.4 percent) but is significant for a property selling for $21,000 (16.7 percent).

5.6.4 Property Change in Use
In ratio studies, property in which the use has changed between the date of appraisal and the 
date of sale should be excluded from further analysis. However, the sale may be used for analytical 
purposes if it can be matched with its use and physical characteristics at the time of sale.
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6. ADJUSTMENTS
Sales should be adjusted to represent only the value of the real property as of the assessment date 
prior to model calibration and ratio studies. Adjustments to sale price can be a result of factors 
underlying the transaction, property conditions at time of sale, and market trends. 

Principles
• Jurisdictions should provide training on the methodology for adjustments including 

assumptions, such as market rates and interest rates, used in the adjustment process.

• Jurisdictions that require follow-up lease questionnaires for commercial properties 
should provide guidance on the structure of the questionnaire and training on the use of 
collected data. 

• There should be a program to track changes in price levels over time and adjust sale 
prices for time as required so that time adjustments are based on market analysis and 
are appropriately supported.

The conditions that may require adjustments to the sale price are especially true for nonresidential 
properties. The real property tax is based on the market value of real property alone as of a specific 
date. This value may not be the same as investment value (i.e., the monetary value of a property to a 
particular investor) and does not include the value of personal property or financing arrangements.
If adjustments for more than one purpose are to be made, they should be made in the following 
order:

1. Adjustments that convert the price to a better representation of the market value as of 
the date of sale (these include adjustments for financing, assumed long-term leases, and 
special assessments).

2. Adjustments that develop or isolate the price paid for taxable real property (these include 
adjustments for personal property received by the buyer, property taken in trade by 
the seller, the combination of partial interest sales, delinquent real estate taxes, and 
incomplete or unbuilt common property).

3. Adjustments for differences in market value levels between the date of sale and the date of 
analysis (time trends).

6.1 TRANSACTIONAL ADJUSTMENTS
Transactional adjustments to the sale price may be considered if the following exist.

• Buyer’s closing costs (paid by seller)

• Delinquent taxes (paid by buyer)

• Financing (nonmarket rates)

• Real estate commissions.
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6.1.1 Buyer’s Closing Costs (Paid by Seller)
Closing costs are settlement fees and expenses incurred in transferring property ownership that 
are paid at the real estate closing. Expenses charged commonly include the following (these vary 
among the various jurisdictions and individual transactions):

• Attorney’s fee

• Costs of recording the deed and mortgage

• Survey

• Title insurance

• State transfer taxes (if any).

These costs do not affect the sale price of the property, and no adjustment should be made when 
they are paid by the buyer. However, when paid by the seller, the costs should be deducted from the 
sale price.

6.1.2 Delinquent Taxes (Paid by Buyer)
Prepaid property taxes or current tax liabilities are usually prorated to the buyer and the seller and 
have no bearing on the sale price. However, if the buyer agrees to pay delinquent taxes, this amount 
should be added to the sale price.

6.1.3 Financing
The market value of property is its most probable selling price in terms of cash or the equivalent. 
Sale prices that reflect prevailing market practices and interest rates require no adjustment for 
financing. Under such conditions, neither the buyer nor the seller gains any advantage as a result 
of the manner of financing; hence, there is no reason for the sale price to differ significantly from 
its cash value. Because of different financing arrangements, the sale price of one property may be 
different from the sale price of another that is virtually identical. If a sale is adjusted for atypical 
financing, this adjustment should be made before any other adjustments are made. After the sale 
price has been adjusted for financing, it becomes the appropriate sale price to use as the basis 
for further adjustments. Adjustments for financing require data on actual and market interest 
rates, the amount of the loan, and the term and amortization provisions of the loan. Obtaining 
and properly analyzing such data, as well as estimating the extent to which the market actually 
capitalizes nonmarket financing, are difficult and time-consuming and require specialized skills.

Typically, new loans from financial institutions are at the prevailing market rates, and for seller-fi-
nancing, rates can be higher (for a lower sale price) or lower (for a higher sale price). Sales prices 
should be adjusted when the rates are above or below market rates.

Adjustments for financing should be considered if the sale contains any of the following atypical 
financing:

• Assumed mortgages (nonmarket rates)

• Gift programs

• Points (paid by the seller)

• Seller-financing (nonmarket rates).

The preferred method of making adjustments for financing is the use of compound interest tables 
(IAAO 1996, 416–453).
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6.1.3.1 Assumed Mortgages (Nonmarket Rates)
In an assumption of a mortgage, the buyer accepts liability for repayment of an existing debt of 
the seller. The adjustment process is similar to that of seller-financing except for the assumption 
fee (lender’s processing fee), which is added to the sale price (see Table 8). In order to make an 
adjustment for loan assumptions that are at nonmarket rates, the following information is needed:

• Loan assumption fee

• Market interest rate

• Actual interest rate

• Amount of the loan

• Term and amortization provisions

• Down payment (if any).

TABLE 8. Example of an adjustment for assumed mortgages—cash-equivalent  
sale price
Sale price $160,000
Down payment $40,000 Use monthly tables

Assumption $120,000
Market rate of interest 8%
Rate on current mortgage 6%
Term of the loan 15 years
Assumption fee 1%

Payments based on the actual and market rates of interest would be as follows.

$120,000 (Assumption) × .009556 (partial payment factor for 15 years @ 8%) = $1,146.84

$120,000 (Assumption) × .008439 (partial payment factor for 15 years @ 6%) = $1,012.68

Difference   $134.16

Difference in monthly payments ($134.16) × the present worth of one per period for 15 years @ 8% (104.64059) = 
$14,038.58, rounded $14,000

$14,000 is the indicated worth to the buyer for the lower interest rate.

The sale price ($160,000) minus the indicated worth to the buyer ($14,000) = the adjusted sale price ($146,000)

The adjusted sale price ($146,000) plus the assumption fee (1% of $120,000) = $146,000 + $1,200 = $147,200 
(adjusted sale price including the assumption fee)
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6.1.3.2 Gift Programs
Gift programs are a type of creative financing for qualified residential home buyers by certain 
lending institutions that provide the buyer with monies to use as part of a down payment or for 
property improvements (e.g., AmeriDream, Inc., Housing Action Resource Trust [HART], Citizens’ 
Housing and Planning Association [CHAPA] are only a few). These federal programs are typically 
associated with low-value residential properties and are difficult to discover. Typically, the reported 
sale price for the property is inflated to include the gift amount (monies not received by the seller). 
The sale price should be adjusted to reflect only the sale price of the real property received by the 
seller (Table 9).

TABLE 9. Example of an adjustment for gift programs
Sale price minus gift amount = adjusted sale price

 
6.1.3.3 Points (Paid by Seller)
Points may be defined as a percentage of the loan amount (charged by the lender) for making 
the money available to the borrower. Lenders often charge points in lieu of a higher interest rate, 
sometimes to comply with interest rate ceilings. One point is equal to 1 percent of the amount of 
the loan. Points paid by the buyer (borrower) are part of the down payment and do not require an 
adjustment, because the points merely represent prepaid interest. However, when the seller pays 
points, the sale price should be adjusted downward by the value of the points, because the buyer 
receives a below-market interest rate subsidized by the seller (Table 10). Under the market value 
assumption of informed buyers and sellers, the seller must put the property on the market at a 
higher price in order to realize the same amount of money for it.

TABLE 10. Example of an adjustment for points paid by Seller
Sale price $50,000

Points paid by seller 2 (1 point = 1%)

Sales price minus points = adjusted sale price
$50,000 − $1,000 = $49,000

6.1.3.4 Seller-Financing (Nonmarket Rates)
Sales in which the seller and the lender are the same party need to be thoroughly examined to 
determine whether the interest rate is the prevailing rate. If it is, no adjustment should be made 
for financing (Table 11). In some cases, the seller/lender may accept a low sale price in exchange 
for a high rate of interest. In other cases there may be an agreement on a low rate of interest in 
exchange for a higher sale price. If the interest rate is above or below the going rate of interest, the 
difference in monthly payments required under the going and assumed rates of interest should be 
discounted to its present value. This amount should be subtracted from the sale price when the 
assumed rate of interest is less than the going rate, and added to the sale price when the assumed 
rate exceeds the going rate. The ultimate goal is to bring the sale price up or down to market.
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TABLE 11. Example of an adjustment for seller-financing—cash-equivalent sale price
Lower rate
Goal = market value
Higher rate

Sale price

Higher sale price (deduct)

Lower sale price (add)

$120,000

Down payment $20,000 Use monthly tables

Financed by seller $100,000

Market rate 8.5%

Actual rate 10.0%

Term 20 years

Partial payment factor for 20 years @ 10% = 0.00965 × $100,000 (financed) = $965.00 partial payment factor for 20 
years @ 8.5% = 0.00868 × $100,000 (financed) = $868.00

Difference $97.00

The present value of the difference in the amount of monthly payments = difference $97.00 × present worth of 1 per 
period for 20 years @ 8.5% (always use market rate) 115.23084 = $11,177.39, rounded $11,177

Sale price $120,000 + $11,177 value to seller-lower sale price = adjusted sale price

$131,177

6.1.4 Real Estate Commissions
The real estate commission is the fee the seller pays to a real estate broker to obtain a buyer for 
the property. A knowledgeable seller can avoid the fee by advertising and showing the property, 
negotiating with potential buyers, and performing the necessary paperwork. The commission then 
represents the cost of such services, and the sale price cannot be expected to be any more or any 
less if these services are performed by a real estate broker or by the seller. Therefore, a real estate 
commission should not be subtracted from the sale price. The sole exception to this rule occurs 
when the buyer agrees to pay the seller’s commission, in which case the amount of the commission 
is added to the sale price.

6.2 PROPERTY CONDITIONS ADJUSTMENTS
The following economic and physical conditions may require price adjustments:

• Assumed long-term leases (nonmarket rates)

• Personal property (paid by buyer)

• Repair allowances

• Special assessments.

6.2.1 Assumed Long-Term Leases
When a property is encumbered by a lease, the buyer receives the right to the contract rent stated 
in the lease. The sale price reflects the relative desirability of this lease. The sale price of a property 
encumbered by a long-term lease of at least three years should be adjusted if the contract rent 
differs significantly from market rent. The sale price should be adjusted by the difference between 
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the present worth of the two income streams.
If the contract rent exceeds market rent, the present worth of the difference in the two income 
streams should be subtracted from the sale price (Table 12).

TABLE 12. Example 1 of a long-term lease adjustment
Sale price $500,000

Monthly contract rent $6,000

Monthly market rent $5,000 Use monthly tables

Years remaining on lease 5

Discount rate 12%

The difference between the market and contract rent is $1,000.

The present worth of 1 per period for 5 years @ 12% ($1,000 × 44.95504) = $44,955

This is the present worth of monthly premium paid for above market rent.

Adjusted sale price = $500,000 (sale price) minus $44,955 (monthly premium) or $455,045

When the contract rent is less than current market rent, the present worth of the difference in the 
two income streams should be added to the sale price (Table 13).

TABLE 13. Example 2 of a long-term lease adjustment
Sale price $100,000

Monthly contract rent $1,000

Monthly market rent $1,200

Years remaining on lease 5

Discount rate 11%

The difference between the market and contract rent is $200 per month for five (5) years capitalized at 11% (monthly 
tables) $200 × 45.99303 (present worth 1/p factor @ 11%) or $9,198.60.

This is the portion of the present worth of the property that the buyer cannot realize and that consequently should be 
added to the sale price to determine the full cash value of the property as indicated by the sale.

The indicated full cash value is $100,000 + $9,199 or $109,199.

In a multitenant building, contract rents and lease terms differ by unit. If a jurisdiction sends a 
Lease Verification Questionnaire (see Appendixes B.1 and B.2 for examples), then adjustments can 
be done on a unit level or by property use.  The risk of the lease, as summarized in the discount 
rate, differs by property use and length of remaining years on the lease. For example, if retail is 
more risky than apartment use, given the same amount of years remaining on a lease, then a higher 
discount rate for retail is required for the present value calculation. Similarly, a lease with more 
years on the horizon has a higher risk than one that will end sooner.

Example 3, Long-Term Lease Adjustment (Multitenant Adjustments)
This example is a one-story building with six retail units as given in example 2 of Section 5.6.1. 
Recall that two retail units, tenant 1 and tenant 3, were below the assumed market rental rate of 
$65. The present value difference of the market and contract rent including all pass-throughs must 
be added to the price.  
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A sample lease verification form with the worksheet calculation is given in Figure 1 (see Appendix G.1).

FIGURE 1. Sample lease verification form

1. Sample lease verification form

The sold price is $12,000,000. The price was adjusted up to $12,850,000, of which $398,373.20 is 
due to the two retail units having long-term leases (greater than three years) that are below market.

6.2.2 Personal Property
Personal property values that may be included in the sale price are either tangible or intangible 
personal property. Sales verification includes determining the contributory value of any significant 
personal property included in the sale price. If these sales are to be included as potentially valid 
transactions, the value of these contributory items should be subtracted from the sale price to 
determine the price paid for the real estate. Personal property includes such tangibles as machinery, 
furniture, and inventories and such intangibles as franchises, licenses, and noncompete agreements 
(see Appendix H for a more thorough description of intangible personal property, and Appendix I 
for a sample verification form). Ordinarily, it is not necessary to consider goodwill, going-concern 
value, business enterprises value, or the like, unless the value of these intangible assets has been 
itemized in a sales contract or a formal appraisal has been prepared for either party.

It is necessary to decide whether each item included in the sale should be classified as real or 
personal property (see Standard on Valuation of Personal Property [IAAO 2018], which provides 
guidance on classification of property as real or personal).

Sale prices should be adjusted by subtracting the contributory value of personal property received 
by the buyer. Ordinary window treatments, outdated models of freestanding appliances, and 
common-grade used furniture included with residential property do not usually influence the sale 
price of real property and do not require an adjustment unless the items were specifically broken 
out in the contract as personal property included in the sale price. If the value of personal property 

Lease Verification Form 
For Commerciail Properties, this form supplements the Lene Verifiait.on QuesUonnaiire 

Current Date: 

Subject Property Address: 

Sale Information 
Sold Price: 
Total Adjusted Price: 

Adjus1ment due to long term leases (use 
1Mlrksheet below): 

Sale Verification & Price Ad ustrnent 

Market (Gross) Rental Rate ($psf/year): 

SALE VERIFICATION 

TOIOI Rent 

Tenant or "1th CAM 'I, Change 

UnltNo. 
use and P3SS tOMll'k. 

Throughs R•ll 
($ps6yU') 

Ter.rll1 recau SST.ol -11.28% 
Termt2 recall 564.ol -0.51% 
Termt3 ~ S56ol -14.35% 
o.mer ~ SO 00 

Termt5 ~ S68 ol 565% 
Terall6 recall 563.ol -2.05% 

6/10/2019 
333 E. 33rd st 

$12,000,000.00 
$12,850,000.00 

$ 

Sale 

$398,373.20 

RETAIL 
65.00 

Diffwmc:e 
Between 
M>rketand 

VdlcaUon 

Bel<>Y rmrkel 
At rmrkel 
Bel<>Y rmrkel 

At-kel 
At rmrkel 

Sold Date: 5117/2019 

USE TYPE 2 USE TYPE 3 
$ $ 

ADJUSTMENT CALCULATION 

Unit Size 
Roni or Net 

Oifflr1nce 
Lease Term OISCO\1111 

Rentabte 
(Sy-) 

Ranalring Rate 
Sqfl 

~ $36,6&1.00 5 9 .00% 

~ $46 6&100 8 925% 

Adjustmait 
for Leases: 

Preslnt 
V3 1ue cARlffl 
Diffwence 

S142.555.72 

5255817.48 

~373.211 
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appears to be substantial (10 percent for residential, 25 percent for commercial/industrial), the sale 
should be excluded as a potential valid transaction unless the sample sizes are small.

6.2.3 Repair Allowances
Sometimes the seller provides a repair allowance to the buyer to cure defects in the property. In 
sales ratio studies it is important to match the property assessed with the property sold. Repair 
allowances should be deducted from the sale price only if the property was in an unrepaired state on 
the appraisal date but sold at a higher price reflecting the value of the repairs. If the sale occurred 
before the appraisal date and the repairs were made prior to the appraisal date, no adjustment 
should be made. For example, if a property sold for $200,000 with the seller agreeing to credit the 
buyer $10,000 for needed repairs at closing and both the sale and repairs were completed before 
the appraisal date, no adjustment to the sale is required. However, if the repairs are not made as 
of the appraisal date, then the sale price should be adjusted to $190,000 to reflect the value of the 
unrepaired property on the appraisal date.

6.2.4 Special Assessments
A special assessment is a special tax imposed on property, individual lots, or all property in the 
immediate area. These taxes are collected for road construction, sidewalks, sewers, and street lights, 
among other government services. Special assessments are used to finance capital improvements 
or provide services adjacent to the properties they directly benefit. Typically, the property owner 
is obligated to make annual payments of principal and interest to a local unit of government over 
a specified number of years. The sale price of a property encumbered by a special assessment can 
require adjustment if the current balance of the defrayed amount is significant. The sale price can 
be adjusted upward to account for this lien. If the effect on market value is significant and can be 
ascertained, an adjustment should be made.

6.3 Market/Time Adjustments
There should be a program to track changes in price levels over time and adjust sale prices for time 
as required. Time adjustments should be based on market analysis and be appropriately supported. 
Valid time adjustment techniques are as follows:

• Tracking sales-to-appraisal ratios over time (Figure 2)

• Including date of sale as a variable in regression or feedback models

• Analyzing resales

• Comparing per-unit values over time in homogeneous strata, such as a subdivision or 
condominium complex

• Isolating the effect of time through paired sales analysis.

FIGURE 2. Example of a time adjustment plot of sale-to-appraisal ratios
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·.:; 
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These techniques are discussed in Mass Appraisal of Real Property (Gloudemans 1999), Property 
Appraisal and Assessment Administration (Eckert, Gloudemans, and Almy 1990, Appendix 5-3), 
and Improving Real Property Assessment (IAAO 1978, Section 4.6). If sale prices have generally 
been rising, ratios for sales that occurred after the assessment date tend to understate the overall 
level of appraisal. Similarly, sales ratios for sales that occurred before the assessment date tend to 
overstate the level of appraisal. If prices are generally declining, an opposite pattern results. When 
tracking sale-to-appraisal ratios over time (using the inverse ratio technique) for determining time 
adjustments, it is important that ratios for chased sales be excluded, since there is no correlation 
of such sales ratios with the date of sale.

Changes in price levels should be monitored and time adjustments made by geographic area and 
type of property, because different segments of the market tend to change in value at different rates.

Oversight agencies can make any appropriate time adjustments after making all other adjustments. 
Time adjustments should be applied prior to any statistical analysis; however, atypical sales should 
be removed for the time-trend application. These atypical sales should, however, be included during 
the outlier trimming process, which occurs during the statistical phase of the ratio study program.
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7. DOCUMENTING THE RESULTS OF 
THE VERIFICATION PROCESS
Sales verification should be documented and should enable review of the derivation of the price 
adjustments. 

Principles
• A documentation form, preferably in electronic format, should be completed in a timely 

manner for all sales that have had a follow-up verification, and the form should become 
part of the sales file. 

• Sales of commercial properties that have had a follow-up request for lease information 
should also have a lease documentation form that is stored in electronic format, and it 
should accompany the sales verification form as part of the sales file.

Documentation forms should be completed at the time each sale has been verified to limit the 
loss of valuable information or the possibility of mixing information from different transactions. 
It is far better to over-document than under-document to eliminate the need for additional 
follow-up contacts.

7.1 SALE VERIFICATION FORM
The form should contain the results of the sale verification and the adjustments made to price if 
any. Helpful items on the form are as follows:

• Parcel identification number. The parcel identification number is the numeric or 
alphanumeric description of a parcel that identifies it uniquely.

• Unique sale number. Unique sale numbers tie a specific sale to a parcel(s) and eliminate 
problems caused by parcels with multiple sales.

• Contact information. Contact information includes the name of the person interviewed, his 
or her  role in the transaction (buyer, seller, other), and a telephone number (also an e-mail 
address, if available). The record should contain space or fields to record multiple contact 
attempts (date, time, and outcome). At least three contact attempts should be made on 
different dates and times before the verification effort is declared unsuccessful.

• Conclusions and comments. Verification results should be accurately documented. Too 
much information is better than insufficient documentation. Professionalism in completing 
the form is important because of all the possible uses of the form, including helping to 
resolve possible differences of opinion between local and oversight agencies regarding the 
validity of sales.

• Sales source or screening codes. Sales source or screening codes are used to identify the 
source of the sales information or how the sale was verified and are separate from the validity 
code. Screening codes afford the user the ability to extract data for further stratification. 
These codes are especially beneficial during changes in the market or when specific 
situations require tracking. They also allow the user of the data to identify those sales for 
which follow-up verifications have been made, multiple-parcel sales, and specifics unique to 
the sale such as foreclosure-related sales and partial interest sales (Tomberlin 2001). Also, see 
Appendix F for an example of source codes on the documentation form example.
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• Validity codes. Even more important than the source codes are codes to document the 
validity of the sale. Codes should be assigned to indicate whether a sale is valid and, if not, 
the reason for exclusion or adjustment. See Appendix F for an example of validity codes on 
the documentation form example.

• Name of person completing the form. The name of the person completing the form should 
be on the form in case there is a question or unresolved problem regarding the sale.

• Date the form was completed. The form should be dated to ensure interview dates are 
consistent with the completion date on the form.

7.2 LEASE VERIFICATION FORM (FOR 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES)
For commercial properties, a documentation form should be completed for all sales that have 
had follow-up requests for lease information (see Appendixes G.1 and G.2 for examples of a docu-
mentation form).  The form should document whether and how the requested lease data was 
used to adjust the price.  Documentation codes should indicate whether adjustment to the price 
was warranted and whether the lease information received was sufficient to calculate the price 
adjustment.

Documentation of the results of the lease verification process should contain sufficient infor-
mation to understand the derived adjusted numbers. Helpful items on the form are as follows: 
 

• Market rental rate by use. The market rental rate can be gross or net depending on what is 
typical in the market. Rental rates can be estimated from collected income data or derived 
from market reports.

• Total rent including pass-throughs. This information is collected through lease verification 
questionnaires. It is the base rent, including step-ups or inflationary adjustments up to sale 
date, plus pass-throughs received by the landlord including CAM.

• Remaining lease term. This information is part of the lease verification questionnaire 
and should be part of the documentation form.  It is used in the calculation of the price 
adjustment due to long-term leases. 

• Discount rate. The assumed discount rate must be documented.  The rate is used in 
discounting the present value difference between contract and market rent.

• Lease verification code. The code should indicate whether the lease follow-up information 
is sufficient to determine and calculate the adjustment to price.
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GLOSSARY
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Abstract of Title. An abstract is a complete summary of all recorded documents affecting the 
title to a property. These documents include all conveyances, such as deeds or wills, and all legal 
proceedings relating to ownership of the property. Abstracts are arranged to show the history of 
ownership, describe the land and improvements, and give the name(s) of past and present owners(s).

Absolute Ownership. Ownership of all real property rights and interests in real estate parcel. See 
also Fee Simple.

Accuracy. Accuracy is the closeness of an estimated value (e.g., measured or computed) to a 
standard or accepted value of a particular quantity. Compare to Integrity, Precision, Validity.

Address. (1) A location, expressed in terms of a conventional spatial reference scheme, at which a 
property or person may be found. (2) In a computer file, a specific juncture of circuits in computer 
machinery at which information is stored in the form of magnetic polarities. (3) The name a 
programmer uses to refer to such a juncture. Note: For a file of human-readable information, one 
must establish rules about whether and how to record various relevant addresses, including the 
situs address, owner’s address, and mortgagee’s address.

Adjusted Sale Price. Defined under Price, Adjusted Sale.

Adjustments. Adjustments are modifications in the reported value of a variable, such as sale price. 
For example, adjustments can be used to estimate market value in the sales comparison approach 
by modifications for differences between comparable and subject properties. Note: Adjustments 
are applied to the characteristics of the comparable properties in a particular sequence that 
depends on the method of adjustment selected.

Adverse Possession. The exclusive occupation and continuous possession of (another’s) real 
property under an evident claim of title or right.

Affidavit. A written form of an affirmed or sworn statement.

Agreement. A general term describing a common view of two or more people regarding the obli-
gations and rights of each with regard to a specific subject. 

Air Rights. The right to use space above real estate.

Alienation. The transfer of title from one person to another.

Alienation Clause. A type of acceleration clause that calls for a debt under a deed or mortgage to 
be due in its entirety upon transfer of ownership from the secured party. 

Annuity. (1) The right to receive money or its equivalent in (usually) fixed equal amounts or at 
regular intervals for a definite or indefinite term; (2) a level, increasing, or decreasing stream of 
scheduled and predictable income or payment amounts. 

Arm’s-Length Sale. Defined under Sale, Arm’s-Length.

Assemblage. Assemblage is the assembling of adjacent parcels of land into a single unit. Compare 
plottage.
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Assembly Value. The excess of the value of a large parcel of land formed from a number of smaller 
parcels over the sum of the values of the unassembled parcels. 

Assumption Fee. A lender’s fee for processing records when a new buyer assumes an existing loan.

Assumption of Mortgage. An assumption of a mortgage is an agreement in which the buyer 
accepts liability for repayment of an existing debt. Unless the seller is released, he or she remains 
liable for the payment of such debt.

Affidavit of Equitable Interest. Affidavits are contracts for the purchase of real property under 
the terms of which legal title to the property is retained by the seller until such time as all the 
conditions stated in the contract have been fulfilled. These are commonly used for the installment 
purchase of real property; however, the deed is not recorded until the terms of the contracts have 
been fulfilled.

Amortize. The process of repaying a loan or recovering a capital investment by means of a series 
of scheduled payments, typically includes interest charges and principal repayment in each of the 
scheduled payments.

Assessment Ratio. (1) The fractional relationship an assessed value bears to the market value of 
the property in question. (2) By extension, the fractional relationship the total of the assessment 
roll years to the total market value of all taxable property in a jurisdiction. 

Attachment. Property seizures by a court order.

Attestation Clause. The witness clause in a document that affirms the document is  
properly executed.

Attribute. Characteristic of a property.

Absolute Auction. An auction in which the property is sold to the highest bidder regardless of the 
amount. No minimum bid clause.

Auction. A method of marketing and selling real property. Property that sells by absolute auction 
should never be included in model calibration and ratio studies.

Bailment. A transaction in which personal property is delivered by its owner (the bailor) to a second 
party (the bailee) into whose possession it is put for safekeeping or for some other temporary 
purpose or use with no intention that title shall pass to the second party.

Balloon Mortgage. A mortgage not fully amortized at maturity and requiring a lump-sum (or 
balloon) payment.

Beneficial Estate. An estate of which the right to possession has not yet passed.

Beneficial Interests. The property interests resulting from equitable ownership in a property 
rather than legal ownership, for example, the interests of the beneficiary of a trust.
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Beneficiary. (1) The person for whose benefit property is held in trust. (2) The person to whom the 
proceeds of an insurance policy are payable upon the happening of the event insured against or the 
nonhappening of the insured event.

Blanket Mortgage. A mortgage covering more than one property; use in, for example, subdivision 
development and cooperative apartment ownership.

Bond, Loan. A written instrument, under seal, evidencing a participating interest in an obligation 
of a borrower and containing a formal promise to pay a sum certain (the par or face value) at a fixed 
future date (the date of maturity), with interest payable periodically at a fixed rate. Note: This is 
the type of bond ordinarily referred to in the term “stocks and bonds.” There are few exceptional 
bonds outstanding that have no date of maturity or that bear interest at a rate varying with the 
issuer’s income or with the general price level.

Breach of Contract. The failure to perform a contract, in whole or in part.

Bullet Loan. Gap financing offered with a construction loan has expired but permanent financing 
has not yet been found.

Bundle of Rights. The six basic rights associated with the private ownership of property: use; sell; 
rent or lease; enter or leave; give away; and refuse to do any of these.

Business Assets. Business assets are tangible and intangible resources employed by a business 
enterprise in its operation.

Business Enterprise. The commercial, industrial, or service organization pursuing an  
economic activity.

Business Enterprise Value. A term applied to the concept of an intangible, nonrealty component 
of a property’s value probably ascribable to supramarginal management competence. This is 
different from goodwill and going-concern value.

Business Equity. The interests, benefits, and rights inherent in the ownership of a business enter-
prise or a part thereof in any form (including but not necessarily limited to capital stock, part-
nership interests, cooperatives, sole proprietorships, options, and warrants).

Buyer. (1) One who purchases property. (2) In real property sales, the grantee to whom property is 
transferred by deed or to whom property rights are granted by a trust instrument or other document.

Buyer’s Market. A market in which the supply is greater than the demand.

Cash-Equivalent Sale Price. An indicator of market value that is a refinement over the raw sale 
price, in that the effects of unusual financing arrangements and extraneous transfers of personal 
property have been removed. 

Cash Lease. A written document transferring from one owner to another party the right to live in 
or to use property for a specified period of time for a specified amount of money.

Certificate of Redemption. The evidence of buying back or redeeming a property by the owner 
after loss through a judicial sale.
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Certificate of Sale. A certificate, issued to the buyer at a judicial sale, that entitles the buyer to 
a deed upon confirmation of the sale by the court or if the property is not redeemed within a 
specified time.

Certificate of Title. A document that states that the title to a property is believed to be clear based 
on the examination of the abstract of title for the property.

Cestui Que Trust. A beneficiary of property held in trust.

Chattel. Tangible personal property. 

Closing. The act of finalizing a real estate transaction that executes and delivers mortgage or 
property title documents.

Closing Costs. Settlement fees and expenses incurred in transferring property ownership that are 
paid at the real estate closing.

Closing Statements. A listing of incurred closing costs of the buyer and seller in closing a real 
estate transaction.

Cloud on Title. Any valid claim, encumbrance, or lien that may impair the title to real property.

Coding. The act of reducing a description of a unique object, such as a parcel of real estate, to a set 
of one or more measures or counts of certain of its characteristics, such as square footage, number 
of bathrooms, and the like. 

Color of Title. An appearance of legal ownership that arises from irregular conveyances. If, for 
example, an owner’s claim to property depended on a deed that had never been recorded, that 
owner would have color of title but would not have full legal title. Color of title cannot arise from 
fraudulent documents, such as forgeries.

Commercial Property. Generally any nonindustrial, nonresidential realty of a commercial enter-
prise. It includes realty used as retail or wholesale establishment, retail establishment with living 
quarters, office building, hotel or motel, gasoline service station, commercial garage, parking lot, 
warehouse, theater, bank, clinic, nursing home, proprietary school, and the like. 

Common Area. The total area within a property that is not designed for rental or sale, which is 
available for common use by all tenants and owners. See also Undivided Interests.

Comparable Sales; Comparables. (1) Recently sold properties similar in important respects to a 
property being appraised. The sale price and the physical, functional, and locational characteristics 
of each of the properties are compared to those of the property being appraised in order to arrive 
at an estimate of value. (2) By extension, the term comparables is sometimes used to refer to prop-
erties with rent or income patterns comparable to those of a property being appraised.

Computer-Assisted Mass Appraisal System (CAMA). A system of appraising property, usually 
only certain types of real property, that incorporates computer-supported statistical analyses, such 
as multiple regression analysis and adaptive estimation procedures, to assist the appraiser in esti-
mating value. 
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Condominium/Condominium Unit. A separately owned unit of real property in the same 
structure with other such units; the unit owners hold an undivided interest in common elements 
of the property, such as a lobby, swimming pool, and grounds. See also Cooperative.

Consideration. The amount of money and other valuable goods or services on which a buyer and 
a seller agree, to consummate a sale.

Contract, Land. Defined under Land Contract.

Contract for Deed. A contract for sale in which the seller retains title until the buyer completes 
the contracted payments for the property. The sale is not recorded until title passes to the buyer. 
See also Land Contract.

Contract Rent. The actual amount of rent, per unit of time, which is specified in the contract 
(lease). For very old contracts, the contract rent may be substantially less than the rent the property 
would bring today. Compare Market Rent.

Conveyances. Legal documents that transfer ownership of property. Deeds and wills are examples 
of conveyances. Compare Real Estate Transfer Documents.

Cooperative. A business entity, usually a corporation, that holds title to realty and that grants 
rights of occupancy to its shareholders by means of proprietary leases or similar devises. A coop-
eratively owned apartment building is legally different from a building consisting of condominium 
units. See also Condominium and Blanket Mortgage.

Copyrights. The exclusive right granted by a government for a limited period to an author, 
composer, designer, or such, or his or her heirs, legatees, or assigns, to reproduce, publish, and sell 
copies of an original literary or artistic work.

Corporation. A legal entity (business organization form) operating under a grant of authority from 
a state in the form of a charter and articles of incorporation.

Covenant. A promise written into a legal agreement (such as a deed) that binds the parties to abide 
by or refrain from certain acts. A deed restriction is a special kind of covenant.

Date of Sale (Date of Transfer). The date on which the sale is agreed, considered to be the date the 
deed or other instrument is signed. The date of recording can be used as a proxy if it is not unduly 
delayed as in a land contract.

Declaration of Restrictions. A set of recorded restrictions that apply to a specific area  
or subdivision.

Declaration of Trust. A written acknowledgment by the legal title holder to property specifying 
the property is held in trust for the benefit of another party.

Deed. A document (or written legal instrument) that, when executed and delivered, conveys an 
interest in or legal title to a property.
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Deed, Bargain and Sale. Implicitly or explicitly asserts the grantor’s ownership of the property 
conveyed, but makes no guarantees to defend the title. It provides the grantee more protection 
than a quitclaim deed but less than a special warranty deed. The words of conveyance bargain and 
sale distinguish a bargain and sale deed.

Deed, Quitclaim. A deed in which the grantor conveys or relinquishes all interests that he or she 
may have in a property, without warrant as to the extent or validity of such interest.

Deed, Special Warranty. A deed in which the grantor only covenants to warrant and defend the 
title against claims and demands of the grantor and all persons claiming by, through, and under 
him or her. 

Deed, Tax. A deed by which title to real property, sold to discharge delinquent taxes, is transferred 
by a tax collector or other authorized officer of the law to the purchaser at a tax sale.

Deed, Trust. (1) Broadly, a deed by which title to property is transferred to a trustee to be held in 
trust. (2) Specifically, a deed by which title to property is transferred, conditionally or uncondi-
tionally, to a trustee to be held for the benefit of creditors or obligors of the grantor. (3) Loosely, 
the agreement made between an issuer of bonds and the holders of such bonds that is deposited 
with the trustee, whether or not such agreement involves the transfer of property to the trustee. A 
trust deed is also known as deed of trust.

Deed, Warranty. A deed containing a covenant of warranty whereby the grantor of an estate of 
freehold guarantees that the title that he or she undertakes to transfer is free from defects and that 
the property is unencumbered except as stated, and whereby the grantor, for himself or herself and 
his or her heirs, undertakes to defend and protect the grantee against any loss that may be suffered 
by reason of the existence of any other title or interest in the property existing at the time the deed 
was executed and not excepted therein. Compare to Deed, Quitclaim.

Deed Recordation. The process of registering a sale of real property with the appropriate public 
body, usually the county recorder’s office.

Deed Restriction. A limitation to property rights that transfers with the property regardless of 
the owner.

Delinquent Taxes. Past due and unpaid taxes.

Disclosure. (1) Act of disclosing. (2) Revelation. (3) To make known or public. (4) In real estate, a 
seller of real property must disclose facts that affect the value or desirability of the property. Unless 
exempt, the seller completes and signs specific disclosure forms, including the Real Estate Transfer 
Disclosure Statement, to disclose those material facts. 

Discounted Cash Flow Analysis. (1) A yield capitalization method used to calculate the present 
value of anticipated future cash flows and (2) analysis of the present value of an income-producing 
property by isolating differences in the timing of cash flows. Net cash flows from all time intervals 
involved in the analysis are discounted to present value by an appropriate discount rate.

Discounting. Discounting is the process of estimating the present worth of an anticipated item 
of income or expense by determining the amount of money that, if presently invested and allowed 
to accumulate at compound interest, will exactly equal the expected item of income or expense at 
the time when it becomes due. 
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Discount Rate. (1) The rate of return on investment; the rate an investor requires discounting 
future income to its present worth. The discount rate comprises an interest rate and an equity 
yield rate. Theoretical factors considered in setting a discount rate are the safe rate earned from a 
completely riskless investment (this rate may reflect anticipated loss of purchasing power due to 
inflation) and compensation for risk, lack of liquidity, and investment management expenses. The 
discount rate is most often estimated by band-of-investment analysis or sales comparison analysis, 
which estimates typical internal rates of return. (2) In monetary policy, the rate that the Federal 
Reserve Bank charges member banks to borrow. Compare to Recapture Rate.

Divided Rights. Rights to property that have been divided among several owners in partnerships, 
joint tenancy, tenancy in common, and time-share units.

Encumbrance. Any limitation that affects property rights and value.

Equitable Ownership. The interest or estate of a person who has beneficial right in property 
legally owned by another; for example, the beneficiary of a trust has equitable ownership in the 
trust property.

Equity. (1) In assessment, equity is the degree to which assessments bear a consistent relationship 
to market value. Measures include the coefficient of dispersion, coefficient of variation, and 
price-related differential. (2) In popular usage, a synonym for equity is a synonym for tax fairness. 
(3) In ownership, the net value of property after liens and other charges have been subtracted.

Equity of Redemption. A right recognized by courts of equity whereby a person who has trans-
ferred legal title to property as security for an obligation is permitted, after defaulting on the 
obligation, to retain possession of the property for such period as may be prescribed by law or by 
the court and to reacquire legal title to the property upon fulfillment of the obligation within such 
period.

Estate. (1) The interest that a person possesses in a single concrete article of property; (2) the 
aggregate interests of any person in articles of property of all descriptions; and (3) the aggregate 
property of all descriptions left by a decedent. See also Tenancy; Real Estate.

Estate, Leasehold. Any possessory interest in land less than estate of freehold, that is, an estate 
for years, an estate from year to year (periodic estate), an estate at will, or an estate at sufferance. 
See Leasehold.

Estate for Years. A possessory interest in land that cannot endure beyond a date specified in the 
conveyance or a date precisely determinable at the time the interest becomes possessory.

Estate in Fee Simple. An inheritable, possessory interest in land that may endure until the 
extinction of all lineal and collateral heirs of the first owner and that may be freely conveyed by its 
owner; the largest possible estate in land.

Estate of Freehold. Any one of the three types of possessory Interest in land—fee simple, fee tail, 
and estate for life—that in feudal time were granted only to freemen.Note: Estates of freehold are 
said to be estates of indefinite duration and any other estate is said to be “less than freehold.”
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Exchange. Internal Revenue Code Section 1031 enables a taxpayer to defer gain on the sale of a 
business use or investment property, provided that the seller reinvests in another businesses use or 
investment property. Note: The seller has 45 days from closing of their current property to identify 
a replacement property. Although there are requirements, an exchange is much like a typical sale 
and purchase transaction. To defer all capital gains, one must acquire a replacement property 
with equal or greater property value to that of the sold property. The seller must also reinvest all 
net equity.

Fannie Mae. Defined under Federal National Mortgage Association.

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC) (Freddie Mac). An organization that facil-
itates secondary residential mortgages for savings and loan associations, to increase availability of 
residential mortgage financing.

Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA) (Fannie Mae). A quasi-governmental agency that 
purchases mortgages from originators, to increase liquidity in the home mortgage market.

Fee Simple. Complete interest in a property, subject only to governmental powers such as eminent 
domain. Also known as fee simple absolute. See also Estate in Fee Simple and Absolute Ownership.

Fee Simple Condition Subsequent. This gives an owner fee simple title to property so long as a 
specified event (usually a change in use) does not occur. The person granting fee simple condition 
subsequent title must file suit to recover ownership if the condition is not met.

Fee Simple Determinable. Identical to fee simple condition subsequent except that the grantor 
(the original owner) does not need to file suit to regain title.

Fee Simple Title. Ownership that is absolute and subject to no limitation other than eminent 
domain, police power, escheat, and taxation.

Fiduciary. Any person who occupies a position of special trust in certain of his or her relationships 
to another person or persons, for example, an administrator, executor, guardian, receiver, or trustee.

Foreclosure. The legal process by which a lien on a property is enforced. 

Foreclosure-Related Sale. These sales were formerly foreclosed on by the financial institution. 
The seller will be the financial institution. These sales typically are on the low side of the value 
range because the financial institution is highly motivated to sell and may be required by banking 
regulations to remove the property from its books. 

Franchise. A privilege or right that is conferred by grant of government or an individual or a group 
of individuals; usually an exclusive right to furnish public services or to sell a particular product in 
a certain geographical area. 

Freddie Mac. Defined under Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation.

Free and Clear. Property unencumbered by any liens or mortgages.

Freehold. Defined under Estate of Freehold.
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Future Worth of 1. Also called the compound amount of 1 or the amount of 1 at compound interest; 
the amount to which one dollar will grow at compound interest over a specified number of years 
and at a specified interest rate.

Future Worth of 1 per Period. Also called the compound amount or accumulation of 1 per period; 
the amount to which a series of equal periodic payments will accumulate at compound interest for 
a specified number of years and at a specified interest rate.

General Warranty Deed. The most common type of deed. This deed implicitly promises that (1) the 
grantor owns the property and may convey title; (2) there are no hidden liens against the property; 
(3) no one else has better title to the property; (4) the grantor will obtain and deliver any documents 
needed to make good the transfer; and (5) the grantor will be liable for damages if future competing 
claims to the property prove valid.

Ginnie Mae. Defined under Government National Mortgage Association.

Going-Concern Value. The enhanced or synergistic value of assets due to their existence within, 
or assemblage into, an operating and economically viable business that is expected to continue its 
operation in the future with no intention or necessity of liquidation or the material alteration of 
the scale of operation.

Goodwill. The economic advantage over competitors that a business has acquired by virtue of 
habitual patronage of customers.

Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA) (Ginnie Mae). A government-owned and 
government-financed agency that subsidizes mortgages through its secondary mortgage market and 
issues federally insured mortgage-backed securities. This agency falls within the U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development.

Grantee Index. Lists alphabetically the name of every grantee whose name appears on a deed 
recorded for the year the index covers.

Grantee. One who acquires property by voluntary conveyance.

Grantor. One who voluntarily conveys property, whether by sale, gift, lease, or otherwise.

Grantor Index. Lists alphabetically the name of every grantor whose name appears on a deed 
recorded for the year the index covers.

Industrial Property. Any property used in a manufacturing activity, including a factory, wholesale 
bakery, dairy plant, food-processing plant, mill, mine, quarry, all locally assessed utility property, 
and the like.

Installment Contract. A purchase contract in which payment is made in prescribed installments 
that are usually forfeited if default occurs.

Instrument. A formal legal document such as a deed, contract, will, or lease.
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Intangible Personal Property. Property that has no physical existence beyond neither merely 
representational, nor any extrinsic value; includes rights over tangible real and personal property 
but not rights of use and possession. Its value lies chiefly in what it represents. Examples include 
corporate stock, bonds, money on deposit, goodwill, restrictions on activities (e.g., patents and 
trademarks), and franchises. Note: Thus, in taxation, the rights evidenced by outstanding corpo-
ration stocks and bonds constitute intangible property of the security holders because they are 
claims against the assets owned and income received by the corporation rather than by the 
stockholders and bondholders; interests in partnerships, deeds, and the like are not ordinarily 
considered intangible property for tax purposes because they’re owned by the same persons who 
own the assets and receive the income to which they attach.

Integrity. The quality of a data element or program being what it says it is; usually distinguished 
from validity; the quality of its being what it should be in terms of some ultimate purpose. After 
data are edited and encoded and programs are prepared, their integrity is ensured by safeguards 
that prevent accidental or unauthorized tampering with them. Compare to Accuracy; Precision.

Interest (Interest Rate). The premium paid for the use of money; a (rate of) return on capital; 
the equilibrium price in money markets. The interest rate usually incorporates factors for risk, 
illiquidity, time preference, inflation, and potentially other factors. See also see Discount Rate.

Interest (Interest Transferred, Interest Acquired). The ownership rights of a person in a 
property. Complete ownership is called fee simple interest. It is possible to sell (transfer) and to 
own separately the component interests, such as mineral rights and air rights, which make up the 
fee interest. See also Bundle of Rights.

Interest, Possessory. Defined under Possessory Interest.

Interest, Undivided. Defined under Undivided Interest.

Intestate. The state of having died without leaving a valid last will and testament.

Inventory. (1) The group of personal property items whose value is exhibited by value in exchange; 
that is, ownership is solely for the purpose of sale rather than use; (2) in general, any detail list 
showing quantities and descriptions, and usually values or prices of property; (3) frequently used 
in the plural form to designate all types of current, physical assets that are customarily listed by 
quantities, descriptions, and values or prices for regular accounting purposes (for example, raw 
materials, goods in process, finished goods, office supplies, stores; and (4) occasionally (e.g.,  in 
Vermont), a tax list.

Inwood Coefficient. A factor used to obtain the present worth of a level stream of income; also 
known as the present worth of 1 per period factor.

Joint Tenancy. Defined under Tenancy, Joint.

Land Contract. An executory contract for the purchase of real property under the terms of which 
legal title to the property is retained by the vendor until such time as all conditions stated in the 
contract have been fulfilled; commonly used for installment purchase of real property. See also 
Contract for deed.
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Legal Description. A delineation of dimensions, boundaries, and relevant attributes of a real 
property parcel that serve to identify the parcel for all purposes of law. The description may be in 
words or codes, such as metes and bounds or coordinates. For a subdivided lot, the legal description 
would probably include lot and block numbers and subdivision names.

Lease. A written contract by which the lessor (owner) transfers the rights to occupy and use real or 
personal property to another (lessee) for a specified time in return for a specified payment (rent).

Leaseback. The transfer of building, land, or personal property to a buyer under a special 
arrangement to simultaneously lease it back to the original builder/seller, usually involving a 
long-term triple net arrangement with options to renew the lease.

Leasehold. Defined under Leasehold Estate.

Leasehold Estate. Interests in real property under the terms of a lease or contract for a specified 
period of time, in return for rent or other compensation; the interest in a property associated with 
the lessee (the tenant) rather than the lessor (the property owner). The lease may have value when 
market rent exceeds contract rent.

Leasehold Improvements. Items of personal property such as furniture and fixtures associated 
with a lessee (the tenant) that has been affixed to the real property owned by a lessor.

Lessee. The person receiving a possessory interests in property by a lease, that is, the owner of a 
leasehold estate.

Lessor. Person granting a possessory interest in property by a lease, that is, the conveyor of a 
leasehold estate, the holder of a leased fee estate.

Lien. (1) The legal right to take or hold property of a debtor as payment or security for a debt; (2) 
any legal hold or claim, whether created voluntarily or by operation of law, that a creditor has on 
all or specified portions of the property owned by a person indebted to him. Compare to Mortgage.

Life Estate. An interest in property that lasts only for a specified person’s lifetime; thus, the owner 
of a life estate is unable to leave the property to heirs.

Life Tenant. The recipient of a life estate.

Market. (1) The topical area of common interests in which buyers and sellers interact; (2) the 
collective body of buyers and sellers for a particular product.

Market Analysis. A study of real estate market conditions for a specific type of property.

Market Area. A geographic area, typically encompassing a group of neighborhoods, defined on the 
basis that the properties within its boundaries are more or less equally subject to a set of one or 
more economic forces that largely determine the value of the properties in question.

Market Analysis. A study of real estate market conditions for a specific type of property. 
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Market Adjustment Factors. Market adjustment factors, reflecting supply and demand prefer-
ences, are often required to adjust values obtained from the cost approach to the market. These 
adjustments should be applied by type of property and area and are based on sales ratio studies 
and other market analyses. Accurate cost schedules, condition ratings, and depreciation schedules 
minimize the need for market adjustment factors.

Market Approach. A valuation term with several meanings. In its broadest use, it might denote any 
valuation procedure intended to produce an estimate of market value, or any valuation procedure 
that incorporates market-derived data, such as the stock and debt technique, gross rent multi-
plier method, and allocation by ratio. In its narrowest use, it might denote the sales comparison 
approach.

Market Modeling. Defined under Model.

Market-Related Adjustment. These adjustments account for changes in market conditions 
between the time a comparable sold and the effective date of the appraisal. See also Market 
Adjustment Factors.

Market Rent. The rent currently prevailing in the market for properties comparable to the subject 
property. Market rent is capitalized into an estimate of value in the income approach.

Market Value. Market value is the major focus of most real property appraisal assignments. 
Both economic and legal definitions of market value have been developed and refined. A current 
economic definition agreed upon by agencies that regulate federal financial institutions in the 
United States is as follows:

The most probable price (in terms of money) that a property should bring in a competitive and 
open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently 
and knowledgeable, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this 
definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from seller 
to buyer under conditions whereby 

• The buyer and seller are typically motivated;

• Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider their best 
interest;

• A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;

• Payment is made in terms of cash in United States dollars or in terms of financial 
arrangements comparable thereto; and

• The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or 
creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale.

Model. (1) A representation of how something works. (2) For purposes of appraisal, a representation 
(in words or an equation) that explains the relationship between value or estimated sale price and 
variables representing factors of supply and demand.

Mortgage. A mortgage is a contract under the terms of which the legal, but not the equitable, 
title to a specific property of one person (the mortgagor) is conditionally conveyed to a second 
person (the mortgagee) as security for the payment of a debt or performance of some other act. 
Note: In some states, legal title to mortgaged property passes to the mortgagee on execution of 
the mortgage; in others, legal title passes when the debt secured by the mortgage is in default; 
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in still others, the mortgage is simply a lien, and the legal title does not pass until foreclosure 
proceedings have been completed.

Multiple Listing Service (MLS). A local or regional service that compiles available real estate for 
sale by member brokers. Detailed information about properties is provided to brokers, agents, 
and the public, generally online. Local MLS organizations have their own rules and systems for 
providing listing information.

Neighborhood. (1) The environment of a subject property that has a direct and immediate effect 
on value; (2) a geographic area (in which there are typically fewer than several thousand properties) 
defined for some useful purposes, such as to ensure for later multiple regression modeling that the 
properties are homogeneous and share important locational characteristics.

Objective. The quality of being definable by specific criteria without the need for judgment. 
Quantitative variables are objective.

Open Market. A freely competitive market in which any buyer or seller may trade and in which 
prices are determined by competition.

Origination Fee. A fee charged by a lender (called the loan originator for making a real estate loan.

Outliers. Observations that have unusual values; that is, they differ markedly from a measure of 
central tendency. Some outliers occur naturally; others are due to data errors.

Owner, Equitable. One who, under rules of equity, has rights to some or all of the benefits deriving 
from property, although legal ownership and actual possession may be vested in another person.

Owner, Legal. One who has dominion over property under the rules of law, as distinguished from 
rules of equity.

Ownership. The rights to the use of property, to the exclusion of others.

Parcel. A continuous area of land described in a single legal description or as one of a number of 
lots on a plat; separately owned, either publicly or privately; and capable of being separately conveyed.

Parcel Identification Number. A numeric or alphanumeric description of a parcel that identifies 
it uniquely. Assessors use various systems, many with common features. A growing number of 
these systems include geocoding, in the 30 states where it exists, the Public Land Survey System, 
authorized by the United States Government in 1785, is often a basis for parcel identification.

Parcel Identifier. A code, usually numerical, representing a specific land parcel’s legal description. 
The purpose of parcel identifiers is to permit reference to legal descriptions by using a code of 
uniform and manageable size, thereby facilitating recordkeeping and handling. Also called parcel 
identification number.

Parcel of Land. A contiguous urban or rural land area that is considered as a unit, is subject to 
single ownership, and is legally recorded as a single piece.

Partial Interest. An interest (in property) that is less complete than a fee simple interest.
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Partial Payment Factor. Also known as the amortization or periodic repayment factor. The equal 
periodic payment that has a present worth of $1, for a specified number of periods and at a spec-
ified discount rate.

Patent. (1) The exclusive right granted by a government for a limited period to an inventor, his 
or her heirs, legatees, or assigns, to make, use, and vend an article or process invented by him 
or her. (2) The instrument by which government lands are granted to private persons under the 
proceedings set forth in the general statutes.

Personal Property. Every kind of property that is not real property, movable without damage to 
itself or the real estate; subdivided into tangible and intangible. Personal property is also known 
as personalty.

Personalty. A synonym for personal property.

Plot. (1) A relatively small area of land, generally used for a specific purpose; (2) a measured area of 
land (lot).

Plottage. (1) Those factors of size, shape, and location with reference to other plots that add or 
detract from the value of a plot by a given purpose (preferred). (2) The assembling of adjacent 
parcels of land into a single unit. (3) The excess cost of assembling adjacent parcels of land into 
a single unit under single ownership over the estimated cost at which such parcels might be 
acquired individually by independent purchasers. (4) Plottage value. Note: Because of the variety 
of meanings attached to this term and its derivatives, it is suggested that the more descriptive 
term assemblage and its derivatives be used to convey all of the above meanings except the first. 
Compare Assemblage.

Plottage Value. (1) The increment of value ascribed to a plot because of its suitability in size, shape, 
and/or location with reference to other plots (preferred). (2) The excess of the value of a large parcel 
of land formed by assemblage over the sum of the values of the unassembled parcels. 

Points. Prepaid interest on a loan; one point is equal to 1 percent of the amount of the loan. It is 
common to deduct points in advance of the loan, so that an individual pays interest on 100 percent 
of the loan, but gets cash on, say, only 99 percent.

Possession. Physical control of personal or real property.

Possessory Interest. (1) An interest of a person in an article of property arising from a physical 
relationship to the article of such nature as to confer on him or her degree of physical control over 
it, coupled with the intent so to exercise such control as to exclude the general public from use of it. 
(2) The right to occupy and use any benefit in a transferred property, granted under lease, license, 
permit, concession, or other contract. (3) A private taxable interest in public tax-exempt property, 
for example, a private service station in a federal military base. Assessment of this interest permits 
complex valuation problems. Among the issues are whether the ownership or the use is exempt, 
whether the parcel should be split, and whether market rent differs from contract rent.  

Precision. The degree of refinement in the performance of an operation, or the degree of perfection 
in the instruments and methods used when making the measurements. Precision relates to the 
quality of the operation by which a result is obtained and is distinguished from accuracy, which 
relates to the quality of the results. Compare to Integrity; Validity.
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Present Worth. (1) The value of something after discounting future payments and receipts. (2) The 
present value of income that is expected to be received at some future date or dates, as ascertained 
by the process of discounting both the income and the anticipated expenses incident to its receipt, 
that is, the amount of money that if presently invested and allowed to accumulate at compound 
interest, would yield net income in the same amounts and at the same intervals as is anticipated of 
a given property. It is synonymous with capital value and present value.

Present Worth of 1. (Also called the reversion factor.) The lump-sum amount that would have to be 
set aside to accumulate with compound interest to $1 at the end of a specified number of years and 
at a specified rate of interest. Alternatively, it can be viewed as the present value of $1 receivable at 
the end of a specified number of years and discounted at a specified rate.

Present Worth of 1 per Period. (Also called the annuity factor or Inwood Coefficient.) The present 
worth of 1 per period is the present worth of a series of payments of $1, receivable at the end of each 
year, for a specified number of years and at a specified interest rate.

Price, Adjusted Sale. The sale price that results from adjustments made to the stated sale price to 
account for the effects of time, personal property, atypical financing, and the like.

Price, Market. The value of a unit of goods or service, expressed in terms of money, as established 
in a free and open market. Note: This term is sometimes distinguished from market value on the 
ground that the latter term assumes that buyers and sellers are informed, but this presumption 
is also implied by the term free and open market. Compare to Price, Sale.

Price, Sale. (1) The actual amount of money exchanged for a unit of goods or services, whether or 
not established in a free and open market (an indicator of market value); (2) loosely used synony-
mously with offering or asking price. Note: The sale price is the selling price to the vendor and the 
cost price to the vendee.

Private Encumbrances. Private hindrances that affect value and sale price such as easements, 
condominium controls, and deed or subdivision restrictions.

Private Restrictions. Private parties, such as a group of homeowners, may establish private restric-
tions on ownership rights. Deed restrictions are a common form of private restriction.

Property. (1) An aggregate of things or rights to things. Property rights are protected by law. There 
are two basic types of property: real and personal. (2) The legal interest of an owner in a parcel or 
thing. See also Bundle of Rights.

Property Split. The result of the sale of property held by a single owner such that different pieces of 
the property are owned by different owners. Splits may or may not occur along plat lines. Assessors 
need to monitor splits not only to ensure the correctness of the property listing, but also to monitor 
the land and its adequacy as a lien against past and present tax liabilities.

Quitclaim Deed. See Deed.

Ratio, Assessment. See Assessment Ratio.
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Ratio Study. A study of the relationship between appraised or assessed values and market values. 
Indicators of market values may be either sales (sales ratio study) or independent expert appraisals 
(appraisal ratio study). Of common interest in ratio studies are the level and uniformity of appraisals 
or assessments.

Real Estate. The physical parcel of land and all improvements permanently attached. Compare to 
Real Property.

Real Estate Transfer Documents. The various kinds of deeds whereby real property is conveyed. 
Compare to Conveyances.

Real Estate Transfer Affidavits. In written or electronic format, these documents are an affirmed 
or sworn statement regarding particulars to a sale of real property, such as personal property, 
financing, and so on. Typically, these forms are required in states and provinces in which sales 
disclosure statutes have been enacted and are filed prior to recording the deed. Comprehensive 
affidavits may limit the number of follow-up verifications required during the sales verification 
process. These questionnaires are also known as sales verification questionnaires.

Real Property. Real property consists of the interests, benefits, and rights inherent in the ownership 
of land plus anything permanently attached to the land or legally defined as immovable; the bundle 
of rights with which ownership of real estate is endowed. To the extent that real estate commonly 
includes land and any improvements, the two terms can be understood to have the same meaning. 
Real property is also called realty. 

Realty. (1) Any tangible thing whose fee ownership constitutes real property, that is, land or 
improvements; (2) a synonym for real property.

Receiver. One who is appointed by a court of equity as its representative to manage property owned 
by an insolvent debtor until the claims of creditors have been met or to manage property that is the 
subject of a lawsuit pending its outcome.

Recordation/Recording. The filing of documents affecting real property for public record, which 
usually requires the witnessing and notarizing of the document.

Redemption. The process by which the owner of real property sold at a tax sale buys back the 
property from the purchaser at an enhanced price within a specified redemption period.

Reject Code. A flag applied to a record (such as a sale) indicating that it should not be used for 
certain purposes.

Representative Sample. A sample of observations from a larger population of observations, such 
that statistics calculated from the sample can be expected to represent the characteristics of the 
population being studied.

Residential (Nonfarm) Single-Family. Includes each detached, semidetached, or attached house. 
If separately assessed and not on a farm, that is a residence for one family only. For detached 
houses, this would include one-family rural properties or suburban estates not used primarily for 
farming and mobile homes assessed as real property. This category includes each condominium 
unit in a multiunit dwelling structure, plus each condominium’s share of the common area, unless 
the common area is separately assessed.
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Restriction. A described limitation on the use of a property.

Reversion. The rights of possession commencing on the termination of a particular estate.

Reversion Factor. Defined under Present Worth of 1.

Royalty. (1) A payment made periodically or at irregular intervals to the owner of a patent or copy-
right for the privilege of exploring for, and/or mining and disposing of, mineral deposits.

Sale, Arm’s-Length. A sale in the open market between two unrelated parties, each of whom is 
reasonably knowledgeable of market conditions and under no undue pressure to buy or sell.

Sale, Conditional. A sale, especially of chattels, in which the transfer of title is made to depend on 
the performance of a condition subsequent to the making of the sale contract and delivery of goods. 
Note: The most common condition is that the remainder of the purchase price be paid. Property 
held under a conditional sales contract may be repossessed without foreclosure proceeding, and 
the former holder has no equity or redemption. Compare to Mortgage, Chattel.

Sale, Distressed. A sale made to meet the immediate and pressing needs of the seller at whatever 
price the property will bring.

Sale, Fraudulent. A sale to defraud the creditors of the owner of the property, by covering up or 
removing from their reach and converting into cash property which would be subject to the satis-
faction of their claims. Such sales may be voided by bankruptcy court.

Sale, Forced. A sale made pursuant to law; usually an auction sale that is involuntary on the part 
of the owner.

Sale, Judicial. (1) A sale made under the process of a court having competent authority to order it, 
by an officer duly appointed and commissioned to sell, as distinguished from a sale by an owner in 
virtue of his right of property. (2) A court action that enforces a judgment lien by selling property 
to pay a debt.

Sale-Leaseback. A sale and subsequent lease given by the buyer back to the seller as part of the 
same transaction.

Sale, Normal. A sale in which neither the buyer nor the seller acts under legal or economic 
compulsion, in which both parties are reasonably well informed, and in which both are primarily 
actuated by economic motives. Compare to Market Value and Sale, Arm’s-Length.

Sale of Convenience. A sale designed to correct defects in the title, create a joint or common 
tenancy, or serve some similar purpose (not an actual sale). Such sales generally retransacted at 
only a nominal price.

Sale Price. Defined under Price, Sale; Price, Adjusted Sale.

Sale, Private. A sale negotiated and concluded privately between buyer and seller, and not offered 
on the open market. 
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Sales Comparison Approach. One of three approaches to value, the sales comparison approach 
estimates a property’s value (or some other characteristic, such as its depreciation) by reference to 
comparable sales.

Sales Data. (1) Information gathered about the nature of the transaction, the sale price, and the 
characteristics of a property as of the date of sale. (2) The elements of information needed from each 
property for some purpose, such as appraising properties by the direct sales comparison approach. 

Sales File. A physical or electronic file of sales data.

Sales Ratio Study. A ratio study that uses sale prices as proxies for market value.

Sales Verification Questionnaire. In written or electronic format, these documents are an affirmed 
or sworn statement regarding particulars to a sale of real property, such as personal property, 
financing, and the like. Typically, these forms are required in states and provinces in which sales 
disclosure statutes have been enacted and are filed prior to recording the deed. 

Sale Terms. The amount of down payment, the interest on the mortgage, and information on 
points and other fees involved in a real estate sale. Sales terms are also called terms of financing 
or financing terms.

Seller. (1) The seller is the vendor. (2) A person who sells or contracts to sell goods. (3) In real 
property sales the seller is the grantor who transfers property by deed or grants property rights 
through a trust instrument or other document. 

Screening Codes. Used to identify the source of the sales information or how the sale was verified; 
they are separate from the validity code.

Sealed Bid. A method of marketing property in which each bidder (buyer) is given just one chance 
to submit a bid in a sealed envelope, without knowing other bid amounts. All such bids are opened 
at one time. The seller may set a minimum bid.

Seller Financing. (1) A sale in which the seller provides financing to the buyer typically with a 
higher rate of interest than market and a lower sale price or a lower rate of interest than market 
with a higher sale price. Sales should be adjusted to market. See also Contract for Deed.

Settlor. One who transfers to a trustee title to property that constitutes the trust estate. Compare 
to Trustee.

Short Sale. The bank or mortgage lender agrees to discount a loan balance because of an economic 
or financial hardship on the part of the mortgagor.

Split. Defined under Property Split.

Stratify. To divide, for purposes of analysis, a sample of observations into two or more subsets 
according to some criterion or set of criteria.

Tangible Personal Property. Personal property that has a substantial physical presence beyond 
merely representational. It differs from real property in its capacity to be relocated. Common 
examples of tangible personal property are automobiles, boats, and jewelry.
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Tax Sale. A sale of a taxpayer’s property by a public authority so that delinquent taxes may be 
collected from the proceeds; usually preceded by a period during which the taxpayer can pay delin-
quent taxes, and followed by a period during which the taxpayer can redeem the property from the 
purchaser. See also Certificate of Redemption; Redemption.

Tenancy. The act of using or occupying property, especially real property whose fee title is vested 
in someone other than the occupant.

Tenancy, Joint. A state of tenancy involving two or more persons owing undivided possessory 
interests that have arisen out of a single conveyance, no one of the tenants being free to create 
interests in the estate without the consent of the others, and the surviving tenants acquiring the 
interests of any tenant who may die. Compare to Tenancy in Common.

Tenancy in Common. A state of tenancy involving two or more persons owning undivided 
possessory interests that have arisen out of separate and distinct conveyances, any one of the 
tenants being free to create interest in his or her portion of the estate and the heirs or devisees 
acquiring the interest of any tenant who may die. Compare to Tenancy. 

Tenancy in Severalty. A state of tenancy involving one person who owns a divided possessory 
interest.

Tenant. One who holds or possesses a property.

Tenement. (1) Real property and the rights to ownership, especially those of a permanent nature 
that relate to and pass with the land; (2) a building intended for rental residence.

Time-Adjusted Sale Price. The price at which a property sold, adjusted for the effects of price 
changes reflected in the market between the date of sale and the date of analysis.

Title. The union of all elements constituting proof of property ownership and the instrument that 
is evidence of ownership.

Title Search. An examination of public records to ensure the quality of the seller’s title to a 
property. Preparation of an abstract of title requires a complete title search, as does foreclose on a 
property in a delinquent tax suit.

Trust. An agreement whereby the owner of property (the settlor) transfers legal title to a second 
party (the trustee), such property to be held, managed, or disposed of for the benefit of a third party 
(the beneficiary) or the settlor, or both, as set forth in the trust agreement.

Trustee. A trustee is one who holds legal title on property under a trust agreement. Compare to 
Settlor; Beneficiary.

Undivided Interest. An interest in a property that is not distinct from the interest or interests 
of one or more other persons as to the time during which the interest is possessory or as to the 
portion of the property to which the interest attaches, for example, the interest of a joint tenant or 
a tenant in common.

Unit. The property being appraised and everything used or useful to the ongoing economic oper-
ation of the business (property). Tangible and intangible personal property is included.
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Validity. The quality of a data element or procedure being what it should be in terms of some 
ultimate purpose or use. See also Integrity. Compare to Accuracy, Precision.

Value. (1) The relationship between an object desired and a potential owner; the characteristics of 
scarcity, utility, desirability, and transferability must be present for value to exist. (2) Value may also 
be described as the present worth of future benefits arising from the ownership of real or personal 
property. (3) Value is the estimate sought in a valuation. (4) Any number between positive infinity 
and negative infinity. See also Market Value.

Verify. To check the accuracy of something. For example, sales data may be verified by interviewing 
the seller or purchaser of the property, and data entries may be verified by check digits.

Word-of-Mouth. A method of marketing property without a realtor and/or broker involved. 
Typically, used for selling real property by for sale by owner and is more prevalent in rural areas.

Zoning. The exercise of the police power to restrict landowners as to the use of their land and/or 
the type, size, and location of structures to be erected thereon.
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APPENDIX
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APPENDIX A. SALES VERIFICATION 
QUESTIONNAIRE
 

~ DE=E=D~---------+i 

BOOK PAGE u _ _____ CO . NO. MAP S EC SHEET QTR. BLOCK PARC EL 0\/l'N 

RECORDING TYPE O F INiSTIRU MENIT ___ _ SPUT O MO 
MU LTI 0 

YR TY AMOUNT S V 
DATE __ / __ / __ C R RA DE 

S'EUJllR 1Gra.n1DrJ 

NA..W: ------- - - ---------
MA.ILNG ______ _ 

C ITYfST12ilf' 

P,HONE NO. L_J 
em l<>P'ioNIII __ _ 

fl.UYll'lR CGrailee) 
NAME 

MA.LNG ___ _ 

CJTYIST/Zf' 

PHONE NO. 1-_L 

emel t<>P110n!ll _ 
JF.ANAGENJ" SIGNS l'HIS FORM, B0111 Bf.JYER AND SELLER J"El.F.J>NONE NUMBERS MUSI" BE ENTERED. 

BRIE!F LEGAL DESCRIPTION 

1. Ohed< any special fadors that anily: 

0 Sale between mnediale famiy membem;: 
Specify 1hs relaliom;h iiJ 

Osa1e invdved roq,a.._, alliliae;"' relaled entiliss 
OAoc1ion sale (iESOlule aoc1iion O Yes O No} 
D Short :sale ( amounl of lien{,;} e""9eds sale promeds} 
0 Transe r in lieu of foreclosure o, repossesi;;an 
0 Sale ililvdvad abuilo-'o:>-,sui\ o,leai;ebacl<arrargement 
O Sale by j.Jmcial oroer {by a guarcfian, eJEcuto,, 

cmseival0<, adminis1ra'o:>r, orlrustee of an es1.ale) 
O Sale involved a gowrnnerrt agency or public u ily 
0 Buyer {n....,owner)is a reli,Jirui; , charilabla, 0<bemevolenl 

o,garizalion, sc,1,ool o, edocalional as,;ocialiion 

0 Buyer (n...., owner) is a financia l in,;tilution, insurance 
ocmpany, peni;ion fund., or mortgage coq,a ation 

0 Sale of only a parlial inl.enai;t · 1he real eslale 
0 Sale involved a 1r ade o, eJcilange of pr ope es 
D None o f the above 

2 Ched ui;e ofpropeny al 1he 1iine ofsala: 
0 Si,we, f amity readenm O AgricuDb.Jra! land 
0 Fam>i'Ranc11wi1h residence Mineral lijhis irduded? 
0 Conocminium unit O Yes O No 
0 Vac:arrt land D Aparmerrt builiing 
0 other: {Specify} 0 Convnerci~lnduslrial blog. 

3. Wai; 1he properly ren1Bd or leai;ed al the time of sale? 
O Yes (number ofyear:sremaining on IBa:se_) 
0 Tenarrtisbu r O No 

Property I Situs Address: 

Name and Maiing Addre:si; for Tax S1a1Bmen1s 

6. Were any changes made to lhe properiy i;mm January 1"? 
OYei; ONo 
0 Denolilion O N...., conslruc~on O Remodelirg O Addilioni; 
Es1B co~ed Amount $ 

7. Wela any deflnquent proper1y1axes paid by1ha buyel'? AmU __ 
0 Yes A D 1he amourrt was ind uded in 1he kllal :sale pricB 
0 Yes but llle aR1Junl was not induded in lhe 1otal :sale price 
0 No de uent taxes wel8 in duded in 1he sale 

6. Method of financing (dhed all !hat anily): 
0 N...., loan{,;} flan a liinancial inslmJllion O IRS 1031 Eic:hange 
0 Seller liinancing O A:s:sunp1io11 of an exislling loarn{i;) 
0 Al l cagi O Trade ofpropeny O Nol ka:te 

9. Was the property offered to other potential buyen;.? 
O Yes: Adveltised (l isted , ln1Bmet yam s;jgn , WO<d-Of-moulll, etc.} 
0 No: P<ivale urc11a:se rirJlo ffered on lhe em marlost 

10. Dooi; the bu)er hold title 'o:> any ~oining properly? 
□ Yes □ No 

11. Are 1:here any addillional tact:s 111a1 would cau:se is :sale 1o be a 
dislms:sed , forced, a, non-ann'i; lengt!h exdharige? 
□Yes O No If yes, pleai;e descme 

12. TOTAL SAL E PRICE $ ____________ _ 

4. Did 1he :sale price inaude an operaling business? DE E!D DATIE 
---' Y_ es~_es_t_mal_ ed __ v_alus __ $~-----~~□=1 ~ No __ -+ 13 .. I haw read the inslrudions for ccn"1eting 1his form and m rtify 

5. Was any per:sonal property induded in 1he sale price (i;ucl, Ulirl 1ha above informalion is 1lrue and a<=rale. 
as ~umilure , eqUJ>ment, inwrrtory, mactoineiy, aq,s, elc.f? 
0 Yes O No W )<3:S, please de:scme _____ _ P<wname __________________ _ 

E61imaled value of al per'SOnal properly i1Bms in duded in the Sjgnalu,e __________________ _ 
:sale price$ ______________ _ 

If Mob ile Home: Year Model 
0 Granlor (Seier) 0 Granlee (Buyer) 
0Agenl Da-ymnepllonenumber( ) 
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APPENDIX B.1. LEASE VERIFICATION 
QUESTIONNAIRE (UNIT LEVEL)
For Commercial properties, this form supplements the Sales Verification 
Questionnaire.

Current Date 

Property Address 

Sale Date: Sale Price: 

Did the sale price reflect an intended use change of the property? =Y=e=s __ _ 0 

H I d "l....'. 1 ·1: 111·11 d ltll1 

Building # ___ =o~f ___ _ 

Gross Square Feet 

Total Number of Units: 
# Residentia l Units: 
# Commercial Units: 
# Vacant Units: 

Total Unit Size (Net Rentable Sqft): 

# Owner Occupied Space: 

I .... t'-L I 1 · 1)! l1 l! ]<l:l 

• I I I I p g p y 

Unit 
• o. 

Floor 
or 

Range 
of 

Floors 

Use 
(Include 
vacant 

and 
O\\'ner 

occu pied) 

nit Size # Bedroom 
or / # Bath 

Net 
Ren table (Residential 

~ft use) 

Resident ia l Sq ft: 
Commercial Sq ft: 
Vacant Sq ft : 
Owner Occupied Sq ft: 

Lease Rent at 
Tenn Time of 

Remaining Sale($/ 
(# years) mW 

year) 

Bui.lding Operating Expense ($/§!L ft/~------------
(§9, ft based on Gross Square Feet) 

p g 

Expenses 
paid 
by 

Tenant 
(Tax, 
ln s., 

MJ&,, 
Other-
specify) 

CAM and 
Other 
Pass

Throughs 
(Sim 

ft/year) 

□ 
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is 

form
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ts 
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Verification

 
Q

uestion
n

aire. 

Current Date 
Property Address 

~Uk· lnt, 1rnu'.:<1:1 

Sale Date: Sale Price: 
Did the sale price reflect an intended use change of the property? =Y=e=s __ _ 

lt1::ll::1;..'. l:1: ,ir:1u ti1) t1 

Building# of ___ _ 
Gross Square Feet 

l .i..·;t-.:L l:1: ,ir:ru 1i <1 :1 

No 

A rent roll and operating expense statement may be submitted as an alternative to completing this section. 

US( 

Resldeotialc 
Office; 
Retail Tenants: 
loft: 
Factory: 
warehouse: 
Stor,,se; 
Ga,age/Parking: 

Other: 
Othe.r : 

Other : 

Total 

Number 

of 1.Mlts 

Total 

Rentable 

Square 
Fett 

VaGUrt 

M•&M:liii/UW l1 r. 1•d l:ip l tl' 

Number Totat 
of Units Rentable 

Owner 
Owne, 11 Leased 

Sqft 

VaG1nt I I Occupied Oa:upied (Tot - Vac- Under 

Number Rentable Owner &ass 
ft 

Building Operating Expense ($/§!1,ft/~------------
(§!1, ft based on Gross Square Feet) 

l1•.1-.1•dl n n imc 

Total 11 
Averq;e 

Rentable 
~aseTe,ml I Averclt!le 

5qft Income Remaining kloome Lease Te.rm 

Under under Gross under under Net Remaining 

NET 

Additional Additional 
Income ftom Income from 

Pass Pass 

Throughs T1V"oughs 

under Gr-ass under NET 

Leases($ leases 1$ 
Annualized) Annualiztdl 
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APPENDIX C. QUESTIONS FOR 
SPECIFIC SITUATIONS

Basic questions—for all follow-up verifications made
• How was the property marketed (realtor [name of realtor], word-of-mouth, newspaper ad, for 

sale by owner, internet, etc.)?

• How long was the property exposed to the open market?

• What was the asking price?

• What was the selling price (or verify the amount on the sales verification questionnaire)?

• What was the condition of the property at the time of sale?

• Is there an intended change in use of the property?

• Was a “fee appraisal” made on the property (if so, in what amount)?

• Was any personal property of significant value included in the sale price (if so, was the 
amount specified in the purchase or contract agreement)?

• What is your estimate of the value of personal property included in the sale price (if the 
personal property is not specified in the contract)?

• Are you aware of any changes to property characteristics that have recently occurred (if so, 
when)?

• Was there any undue compulsion to buy or sell?

• Were there any circumstances that might cause the sale to be considered a non-arm’s-
length transaction?

The following questions should be asked in addition to the basic questions listed 
above for the various situations.

Adjoining property owners
• Was the seller aware of the buyer’s need for or interest in the property?

• Was the property exposed to the open market?

• Could the property have been sold for an approximately similar price to another party?

Auction sales
(Auctioneer and seller are the best source of information.)

• Was the auction well-advertised?

• Was the auction well-attended?

• Did the seller have the right-of-refusal (a low bid clause or bid with reserve)?

• How many parties were bidding on the property?

Internal Revenue Code Section 1031 Exchange
• Was the reinvestment time nearing an end (possible duress)?

Internet marketing (See questions relating to uninformed buyers and sellers.)
• Were both parties well-informed?
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Leaseback (commercial/industrial properties)
• Was a leaseback involved in the sale transaction?

• If so, did the leaseback influence the sale price?

Lease Contracts
If the Sales Verification Questionnaire indicates that a sale transferred with lease contracts, a 
supplemental lease verification questionnaire similar to those in Appendix B.1 or B.2 could be sent 
as a follow-up in lieu of a phone call.

Personal property
All relevant questions are included in the set of basic questions.

Property characteristic changes
• What types of changes were made (repair, remodeling, addition, or demolition)?

• Was the work performed by a professional?

Related party sales
• What is the specific nature of the relationship?

• Was the sale price influenced by the relationship?

Uninformed buyers
• Did you look at other property in the area?

• How long did you search for property in the area?

• Did you talk to local realtors?

Uninformed sellers
• How did you determine your asking price for the property?

• Were there any other offers?
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APPENDIX D. PARTIAL LISTING OF 
GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES

• H U D  D epar tment of H ou s ing and U r ban D evelopment 
• F C A F ar m C r edit Adminis tr ation 
• F C B  F ar m C r edit B ank  
• F S A U S D A F ar m S er vice Agency 
• F AMC  F eder al Agr icu ltu r al M or tgage C or por ation (F ar m er  M ac) 
• F D I C  F eder al D epos it I ns u r ance C or por ation 
• F H L M A F eder al H ome L oan M or tgage C or por ation (F r eddie M ac) 
• F H A F eder al H ou s ing Adminis tr ation 
• F L B  F eder al L and B ank  
• F L C A F eder al L and C r edit As s ociation 
• F NM A F eder al National M or tgage C or por ation (F annie M ae) 
• F S L I C  F eder al S avings  & I  L oan I ns u r ance C or por ation 
• G S A G ener al S er vice Adminis tr ation 
• G NM A G over nment National M or tgage As s ociation (G innie M ae) 
• H AP H omeowner s  As s is tance Pr ogr am  (U S  Ar m y C or ps  of E ngineer s ) 
• M G I C  M or tgage G u ar antee I ns u r ance G r ou p 
• R TC  R es olu tion T r u s t C or por ation 
• R F T H P R u r al F ir s t-T ime H omebu yer  Pr ogr am (F eder al H ome L oan B ank ) 

— H abitat for  H u manity 
• U S D A R u r al H ou s ing &  D evelopment Adm inis tr ation 
• SBA Small Business Administration 
• U S M S  U nited S tates  M ar s hal’s  S er vice 
• VA V eter an’s  Adminis tr ation 

— •  Amer ican H ou s ing Tru st 1  thr ou gh 1 0  (V A holding companies ) 
— •  Vinnie Mac—Vendee Mortgage Trust (VMT 1,2,3,4 VA holding companies) 
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APPENDIX E. MULTIPLE-PARCEL 
FORM

MULTIPLE PARCEL FORM

JURISDICTION:   SALES NO.:  

SALE DATE:  

SALE PRICE:  

Type = Improved or Unimproved    SC = Source Code    VC = Validity Code

Parcel ID Number Class Type SC VC Appraised 
Value

Total Appraised Value

COMMENTS: 

RESEARCH ANALYST:     APPRAISER: 

CLASS: 

TYPE:   

SOURCE:  VALIDITY: 
I 

- -1 
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APPENDIX F. SALE VERIFICATION 
FORM

Sale Verification Form 

PARCE L NUM BE R 

Person Contacted : 

(Phone) _____________ _ 

(Phone) _____________ _ 

Person Contacted : 

□-□- - --------------□Clthe, ( l'hoa,) 

Sale Price: ______ Adjusted Sak Pr ice: 

Reason for Adjustment: 

Aue mpt 

2,d 

l,d 

Aue mpt 

1st 

2,d 

l,d 

JURI SDICTION: 
SA LE NO: 

Date 

Date 

WasthePrkepaidforthepropertyafairindicationofMarkc1Valuc? 

□ N 

□ F F 

□ 
□ 
□ 0 

□ T 

To Be Owner Occupied Was the property e~posed 10 lhe Open Market? 

Fully Rented When Sold If yes, how was the property markc1cd? 

At Least Partially Re nted If through rcaltor. name of Realtor? 

Vi,cant , but for re nt or will be Was a fee appraisal preP3red for Buyer? 

To Be Demolished Was a fe e appraisa l prepared for Se ller? 

Exten s ive Remodeling Rcq. Use at t ime of sale? 

0 Residential Sampling Only 

1 Partiallntcrut 

4 IntciviewUnsucccasful 

7 Appeal Documentation 

8 Bu e r/Seller/A cnt 3 Sales Questionnaire 

CONCLUSIONS/ COMMENTS: 

9 Multiple Parcel 

Time Result 

Result 

Sak Da1e : 

MO YR 

O ves D No 0 Don't Know 

Source Code 

!Additional Space on Back• Continued on Back) 

0 Valid 

X Adj.Sale Price(Validl 

1 Multiple Parcel 

2 Not Open Market 

3 Pro rt Chan edAter I 1 
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STANDARD ON VERIFICATION AND ADJUSTMENT OF SALES —2020

APPENDIX H. INTANGIBLE PERSONAL 
PROPERTY IN OPERATING PROPERTIES
An operating business is often referred to as going concern. These properties may include a 
component of intangible personal property in the form of business enterprise value or goodwill. 

Going-concern value is derived from a proven business operation. It implies that the total enter-
prise value that may be greater than the sum of its real and tangible personal property parts but 
does not imply that the business must be profitable. Typically, going-concern value will fall into 
one of two groups.

Goodwill is the intangible value of a business enterprise that can be measured by some excess 
profit by virtue of some advantageous position in the  marketplace with little or no completion. 
Income beyond that required, providing an economic return on the assets of the business, is a 
component of goodwill.

Business enterprise value in general, can be a product of any endeavor where the primary motive is 
profit and not mere employment for oneself and others. It may also include the capitalized value 
of above market rents for malls and super-regional shopping centers (Appraisal Institute, 2001).

Intangible personal property can fall into three general groups:

Nonseverable enterprise assets
• Assemblage of land, building, tangible personal property into a productive operation

• Image and reputation of the business (service, value, dependability

• Established customer base, customer acceptance, and public patronage

• Trained staff of employees

• Operating procedures, control methods, and socio-technical values

• Corporate or business values

• Credit rating and investor confidence

Nonseverable personal assets
• Reputation of owner/manager and staff with customers, suppliers, and the public

• Skill of support staff (technical know-how, sales ability, specialized talent)

• General leadership, administration, customer relations, and skills of management

Assets severable from the enterprise
• Trademarks, trade names, brand names, trade secrets (formulas, recipes, methods, etc.)

• Copyrights, patents, and technical libraries

• Licenses, franchises, and rights (film, recording, publishing, air, water, etc.)

• Covenants not to compete and operating agreements

• Contracts (purchase, advertising, employment, sales)

• Favorable leases below market rate

• Mailing lists, subscription lists, prescription accounts, customer lists
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STANDARD ON VERIFICATION AND ADJUSTMENT OF SALES —2020

APPENDIX I. NONREALTY 
VERIFICATION FORM

Non-Reality Items Addendu

TO CONTRACT CONCERNING TH E PROPERTY AT 

(Address of Property) 

A. For an add itional sum of $ _______ .and other and good valuable consideration, Seller shall 
convey to Buyer at closing the following personal property (specify each item carefully, include 
description, model numbers, serial numbers, location, and other information): 

B. Seller represents and warrants that Seller owns the personal property described in Paragraph A free 
and dear of al l encum brances. 

c. Seller does not warrant or guarantee the condition or future performance of the personal property 
conveyed by this document . 

Buyer Seller 

Buyer Seller 
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STANDARD ON RATIO STUDIES—2013

This standard comprises two major parts. Part 1 focuses on 
the needs of local assessors. Part 2 presents guidelines for 
oversight agencies that use ratio studies for equalization 
and appraisal performance monitoring. The Definitions 
section explains the terms used in this standard. The ap-
pendixes present many technical issues in greater detail. 
More information on many topics addressed in this stan-
dard can be found in Property Appraisal and Assessment 
Administration (IAAO 1990, chapter 20) and in Gloude-
mans (1999, chapter 5).

1. Scope
This part of the standard provides recommendations on the 
design, preparation, interpretation, and use of ratio studies 
for the real property quality assurance operations of an as-
sessor’s office. Quality assurance/control measures include 
data integrity review, assessment level and uniformity 
analysis, and computer-assisted mass appraisal (CAMA) 
system performance testing, among others.

Assessors may have the opportunity to utilize ratio study 
information at a greater depth than oversight agencies. 
These internal studies can help improve appraisal methods 
or identify areas within the jurisdiction that need attention. 
External ratio studies conducted by oversight agencies 
(Part 2) focus more upon testing the assessor’s past per-
formance in a few broad property categories.

2. Overview
For local jurisdictions, ratio study is used as a generic 
term for sales-based studies designed to evaluate appraisal 
performance. The term is used in preference to the term as-
sessment ratio study because use of assessments can mask 
the true level of appraisal and confuse the measurement 
of appraisal uniformity when the legal assessment level 
is other than 100 percent of fair market value.

2.1 The Concepts of Market Value and 
Appraisal Accuracy
Market value is the major focus of most mass appraisal 
assignments. The major responsibility of assessing offi-
cers is estimating the market value of properties based on 
legal requirements or accepted appraisal definitions. The 
viability of the property tax depends largely on the accu-
racy of such value estimates. The accuracy of appraisals 
made for assessment purposes is therefore of concern, not 
only to assessors but also to taxing authorities, property 
taxpayers, and elected representatives. Appraisal accuracy 
refers to the degree to which properties are appraised at 

market value, as defined by professional standards (see 
Glossary for Property Appraisal and Assessment [IAAO 
1997]) and legal requirements. While a single sale may 
provide an indication of the market value of the property in 
question, it cannot form the basis for a ratio study, which 
provides information about the market values of groups of 
properties. Dividing the appraised value by the sale price 
forms the ratios. The ratio can be multiplied by 100 and 
expressed as a percentage.

Market value is a concept in economic theory and can-
not be observed directly. However, market values can be 
represented in ratio studies by sales prices (market prices) 
that have been confirmed, screened, and adjusted as nec-
essary (see Appendix A, “Sales Validation Guidelines”). 
Sales prices provide the most objective estimates of market 
values and under normal circumstances should provide 
good indicators of market value.

2.2 Aspects of Appraisal Performance
There are two major aspects of appraisal accuracy: level 
and uniformity. Appraisal level refers to the overall ratio 
of appraised values to market values. Level measurements 
provide information about the degree to which goals or 
certain legal requirements are met. Uniformity refers 
to the degree to which properties are appraised at equal 
percentages of market value.

2.3 Uses of Ratio Studies
Key uses of ratio studies are as follows:

• measurement and evaluation of the level and 
uniformity of mass appraisal models

• internal quality assurance and identification of 
appraisal priorities

• determination of whether administrative or 
statutory standards have been met

• determination of time trends

• adjustment of appraised values between 
reappraisals

Assessors, appeal boards, taxpayers, and taxing authorities 
can use ratio studies to evaluate the fairness of funding 
distributions, the merits of class action claims, or the 
degree of discrimination (see Appendix G). However, 
ratio study statistics cannot be used to judge the level of 
appraisal of an individual parcel. Such statistics can be 
used to adjust assessed values on appealed properties to 
the common level.

Standard on Ratio Studies
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2.4 Applicability
Local jurisdictions should use ratio studies as a primary 
mass appraisal testing procedure and their most important 
performance analysis tool. The ratio study can assist such 
jurisdictions in providing fair and equitable assessment 
of all property. Ratio studies provide a means for testing 
and evaluating mass appraisal valuation models to ensure 
that value estimates meet attainable standards of accuracy; 
see Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Prac-
tice (USPAP) Standard Rule 6-6 (Appraisal Foundation 
2010-2011). Ratio study reports are typically included as 
part of the written documentation used to communicate 
results of a mass appraisal and to comply with Standard 
Rule 6-7(b). Ratio studies also play an important role in 
judging whether constitutional uniformity requirements 
are met. Compliance with state or provincial performance 
standards should be verified by the local jurisdiction before 
value notices are sent to property owners.

3. Steps in Ratio Studies
Ratio studies generally involve the seven basic steps 
listed below.

 1. define the purpose, scope and objectives

 2. design

 3. stratification

 4. collection and preparation of market data

 5. matching of appraisal and market data

 6. statistical analysis

 7. evaluation and use of results

3.1 Definition of the Purpose, Scope, and 
Objectives
The first step in any ratio study is to determine and state 
clearly the reasons for the study. This crucial step of iden-
tifying the purpose of the study determines the specific 
goals, scope, content, depth, and required flexibility.

3.2 Design
In the design of the study the assessor must consider the 
quantity of sale data and the resources available for con-
ducting the ratio study. Although absolute accuracy cannot 
be ensured, all reasonable, cost-effective steps should be 
taken to maximize reliability.

The assessor should identify the following factors:

• the groups or classes of properties to be included in 
the study

• important legal, physical, and economic 
characteristics of the properties selected for study

• the quantity and quality of data available

• the values being tested and sales period being used

• available resources, such as the number and 
expertise of staff, computer hardware and software 
applications, and additional limiting conditions

3.2.1 Level of Sophistication and Detail
A basic design principle is to keep the study as simple as 
possible while consistent with its purpose. Ratio studies are 
not all alike and should be tailored to an intended use.

Data analysis has been made easier through computer-
ization. Although every study does not require the same 
level of statistical detail, each ratio study should include 
measures of appraisal level, appraisal uniformity, and 
statistical reliability. Graphs, charts, or other pictorial 
representations can be useful tools for showing distribu-
tions and patterns in the data. There is no model ratio 
study design that can serve all jurisdictions or all situations 
equally well. Informed, reasoned judgment and common 
sense are required in the design of ratio studies.

3.2.2 Sampling
A ratio study is a form of applied statistics, because the 
analyst draws conclusions about the appraisal of the 
population (the entire jurisdiction) of properties based 
only on those that have sold during a given time period. 
The sales ratios constitute the sample that will be used to 
draw conclusions or inferences about the population.

To determine the accuracy of appraisals with absolute 
certainty, it would be necessary for all properties in the 
population to have been sold in arm’s-length, open-market 
transfers near the appraisal date. Since this is not possible, 
ratio studies must use samples and draw inferences or 
conclusions about the population from these samples.

The number of parcels in the population (the jurisdiction or 
stratum) is not an important determinant of a statistically 
valid and reliable sample.

3.2.2.1 Limitations of Sale Samples
Users of sales ratio studies should be aware of the follow-
ing cautions associated with use of sale samples:

• Depending on the circumstances, sales prices can 
provide either useful or poor indications of market 
values. Sales must be screened to eliminate those 
that don’t meet the requirements of arm’s-length, 
open-market sales (see Standard on Verification 
and Adjustment of Sales [IAAO 2010]).

• Sales are not “randomly selected” from the 
population, in the strict technical sense (see section 
4.5, Sample Representativeness).

• Value-related characteristics of a sale sample may 
not represent all the value-related characteristics of 
the population.
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• Adjustments to sale prices may be difficult to 
support or may be subjective.

3.2.2.2 Data Accuracy and Integrity
The findings of a ratio study can only be as accurate as the 
data used in the study. Personnel involved in collecting, 
screening, and adjusting sales data or making appraisals 
should be familiar with real estate conveyance practices 
in their region. They also should be proficient in the prin-
ciples and practices of real estate appraisal and understand 
local market conditions.

Accuracy and integrity of data entered into or transferred 
through computer systems must be ensured. Design of com-
puter programs should make it easy to verify data accuracy. 
Query tools should be accessible to users, so that data can 
be verified easily. Methods for checking the accuracy of 
assigned strata (such as school district, city, neighborhood, 
and category) as well as of assessed or appraised value, sale 
price, parcel identifier, and other fields must be established 
to reduce these and other nonsampling errors.

3.3 Stratification
Stratification divides all the properties within the scope 
of the study into two or more groups or strata. Stratifica-
tion facilitates a more complete and detailed picture of 
appraisal performance and can enhance sample repre-
sentativeness.

Each type of property subject to a distinct level of assess-
ment could constitute a stratum. Other property groups, 
such as neighborhoods and age and size ranges, could 
constitute additional strata.

When the purpose of the study is to evaluate appraisal 
quality, flexibility in stratification is essential. The general 
goal is to identify areas in which the assessment levels are 
too low or lack uniformity and property groups for which 
additional reappraisal work may be required. In such cases, 
it also is highly desirable to stratify on the basis of more 
than one characteristic simultaneously.

Stratification can help identify differences in level of ap-
praisal between property groups. In large jurisdictions, 
stratification by geographic areas is generally more ap-
propriate for residential properties, while stratification 
of commercial properties by either geographic area or 
property subtypes (e.g., office, retail, and warehouse/in-
dustrial) can be more effective.

3.4 Collection and Preparation of Market 
Data
The reliability of a ratio study depends in part on how 
well the sales used in the study reflect market values. The 
underlying principle for review of sales data is to optimize 
the sample size, but at the same time to exclude sales that 
provide invalid indicators of market value. A ratio study 

sample with fewer than five sales tends to have exception-
ally poor reliability and is not very useful.

3.5 Matching of Appraisal and Market Data
The physical and legal characteristics of each property 
used in the ratio study must be the same as when sold. 
This implies two essential steps. First, the appraiser must 
ascertain whether the property descriptions match. If a 
parcel is split between the appraisal date and the sale 
date, a sale of any of its parts should not be used in the 
ratio study.

Second, the appraiser must ascertain whether the property 
rights transferred, the permitted use, and the physical 
characteristics of the property on the date of assessment 
are the same as those on the date of sale. If the physical 
characteristics of the property have changed since the last 
appraisal, adjustments may be necessary before including 
the property in a ratio study. Properties with significant 
differences in these factors should be excluded from the 
ratio study.

When statutory constraints are imposed on appraisal 
methods, the resulting assessment may be less than market 
value. In such cases a sales ratio study may not provide use-
ful performance information. Constraints typically apply 
to land that qualifies for agricultural use value, subsidized 
housing, mineral land, and timberland.

Sales may include property of a type other than the type 
for which the ratio study analysis is intended. However, 
sales including more than minimal values of secondary 
categories are unlikely to be representative, even with 
adjustment.

For example, a property that is predominantly commercial 
may include residential components. This sale can be 
included as representative of the commercial category. In 
this case, the numerator in the ratio calculation would be 
the total appraised value including the value of both the 
commercial and residential components.

In a second example, for a ratio study of vacant land, the 
numerator in the ratio should reflect only the appraised 
value of the land. The sale price should be adjusted for 
the contributory value of the improvements or the sample 
should be excluded from further analysis.

3.6 Statistical Analysis
After sales have been screened and matched against as-
sessed values, ratios computed, and outliers identified 
and removed if appropriate, measures of appraisal level, 
uniformity, and reliability for the entire jurisdiction and 
each group or stratum should be computed. The sample 
also could undergo exploratory data analysis to reveal 
patterns or features of the data (Hoaglin, Mosteller, and 
Tukey 1983).
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3.7 Evaluation and Use of Results
A properly designed ratio study is a powerful tool for 
analyzing appraisal performance, evaluating CAMA sys-
tem models, and suggesting strategies for improvement. 
A ratio study also can identify weaknesses in appraisal 
system performance. Unexpected study results may indi-
cate a need to respecify or recalibrate an appraisal model 
or to reevaluate the data elements used in the valuation 
process. However, users of ratio studies should recognize 
the inherent limitations of this tool, as follows:

 1. A ratio study cannot provide perfect information 
about appraisal performance. Lack of sufficient 
sales, outliers, or overrepresentation of one 
geographic area or type of property can distort 
results.

 2. Ratio study validity requires that sold and unsold 
parcels be appraised at the same level and in 
the same manner. Violation of this condition 
seriously undermines the validity of the study.

 3. Findings should be used only in ways that are 
consistent with the intended use(s) for which the 
study was designed.

 4. Ratio study data are subject to statistical sampling 
errors and other processing (nonsampling) errors 
(see Lessler and Kalsbeek), but these limitations 
do not invalidate their use for informed decision-
making.

4. Timing and Sample Selection
4.1 Data Requirements and Availability
The availability of data influences the design of the study 
and can call for revisions in the objectives of the study, 
limit the usefulness of the calculated statistics, or both.

4.1.1 Nature of the Population
The type of properties, market conditions, and composition 
of the population in terms of age, size, and value range are 
essential to the proper design of the study and interpreta-
tion of the results. Very large properties that rarely sell 
(e.g., a large power plant) can be ignored in a ratio study 
designed to evaluate local appraisal performance.

4.1.2 Assessment Information
Appraised values are the numerators in the ratios used in 
a ratio study. Information about appraisal dates, legal re-
quirements concerning reappraisals, the dates on which the 
appraisals were originally set, and the period they remained 
in effect is required for establishing the date of analysis.

4.1.3 Indicators of Market Value
Sale price, as an indicator of market value, is the denomi-
nator in the calculation of the ratio. Specific information 

about the date, amount, terms, and conditions of a sale is 
required for proper analysis.

4.1.4 Property Characteristics
Information on property characteristics is crucial for deter-
mining whether property that was assessed is essentially 
the same as what was sold. Data for both sold and unsold 
properties should be current, relevant, and collected in a 
consistent manner.

4.2 Frequency of Ratio Studies
The purpose of a ratio study dictates how often it should 
be conducted. Regardless of the reappraisal cycle, ratio 
studies made by assessors should be conducted at least 
annually. This frequency enables potential problems to be 
recognized and corrected before they become serious.

When there is a revaluation, assessors should conduct at 
least four ratio studies to establish the following:

 1. a baseline of current appraisal performance

 2. preliminary values so that any major deficiency 
can be corrected

 3. values used in assessment notices sent to taxpayers

 4. final values after completion of the first, informal 
phase of the appeals process

The final study can be used in planning for the following 
year. In addition, ratio studies can be conducted as needed 
to evaluate appraisal procedures, investigate a discrimina-
tion complaint, or answer a specific question.

4.3 Date of Analysis
The date of analysis depends on the purpose of the study, 
but generally is the assessment date of the tax year being 
studied, which can be the current, the next, or a past year. 
The assessment date of the next tax year should be used 
when the purpose of the study is to evaluate preliminary 
values in a reappraisal.

4.4 Period from Which Sales Are Drawn
This period depends on the purpose of the study and on 
sales activity. In general, the period should be as short 
as possible and, ideally, no more than one year. A longer 
period may be required to produce a representative sample 
for some strata within a jurisdiction.

To develop an adequate sample size, the sales used in ratio 
studies can span a period of as long as five years provided 
there have been no significant economic shifts or changes 
to property characteristics and sales prices have been 
adjusted for time as necessary.
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4.5 Sample Representativeness
In general, a ratio study is valid to the extent that the sample 
is sufficiently representative of the population.

The distribution of ratios in the population cannot be as-
certained directly and appraisal accuracy can vary from 
property to property. By definition, a ratio study sample 
would be representative when the distribution of ratios of 
properties in the sample reflects the distribution of ratios of 
properties in the population. Representativeness is improved 
when the sample proportionately reflects major property 
characteristics present in the population of sold and unsold 
properties. As long as sold and unsold parcels are appraised 
in the same manner and the sample is otherwise representa-
tive, statistics calculated in a sales ratio study can be used 
to infer appraisal performance for unsold parcels.

However, if parcels that sell are selectively reappraised 
based on their sale prices and if such parcels are in the 
ratio study, uniformity inferences will not be accurate 
(appraisals appear more uniform than they are). In this 
situation, measures of appraisal level also will not be 
supportable unless similar unsold parcels are appraised 
by a model that produces the same overall percentage of 
market value (appraisal level) as on the parcels that sold 
(see Appendix E, ”Sales Chasing Detection Techniques”). 
Assessing officials must incorporate a quality control pro-
gram; including checks and audits of the data, to ensure 
that sold and unsold parcels are appraised at the same level.

Operationally, representativeness is improved when the 
following occur:

 1. Appraisal procedures used to value the sample 
parcels are similar to procedures used to value the 
corresponding population

 2. Accuracy of recorded property characteristics 
data for sold property does not differ substantially 
from that of unsold property,

 3. Sample properties are not unduly concentrated in 
certain areas or types of property whose appraisal 
levels differ from the general level of appraisal in 
the population

 4. Sales have been appropriately screened and 
validated (see Appendix A).

The first requirement generally is met unless sampled 
parcels are valued or updated differently from nonsampled 
parcels, or unless appraisals of sample parcels were done 
at a different time than appraisals of nonsampled parcels. 
For example, it is unlikely that the sample is representa-
tive of unsold parcels when the sample consists mostly of 
new construction, first-time sales of improved properties, 
condominium conversions, or newly platted lots.

The second requirement is met only if value-related prop-
erty characteristics are updated uniformly for all property 
in a class as opposed to being updated only upon sale.

The third requirement relates to the extent to which ap-
praisal performance for the sample reflects appraisal 
performance for the population.

The fourth requirement generally is met when the sales 
to be used in the sample are properly screened, adjusted 
if necessary, and validated.

4.6 Acquisition and Validation of Sales Data
Sales data are important in ratio studies and play a crucial 
role in any credible and efficient mass appraisal system. 
In some instances, it may be necessary to make adjust-
ments to sales prices so they are more representative of 
the market. When there is more than one sale of the same 
property during a study period, only one of the transac-
tions should be used in the ratio study. For guidelines on 
sales validation see Appendix A.

5. Ratio Study Statistics and Analyses
Once data have been properly collected, reviewed, assem-
bled, and adjusted, outlier handling and statistical analysis 
can begin. This process involves the following steps.

 1. A ratio should be calculated for each observation 
in the sample by dividing the appraised (or 
assessed) value by the sale price.

 2. Graphs and exhibits can be developed that show 
the distribution of the ratios.

 3. Exploratory data analysis, including outlier 
identification and screening, and tests of the 
hypotheses of normality may be conducted.

 4. Ratio study statistics of both appraisal level and 
uniformity should be calculated.

 5. Reliability measures should be calculated.

An example of a ratio study statistical analysis report is 
given in table 1-1.

5.1 Data Displays
Displays or exhibits that provide a profile or picture of 
ratio study data are useful for illustrating general patterns 
and trends, particularly to nonstatisticians. The particular 
form of the displays, as well as the data used (e.g., sales 
prices, sales ratios, and property characteristics) depends 
on the purposes of the particular display. Types of displays 
useful in ratio studies are arrays, frequency distributions, 
histograms, plots, and maps (Gloudemans 1999).

Graphic displays can be used to
• indicate whether a sample is sufficiently 

representative of the properties in a stratum

• indicate the degree of nonnormality in the 
distribution of ratios

• depict the overall level of appraisal
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• depict the degree of uniformity

• depict the degree of value bias (regressivity or 
progressivity)

• compare the level of appraisal or degree of 
uniformity among strata

• detect outlier ratios

• identify specific opportunities to improve mass 
appraisal performance

• track performance measures over time

5.2 Outlier Ratios
Outlier ratios are very low or high ratios as compared 
with other ratios in the sample. The validity of ratio study 
statistics used to make inferences about population param-
eters could be compromised by the presence of outliers 
that distort the statistics computed from the sample. One 
extreme outlier can have a controlling influence over some 
statistical measures. However, some statistical measures, 
such as the median ratio, are resistant to the influence of 
outliers and trimming would not be required. Although 
the coefficient of dispersion (COD) is affected by extreme 
ratios, it is affected to a lesser extent than the coefficient 
of variation (COV) and the mean. The weighted mean and 
price-related differential (PRD) are sensitive to sales with 
high prices even if the ratios on higher priced sales do not 
appear unusual relative to other sales. Regression analysis, 
sometimes used in assessment ratio analyses (e.g., when 
ratios are regressed on sales prices or property charac-
teristics, such as lot size or living area), is also affected 
by outliers: both ratio outliers and outliers based on the 
comparison characteristics (an excellent treatment of the 
assumptions made in regression and deviations from can 
be found in Cook, R.D. and Weisberg, S. 1982).

Outlier ratios can result from any of the following:
 1. an erroneous sale price

 2. a nonmarket sale

 3. unusual market variability

 4. a mismatch between the property sold and the 
property appraised

 5. an error in the appraisal of an individual parcel

 6. an error in the appraisal of a subgroup of parcels

 7. any of a variety of transcription or data handling 
errors

In preparing any ratio study, outliers should be
 1. identified

 2. scrutinized to validate the information and correct 
errors

 3. trimmed if necessary to improve sample 
representativeness

Table 1-1. Example of Ratio Study Statistical Analysis Data 
Analyzed

Rank of ratio of 
observation

Appraised value 
($) Sale Price ($) Ratio (AV/SP)

1 48,000 138,000 0.348
2 28,800  59,250 0.486
3  78,400 157,500 0.498
4 39,840  74,400 0.535
5 68,160 114,900 0.593
6 94,400 159,000 0.594
7 67,200 111,900 0.601
8 56,960 93,000 0.612
9 87,200 138,720 0.629

10  38,240  59,700 0.641
11 96,320 146,400 0.658
12 67,680  99,000 0.684
13 32,960  47,400 0.695
14 50,560  70,500 0.717
15 61,360 78,000 0.787
16 47,360 60,000 0.789
17 58,080 69,000 0.842
18 47,040 55,500 0.848
19 136,000 154,500 0.880
20 103,200 109,500 0.942
21 59,040 60,000 0.984
22 168,000 168,000 1.000
23 128,000 124,500 1.028
24 132,000 127,500 1.035
25 160,000 150,000 1.067
26 160,000 141,000 1.135
27 200,000 171,900 1.163
28 184,000 157,500 1.168
29 160,000 129,600 1.235
30 157,200 126,000 1.248
31 99,200 77,700 1.277
32 200,000 153,000 1.307
33 64,000 48,750 1.313
34 192,000 144,000 1.333
35 190,400 141,000 1.350
36 65,440 48,000 1.363

Note: Due to rounding, totals may not add to match those on fol-
lowing table, which reports results of statistical analysis of above 
data.

Results of statistical analysis
Statistic Result 

Number of observations in sample 36
Total appraised value $3,627,040
Total sale price $3,964,620
Average appraised value $100,751
Average sale price $110,128
Mean ratio 0.900
Median ratio 0.864
Weighted mean ratio 0.915
Coefficient of dispersion (COD) 29.8%
Price-related differential (PRD) 0.98
Price-related bias (PRB) coefficient (t-value) .232 (3.01)
95% median two-tailed confidence interval (0.684, 1.067)
95% weighted mean two-tailed confidence interval (0.806, 1.024)
Normal distribution of ratios (0.05 level of 
significance) 

Reject— 
D’Agostino, Pearson K 2, 

and Shapiro-Wilk W
Date of analysis 9/99/9999
Category or class being analyzed Residential
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For guidelines on outlier identification and trimming, see 
Appendix B, “Outlier Trimming Guidelines.”

5.3 Measures of Appraisal Level
Estimates of appraisal level are based on measures of cen-
tral tendency. They should be calculated for each stratum 
and for such aggregations of strata as may be appropri-
ate. Several common measures of appraisal level (central 
tendency) should be calculated in ratio studies, including 
the median ratio, mean ratio, and weighted mean ratio. 
When one of these measures is calculated on the data in 
a sample, the result is a point estimate, which is accurate 
for the sample but is only one indicator of the level of 
appraisal in the population. Confidence intervals around 
the measures of level provide indicators of the reliability 
of the sample statistics as predictors of the overall level of 
appraisal of the population. Note that noncompliance with 
appraisal level standards cannot be determined without the 
use of confidence intervals or hypothesis tests.

5.3.1 Median
The median ratio is the middle ratio when the ratios are ar-
rayed in order of magnitude. If there is an even number of 
ratios, the median is the average of the two middle ratios.

The median always divides the data into two equal parts and 
is less affected by extreme ratios than the other measures of 
central tendency. Because of these properties, the median 
is the generally preferred measure of central tendency for 
evaluating overall appraisal level, determining reappraisal 
priorities, or evaluating the need for a reappraisal.

5.3.2 Arithmetic Mean
The arithmetic mean (aka mean or average) ratio is the 
average of the ratios. It is calculated by summing the 
ratios and dividing by the number of ratios. In a normal 
distribution the mean equals the median. In a distribution 
skewed to the right (typical of ratio study data), the mean 
is greater than the median. The mean is affected more by 
extreme ratios than the median.

5.3.3 Weighted Mean
The weighted mean ratio is the value-weighted average 
of the ratios in which the weights are proportional to the 
sales prices. The weighted mean also is the ratio of the 
average assessed value to the average sales price value. 
The weighted mean gives equal weight to each dollar 
of value in the sample, whereas the median and mean 
give equal weight to each parcel. The weighted mean is 
an important statistic in its own right and also is used in 
computing the PRD, a measure of uniformity between 
high- and low-value properties

The weighted mean also can be calculated by (1) summing 
the appraised values, (2) summing the sales prices, and  

(3) dividing the first result by the second. The weighted 
mean also is called the aggregate ratio.

5.3.4 Contrasting Measures of Appraisal Level
Because it gives equal weight to each ratio and is unaffect-
ed by extreme ratios, the median is the preferred measure 
of central tendency for evaluating appraisal performance. 
Although the mean ratio is also a parcel-based measure, 
it can be affected appreciably by extreme ratios and can 
be relied upon only if the sample is of adequate size and 
contains few outliers.

5.4 Measures of Variability
Measures of dispersion or variability relate to the uni-
formity of the ratios and should be calculated for each 
stratum in the study. In general, the smaller the measure, 
the better the uniformity, but extremely low measures can 
signal one of the following:

acceptable causes
• extremely homogeneous properties

• very stable markets
unacceptable causes

• lack of quality control

• calculation errors

• poor sample representativeness

• sales chasing
Note that as market activity changes or as the complexity 
of properties increases, the measures of variability usu-
ally increase, even though appraisal procedures may be 
equally valid.

5.4.1 Coefficient of Dispersion
The most generally useful measure of variability or 
uniformity is the COD. The COD measures the average 
percentage deviation of the ratios from the median ratio 
and is calculated by the following steps:

 1. subtract the median from each ratio

 2. take the absolute value of the calculated 
differences

 3. sum the absolute differences

 4. divide by the number of ratios to obtain the 
average absolute deviation

 5. divide by the median

 6. multiply by 100
The COD has the desirable feature that its interpretation 
does not depend on the assumption that the ratios are 
normally distributed. In general, more than half the ratios 
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fall within one COD of the median. The COD should not 
be calculated about the mean ratio.

5.4.2 Other Measures of Variability
Other useful measures of variability or the distribution of 
ratio study data are as follows:

• range

• percentiles

• quartiles

• interquartile range

• median absolute deviation (MAD)

• median percent deviation

• coefficient of concentration

• standard deviation

• coefficient of variation (COV)

• weighted coefficient of dispersion

• weighted coefficient of variation
See Property Appraisal and Assessment Administration 
(IAAO 1990, chapter 20) and Gloudemans (1999, chapter 
5) for further discussion on these statistical measures.

Note that the typical percentage error is not the COD, but 
is expressed by the median percentage deviation statistic. 
Also, it is the interquartile range, not the COD, that brack-
ets the middle 50 percent of the assessment ratios.

5.5 Measures of Reliability
Reliability, in a statistical sense, concerns the degree of 
confidence that can be placed in a calculated statistic for 
a sample. (For example, how precisely does the sample 
median ratio approximate the population median appraisal 
ratio?) The primary measure of importance to the local 
assessor is the confidence interval. A confidence interval 
consists of two numbers (upper and lower limits) that 
bracket a calculated measure of central tendency for the 
sample; there is a specified degree of confidence that the 
calculated upper and lower limits bracket the true measure 
of central tendency for the population. See Appendix 20-
4 in Property Appraisal and Assessment Administration 
(IAAO 1990) and Appendix C for guidelines on calculating 
small-sample confidence intervals.

New computer-intensive statistical methods, such as the 
“bootstrap” (Efron and Tibshirani 1993), now enable the 
development of confidence interval estimates for any statis-
tic of interest, including measures of level and uniformity.

Measures of reliability explicitly take into account the 
errors inherent in a sampling process. In general, these 
measures are tighter (better) when samples are relatively 
large and the uniformity of ratios is relatively good.

Measures of reliability indicate whether there is a desired 
degree of confidence that a given level of appraisal has 
not been achieved. This does not mean that an appraiser 
should tolerate measures of central tendency that fail to 
meet goals whenever measures of reliability are wide due 
to small samples, poor uniformity, or both. Such cases 
require either additional data for proper analysis or alterna-
tive action, such as a reappraisal, if poor uniformity is the 
cause. Such correction might include reappraisal, trending 
of strata, and respecifying or recalibrating mass appraisal 
models (see section 9 in this part for a discussion of ratio 
study standards).

5.6 Vertical Inequities
The measures of variability discussed in section 5.4 
relate to “horizontal,” or random, dispersion among the 
ratios in a stratum, regardless of the value of individual 
parcels. Another form of inequity can be systematic differ-
ences in the appraisal of low- and high-value properties, 
termed “vertical” inequities. When low-value properties 
are appraised at greater percentages of market value than 
high-value properties, assessment regressivity is indi-
cated. When low-value properties are appraised at smaller 
percentages of market value than high-value properties, 
assessment progressivity is the result. Appraisals made 
for tax purposes of course should be neither regressive 
nor progressive.

An index statistic for measuring vertical equity is the 
PRD, which is calculated by dividing the mean ratio by 
the weighted mean ratio. This statistic should be close to 
1.00. Measures considerably above 1.00 tend to indicate 
assessment regressivity; measures below 1.00 suggest 
assessment progressivity. When samples are small or the 
weighted mean is heavily influenced by several extreme 
sales prices, the PRD may not be a sufficiently reliable 
measure of vertical inequities. A scatter plot of ratios ver-
sus appraised values or sale prices is a useful diagnostic 
tool. A downward (or upward) trend to the data indicates 
systematic regressivity (or progressivity). Assuming repre-
sentativeness, high PRDs generally indicate low appraisals 
on high-priced properties. If not sufficiently representative, 
extreme sales prices can be excluded in calculation of the 
PRD. Similarly, when samples are very large, the PRD may 
be too insensitive to show small pockets in which there is 
significant vertical inequity. Standards for evaluating the 
PRD are given in section 9.2.7 in this part. In addition, 
more powerful statistical tests for vertical inequities are 
available and should be employed to determine the signifi-
cance of the indication provided by the PRD (see section 
5.7 in this part and Twark, Everly and Downing [1989]).

The coefficient of price-related bias (PRB) provides a 
more meaningful and easily interpreted index of price-
related bias than the PRD. It is obtained by regressing 
percentage difference from the median ratio on percentage 
differences in value (see Appendix D). A PRB of −.045 
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indicates, for example, that assessment ratios fall by 4.5% 
when values double and increase by 4.5% when values 
are halved. Like all regression coefficients, the statistical 
reliability of the PRB can be gauged by noting its t-value 
and related significance level, and by computing confi-
dence intervals. In table 1-4 the PRB is -0.035 and is not 
statistically significant.

Unacceptable vertical inequities should be addressed 
through reappraisal or other corrective actions. In some 
cases, additional stratification can help isolate the problem. 
Measures of level computed for value strata should not 
be compared as a way of determining vertical inequity 
because of a boundary effect that is most pronounced in 
the highest and lowest strata (Schultz 1996).

5.7 Tests of Hypotheses
An appropriate test should be used whenever the purpose of 
a ratio study is implicitly or explicitly to test a hypothesis. 
A hypothesis is essentially a tentative answer to a question, 
such as, Are residential and commercial properties appraised 
at equal percentages of market value? A test is a statistical 
means of deciding whether the answer “yes” to such a ques-
tion can be rejected at a given level of confidence. In this 
case, if the test leads to the conclusion that residential and 
commercial properties are not appraised at equal percent-
ages of market value, some sort of corrective action on the 
part of assessing officials is clearly indicated.

Tests are available to determine whether the
• level of appraisal of a stratum fails to meet an 

established standard

• meaningful differences exist in the level of 
appraisal between two or more strata

• high-value properties are appraised at a different 
percentage of market value than low-value 
properties

Appropriate tests are listed in table 1-2 and discussed in 
Gloudemans (1999), Property Appraisal and Assessment 
Administration (IAAO 1990), and Improving Real Prop-
erty Assessment (IAAO 1978, 137–54).

5.8 The Normal Distribution
Many conventional statistical methods assume the sample 
data conform to the shape of a bell curve, known as the 
normal (or Gaussian) distribution. Performance measures 
based on the mean or standard deviation can be mislead-
ing if the study sample does not meet the assumption of 
normality. As a first step in the analysis, the distribution 
of sample ratios should be examined to reveal the shape 
of the data and uncover any unusual features. Although 
ratio study samples typically do not conform to the normal 
distribution, graphical techniques and numerical tests can 
be used to explore the data thoroughly. Traditional choices 
are the binomial, chi-square, and Lilliefors tests. Newer 
and more powerful procedures are the Shapiro-Wilk W, 
the D’Agostino-Pearson K2, and the Anderson-Darling A2 
tests (D’Agostino and Stephens 1986).

5.9 Parametric and Distribution-Free (Non-
para metric) Statistics
For every problem that might be solved by using statis-
tics, there is usually more than one measure or test. These 
measures and tests can be divided into two broad catego-
ries: parametric and distribution-free (nonparametric). 
Parametric statistics assume the population data conform 
to a known family of probability distributions (such as the 
normal distribution). When the mean, weighted mean, and 
standard deviation are used in this context, they tend to be 
more meaningful. Distribution-free statistics make less re-
strictive assumptions and do not require knowledge about 
the shape of the underlying population distribution. Given 
similar distribution of ratios in the underlying populations, 
distribution free tests, such as the Mann-Whitney test, 
can determine the likelihood that the level of assessment 

Table 1-2. Tests of Hypotheses

Null Hypothesis Nonparametric Test Parametric Test

 1. Ratios are normally distributed. Shapiro-Wilk W test  
D’Agostino-Pearson K 2 test  
Anderson-Darling A2 test  
Lillifores Test

N/A

 2. The level of appraisal meets legal requirements. Binomial test t-test

 3. Two property groups are appraised at equal percentages of 
market value.

Mann-Whitney test t-test

 4. Three or more property groups are appraised at equal 
percentages of market value.

Kruskal-Wallis test Analysis of Variance

 5. Low- or high-value properties are appraised at equal 
percentages of market value.

Spearman Rank test PRB, correlation or 
regression analysis

 6. Sold and unsold parcels are treated equally. Mann-Whitney test t-test
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of property groups differ (Hart 2001). Distribution-free 
statistics are the median and the COD.

6. Sample Size
6.1 Importance of Sample Size
There is a general relationship between statistical reli-
ability and the number of observations in a sample. The 
larger the sample size, the greater the reliability.

6.2 Adequacy of a Given Sample Size
The adequacy of a given sample size can be evaluated by 
computing measures of reliability. If the confidence inter-
val is sufficiently narrow, the sample is large enough. If the 
confidence interval is too wide, the assessor must either 
accept less precision or enlarge the sample, if possible.

6.3 Required Sample Size
Formulas are available to compute the minimum sample size 
necessary to produce selected margins of error at a specified 
level of confidence. Such formulas depend crucially on the 
estimated variability of the ratios (Cochran 1977).

6.4 Remedies for Inadequate Samples
Small samples should be enlarged if the assessor desires to 
increase the reliability of statistical measures. Inadequate 
sample sizes are typically indicated by unacceptably wide 
confidence intervals. The following alternatives should 
be considered:

 1. Restratification. If levels of appraisal are similar 
or properties are homogenous, broader strata 
containing larger samples can be created by 
combining existing strata or by stratifying on a 
different basis.

 2. Extending the period from which sales are 
drawn. This is often the most practical and 
effective approach. Sales from prior years can 
be used; however, adjusting the sale price for 
time may be necessary and significant property 
characteristics must not change.

 3. Enlarging the sample by validating previously 
rejected sales. Sales previously excluded from 
the analysis, because it was not administratively 
expedient to confirm them or to make 
adjustments, can be reevaluated.

 4. Imputing appraisal performance. Ratio study 
statistics for strata with no or few sales can 
sometimes be imputed from the results obtained 
for other strata. These strata should be as similar 
as possible. Procedures and techniques used to 
appraise properties in the strata also should be 
similar.

6.5 Other Sample Size-Related 
Representativeness Problems
Sales from areas or substrata in which the number of sales 
is disproportionately large can distort ratio study results by 
weighting level and uniformity indicators toward whatever 
conditions exist in the overrepresented area. To alleviate 
this problem and create better representativeness, large 
samples can be further stratified by

• randomly selecting sales to be removed

• isolating the overrepresented groups into substrata

• redefining the time period for the overrepresented 
groups

• weighting the data

7. Reconciliation of Ratio Study Performance 
Measures
An important objective of a ratio study conducted by a 
local jurisdiction is the evaluation of model performance. 
This is a USPAP requirement in the reconciliation of a mass 
appraisal. Assessing officials must incorporate a quality 
control program, including checks and audits of the data, 
to ensure that sold and unsold parcels are appraised at 
the same level. This also requires characteristic data for 
both sold and unsold properties to be current, appropriate, 
relevant, and collected in a consistent manner.

8. Presentation of Findings, Documentation, 
and Training
The findings of a ratio study should be sufficiently detailed 
and documented to meet the needs of the users of the 
study. Documentation for internal ratio studies can be less 
detailed than for reports prepared for external uses. The 
following documentation should be provided in conjunc-
tion with any published ratio study.

8.1 Text
A brief text describing the purpose and the methods used 
should accompany a ratio study. This information can be 
incorporated in the report of the findings or be contained 
in a separate memorandum. The text should contain the 
statistics presented and outline the major procedural steps 
in completing the study. The text also should describe any 
rules for eliminating sales or extreme ratios and acknowl-
edge any significant limitations in the data.

8.2 Exhibits
The body of the ratio study report should include for 
each stratum the statistical results intended to be used for 
decision-making purposes. All reports should contain the 
following information:
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• date and tax year of the appraisals being evaluated

• number of parcels in each stratum

• number of sales

• number of sales trimmed from the study

• measures of central tendency (appraisal level)

• measures of uniformity (variability) and price-
related biases

• confidence interval (measures of reliability) about 
the measures of central tendency

• summary of adjustments made to sales prices
In addition, there should be a description of the steps taken 
to ensure that sold and unsold properties were valued and 
described consistently. If the sold and unsold properties 
were not treated identically, the documentation should 
characterize the differences discovered between them.

8.3 Analyses and Conclusions
An objective statement of the results of the ratio study 
should be prepared. If the study is one in a series, a com-
parison of the results with those of previous studies can 
be helpful.

8.4 Documentation
Ratio study procedures should be documented thoroughly. 
This documentation should take three forms. First, a 
general guideline should explain the design of the study. 
This guideline should be updated whenever procedures 
are changed. Second, all software applications should be 
documented so that the program logic can be reviewed and 
modified as needed. Third, a user’s manual should explain 
how to execute the study or run the software.

8.5 Training and Education
The effectiveness of ratio studies can be improved through 
education and training. Assessment supervisors should 
conduct seminars or workshops for the appraisal staff to 
explain how to interpret reports, how ratio studies can 
be used to improve appraisal performance, and how the 
results will be used in-house.

9. Ratio Study Standards
Each local jurisdiction should have ratio study performance 
standards. Local standards should be consistent with state 
or provincial standards. The standards summarized in table 
1-3 are suggested for jurisdictions in which current market 
value is the legal basis for assessment. In general, when these 
standards or other local standards are not met, reappraisal 
or other corrective measures should be taken.

All standards recommended in this section are predicated 
on the assumption that steps have been taken to maximize 
representativeness and validity in the underlying ratio study.

9.1 Level of Appraisal
In analyzing appraisal level, ratio studies attempt to mea-
sure statistically how close appraisals are to market value 
(or to a required statutory constraint that can be expressed 
as a percentage of market value) on an overall basis. 
While the theoretically desired level of appraisal is 1.00, 
an appraisal level between 0.90 and 1.10 is considered 
acceptable for any class of property. However, each class 
of property must be within 5 percent of the overall level of 
appraisal of the jurisdiction (see Section 9.2.1 in this part). 
Both criteria must be met. By themselves, the calculated 
measures of central tendency provide only an indication, 
not proof, of whether the level meets the appropriate goal. 
Confidence intervals and statistical tests should be used 

Table 1-3. Ratio Study Uniformity Standards indicating acceptable general quality*

Type of property—General Type of property—Specific COD Range**

Single-family residential (including residential 
condominiums)

Newer or more homogeneous areas 5.0 to 10.0

Single-family residential Older or more heterogeneous areas 5.0 to 15.0

Other residential Rural, seasonal, recreational, manufactured housing, 2–4 
unit family housing

5.0 to 20.0

Income-producing properties Larger areas represented by large samples 5.0 to 15.0

Income-producing properties Smaller areas represented by smaller samples 5.0 to 20.0

Vacant land 5.0 to 25.0

Other real and personal property Varies with local conditions

These types of property are provided for guidance only and may not represent jurisdictional requirements.

* Appraisal level for each type of property shown should be between 0.90 and 1.10, unless stricter local standards are required.

PRD's for each type of property should be between 0.98 and 1.03 to demonstrate vertical equity.

PRD standards are not absolute and may be less meaningful when samples are small or when wide variation in prices exist. In such cases, 
statistical tests of vertical equity hypotheses should be substituted (see table 1-2).

** CODs lower than 5.0 may indicate sales chasing or non-representative samples.
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to determine whether it can be reasonably concluded 
that appraisal level differs from the established goal in a 
particular instance. Additionally, when uniformity mea-
sures show considerable variation between ratios, level 
measurements may be less meaningful.

9.1.1 Purpose of Level-of-Appraisal Standard
Jurisdictions that follow the IAAO recommendation of 
annual revaluations (Standard on Property Tax Policy 
[IAAO 2010] and Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real 
Property [IAAO 2013]) and comply with USPAP standard 
rules should be able to develop mass appraisal models that 
maintain an overall ratio level of 100 percent (or very near 
thereto). However, the local assessor may be compelled 
to follow reappraisal cycles defined by a legal authority 
or public policy that can extend beyond one year. During 
extended cycles the influence of inflation or deflation can 
shift the overall ratio.

The purpose of a performance standard that allows rea-
sonable variation from 100 percent of market value is to 
recognize uncontrollable sampling error and the limiting 
conditions that may constrain the degree of accuracy 
that is possible and cost-effective within an assessment 
jurisdiction. Further, the effect of performance standards 
on local assessors must be considered in light of public 
policy and resources available.

9.1.2 Confidence Intervals in Conjunction with 
Performance Standards
The purpose of confidence intervals and similar statisti-
cal tests is to determine whether it can be reasonably 
concluded that the appraisal level differs from the estab-

lished performance standard in a particular instance. A 
conclusion of noncompliance requires a high degree of 
confidence; thus, a 90 percent (two-tailed) or 95 percent 
(one-tailed) confidence level should be used, except for 
small or highly variable samples. The demonstration 
ratio study report in table 1-4 presents 95% two-tailed 
confidence interval estimates for the mean, median, and 
weighted mean ratio.

9.2 Appraisal Uniformity
Assuming the existence of an adequate and sufficiently 
representative sample, if the uniformity of appraisal is 
unacceptable, model recalibration and/or reappraisal 
should be undertaken. It is important to recognize that the 
COD is a point estimate and, especially for small samples, 
should not be accepted as proof of assessment uniformity 
problems. Proof can be provided by recognized statistical 
tests, including bootstrap confidence intervals.

In unusually homogeneous strata, low CODs can be 
anticipated. In all other cases, CODs less than 5 percent 
should be considered suspect and possibly indicative of 
nonrepresentative samples or selective reappraisal of 
selling parcels.

9.2.1 Uniformity among Strata
Although the goal is to achieve an overall level of ap-
praisal equal to 100 percent of the legal requirement, 
ensuring uniformity in appraisal levels among strata 
also is important. The level of appraisal of each stratum 
(class, neighborhood, age group, market areas, and the 
like) should be within 5 percent of the overall level of ap-
praisal of the jurisdiction. For example, if the overall level 
of appraisal of the jurisdiction is 1.00, but the appraisal 

Table 1-4. Demonstration Ratio Study Report

Rank Parcel # Appraised value Sale price* Ratio Statistic Result 
1 9 $87,200 138,720 0.629 Number (n) 17
2 10 38,240 59,700 0.641 Total appraised value $1,455,330 
3 11 96,320 146,400 0.658 Total sale price $1,718,220 
4 12 68,610 99,000 0.693 Avg appraised value $85,608 
5 13 32,960 47,400 0.695 Avg sale price $101,072 
6 14 50,560 70,500 0.717
7 15 61,360 78,000 0.787 Mean ratio 0.827
8 16 47,360 60,000 0.789 Median ratio 0.820
9 17 56,580 69,000 0.820 Weighted mean ratio 0.847

10 18 47,040 55,500 0.848
11 19 136,000 154,500 0.880 Coefficient of dispersion 14.5
12 20 98,000 109,500 0.895 Price-related differential 0.98
13 21 56,000 60,000 0.933 PRB −0.035
14 22 159,100 168,000 0.947 PRB coefficient (t-value) 0.135 (2.4)
15 23 128,000 124,500 1.028
16 24 132,000 127,500 1.035 95% conf. int. mean (two-tailed) 0.754 to 0.901
17 25 160,000 150,000 1.067 95% conf. int. median (two-tailed) 0.695 to 0.933

95% conf. int. wtd. mean (two-tailed) 0.759 to 0.935
Date: 0/0/00. No outlier trimming

* or adjusted sale price
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level for residential property is 0.93 and the appraisal 
level for commercial property is 1.06, the jurisdiction 
is not in compliance with this requirement. This test 
should be applied only to strata subject to compliance 
testing. It can be concluded that this standard has been 
met if 95 percent (two-tailed) confidence intervals about 
the chosen measures of central tendency for each of the 
strata fall within 5 percent of the overall level of appraisal 
calculated for the jurisdiction. Using the above example, 
if the upper confidence limit for the level of residential 
property is 0.97 and the lower confidence limit for com-
mercial property is 1.01, the two strata are within the 
acceptable range.

9.2.2 Uniformity among Single-Family 
Residential Properties
The COD for single-family homes and condominiums in 
older or more heterogeneous areas should be between 5.0 
and 15.0. In areas of newer or fairly similar residences, 
it should be between 5.0 and 10.0.

9.2.3 Uniformity among Income-Producing 
Properties
The COD should be between 5.0 and 20.0. In larger, urban 
market areas, it should be between 5.0 and 15.0.

9.2.4 Uniformity among Unimproved 
Properties
The COD for vacant land should be between 5.0 and 20.0. 
The upper limit for an acceptable COD for vacant rural 
residential or seasonal land may be 25.0.

9.2.5 Uniformity among Rural Residential and 
Seasonal Properties, Manufactured Housing, 
and Multifamily Dwellings
The COD for heterogeneous rural residential property, 
recreational or seasonal homes, manufactured housing, 
and multifamily dwellings (2-4 units) should be between 
5.0 and 20.0.

9.2.6 Uniformity among Other Properties
Target CODs for special-purpose real property and per-
sonal property should reflect the nature of the properties 
involved, market conditions, and the availability of reli-
able market indicators.

9.2.7 Vertical Equity
PRDs should be between 0.98 and 1.03. The reason this 
range is not centered on 1.00 relates to an inherent upward 
bias in the arithmetic mean (numerator in the PRD) that 
does not equally affect the weighted mean (denominator 
in the PRD). When samples are small, have high disper-

sion, or include properties with extreme values, the PRD 
may not provide an accurate indication of assessment 
regressivity or progressivity. When relying on the PRD to 
measure vertical equity, it is good practice to perform an 
appropriate statistical test for price-related biases before 
concluding that they exist (see table 1-2).

The PRB provides a measure of price-related bias that is 
more meaningful and less sensitive to extreme prices or 
ratios. As a general matter, the PRB coefficient should fall 
between –0.05 and 0.05. PRBs for which 95% confidence 
intervals fall outside of this range indicate that one can 
reasonably conclude that assessment levels change by 
more than 5% when values are halved or doubled. PRBs 
for which 95% confidence intervals fall outside the range 
of –0.10 to 0.10 indicate unacceptable vertical inequities.

As an illustration of the above, assume that the PRB is 
−.115 with a standard error of 0.02 and corresponding 
95% confidence interval of −0.075 to −0.155 (−0.115 ± 
0.04 approximately). One can conclude with 95% con-
fidence that assessment levels change by at least 7.5% 
when values double or are halved but not that assessment 
levels change by at least 10%. This result would not be 
out of compliance with the ± 0.10 standard.

9.2.8 Alternative Uniformity Standards
The above standards may not be applicable to properties 
in unique, depressed, or rapidly changing markets. In such 
cases, assessment administrators may be able to develop 
target standards based on an analysis of past performance 
or results in similar markets elsewhere. Such an analysis 
can be based on ratio study results for the past five years 
or more.

9.3 Natural Disasters and Ratio Study 
Standards
Natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods, and hur-
ricanes can have a substantial impact on the interpretation 
and use of ratio studies. In particular, they

• increase the difficulty of accurately identifying the 
physical and economic characteristics of property 
on the dates of sale and appraisal

• increase the difficulty of producing sufficiently 
reliable appraised values

• decrease the availability of usable sales and other 
market data

• disrupt the supply and demand equilibrium in the 
neighborhood community or region

As a result of these potential problems, a number of un-
reliable sample properties may need to be excluded and 
sample sizes may be unavoidably reduced. All these factors 
should be considered when ratio study standards are being 
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applied to study results from areas substantially affected by 
disasters. Such consideration must not result in unwarranted 
relaxation of applicable standards. When faced with such 
situations, assessors must use informed, reasoned judgment 
and common sense to produce a sufficiently reliable ratio 
study, based upon the best information available.

10. Personal Property Ratio Studies
Studies can be done by local assessors to determine the 
quality of assessments of personal property in their juris-
dictions. For guidelines on conducting personal property 
ratio studies, see section 12 in Part 2.
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Standard on Ratio Studies

Part 2. Equalization and Performance Monitoring

1. Scope
This part of the standard provides guidance and supple-
mentary information to oversight agencies that perform 
ratio studies. Oversight or equalization ratio studies are 
designed to examine the overall degree of accuracy of as-
sessments within or among categories of property, market 
areas, assessment jurisdictions or political subdivisions, 
such as school districts, municipalities, counties, states 
or provinces.

2. Oversight Ratio Studies
Oversight agencies are often required to monitor appraisal 
performance and take corrective actions when necessary. 
Equalization is a common tool used by oversight agencies 
to address problems associated with appraisal level. Reap-
praisal orders can be used to correct uniformity problems.

2.1 Monitoring of Appraisal Performance
Oversight agencies usually perform sales ratio studies, 
which can include independent appraisals, to monitor 
local assessment performance. The findings can serve as 
the basis for enforcement actions, such as reappraisal or 
equalization orders. State/provincial agencies also often 
perform ratio studies to advise assessors and the public 
about local appraisal conditions. Many state or provincial 
oversight agencies have a dual role. One role is to advise 
and assist local appraisal offices, and the other role is to 
measure local appraisal performance. These two roles can 
create a conflict of interest, which should be minimized.

2.2 Equalization
Oversight agencies can use the results of ratio studies to 
equalize, directly or indirectly, appraisals or assessments 
in taxing jurisdictions. Direct equalization is accomplished 
by an oversight agency which alters locally determined 
assessments by ordering appraisals within jurisdictions or 
property classes to be adjusted to market value or to the 
legally required level of assessment. Direct equalization 
can also involve adjusting appraisals of centrally assessed 
properties. When indirect equalization is used, appraisals 
are not adjusted. Instead, indirect equalization involves an 
oversight agency estimating total taxable value, given the 
legally required level of assessment or market value. Indirect 
equalization allows proper distribution of intergovernmental 
transfer payments between state or provincial and local 
governments despite different levels of appraisal among 

jurisdictions or property classes. Equalization is not an 
appraisal or a substitute for reappraisal.

When equalization is based on ratio study samples, sam-
pling error must be taken into account. When confidence 
intervals include an acceptable range, equalization cannot 
be supported statistically. When confidence intervals fail 
to bracket official requirements, equalization actions are 
supported (see section 6.5, “Measures of Reliability,” and 
section 11.1, “Level of Appraisal”).

Legal aspects of ratio studies, many of which relate to 
equalization, are discussed in Appendix G.

2.2.1 Direct Equalization
Many states and provinces have authority and specific 
procedures for direct equalization. The advantage of direct 
equalization is that it can be applied to specified strata, 
such as property classes, geographic areas, and political 
subdivisions that fail to meet appraisal level performance 
standards (Dornfest [Journal of Property Tax Assessment 
and Administration, 2004]). Direct equalization also 
produces results that are generally more visible to the 
taxpayer and more clearly reduces perceived inequities 
between classes (Standard on Property Tax Policy [IAAO 
2010]). For example, direct equalization allows proper and 
equal application of debt and tax rate limits and equitable 
partial exemptions.

Direct equalization involves use of adjustment factors, 
which produce effects mathematically identical to those 
derived through the application of “trending” or “index” 
factors, which are commonly used for value updating by 
local assessing jurisdictions. The most significant differ-
ences typically are the level of the jurisdiction originating 
the adjustments and the stratification of property to which 
the factors are applied. Local jurisdictions with primary 
assessment responsibility can develop value adjustment 
factors as an interim step between complete reappraisals. 
Such factors commonly are applied to properties by prop-
erty type, location, size, age and other characteristics (see 
Property Appraisal and Assessment Administration [IAAO 
1990, p. 310]). It is rare for equalization factors developed 
by oversight agencies to be applied to strata more specific 
than property class or broad geographic area. Often such 
factors are applied jurisdiction-wide.

States and provinces that employ direct equalization tech-
niques should understand that such equalization is not a 
substitute for appraisal or reappraisal. Direct equalization 
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applied at the stratum level improves equality in effective 
tax rates between strata and lessens the effect of assessment 
practices that improperly favor one stratum over another. 
For example, assuming that all classes of property are to 
be assessed at 100% of market value, without such equal-
ization, in a case where residential property is assessed 
at a median of 80% of market value, while commercial 
property is assessed at a median of 90% of market value, 
residential property will pay 80% of its proper tax share 
and commercial property will pay 90% of its proper tax 
share. Other classes that may be assessed at 100% will 
pay more than their proper tax shares. Direct equaliza-
tion mitigates this problem. However, such equalization 
cannot improve uniformity between properties within a 
given stratum. So, in the previous example, the median 
level of assessment for residential property can be adjusted 
from 80% to 100% of market value, assessment dispari-
ties between individual residential properties will not be 
addressed. For this reason, reappraisal orders should be 
considered as the primary corrective tool for uniformity 
problems, and direct equalization should be considered 
appropriate only if time or other constraints preclude such 
an approach.

2.2.2 Indirect Equalization
The most common use of indirect equalization is to en-
able proper funding distribution, particularly for school 
districts. Such equalization provides an estimation of 
the proper tax base (acknowledging statutory constraints 
such as agricultural use value) despite appraisals that 
are higher or lower than legally required levels in cer-
tain jurisdictions. For example, if the assessed value of 
residential property in a jurisdiction is $750 million, but 
a residential ratio study shows an assessment level of 75 
percent, while the legally required level of assessment is 
100 percent, an equalized value of $1,000 million could 
be computed ($750 million/0.75). This adjusted or equal-
ized value would then be used to apportion payments or 
requisitions between the state or province and associated 
local governments.

Indirect equalization results in fairer funding apportion-
ment because the overall appraisal levels of the taxing 
jurisdictions tend to vary. If there were no equalization, 
the extent that a jurisdiction under- or overestimated its 
total tax base would result in over- or under-apportionment 
of funds. Indirect equalization does not correct under- or 
overvaluation between classes of property within a juris-
diction. It adjusts only a portion of the tax or sometimes 
only intergovernmental payments, is less visible to taxpay-
ers, and often lacks checks and balances associated with 
direct equalization (see Standard on Property Tax Policy 
[IAAO 2010]). By adjusting governmental payments, tax 
rates, or partial exemptions, indirect equalization encour-
ages taxing jurisdictions to keep their overall tax bases 
close to the required level.

Whether used to equalize shared funding or tax rates, the 
degree of equalization of the property tax is more limited 
than with direct equalization. Indirect equalization gener-
ally is applied to or affects only a portion of the funding 
or property tax levy (perhaps the school general levy or 
city levy). Indirect equalization usually is applied to the 
jurisdiction, rather than to a stratum, and therefore resolves 
interjurisdictional discrepancies in assessment level. In ad-
dition, properties in strata with poor uniformity are affected 
disproportionately. For this reason, indirect equalization 
also is not a substitute for reappraisal.

3. Steps in Ratio Studies
Ratio studies conducted by oversight agencies generally 
follow the basic steps described for the assessor’s office 
in Part 1, except that it is more important to adopt uniform 
procedures and be consistent in their application.

3.1 Definition of the Purpose, Scope, and 
Objectives
The first step in any ratio study is to determine and state 
clearly the reasons for the study. This crucial step of iden-
tifying the purpose of the study determines the specific 
goals, scope, content, depth, and required flexibility.

3.2 Design of Study
The most important design consideration is that the study 
sample be sufficiently representative of the population of 
properties or the distribution of values in the jurisdiction 
under review. For direct equalization the level of appraisal 
for property classes or strata subject to such equaliza-
tion is the primary area of interest and the sample must 
be designed accordingly. Indirect equalization seeks to 
estimate the overall dollar value of the population, so the 
sample must be representative of that overall value and 
must reflect the disproportionate influences of high value 
properties. Performance monitoring is concerned with both 
level and uniformity, but typically involves sample design 
similar to that required in direct equalization.

3.2.1 Level of Sophistication and Detail
A basic design principle is to keep the study as simple as 
possible consistent with its purpose. Ratio studies are not 
all alike and should be tailored to an intended use.

Data analysis has been made easier through computer-
ization. Although every study does not require the same 
level of statistical detail, each ratio study should include 
measures of appraisal level, appraisal uniformity, and 
statistical reliability. Graphs, charts, or other pictorial 
representations can be useful tools for showing distribu-
tions and patterns in the data. There is no model ratio 
study design that can serve all jurisdictions or all situations 
equally well. Informed, reasoned judgment and common 
sense are required in the design of ratio studies.
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3.2.2 Sampling
A ratio study is a form of applied statistics, because the 
analyst draws conclusions about the appraisal of the uni-
verse (the entire jurisdiction) of properties based only on 
those that have sold during a given time period or apprais-
als selected for a random sample. The ratios constitute the 
sample that will be used to draw conclusions or inferences 
about the population.

To determine the accuracy of appraisals within a jurisdic-
tion with absolute certainty, it would be necessary for all 
properties in the population to have been sold in arm’s-
length, open-market transfers near the appraisal date or 
all properties would need to be appraised independently 
by the oversight agency. Since this is not possible, ratio 
studies must use samples and draw inferences or conclu-
sions about the population from these samples.

The number of parcels in the population (the jurisdiction or 
stratum) is not an important determinant of a statistically 
valid and reliable sample.

3.2.3 Determining the Composition of Samples
In the design stage, the oversight agency must decide 
whether the ratio study sample should comprise sales (or 
asking prices when appropriate), independent appraisals, 
or a combination of the two. Each sample type has its 
advantages and disadvantages, as described below.

3.2.3.1 Sale Samples
The advantages of using sale samples include the fol-
lowing:

• Properly validated sales provide more objective 
indicators of market value than independent 
appraisals.

• Using sales is much less expensive than producing 
independent appraisals.

The disadvantages include the following:

• Difficulty in collecting sales data in jurisdictions 
without disclosure documents

• The oversight authority may not have control over 
the sales data collection and validation process

• Influence of sales chasing can be difficult to detect 
or prevent

• Samples of sales may not adequately represent the 
population of properties

• An adequate sample size may not be achieved if 
sales data are scarce

• Time adjustments are more critical when 
supplemental sales are included

3.2.3.2 Independent Appraisal Samples
Independent appraisals also can be used instead of or in 
addition to sales for ratio study samples. (See section 8, 
“Appraisal Ratio Studies,” in this part.)

3.2.3.3 Samples Combining Sales and Independent 
Appraisals
The oversight agency can design and conduct ratio stud-
ies using samples comprised of sales and independent 
appraisals. In this approach, the combined advantages of 
sale samples and appraisal samples are realized. However, 
the disadvantage of combining sales and independent 
appraisals is the possible existence of some of the disad-
vantages of sale samples and/or appraisal samples (see 
Section 8.7).

3.3 Collection and Preparation of Market Data
The reliability of a ratio study depends in part on how ac-
curately the sales or independent appraisals used in the study 
reflect market values. For sales-based studies, oversight 
agencies should conduct an independent sales verification 
and screening program if resources permit. Alternatively, 
oversight agencies should develop audit criteria to review 
data submitted to qualify sales, corroborate representative-
ness and confirm adequate sample size. Audit decisions 
should accommodate needs of the agency and resources 
available. Independent appraisals used in ratio studies 
must comply with the appropriate sections of the Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP; Ap-
praisal Foundation 2010–2011), and reflect market values 
as of the date being studied. Most oversight agencies use 
property data collected by the local jurisdiction to develop 
their independent appraisals. In order to produce cred-
ible appraisals, the oversight agency must be certain that 
the local jurisdiction accurately recorded the appropriate 
value-related property characteristics for each property it 
is independently appraising. Steps must be taken to ensure 
that errors in the database made by the local jurisdiction 
do not materially or significantly affect the conclusions or 
opinions of value developed by the oversight agency.

3.4 Stratification
Stratification divides all the properties within the scope of 
the study into two or more groups or strata. Stratification 
facilitates a more complete and detailed picture of appraisal 
performance and can enhance sample representativeness

Each type of property subject to a distinct level of assess-
ment could constitute a stratum. Other property groups, 
such as market areas, school districts and tax units, could 
constitute additional strata.

Strata should be chosen to be consistent with factors in 
the mass appraisal model. When the purpose of the study 
is to evaluate appraisal quality, flexibility in stratification 
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is essential. The general goal is to identify areas in which 
the assessment levels are too low or lack uniformity and 
property groups for which additional reappraisal work 
may be required. In such cases, it also is highly desirable 
to stratify on the basis of more than one characteristic 
simultaneously.

Stratification can help identify differences in level of ap-
praisal between property groups. In large jurisdictions, 
stratification by market areas is generally more appropriate 
for residential properties, while stratification of com-
mercial properties by either geographic area or property 
subtypes (e.g., office, retail, and warehouse/industrial) 
can be more effective.

3.5 Matching Appraisal Data and Market Data
The physical and legal characteristics of each property 
used in the ratio study must be the same when appraised 
for tax purposes and when sold. This implies two essential 
steps. First, the property description for the sold parcel 
must match the appraised parcel. If a parcel is split between 
the appraisal date and the sale date, a sale of any of its 
parts should not be used in the ratio study.

Second, the property rights transferred, permitted use, 
and physical characteristics of the property on the date of 
assessment must be the same as those on the date of sale. 
Properties with significant differences in these factors 
should be excluded from the ratio study.

When statutory constraints are imposed on appraisal 
methods, the resulting assessment may be less than market 
value. In such cases a sales ratio study may not provide 
useful performance information. Constraints typically 
apply to land that qualifies for agricultural-use value, 
subsidized housing, mineral land, and timberland.

Sales may include property of a type other than the type for 
which the ratio study analyses is intended. However, sales 
including more than minimal values of secondary categories 
are unlikely to be representative, even with adjustment.

For example, a property that is predominantly commercial 
may include residential components. This sale can be 
included as representative of the commercial category. In 
this case, the numerator in the ratio calculation would be 
the total appraised value including the value of both the 
commercial and residential components.

In a second example, for a ratio study of vacant land, the 
numerator in the ratio should reflect only the appraised 
value of the land. The sale price should be adjusted for 
the contributory value of the improvements or the sample 
should be excluded from further analysis.

3.5.1 Stratification for Equalization Studies
Oversight agencies generally should define the strata 
prior to acquiring and compiling data for the ratio study. 

Predefined stratification is more transparent and enhances 
cooperation between the oversight agency and the juris-
diction appraising the property subject to equalization. In 
general, oversight agencies should not redefine the strata 
once they have been defined for equalization purposes, 
especially in the case of direct equalization. It is appropri-
ate, however, to collapse strata to compensate for otherwise 
inadequate samples sizes. In addition, a reappraisal or 
equalization order can be targeted for specific problem 
areas that cause noncompliance at a broader level of ag-
gregation. If value stratification is necessary, predefined 
strata may not be practical.

3.5.2 Stratification for Direct Equalization
Strata should be chosen consistent with operational re-
quirements for the required level of equalization. Statistical 
issues in the determination of strata include the size of the 
population and resulting strata and the likely variability 
of the ratios in each stratum. Care must be taken not to 
over-stratify, that is, to create strata that are too small to 
achieve statistical reliability (see section 6, Sample Size” 
in part 1 and Sherrill and Whorton [1991]). No conclu-
sion about stratum level or uniformity should be made 
from stratum samples that are unreliably small (resulting 
in unacceptably large margins of error). Ultimately, the 
degree of stratification is determined largely by available 
sales data, unless it is cost-effective and practical to add 
sufficient independent appraisals. If sufficient sales or ap-
praisals are not available for a given stratum, it should be 
combined with similar strata. When strata are combined, 
provided there is no reason to suspect dissimilar ratios as 
evidenced by different level or uniformity measures, such 
combinations permit broader applicability of ratio study 
results and prevent ratio study analysis from becoming too 
focused on substrata with few sales or appraisals. When 
jurisdiction or category wide equalization actions are re-
quired, reliability of component strata is not an issue.

3.5.3 Stratification for Indirect Equalization
Indirect equalization develops an estimate of full market 
value, but assessed values of individual properties are 
not altered. Such studies can use a substantially different 
approach to stratification than ratio studies intended for 
performance evaluation or direct equalization. The purpose 
of stratification in this case is to minimize distortions due 
to different assessment levels, which can vary by property 
type, value range, geographic area, and other factors. If 
stratification creates a more representative sample, equal-
ization decisions may be based on results from individual 
stratum. . If the overall sample is representative of the 
population then equalization decisions should be based 
on overall sample results. A reasonable number of strata 
with small samples and larger margins of error can increase 
overall representativeness and may reduce the margin of 
error for the overall jurisdiction-wide sample.
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The primary level of stratification should ordinarily be 
by major property type (e.g., residential, commercial, and 
vacant land). If circumstances permit, a secondary level 
of stratification also is recommended. When relying on 
the weighted mean, the secondary level of stratification 
(substrata) should normally be value range. Higher-value 
properties can sell with a different frequency than low-
value properties, and appraisal levels can vary between 
high and low-value properties. As a result, high-value 
properties can be oversampled (or undersampled) and, 
because of their high value, can exert a disproportionate 
influence on the weighted mean and resulting estimated 
value. Value stratification reduces distortion of the 
weighted mean caused by over or under-representation 
of value strata with different levels of appraisal. To prop-
erly develop and use value strata, the oversight agency 
needs each individual assessment in the study universe. If 
detailed value information is not available, the oversight 
agency should work with local taxing jurisdictions to 
obtain sufficient information. At a minimum, a question-
naire can be used to request the total value and number 
of parcels in predetermined value categories or quantiles 
(each range contains the same amount of value).

In situations in which value stratification information is 
not available, or where property ratios are not significantly 
value-influenced, substrata can be created based on prop-
erty subtype, geographic area, or other appropriate criteria. 
Stratification by these criteria corrects for differences in 
level of appraisal between substrata. In large jurisdictions, 
substratification by geographic areas generally is more ap-
propriate for residential properties while sub-stratification 
by either geographic area or property subtypes (e.g., office, 
retail, and warehouse/industrial) can be appropriate for 
income-producing properties.

When relying on the median and when sample sizes 
permit, it is appropriate to stratify within property class 
by whichever property characteristic is most likely to 
capture differences in appraisal levels. This characteristic 
can be geographic area, property subtype, or value range. 
Substratification by value range helps capture value-
related differences in assessment levels, which (unlike the 
weighted mean) are not reflected in the median.

3.6 Statistical Analysis
When ratio studies are conducted for equalization pur-
poses, confidence intervals and statistical tests can be 
used to determine whether it should be concluded at a 
given confidence level that appraisal performance or level 
requirements in a stratum (or jurisdiction) being tested 
meets or falls outside of mandated standards. Statistical 
tests can be used for comparisons among strata, provided 
the sample sizes are large enough that meaningful differ-
ences are not missed (see section 6, “Ratio Study Statistics 
and Analyses”).

3.7 Evaluation and Use of Results
Lack of independence between locally determined values 
and sale prices (sales chasing) or independent appraisals 
can subvert attempts to improve equity (direct equalization) 
and result in incorrect distribution of funds between states 
or provinces and local jurisdictions (indirect equalization). 
To guard against these possibilities, oversight agencies 
should ensure that sold and unsold properties are appraised 
similarly. Also, appraisals used as substitutes for sales must 
reflect market value, and the oversight agency must take 
remedial measures in instances in which they do not (see 
section 9, “Estimating Performance of Unsold Properties”, 
and Appendix E, “Sales Chasing Detection Techniques”).

4. Timing and Sample Selection
Ratio studies made by oversight and equalization agencies 
should be conducted at least annually. Where possible, 
ratio studies conducted by equalization agencies should 
use final values established at the local level, inclusive 
of changes made by local appeal boards up to that time. 
However, if local appraisers or boards “chase sales” or 
set values in a manner that is dissimilar to the way other 
property values have been set, the sample may not be 
sufficiently representative and should not be used without 
careful investigation and necessary adjustment.

4.1 Date of Analysis
The date of analysis is a past year when appraisals from 
past years are being evaluated to avoid the effects of sales 
chasing. When prior-year assessments are used to gauge 
current performance (to avoid sales chasing), the results 
should be adjusted for any reappraisal activity or assess-
ment changes that occurred in the population (net of new 
construction) between the prior and current years. Sale 
prices also should be adjusted to the assessment date to 
account for time trending.

If the purpose of the study is equalization, using sales after 
the appraisal date (adjusted for time as necessary) helps en-
sure the independence of appraisals and sales prices. A sales 
period spanning the appraisal date can be used if measures 
are taken to ensure the independence of appraisals made 
after the earlier sales. This approach has the advantage of 
reducing the importance of time adjustments.

4.2 Representativeness of Samples
The design and conduct of ratio studies requires decisions 
that maximize representativeness within the constraints of 
available resources.

In many kinds of statistical studies, samples are selected 
randomly from the population and from within each stra-
tum to maximize representativeness. Ratio study samples 
based on independent appraisals can be randomly selected. 
Because sales are convenience samples and do not repre-
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sent true random samples, care must be taken to maximize 
the representativeness of sales samples.

A ratio study sample is considered sufficiently representa-
tive for direct equalization and mass appraisal performance 
evaluation when the distribution of ratios of properties in 
the sample reflects the distribution of ratios of properties 
in the population. A ratio study is considered sufficiently 
representative for indirect equalization when the distribu-
tion of ratios of dollars of property value in the samples 
reflects the distribution of ratios of dollars of property 
value in the population.

Sales from areas or substrata in which the number of sales 
is disproportionately large can distort ratio study results by 
weighting level and uniformity indicators toward whatever 
conditions exist in the overrepresented area. To alleviate 
this problem and create better representativeness, large 
samples can be further stratified by

• randomly selecting sales to be removed

• isolating the overrepresented groups into substrata

• redefining the time period for the overrepresented 
groups

• weighting the data

4.2.1 Maximizing Representativeness with 
Independent Appraisals
For independent appraisal-based ratio studies, the applica-
tion of random sampling techniques can help ensure that 
appraisal procedures used for the sampled properties are 
similar to the corresponding population. A well-designed 
random sampling plan also can help ensure that properties 
selected for independent appraisals are not concentrated 
in areas of high sales activity or associated with property 
types with higher turnover rates in the market.

The USPAP competency rule requires appraisers to have 
both knowledge and experience required to perform spe-
cific appraisals. Independent single-property appraisals 
must be developed in compliance with Standard 1, must 
be reported in compliance with Standard 2, and must be 
reviewed in compliance with Standard 3 of USPAP. Most 
importantly, care must be taken to ensure that independent 
appraisals reflect market value as of the appraisal date. In-
dependent mass appraisals must be developed and reported 
in compliance with Standard 6 of USPAP.

4.2.2 Very High-Value Properties
Assessment jurisdictions often contain unique, very-high-
value properties (for example, properties that constitute 
more than 10 percent of the value of a property class) 
that cannot reasonably be combined with other properties 
for purposes of the ratio study. For indirect equalization, 
high-value parcels are especially important to maximize 
representativeness. For instance, consider a population 

consisting of 1,000 properties, 999 of which range in 
value from $20,000 to $750,000, and one that is valued at 
$1 billion (e.g., a power plant). If the intended use of the 
ratio study is to estimate the general level and uniformity 
of appraisal in regard to the typical property, the stratified 
population of parcels need not include the $1 billion prop-
erty. If the intended use of the ratio study is to estimate the 
total market value in the jurisdiction, however, exclusion 
of the power plant can distort the study.

Very high-value properties should not be ignored or assumed 
to be appraised at the legal or general level for indirect 
equalization studies. An equalization agency should place 
very high-value property in a separate stratum to prevent 
distortion of the overall weighted mean or total estimated 
value. To value the property for ratio study purposes the 
equalization agency should use a recent properly adjusted 
sales price if available. If a recent sale is not available the 
agency should conduct an appraisal of such properties (this 
is the preferred option) or audit and adjust as necessary the 
values developed by the local jurisdiction.

5. Acquisition and Analysis of Sales Data
The highest level of independence and objectivity in 
an equalization or performance monitoring ratio study 
requires independent sales validation. If resources are 
not available to achieve this level of sophistication, then 
a comprehensive audit program should be developed to 
review the validation and screening work of the local ju-
risdiction (see Appendix A, “Sales validation Guidelines”).

5.1 Sale Adjustments for Statutorily Imposed 
Value Constraints
Most states and provinces require appraisal of certain 
classes of property using statutorily prescribed methods of 
appraisal that are intended to produce a constrained value 
that is less than market value. The most common class of 
property to which such constraints apply is farmland and 
rangeland that qualifies for agricultural-use valuation. 
However, constraints may also apply to subsidized hous-
ing, mineral land, and other classes. When the purpose of 
the ratio study is direct or indirect equalization, sales prices 
must be adjusted as if the selling parcel were subject to 
the same constraints. If this cannot be done, independent 
appraisals, which employ the required constraints, should 
be used to determine the level of appraisal in a manner 
consistent with the statutory constraints. For example, 
assume that statutory restrictions require a fixed or arti-
ficially high capitalization rate to be used in determining 
farmland value. If unadjusted farmland sales were to be 
used, the resulting ratios would be low and could lead to 
improper equalization decisions. Instead, independent 
appraisals using the required capitalization rate should 
be done. These appraisals would lead to ratios that would 
correctly allow for the statutory constraint.
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Use of constrained values produces ratio study results that 
do not provide information on the true level of appraisal 
in relation to market value. Use of constrained values is 
appropriate for equalization. However, when the purpose 
of the ratio study is to determine the overall quality of 
assessments or the amount of benefit being awarded by a 
given statutory constraint on appraised value, the unad-
justed sale price or independent market value appraisal 
must be used. Often, procedural audits can be used as 
adjuncts to more traditional ratio studies. These audits 
can be particularly effective when the purpose is to judge 
overall appraisal quality and when precise, quantitative 
statistical measures are not obtainable.

5.2 Outlier Ratios
Oversight agencies should consider the extent of sales 
verification when developing guidelines for trimming 
limits. In practice, this means that if an oversight agency 
derives sales data from assessing jurisdictions that may 
have already removed outliers from the sample, additional 
trimming may not be necessary (see Appendix B, “Outlier 
Trimming Guidelines”).

5.2.1 Value Outliers
When the weighted mean is used for indirect equaliza-
tion, a method that identifies high-value influential sales 
is recommended. Since an influential sale may not have 
an unusually low or high ratio relative to the rest of the 
sample, the definition of distortion is based on the prin-
ciple that the point estimate calculated from the sample 
should not be statistically significantly different whether 
the suspect observation is in the sample or not.

To test for an influential sale, one approach is to remove 
it from the sample and compute the weighted mean and 
associated confidence interval. If the weighted mean of 
the sample lies outside the confidence interval calculated 
without the influential sale, then the sale is truly influen-
tial and is a candidate for further scrutiny, isolation in a 
separate stratum, or possible trimming.

This procedure is intended to test the presence of individual 
influential sales and is not intended to be used successively 
after deletion of a sale, but can be applied to more than 
one apparent outlier at a time by leaving all other sales in 
the comparison group. Note, however, that the presence of 
multiple influential sales can indicate the start of a trend. 
Presence of influential sales is often associated with high 
price-related differential (PRD) values, which could be 
the result of systematic regressivity or progressivity. In 
contrast, the coefficient of price-related bias (PRB) is 
much less influenced by value outliers and should not be 
relied on to help identify these outliers.

5.2.2 Outlier Trimming
Statistics calculated from trimmed distributions, obvi-
ously, cannot be compared to those from untrimmed 
distributions or interpreted in the same way. This is 
especially problematic when making interjurisdictional 
comparisons. For this reason, oversight agencies may 
wish to promulgate uniform trimming procedures, based 
on sound statistical principles. Regardless of the chosen 
procedure, trimming of outliers must not occur more than 
once for any sample.

6. Ratio Study Statistics and Analyses
Ratio study measures covered in Part 1 are equally ap-
plicable to equalization ratio studies based upon sales 
or independent appraisals. See section 5.3, ”Measures 
of Appraisal Level,” and section 5.4, ”Measures of Vari-
ability,” in Part 1.

6.1 Measures of Appraisal Level
The median is the generally preferred measure of central 
tendency for direct equalization, monitoring of appraisal 
performance, or evaluation of the need for a reappraisal. 
The mean should not be used for indirect equalization 
if there are measurable differences in appraisal level of 
high- and low-value properties (see table 2-2). In data 
commonly containing outliers, the trimmed mean can 
be substituted for the mean (Gloudemans 1999, chapter 
3). See Appendix B for outlier-trimming procedures. Be-
cause of its dollar-weighting feature, the weighted mean 
is most appropriately used in indirect equalization, when 
estimating the total dollar value of the jurisdiction. When 
relying on the measure, however, outliers should be care-
fully reviewed (and deleted if appropriate), since they can 
strongly affect the weighted mean, particularly when they 
occur for high-value properties and in small samples.

6.2 Overall Ratio for Combined Strata
For purposes of oversight monitoring of overall appraisal 
performance and direct equalization, the generally pre-
ferred approach is to weight the median ratio of each 
stratum on the basis of the relative number of properties in 
the stratum. For indirect equalization, the weight assigned 
to a measure of central tendency of a stratum should be 
proportional to the share of that stratum’s total estimated 
market value. Because the number of parcels bears only a 
loose relationship to dollar value, weighting by number of 
parcels is not appropriate for indirect equalization.

For indirect equalization, the preferred method of cal-
culating the overall market value of a jurisdiction is as 
follows:

 1. Divide the total appraised (or assessed) value of 
each stratum by the stratum sample’s measure of 
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central tendency (see section 6.3, “Contrasting 
Measures of Appraisal Level,” in this part) to 
obtain an estimate of the total market value of 
taxable property in the stratum.

 2. Sum the estimates of total stratum market value 
to obtain an estimate of the total market value 
of taxable property in the jurisdiction or class of 
property.

 3. To obtain an overall weighted level of assessment 
(or ratio), divide the total appraised (or assessed) 
value of the jurisdiction or class of property 
by the estimated total market value (table 2-1 
contains a simplified example).

6.3 Contrasting Measures of Appraisal Level
Table 2-2 summarizes the preferred measures of central 
tendency for the three broad purposes of indirect equal-
ization, direct equalization, and the general monitoring of 
appraisal performance.

For indirect equalization, the preferred measure is the 
weighted mean (the measure used in table 2-1), because 
it gives equal weight to each dollar. This helps achieve an 
accurate estimate of total dollar value, the goal of indi-
rect equalization. However, there are implicit difficulties 
in obtaining sales samples that are representative of all 
significant groups of properties with different ratios. The 
weighted mean can be disproportionately influenced by 
high-value properties, particularly in a small sales sample. 
A disproportionate influence of high-value properties can 
be reduced through value stratification within the property 
class. Such value stratification helps capture value-related 
ratio differences, as well as improve representativeness, 
regardless of which measure of central tendency is used. 
If there are provable value-related ratio differences within 
strata, the weighted mean must be used since the median is 
incapable of capturing value-related differences. In cases 

in which value stratification is not practicable, equaliza-
tion agencies may stratify by some proxy for value, such 
as neighborhood or property sub-class. If results appear 
distorted by non-representative high-value sales, outlier 
identification methods described in Appendix B should 
be employed.

While not conceptually preferred, the median can be used 
to prevent the disproportionate influence of high-value 
properties with outlier ratios. To be clear, although the 
median is not the conceptually appropriate measure, it 
nonetheless has the desirable property of smaller sampling 
variance and, in cases in which assessment regressiv-
ity/progressivity has not been found to be a significant 
concern, can provide an acceptable substitute for the 
weighted mean.

If samples are known to be reasonably representative 
through outlier trimming, the use of stratification or selec-
tion of random appraisals, the weighted mean would be the 
(only) correct measure. In cases which sample representa-
tiveness is a concern due to small samples or outliers, the 
median can reasonably be used as long as the equalization 
agency has checked to ensure that there are no significant 
price-related biases within the strata used in the study.

6.4 Measures of Variability
Measures of dispersion or variability relate to the uni-
formity of the ratios and should be calculated for each 
stratum in the study. In general, the smaller the measure, 
the better the uniformity, but extremely low measures can 
signal one of the following:
acceptable causes

• extremely homogeneous properties

• very stable markets

unacceptable causes
• lack of quality control

• calculation errors

• poor sample representativeness

• sales chasing
Note that as market activity changes or as the complexity 
of properties increases, the measures of variability usu-
ally increase, even though appraisal procedures may be 
equally valid.

Table 2-1. Illustration of Combining Measures of Central Tendency (Example shown is for indirect equalization)

Data for properties in the study

Stratum  
(1) Total sample assessed value (2) Total sample sale price (3) 

Weighted mean  
(2)/(3) (4)

Total assessed value of 
stratum  

(5)

Indicated market value 
of stratum  

(6)
Residential $3,000,000 $4,000,000 0.750 $600,000,000 $800,000,000
All other 950,000 1,000,000 0.950 400,000,000 421,000,000
Total $1,000,000,000 $1,221,000,000

Overall ratio = $1,000,000,000/$1,221,000,000 = 0.819

Table 2-2. Preferred Estimators
Indirect 

Equalization
Direct 

Equalization
Monitoring 

Performance
Median — X X
Mean — — —
Weighted Mean X* — —

* Caution should be exercised when the sample contains value outliers or 
indicates value bias based on the PRD

I I I I 
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6.5 Measures of Reliability
It is good practice to calculate measures of reliability 
whenever the results of a ratio study are used for equaliza-
tion. Measures of reliability will indicate whether there 
is a desired degree of confidence that a given level of ap-
praisal has not been achieved. The most commonly used 
measure of ratio study sample reliability is the confidence 
interval. This interval brackets the unknown population 
parameter for any sample statistic with a specified (cho-
sen) degree of confidence. When the interval includes a 
desired assessment level or a performance standard range 
around the desired level (see section 11 and Table 2-4), 
equalization adjustments are not warranted. Similarly, 
when the interval includes a maximum allowable COD 
(see Table 2-3), reappraisal or other action to correct poor 
uniformity is not warranted.

6.6 Vertical Inequities
The measures of variability discussed in section 6.4 relate 
to “horizontal,” or random, dispersion among the ratios in 
a stratum, regardless of the value of individual parcels. An-
other form of inequity can be systematic differences in the 
appraisal of low- and high-value properties, termed “verti-
cal” inequities. When low-value properties are appraised 
at greater percentages of market value than high-value 
properties, assessment regressivity is indicated. When 
low-value properties are appraised at smaller percentages 
of market value than high-value properties, assessment 
progressivity is the result. Appraisals made for tax purposes 
should be neither regressive nor progressive.

An index statistic for measuring vertical equity is the 
PRD, which is calculated by dividing the mean ratio by 
the weighted mean ratio. This statistic should be close to 
1.00. Measures considerably above 1.00 tend to indicate 
assessment regressivity; measures below 1.00 suggest 
assessment progressivity. When samples are small or the 
weighted mean is heavily influenced by several extreme 
sales prices, however, the PRD may not be a sufficiently 
reliable measure of vertical inequities. A scatter plot of 
ratios versus appraised values or sale prices is a useful 
diagnostic tool. A downward (or upward) trend to the 
data indicates systematic regressivity (or progressivity). 
If not sufficiently representative, extreme sales prices can 
be excluded in calculation of the PRD. Similarly, when 
samples are very large, the PRD may be too insensitive 
to show small pockets in which there is significant verti-
cal inequity. Standards for evaluating the PRD are given 
in section 9.2.7 in this part. In addition, more powerful 
statistical tests for vertical inequities are available and 
should be employed to determine the significance of the 
indication provided by the PRD (see section 5.7 in this 
part and Twark, Everly and Downing [1989]).

The coefficient of price-related bias (PRB) provides a more 
meaningful measure of price-related bias.  It is obtained by 
regressing percentage difference from the median ratio on 
percentage differences in value (see Appendix D). A PRB 
of –.045 indicates, for example, that assessment ratios fall 
by 4.5% when values double and increase by 4.5% when 
values are halved. Like all regression coefficients, the 
statistical reliability of the PRB can be gauged by noting 
its t-value and related significance level. Like all regres-
sion coefficients, the statistical reliability of the PRB can 
be gauged by noting its t-value and related significance 
level, and by computing confidence intervals. In table 1-4 
the PRB is 0.035 and is not statistically significant.

Unacceptable vertical inequities should be addressed 
through reappraisal or other corrective actions. In some 
cases, additional stratification can help isolate the problem. 
Measures of level computed for value strata should not 
be compared as a way of determining vertical inequity 
because of a boundary effect that is most pronounced in 
the highest and lowest strata (Schultz 1996).

6.7 Tests of Hypotheses
An appropriate test should be used whenever the purpose 
of a ratio study is implicitly or explicitly to test a hypoth-
esis. A hypothesis is essentially a tentative answer to a 
question, such as, Are residential and commercial prop-
erties appraised at equal percentages of market value? A 
test is a statistical means of deciding whether the answer 
“yes” to such a question can be rejected at a given level 
of confidence. In this case, if the test leads to the conclu-
sion that residential and commercial properties are not 
appraised at equal percentages of market value, some sort 
of corrective action on the part of assessing officials is 
clearly indicated. Appropriate tests are listed in table 1-2 
and discussed in Gloudemans (1999), Property Appraisal 
and Assessment Administration (IAAO 1990), and Improv-
ing Real Property Assessment (IAAO 1978, 137–54)

6.8 The Normal Distribution
Many conventional statistical methods assume the sample 
data conform to the shape of a bell curve, known as the 
normal (or Gaussian) distribution. Performance measures 
based on the mean or standard deviation can be mislead-
ing if the study sample does not meet the assumption of 
normality. As a first step in the analysis, the distribution 
of sample ratios should be examined to reveal the shape 
of the data and uncover any unusual features. Although 
ratio study samples typically do not conform to the normal 
distribution, graphical techniques and numerical tests can 
be used to explore the data thoroughly. Traditional choices 
are the binomial, chi-square, and Lilliefors tests. Newer 
and more powerful procedures are the Shapiro-Wilk W, 
the D’Agostino-Pearson K2, and the Anderson-Darling A2 
tests (D’Agostino and Stephens 1986).
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7. Sample Size
7.1 Importance of Sample Size
If it is desirable to create narrow, uniform margins of er-
ror in jurisdictions without sufficient sales, independent 
appraisals may be added.

7.2 Adequacy of a Given Sample Size
The adequacy of a given sample size can be evaluated by 
computing measures of reliability. If the confidence interval 
is sufficiently narrow, the sample is large enough. If the 
confidence interval is too wide, the oversight authority must 
either accept less precision or enlarge the sample, if possible.

7.3 Required Sample Size
Because designing for sampling objectives and planning 
for resource allocation in ratio studies must occur well 
before final ratio data sets are available and ratio study sta-
tistics are calculated, decisions on critical input variables 
must be made well before their true values are known. 
For example, the sample size formulas (Cochran 1977; 
Sherrill and Whorton 1991; and Gloudemans 1999) used 
to plan for specific margins of error and/or specific levels 
of confidence theoretically require, as input variables, the 
actual variation within the final ratio data sets (usually 
measured by the coefficient of variation). However, the 
actual variation in final ratio data sets is not known during 
the design and planning stage and, thus, the desired sample 
size must be projected based upon the best information 
available at the time of design and planning. This projec-
tion results in unavoidable forecast error and can result 
in the production of a higher or lower sample size than 
needed to reach sampling objectives. This issue is an ac-
cepted part of conducting ratio studies when it is necessary 
and important to attain a predetermined or uniform degree 
of precision. In other cases, it may be acceptable to use 
all available qualified sales. When predetermination of 
sample size is important, the variation in the ratio data set 
from the most recent time period available can provide a 
reasonable estimate for the time period under analysis.

7.4 Remedies for Inadequate Samples
In addition to recommendations discussed in section 6.4, 
“Remedies for Inadequate Samples,” in Part 1, supple-
mental independent appraisals can be combined with sales 
(also see section 8.7, “Combining of Sales and Apprais-
als,” in this part ).

7.5 History of Sales Reporting
Oversight agencies that develop ratio studies from sales 
provided by local assessment jurisdictions should track the 
number of transfers obtained in different study periods. 
Quality control techniques can be used to measure mar-
ket activity or to determine whether an assessor is fully 
reporting sales information.

8. Appraisal Ratio Studies
Appraisal ratio studies are conducted by using appraised 
values for a random sample of parcels. Such sampling 
plans can be designed to be more representative of the 
population in terms of property characteristics than a sales 
sample of the same size but require adequately trained 
appraisers and are comparatively expensive. Few ratio 
studies are based solely on independently conducted ap-
praisals, which then are compared to values determined 
by assessing officials. Many equalization or oversight 
agencies, however, do ratio studies in which both sales 
and appraisals are combined. Furthermore, it may be pos-
sible to develop sales driven models for use in appraising 
a particular population of properties (excluding those 
not adequately represented in the underlying model) or 
randomly selected parcels for ratio study purposes (see 
Standard on Automated Valuation Models, [IAAO 2003]). 
Estimates of value developed for use in appraisal ratio 
studies are considered appraisal services and must comply 
with USPAP Standards 1 and 2 or Standard 6.

8.1 Rationale
Independent appraisals can be used as indicators of market 
value. Independent appraisals are appraisals performed by 
appraisers who are not employees of the appraisal agency 
that is the subject of the study. Such appraisal ratio studies 
are particularly useful for property classes with limited 
sale data, such as commercial and industrial real prop-
erty and personal property (see Property Appraisal and 
Assessment Administration IAAO 1990, Appendix 1-1] 
and Gloudemans [1999, chapter 6]). In addition, appraisal 
ratio studies can be used for agricultural or other proper-
ties not appraised on an ad valorem basis. In this case, the 
appraisals should reflect the use value or other statutory 
basis on which the properties are appraised.

8.2 Advantages and Disadvantages
Appraisal ratio studies have both advantages and disad-
vantages. The advantages of appraisal ratio studies are

• the ability to sample from areas or property types 
with insufficient sales information

• a high degree of control in sample size that enables 
the analyst to treat jurisdictions equally, regardless 
of the availability of market information

• the avoidance of nonrepresentativeness stemming 
from the use of sales samples that may not 
represent the property population.

• the size of the sample can be specified and

• the initial sample can be randomly drawn, thus 
helping to maximize representativeness.

If objectivity can be maintained, the appraisal ratio study 
avoids potential distortions due to systematic differences 
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between appraisals of sampled and unsampled properties. 
In addition, independent appraisals can be used to test for 
systematic differences between appraisals of sold and 
unsold properties.

A disadvantage of appraisal ratio studies is the extra time 
and cost involved with the independent appraisal process. 
The subject and any comparables should be physically 
inspected and the appraisals documented according to ap-
propriate standards. Applicable USPAP guidelines should 
be followed. Independent single-property appraisals should 
be developed in compliance with Standard 1, should be 
reported in compliance with Standard 2, and should be 
reviewed in compliance with Standard 3 of USPAP. Inde-
pendent appraisals done with a mass appraisal model should 
be developed and reported in compliance with Standard 6 
of USPAP. Another disadvantage is that appraisals are an 
opinion of value. Accordingly, they should be documented 
and tested against the market. However, this becomes diffi-
cult when sales data are scarce. To reduce this disadvantage, 
appraisal ratio study analysts should ensure that appraisals 
are carefully reviewed and allow local appraisers to submit 
appraisal information that may affect the value conclusion 
(see Standard on Oversight Agency Responsibilities [IAAO 
2010]). Where adequate sales are available, independent 
appraisals should be checked for consistency with sales.

8.3 Sample Selection and Resource 
Requirements
Sample selection and resource planning in appraisal ratio 
studies require knowledge of statistical sampling, estima-
tion principles, and available resources. Judgment must 
be used, because the determination of an adequate sample 
can require more information than is available during the 
design and planning phase, such as the actual variation 
within the final ratio data sets (see section 6.2, “Adequacy 
of a Given Sample Size,” in Part 1). Moreover, the cost of 
the study increases with the size of the sample. Therefore, 
the value of more reliable information must be balanced 
against the costs of obtaining that information.

In determining the size of the sample for each stratum, the 
following should be taken into consideration:

 1. the required precision (typically measured by the 
margin of error) of the estimate of the appraisal 
level, for example, ±0.05

 2. the required confidence level, for example, 95 
percent

 3. the amount of dispersion expected in the final 
ratio data set

 4. the wastage associated with properties that 
cannot be efficiently appraised or appraisals that 
cannot be used for one reason or another (see 
Gloudemans [1999, chapter 6] for sample size 

formulas and required input variables; also see 
Sherrill and Whorton [1991]).

Once the desired size of an appraisal sample has been 
determined, the individual properties that will constitute 
the sample should be selected using a statistically valid 
sampling plan. Stratified random sampling is preferred.

If value stratification is used, sample properties selected 
from value groups during resource planning can shift into 
other value groups before completion of the study, thus 
reducing the ultimate representativeness of the sample. 
Some appraisal parcels may need to be removed from the 
sample when anomalous conditions are discovered such as 
environmental contamination (sufficiently reliable valua-
tions may be prohibitively difficult or resource intensive) 
or when the independent appraiser is not allowed access 
to the property. Any sample parcels that are voided or that 
shift from a stratum because of value changes should be 
replaced if possible.

Appraisal ratio studies, as with sales ratio studies, require 
informed, reasoned judgment to maximize sample repre-
sentativeness and statistical reliability.

8.4 Data Requirements and Appraisal 
Techniques
The appraisal techniques selected for an appraisal ratio 
study should be consistent with accepted appraisal prin-
ciples and practices. The appraisals should reflect the 
appraisal date in question and should be well documented. 
Statistical software should be used as much as possible to 
expand analytical capabilities and perform calculations.

The appraisals used in appraisal ratio studies can be based on 
CAMA and automated valuation model (AVM) techniques 
(see Standard on Automated Valuation Models, [IAAO 
2003]). The models used must be developed independently 
from those used for assessment purposes. Adequate market 
data and property characteristic data are required to develop 
reliable and defensible model estimates. If available, sales 
from a later period can be used to expand sample size. 
However, as in sales-based ratio studies, sales derived from 
primary assessing jurisdictions should be reviewed to ensure 
accuracy and validity. CAMA and AVM models have the ad-
vantage of reducing costs, permitting the use of larger, more 
representative samples. CAMA and AVM models developed 
for equalization must focus on the adequacy of overall, not 
individual, value or level of assessment estimates.

Because the purpose of the appraisal is to make an inde-
pendent value estimate, not audit the assessor’s work, the 
appraisals should be made without knowledge of the asses-
sor’s value. Appraisers should not be supplied with copies 
of the assessor’s appraisal work sheets or model informa-
tion. Supervisors should spot-check and review the work of 
staff appraisers to ensure that the required independence is 
maintained. When the purpose of the ratio study is equal-
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ization or performance measurement, rather than internal 
quality assurance, the appraisals should not be revealed to 
the assessor until the assessor’s values are final.

8.5 Appraisal Chasing
Appraisal chasing can take two forms, either of which 
reduces or destroys the validity of the ratio study. The first 
occurs when an independent appraiser knows the local ap-
praised value and either consciously or unconsciously biases 
the independent appraised value towards the local appraised 
value. Independent appraisers should not have access to the 
local appraiser’s values or appraisal work papers prior to 
completing their appraisals. Also, independent appraisals 
should be reviewed and tested against the market.

The second form of appraisal chasing occurs when the 
local appraisal jurisdiction knows which properties are in 
the ratio study appraisal sample and adjusts local appraised 
values on some or all of these properties to achieve better 
ratios without making similar adjustments to unsampled 
properties. This form of appraisal chasing is similar to 
sales chasing and has similar consequences (see Appendix 
E, “Sales Chasing Detection Techniques”). Ratio study 
analysts should guard against this form of appraisal chas-
ing by withholding the release of sample information until 
the local appraisal office’s values are final. If this form 
of appraisal chasing occurs, the oversight agency can use 
local values prior to adjustment to provide a more accurate 
representation of the population ratios.

8.6 Reviewing of Appraisals
Appraisal supervisors should review appraisal models or 
individual single-property appraisals to ensure that USPAP 
and the agency’s standards are met. It also is good practice 
to include some recently sold properties in the sample being 
appraised as a check on the validity of the methods being 
applied. In addition, the assessor must be afforded an op-
portunity to review the appraisals along with supporting 
documentation and to submit information supporting dif-
ferent value conclusions. If different value conclusions or 
factual information would materially affect the outcome of 
the study, a procedure for resolving conflicts, for example, 
by an independent review body, should be established.

8.7 Combining of Sales and Appraisals
Appraisals can be combined with valid sales in a ratio 
study. Using available sales adds objectivity to the study 
and reduces the required number of appraisals. On the other 
hand, combining sales and appraisals mixes two market 
indicators. If sales and appraisals are combined, an analysis 
should be performed to test the consistency of measures of 
central tendency derived from the sales ratios compared 
to the same measures derived from the appraisal ratios. A 
Mann-Whitney test comparing values per unit or compar-
ing ratios based on sales with those based on appraisals is 

appropriate for this purpose. Significant differences can 
result from several of the following conditions:

 1. Sales have been chased.

 2. Sales and appraisals came from different 
geographic areas with different markets 
and different levels of appraisal (maximize 
representativeness by stratifying).

 3. Sales and appraisals have different property 
characteristics that cause different levels of 
appraisal.

 4. All or some of the sales are invalid.

 5. Outlier ratios are causing sale/appraisal ratio 
differences.

 6. All or some of the appraisals are inaccurate.
If none of the first five conditions listed above apply, the 
appraisals should be tested against the market and revised 
as necessary (see Wooten, 2003).

Variability measures computed on sales used in the sample 
should not be expected to be similar to variability measures 
computed on appraisals. Sales ratios reflect the vagaries of 
the marketplace. Appraisal ratios, on the other hand, come 
from comparing the results of one appraisal model (the 
oversight agency’s) to the results of another (the assessing 
office‘s). If both parties use mass appraisal procedures, 
differences in appraisals between the two models should be 
less than when compared with sales; thus, variability mea-
sures based on appraisal ratios can be expected to be lower 
than those based on sales ratios as long as they represent 
properties with similar characteristics and similar degrees 
of appraisal difficulty.

8.8 Average Unit Value Comparisons
In addition to a traditional ratio study, “expert” appraisals 
can take the form of average unit values and be compared 
against the assessor’s average unit value for the same 
parcels. In this technique, parcels are stratified into homo-
geneous groups, as they would be for appraisal purposes. 
Appropriate units of comparison are identified for each 
group, and average unit values are determined through 
an analysis of available sales, cost, and income data. The 
assessor’s average unit values for the same strata are then 
calculated and the two averages are compared. Average unit 
value comparisons is well-rooted in mass appraisal theory 
and offers an alternative to the time and expense associated 
with the selection and appraisal of individual parcels.

9. Estimating Performance for Unsold 
Properties
The objective of a ratio study is to determine appraisal 
performance for the population of properties. As long as 
sold and unsold parcels are appraised in the same man-
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ner and the data describing them are coded consistently, 
statistics calculated in a sales ratio study can be used to 
infer appraisal performance for unsold parcels. However, 
if parcels that sell are selectively reappraised or recoded, 
based on their sale prices or some other criterion (such 
as listing price) and if such parcels are in the ratio study, 
sales ratio study uniformity inferences will not be accurate 
(appraisals will appear more uniform than they are). In this 
situation, measures of appraisal level will also be unsup-
portable unless similar unsold parcels were appraised by a 
model that produces the same overall percentage of market 
value (appraisal level) as the parcels that sold.

Oversight agencies must ensure that sold and unsold par-
cels are appraised at the same level. Several techniques are 
available for determining whether assessors are selectively 
appraising sold parcels (see Appendix E, “Sales Chasing De-
tection Techniques,” or Property Appraisal and Assessment 
Administration [IAAO 1990, Appendix 20-2] and Gloude-
mans [1999, chapter 6] for a more detailed discussion).

If unsold properties within a properly specified group are 
not appraised consistently with sold properties within the 
same group and according to applicable guidelines, un-
adjusted sales ratio results cannot be used. The oversight 
agency will have to adjust calculated results or conduct 
an alternative study.

Once it is determined that sales chasing probably has 
occurred and probably is reducing the validity of ratio 
study statistical measures of level or uniformity, it is nec-
essary to redo the ratio study to establish valid measures 
before any other recommendations, such as reappraisal or 
equalization action, can be made. If feasible, probably the 
best approach is to select a sample period that effectively 
precludes sales chasing. For example, when the lien or 
appraisal date is January 1, many jurisdictions use sales 
occurring before that date to make valuation decisions. To 
test the resulting valuations, it would be appropriate to use 
sales occurring after January 1 (or after the last date for 
changing assessments for the year in question), provided 
such data are time-adjusted (when necessary) backward 
to match the appraisal date. As a slight variation on this 
principle, earlier sales could be used, except when sales 
chasing is detected, in which case it is appropriate to switch 
to a later, post-appraisal-date sales period.

Legal or practical constraints can prevent use of opti-
mal sample periods in many cases. In these situations, 
it is important to determine the exact cause of the sales 
chasing. For example, if a large proportion of selling 
properties are appealed and if appeal boards typically 
adjust to sale price, the result is the same as sales chasing 
by the assessor. One solution is to use appraised values 
prior to the action of the appeal board, provided that the 
appeal adjustment is not merely the result of an atypical 
clerical or other error. Another approach is to use current 
sales prices and prior-year values, adjusted for reappraisal 

activity or assessment value changes in the population. 
The percentage increase or decrease in the prior-year’s 
appraised values for the population (net of new construc-
tion) should be used to adjust the prior-year’s values for 
the sample (Gloudemans 1999).

10. Presentation of Findings, 
Documentation, and Training
Oversight agencies should produce ratio studies in a man-
ner that is transparent in all stages to all stakeholders.

(See section 8, Part 1.)

11. Ratio Study Standards
Each state and province should have ratio study performance 
standards. These standards, summarized in table 2-3, are 
suggested for jurisdictions in which current market value 
is the legal basis for assessment. In general, when state 
and provincial standards are not met, reappraisal or other 
corrective measures should be taken or equalization pro-
cedures can be imposed. When an oversight agency orders 
such actions, the burden of proof should be on the agency 
to show that the standards have not been achieved.

All standards recommended in this section are predicated 
on the assumption that all practicable steps necessary to 
maximize representativeness and validity in the underlying 
ratio studies have been conducted.

11.1 Level of Appraisal
The calculated measures of central tendency are point 
estimates and provide only an indication, not proof, of 
whether the level meets the appropriate goal. Confidence 
intervals and statistical tests should be used to determine 
whether the appraisal level differs from the established 
goal in a particular instance.

A decision by an oversight agency to take some action 
(direct equalization, indirect equalization, reappraisal) can 
have profound consequences for taxpayers, taxing jurisdic-
tions, and other affected parties. This decision should not 
be made without a high degree of certainty that the action 
is warranted. Conversely, a decision not to take action 
when action is needed can have equally profound conse-
quences. Oversight agencies should weigh all the options 
and consider the issues discussed below when developing 
or revising a level-of-appraisal standard, and when devel-
oping equalization or other appraisal oversight procedures.

11.1.1 Purpose of Level-of-Appraisal Standard
Jurisdictions that follow the IAAO recommendation of 
annual reassessments and comply with USPAP standards 
should be able to develop mass appraisal models that 
maintain an overall ratio level of 100 percent (or very near 
thereto). The local assessor may be required to observe reap-
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praisal cycles defined by a legal authority or public policy 
that can extend beyond one year. During extended cycles 
inflation or deflation can influence the overall ratio. 

The purpose of a performance standard that allows rea-
sonable variation from 100 percent of market value is to 
recognize uncontrollable sampling error and the limiting 
conditions that may constrain the degree of accuracy that is 
possible and cost-effective within an assessment jurisdic-
tion. Further, the effect of performance standards on local 
assessors must be considered in light of expectations of 
public policy and resources available. For these reasons, 
states or oversight agencies may adopt performance stan-
dards for appraisal level that allow some variance from 
the 100 percent goal of market value.

11.1.2 Recommended Appraisal Level 
Standards for Direct and Indirect Equalization
The performance standard adopted by an oversight agency 
should be a range around the legally required level of ap-
praisal in a property class or an overall jurisdiction. This 
range should be 90 to 110 percent of the legally required 
level of appraisal for direct equalization or reappraisal, 
or 95 to 105 percent for indirect equalization. A smaller 
maximum range for indirect equalization is justified 
because taxpayers are not as comprehensively affected. 
Oversight agencies should adopt performance standards 
that are as close to the legally required level as can be 
justified given the local situation and taking into account 

the factors discussed herein.

In addition to the above appraisal level standards, each class 
of property for which appraisal level standards have been 
defined must be within 5 percent of the overall level of ap-
praisal of the jurisdiction (see section 11.2.3, “Uniformity 
among Strata,” in this part). Both criteria must be met.

11.1.3 Confidence Intervals in Conjunction 
with Performance Standards
By themselves, the calculated measures of central ten-
dency provide only an indication, not proof, of whether 
the appraisal level meets the performance standard. So, 
the purpose of confidence intervals and similar statistical 
tests is to determine whether the appraisal level differs 
from the established performance standard in a particular 
instance. A conclusion of noncompliance requires a high 
degree of confidence, thus a 90 percent (two-tailed) or 95 
percent (one-tailed) confidence interval should be used, 
except for small or highly variable samples as described 
in section 11.1.5, “Adjustment for High Variability and 
Small Samples,” in this part.

11.1.4 Decision Model
The oversight agency should determine whether the 
estimate is outside the acceptable range around the legal 
level of appraisal with a specified degree of statistical 
significance. The chosen interval should overlap the 
performance standard range of 90 percent to 110 percent 

Table 2-3. Ratio study uniformity standards indicating acceptable general quality* 

General Property Class Jurisdiction Size/Profile/Market Activity COD Range

Residential improved (single family 
dwellings, condominiums, manuf. 
housing, 2-4 family units)

Very large jurisdictions/densely populated/newer properties/active markets 5.0 to 10.0
Large to mid-sized jurisdictions/older & newer properties/less active markets 5.0 to 15.0
Rural or small jurisdictions/older properties/depressed market areas 5.0 to 20.0

Income-producing properties (commercial, 
industrial, apartments,)

Very large jurisdictions/densely populated/newer properties/active markets 5.0 to 15.0
Large to mid-sized jurisdictions/older & newer properties/less active markets 5.0 to 20.0
Rural or small jurisdictions/older properties/depressed market areas 5.0 to 25.0

Residential vacant land
Very large jurisdictions/rapid development/active markets 5.0 to 15.0
Large to mid-sized jurisdictions/slower development/less active markets 5.0 to 20.0
Rural or small jurisdictions/little development/depressed markets 5.0 to 25.0

Other (non-agricultural) vacant land
Very large jurisdictions/rapid development/active markets 5.0 to 20.0
Large to mid-sized jurisdictions/slower development/less active markets 5.0 to 25.0
Rural or small jurisdictions/little development/depressed markets 5.0 to 30.0

These types of property are provided for general guidance only and may not represent jurisdictional requirements.
*The COD performance recommendations are based upon representative and adequate sample sizes, with outliers trimmed and a 95% 
level of confidence.

*Appraisal level recommendation for each type of property shown should be between 0.90 and 1.10.

*PRD's for each type of property should be between 0.98 and 1.03 to demonstrate vertical equity. However, PRD standards are not abso-
lute and may be less meaningful when samples are small or when wide variation in prices exist. In such cases, statistical tests of vertical 
equity hypotheses should be substituted.

*Alternatively, assessing officials can rely on the PRB, which is less sensitive to atypical prices and ratios.  PRB coefficients should generally fall 
between −.05 and .05.  PRBs that are statistically significant and less than −0.10 or greater than 0.10 indicate unacceptable vertical inequities.

*CODs lower than 5.0 may indicate sales chasing or non-representative samples.
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Table 2-4. Ratio Study Standards and Decision Making—Direct Equalization or Appraisal Performance Using Median 90%–110% 
Standard 
Example demonstrating application of standard at a 95% level of confidence

Case Point Estimate
Confidence Interval (CI) 

Width (95%)
CI Overlaps Performance 

Standard Range
Point Estimate in Performance 

Standard Range
Equalization Action or 

Reappraisal Order
1 92% 86% to 101% yes yes no
2 88% 81% to 95% yes no no
3 84% 79% to 88% no no yes

in the case of direct equalization or measuring appraisal 
performance. For indirect equalization the chosen inter-
val should overlap the performance standard range of 95 
percent to 105 percent. If the confidence interval does not 
overlap any portion of the appropriate range, equalization 
is performed or reappraisal orders are issued. See table 
2-4 for an example of the direct equalization or appraisal 
performance decision making process.

11.1.5 Adjustments for High Variability and 
Small Samples
High variability, small sample size, or a combination of 
these factors often causes confidence intervals to become 
quite wide. Wide confidence intervals reflect the impre-
cision of the underlying statistic and can decrease the 
usefulness of performance measures. Also, wide confi-
dence intervals can cause an inequitable situation in which 
jurisdictions with small samples and large variability are 
never subject to equalization or reappraisal orders, while 
jurisdictions with larger samples and much less variability 
are more likely to be subject to such orders even though 
their appraisal performance may be arguably better.

For these reasons, oversight agencies should consider 
expanding sample sizes by taking steps to increase the 
number of sales or by making independent appraisals (see 
section 7.4 part 2). If the sample size cannot be increased, 
two options may be considered when the point estimate 
fails to achieve compliance but the confidence interval 
overlaps the range of compliance:

• If a particular point estimate does not meet the 
standard for the current study cycle the oversight 
agency may reduce the level of confidence by 
5% the following year. This may be followed 
by an annual stepwise reduction of 5%. Such a 
reduction may continue to a 70 percent level of 
confidence if the point estimate fails to meet the 
compliance threshold over this period of time. 
Corrective action would be imposed when a given 
year’s confidence interval fails to include the 
performance standard range.

• The oversight agency may examine statistical point 
estimates over several study cycles. A jurisdiction 
that fails to meet a particular point standard for 
5 consecutive years has a probability of less than 
5% that compliance has been achieved, even if 

the confidence interval overlaps the compliance 
threshold every year. In such cases the oversight 
agency would impose corrective decisions based 
upon the point estimate.

11.1.6 Calculating Equalization Adjustments
If noncompliance with either direct or indirect equalization 
standards is indicated, the appropriate point estimate (sta-
tistic) measuring appraisal level should be used to calculate 
adjustment factors, by dividing it into 100 percent.

11.2 Appraisal Uniformity
Assuming the existence of an adequate and sufficiently 
representative sample, if the uniformity of appraisal is unac-
ceptable, reappraisal should be undertaken regardless of the 
level of appraisal. The oversight agency should recognize 
that the COD is a point estimate and cannot be accepted as 
proof of assessment uniformity problems without an ap-
propriate degree of statistical confidence. Such proof can be 
provided by recognized statistical tests, including bootstrap 
confidence intervals. If the data are normally distributed, 
the COV and confidence intervals around this measure also 
can be determined. Then the COV can be mathematically 
converted into an equivalent COD.

11.2.1 Oversight Uniformity Standards
Oversight agencies should establish uniformity standards 
for local assessment jurisdictions. Any COD performance 
standards applied to strata within a particular jurisdiction 
should be related to the overall size, profile of property 
characteristics (type, age, condition, and obsolescence) 
and market activity. In general, tighter uniformity stan-
dards can be applied to larger jurisdictions with newer 
construction and active markets. And generally, less 
stringent uniformity standards should be applied to older, 
economically depressed or less densely developed areas 
with less efficient markets. Standards should also be 
relaxed in jurisdictions that experience economic instabil-
ity due to sudden changes in supply or demand factors. 
In developing uniformity standards, oversight agencies 
should consider reasonable tolerance ranges in making 
compliance decisions.

11.2.2 Multi-level Uniformity Standards
The uniformity standards presented in table 2-3 are defined 
in terms of the COD (point estimate) measure and are 

I I I I 
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intended to apply to ratio studies based on sales, not those 
based on independent appraisals in which lower CODs 
often are typically observed. If reliability measures are not 
employed, sample size will play a critical role in setting 
the maximum acceptable COD. In addition, in unusually 
homogeneous or restrictive markets or for properties 
subject to use-value or similar constrained value assess-
ment, low CODs also can be anticipated. In all other cases, 
CODs less than 5 percent should be considered unusual 
and possibly indicative of nonrepresentative samples or the 
selective reappraisal of sold parcels. The COD standards 
in table 2-3 may not be applicable to property strata in 
unique, depressed, or rapidly changing markets. In such 
cases, assessment administrators may be able to develop 
target standards based on an analysis of past performance 
or results in similar markets elsewhere. Such an analysis 
can be based on ratio study results for the past five years 
or more.

11.2.3 Uniformity among Strata
Although the goal is to achieve an overall level of ap-
praisal equal to 100 percent of the legal requirement, 
ensuring uniformity in appraisal levels among strata is 
also important. The level of appraisal of each stratum 
(class, neighborhood, age group, market areas, and the 
like) should be within 5 percent of the overall level of ap-
praisal of the jurisdiction. For example, if the overall level 
of appraisal of the jurisdiction is 1.00, but the appraisal 
level for residential property is 0.93 and the appraisal 
level for commercial property is 1.06 the jurisdiction is 
not in compliance with this requirement. This test should 
be applied only to strata subject to compliance testing. 
The oversight agency can conclude that this standard has 
been met if 95 percent (two-tailed) confidence intervals 
about the chosen measures of central tendency for each 
of the stratum fall within 5 percent of the overall level of 
appraisal calculated for the jurisdiction. Using the above 
example, if the upper confidence limit for the level of 
residential property is 0.97 and the lower confidence 
limit for commercial property is 1.01, the two strata are 
within the acceptable range.

11.2.4 Vertical Equity
PRDs should be between 0.98 and 1.03. The reason this 
range is not centered on 1.00 relates to an inherent upward 
bias in the arithmetic mean (numerator in the PRD) that 
does not equally affect the weighted mean (denominator 
in the PRD). When samples are small, have high disper-
sion, or include properties with extreme values, the PRD 
may not provide an accurate indication of assessment 
regressivity or progressivity. When relying on the PRD to 
measure vertical equity, it is good practice to perform an 
appropriate statistical test for price-related biases before 
concluding that they exist (see table 1-2 in Part 1).

The PRB provides a measure of price-related bias that is 
more meaningful and less sensitive to extreme prices or 
ratios. As a general matter, the PRB coefficient should fall 
between –0.05 and 0.05. PRBs for which 95% confidence 
intervals fall outside of this range indicate that one can 
reasonably conclude that assessment levels change by 
more than 5% when values are halved or doubled.  PRBs 
for which 95% confidence intervals fall outside the range 
of –0.10 to 0.10 indicate unacceptable vertical inequities.

As an illustration of the above, assume that the PRB is 
−0.115 with a standard error of 0.02 and corresponding 
95% confidence interval of −0.075 to −0.155 (−0.115 ± 
0.04 approximately).  One can conclude with 95% confi-
dence that assessment levels change by at least 7.5% when 
values double or are halved but not that assessment levels 
change by at least 10%.  This result would not be out of 
compliance with the ± 0.10 standard.

11.3 Natural Disasters and Ratio Study 
Standards
Natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods, and hur-
ricanes can have a substantial impact on the conduct of 
ratio studies and the interpretation and use of the results, 
and in general, they:

• increase the difficulty of accurately identifying the 
physical and economic characteristics of property 
on the dates of sale/lease and the date of appraisal

• increase the difficulty of producing sufficiently 
reliable appraised values (numerators)

• decrease the availability of usable sales and other 
market data

• increase the difficulty of identifying and obtaining 
such usable data

• increase the difficulty of producing sufficiently 
reliable independent appraisals

• increase the difficulty of accurately matching 
the characteristics of numerators with those of 
denominators

These potential problems can result from extraordinary 
changes in market conditions and in the physical and 
economic characteristics of property between the dates 
of sale/lease and the date of appraisal. As a result of 
these potential problems, a number of unreliable sample 
properties may need to be voided and usable sample sizes 
can be reduced significantly. All of these factors should 
be considered when ratio study standards are applied to 
ratio study results from areas substantially affected by 
natural disasters, but such consideration must not result 
in unwarranted relaxation of applicable standards. When 
faced with such situations, oversight agencies must use 
informed, reasoned judgment and common sense to pro-
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duce a sufficiently reliable ratio study, based upon the best 
information available.

12. Personal Property Studies
Most personal property ratio studies performed by over-
sight agencies are performed for equalization purposes. 
Because indirect equalization in particular requires overall 
estimation of value, it is imperative for these ratio studies 
to focus on large accounts.

Horizontal equity requires similar levels of appraisal 
between real and personal property. Sales data for per-
sonal property are difficult to obtain and analyze because 
markets for personal property are generally less visible 
and more difficult to follow than real property markets. 
Therefore, performance reviews and appraisal ratio studies 
should be used in place of sales ratio studies to determine 
the quality of appraisal of personal property. The perfor-
mance review does not quantify assessment conditions but 
can determine general assessment quality. The appraisal 
ratio study can be used to determine the level and unifor-
mity of assessment for personal property.

12.1. The Performance Review
The performance review is an empirical study that evalu-
ates the assessment method used and the ability of the 
jurisdiction to meet its legal requirement in the assessment 
of personal property. This type of study can be used to 
allocate tax dollars in multijurisdictional funding calcula-
tions or equalization by assuming that jurisdictions passing 
the performance review are assessing personal property 
at the general level of other classes of property analyzed 
with ratio studies.

12.1.1. Discovery
The jurisdiction must have the ability to discover the 
owners or users of taxable personal property within the 
jurisdiction. This is accomplished using phone books, 
business/occupational licenses, listings, sales tax rolls, and 
field reviews (see IAAO Course 500, “The Assessment of 
Personal Property,” and Standard on Valuation of Personal 
Property [IAAO 2005] for a complete list).

12.1.2. Valuation
Personal property is valued by using acceptable schedules 
and methods including depreciation schedules published 
by nationally recognized valuation firms, market data 
from published valuation guides, and other generally ac-
cepted valuation methods and acceptable adjustments (see 
Standard on Valuation of Personal Property).

12.1.3. Verification
Inclusiveness of personal property returns and reports 
should be verified by an audit program. The audit program 
should focus on larger and complex accounts; however, it 
also should include randomly selected accounts. The audit 
program should provide coverage of the entire tax base 
regardless of the jurisdiction’s reappraisal cycle.

12.1.4 Forms and Renditions
Comprehensive forms supplied by the assessment authority 
should allow the taxpayer to disclose fully all assessable 
personal property. The tax laws should require mandatory 
compliance, with meaningful penalties for noncompliance.

12.2. Appraisal Ratio Studies for Personal 
Property
The appraisal ratio study produces an estimate of the level 
of assessment of personal property by developing a ratio 
for property that is on the tax roll through the use of ap-
praisals. The level of assessment determined in this way 
can be adjusted downward to account for property that 
has not been assessed.

12.2.1 Assessment Ratio for Personal Property
Personal property market values are usually derived from 
appraisals using a replacement cost new less depreciation 
(RCNLD) approach (see IAAO Course 500). A comparison 
of the depreciation schedules in use to nationally accepted 
schedules would enable the calculation of a ratio for prop-
erty on the roll. A statistically sound process should be 
used to select a sample that is representative of personal 
property on the tax rolls. Such a sample can be parcel- or 
value-based depending on the intended use of the ratio 
study in indirect or direct equalization.

12.2.2 Stratification
Proper stratification of personal property accounts should be 
done for greater statistical accuracy. Strata should be based 
on the type and value of personal property accounts.

Stratification by type of account should occur first. Per-
sonal property accounts can be divided into residential 
(motor vehicles, boats, aircraft, and the like), agriculture, 
and business accounts. Further stratification can occur in 
residential and agricultural accounts but is necessary in 
business or commercial accounts. Business accounts are 
usually stratified by size into a minimum of four groups. 
Value ranges for these groups should be derived from the 
value ranges in the local market. One example would be 
small (less than $250,000), medium ($250,000 to $1 mil-
lion), moderate ($1–$5 million), and large (greater than 
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$5 million). Individual size of account can be determined 
by value on the prior-year personal property roll.

12.2.3 Property Escaping Assessment
Personal property is particularly prone to escaping as-
sessment. Some determination should be made about the 
portion of taxable personal property not on the assessment 
roll. However, estimates based on national averages are 
less meaningful at the local jurisdictional level.

12.2.3.1 Identifying Personal Property Owners and 
Users Not on the Roll
Discovery tools can be used to determine accounts not 
on the roll for a sample area or group. Once the extent 
of the problem is identified, a projection can be made of 
the percentage of personal property not identified on the 
assessment roll.

12.2.3.2 Identifying Personal Property Not Included in 
Taxpayer Returns/Reports
The accepted method of determining the property omit-
ted in taxpayer returns/reports is to audit the account 

(see IAAO workshops on auditing). The audit results are 
applied back to the account value. The resulting fraction 
is property that is escaping taxation within that particular 
personal property account. If appropriate sampling tech-
niques are used in selecting the accounts for audit, the 
resulting ratio is applied to the total roll to help determine 
the percentage of personal property escaping assessment 
within the jurisdiction.

12.2.4 Computing the Level of Appraisal
The overall ratio is then determined by reducing the valu-
ation ratio by the percent of property wholly or partially 
escaping taxation. For example, if the appraisal level is 
found to be 90 percent and it is determined that 5 percent 
of personal property is escaping assessment, then the cor-
rected level of assessment is the appraisal level times the 
percentage of personal property assessed: 0.90 × (1 – 0.05) 
= 0.855. For indirect equalization, this calculation would 
result in a higher equalized value.
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Standard on Ratio Studies

Definitions

Absolute value. The value of a number (or variable) re-
gardless of its sign. For example, 3 and –3 (minus 3) both 
have an absolute value of 3. The mathematical symbol 
for absolute value is one vertical bar on each side of the 
number in question, for example, |3|.

Accuracy. The closeness of a measurement, computation, 
or estimate to the true, exact, or accepted value. Accuracy 
also can be expressed as a range about the true value. See 
also precision and statistical accuracy.

Adjusted sale price. The sale price that results from ad-
justments made to the stated sale price to account for the 
effects of time, personal property, financing, or the like.

Appraisal. “The act or process of developing an opinion 
of value; an opinion of value” (USPAP 1999). The act of 
estimating the money value of property. The money value 
of property as estimated by an appraiser.

Appraisal date. The date as of which a property’s value 
is estimated. See also assessment date.

Appraisal ratio. (1) The ratio of the appraised value to 
an indicator of market value. (2) By extension, an esti-
mated fractional relationship between the appraisals and 
market values of a group of properties. See also level of 
appraisal.

Appraisal ratio study. A ratio study using independent 
expert appraisals as indicators of market value.

Appraisal-sale price ratio. The ratio of the appraised 
value to the sale price (or adjusted sale price) of a property; 
a simple indication of appraisal accuracy.

Appraised value. The estimate of the value of a property 
before application of any fractional assessment ratio, 
partial exemption, or other adjustments.

Arithmetic mean. A measure of central tendency. The 
result of adding all the values of a variable and dividing 
by the number of values. For example, the arithmetic mean 
of 3, 5, and 10 is 18 divided by 3 or 6.

Array. An ordered arrangement of data, such as a listing 
of sales ratios, in order of magnitude.

Assessed value. (1) A value set on real estate and personal 
property by a government as a basis for levying taxes. (2) 
The monetary amount at which a property is put on the 
assessment roll for purposes of computing the tax levy. As-
sessed values differ from the assessor’s estimate of actual 
(market) value for four major reasons: fractional assessment 
ratios, partial exemptions, preferential assessments, and 
decisions by assessing officials to override market value.

Assessment. (1) In general, the official acts of determin-
ing the amount of the tax base. (2) As applied to property 
taxes, the official act of discovering, listing, and apprais-
ing property, whether performed by an assessor, a board 
of review, or a court. (3) The value placed on property in 
the course of such act.

Assessment-appraisal ratio. The ratio of the assessed 
value of a property to an independent appraisal.

Assessment date. The status date for tax purposes. Ap-
praised values reflect the status of the property and any 
partially completed construction as of this date.

Assessment progressivity (regressivity). An appraisal 
bias such that high-value properties are appraised higher 
(or lower) than low-value properties in relation to market 
values. See also price-related differential (PRD) and 
coefficient of price-related bias (PRB).

Assessment ratio. (1) The fractional relationship of an 
assessed value to the market value of the property in 
question. (2) By extension, the fractional relationship of 
the total of the assessment roll to the total market value 
of all taxable property in a jurisdiction. See also level of 
assessment.

Assessment-sale price ratio. The ratio of the assessed value 
to the sale price (or adjusted sale price) of a property.

Assessor. (1) The head of an assessment jurisdiction. Asses-
sors can be either elected or appointed. In this standard the 
term is sometimes used collectively to refer to all assess-
ment officials charged with administering the assessment 
function. (2) The public officer or member of a public body 
whose duty it is to make the original assessment.

Average deviation. The arithmetic mean of the absolute 
deviations of a set of numbers from a measure of central 
tendency such as the median. Taking absolute values is 
generally understood without being stated. The average 
deviation of the numbers 4, 6, and 10 about their median 
(6) is (2 + 0 + 4) ÷ 3 = 2. The average deviation is used in 
computing the coefficient of dispersion (COD).

Bias. A type of nonsampling error in which a calculated 
statistic differs systematically from the population param-
eter. A process is biased if it produces results that vary 
systematically with some factor that should be irrelevant. 
In assessment administration, assessment progressivity 
(regressivity) is one kind of possible bias.

Bootstrap. A computer-intensive method of statistical 
inference that is based on a repeated resampling of data 
to provide more information about the population charac-
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teristics. The bootstrap is a data-driven procedure that is 
particularly useful for confidence interval approximation 
when no traditional formulas are available or the sample 
has been drawn from a population that does not conform 
to the normal distribution.

CAMA. See computer-assisted mass appraisal

Central tendency. (1) The tendency of most kinds of data 
to cluster around some typical or central value, such as the 
mean or median. (2) By extension, any or all such statistics. 
Some kinds of data, however, such as the weights of cars 
and trucks, may cluster about two or more values, and in 
such circumstances the meaning of central tendency be-
comes unclear. This may happen in ratio studies in which 
two or more classes of property are combined.

Class. A set of items defined by common characteristics. 
(1) In property taxation, property classes such as residential, 
agricultural, and industrial may be defined. (2) In assess-
ment, building classification systems based on type of 
building design, quality of construction, or structural type 
are common. (3) In statistics, a predefined category into 
which data may be put for further analysis. For example, 
ratios may be grouped into the following classes: less than 
0.500, 0.500 to 0.599, 0.600 to 0.699, and so forth.

COD. See coefficient of dispersion.

Coefficient of concentration. The percentage of observa-
tions falling within a specified percentage (say, 15 percent) 
of a measure of central tendency.

Coefficient of dispersion (COD). The average deviation 
of a group of numbers from the median expressed as a 
percentage of the median. In ratio studies, the average 
percentage deviation from the median ratio.

Coefficient of price-related bias (PRB). An index of 
price-related bias obtained by regressing percentage de-
viations from the median ratio on percentage changes in a 
value proxy, which is obtained by giving equal weight to 
assessments and sales prices so as to minimize measure-
ment biases.

Coefficient of variation (COV). A standard statistical 
measure of the relative dispersion of the sample data about 
the mean of the data; the standard deviation expressed as 
a percentage of the mean.

Computer-assisted mass appraisal (CAMA). A process 
that uses a system of integrated components and software 
tools necessary to support the appraisal of a universe of 
properties through the use of mathematical models that 
represent the relationship between property values and 
supply/demand factors.

Confidence interval. A range of values, calculated from 
the sample observations, that are believed, with a particu-
lar probability, to contain the true population parameter 
(mean, median, COD). The confidence interval is not 

a measure of precision for the sample statistic or point 
estimate, but a measure of the precision of the sampling 
process (see reliability).

Confidence level. The degree of probability associated 
with a statistical test or confidence interval, commonly 90, 
95, or 99 percent. For example, a 95 percent confidence 
interval implies that were the estimation process repeated 
again and again, then 95 percent of the calculated intervals 
would be expected to contain the true population measure 
(such as the median, mean, or COD).

Contributory value. The amount a component of a property 
contributes to the total market value. For improvements, 
contributory value must be distinguished from costs.

COV. See coefficient of variation.

Date of sale (date of transfer). The date on which the 
sale was consummated. This is considered to be the date 
the deed, or other instrument of transfer, is signed. The 
date of recording can be used as a proxy if it is not unduly 
delayed as it would be in a land contract.

Direct equalization. The process of converting ratio study 
results into adjustment factors (trends) and changing locally 
determined appraised or assessed values to more nearly 
reflect market value or the legally required level of assess-
ment. See also equalization and indirect equalization.

Dispersion. The degree to which data are distributed either 
tightly or loosely around a measure of central tendency. 
Measures of dispersion include the range, average de-
viation, standard deviation, coefficient of dispersion, and 
coefficient of variation.

Distribution-free statistics. A set of robust nonparamet-
ric methods whose interpretation or reliability does not 
depend on stringent assumptions about the distribution 
of the underlying population from which the sample has 
been drawn. See also parametric statistics.

Equalization. The process by which an appropriate gov-
ernmental body attempts to ensure that property under its 
jurisdiction is assessed at the same assessment ratio or at 
the ratio or ratios required by law. Equalization can be 
undertaken at many different levels. Equalization among 
use classes (such as agricultural and industrial property) 
can be undertaken at the local level, among properties in 
a school district and a transportation district; equalization 
among counties is usually undertaken by the state to ensure 
that its aid payments are distributed fairly. See also direct 
equalization and indirect equalization.

Exploratory data analysis. That part of statistical practice 
concerned with reviewing the data set to isolate structures, 
uncover patterns, or reveal features that may improve the 
confirmatory analysis.

Fixture. An asset that has become part of real estate 
through attachment in such a manner that its removal 
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would result in a loss in value to either the asset or the 
real estate to which the asset is affixed.

Fractional assessments. Assessments that by law or by 
practice have assessment ratios different from 1. Usually 
the assessment ratio is less than 1, and if assessment biases 
are present, different classes of property may have differ-
ent fractional ratios.

Frequency distribution. A table or chart showing the 
number or percentage of observations falling in the 
boundaries of a given set of classes. Used in ratio studies 
to summarize the distribution of the individual ratios. See 
also class and histogram.

Histogram. A bar chart or graph of a frequency distribution 
in which the frequencies of the various classes are indicated 
by horizontal or vertical bars whose lengths are proportional 
to the number or percentage of observations in each class.

Hypothesis. A statement in inferential statistics, the truth 
of which the analyst is interested in determining.

Independent appraisal. An estimate of value using a 
model different from that used for assessment purposes. 
Independent appraisals are used to supplement sales in 
sales ratio studies or in appraisal ratio studies.

Indirect equalization. The process of computing hypo-
thetical values that represent the oversight agency’s best 
estimate of taxable value, given the legally required level 
of assessment or market value. Indirect equalization allows 
proper distribution of intergovernmental transfer pay-
ments between state or provincial and local governments 
despite different levels of appraisal between jurisdictions 
or property classes. See also equalization and direct 
equalization.

Interquartile range (IQR). The result obtained by subtract-
ing the first quartile from the third quartile. By definition 
50 percent of the observations fall within the IQR.

Land contract. An executor’s contract for the purchase 
of real property under the terms of which legal title to the 
property is retained by the vendor until such time as all 
conditions stated in the contract have been fulfilled; com-
monly used for installment purchase of real property.

Level of appraisal. The common, or overall, ratio of ap-
praised values to market values. Three concepts are usually 
of interest: the level required by law, the true or actual 
level, and the computed level based on a ratio study.

Level of assessment. The common or overall ratio of as-
sessed values to market values. See also level of appraisal. 
Note: The two terms are sometimes distinguished, but 
there is no convention determining their meanings when 
they are. Three concepts are commonly of interest: what 
the assessment ratio is legally required to be, what the 
assessment ratio for the population actually is, and what 

the assessment ratio for the population seems to be, on the 
basis of a sample and application of inferential statistics. 
When level of assessment is distinguished from assessment 
ratio, level of assessment usually means either the legal 
requirement or the true ratio, and assessment ratio usually 
means the true ratio or the sample statistic.

Margin of error. A measure of the uncertainty associated 
with statistical estimates of a parameter. It is typically linked 
to consumer surveys or political poll questions. A margin of 
error is a key component of a confidence interval. It reports 
a “plus or minus” percentage or proportion quantity in a 
confidence interval at a specified level of probability (typi-
cally 95 percent). See also confidence interval.

Market value. The major focus of most real property 
appraisal assignments. Both economic and legal defini-
tions of market value have been developed and refined. 
A current economic definition agreed upon by agencies 
that regulate federal financial institutions in the United 
States is: The most probable price (in terms of money) 
which a property should bring in a competitive and open 
market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the 
buyer and seller each acting prudently and knowledgeably, 
and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. 
Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as 
of a specified date and the passing of title from seller to 
buyer under conditions whereby: The buyer and seller are 
typically motivated; Both parties are well informed or well 
advised, and acting in what they consider their best inter-
ests; A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open 
market; Payment is made in terms of cash in United States 
dollars or in terms of financial arrangements comparable 
thereto; The price represents the normal consideration for 
the property sold unaffected by special or creative financ-
ing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with 
the sale. (See USPAP for additional comments.)

Mass appraisal. The process of valuing a universe of 
properties as of a given date using standard methodology, 
employing common data, and allowing for statistical test-
ing (see USPAP)

Mean. See arithmetic mean.

Median. A measure of central tendency. The value of the 
middle item in an uneven number of items arranged or 
arrayed according to size; the arithmetic average of the 
two central items in an even number of items similarly 
arranged.

Median absolute deviation. The median of the absolute 
deviations from the median. In a symmetrical distribution, 
the measure approximates one-half the IQR.

Median percent deviation. The median of the absolute 
percent deviations from the median; calculated by divid-
ing the median absolute deviation by one-hundredth of 
the median.
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Nonparametric statistics. See distribution-free  
statistics.

Nonsampling error. The error reflected in ratio study 
statistics from all sources other than sampling error. While 
nonsampling error is unavoidable due to the inefficiencies 
inherent in real property markets, the imperfections of the 
appraisal process, and the imperfections of conducting ra-
tio studies, all practicable steps must be taken to minimize 
nonsampling error in ratio studies.

Normal distribution. A theoretical distribution often ap-
proximated in real world situations. It is symmetrical and 
bell-shaped; 68 percent of the observations occur within 
one standard deviation of the mean and 95 percent within 
two standard deviations of the mean.

Observation. One recording or occurrence of the value 
of a variable, for example, one sale ratio among a sample 
of sales ratios.

Outliers. Observations that have unusual values, that is, 
differ markedly from a measure of central tendency. Some 
outliers occur naturally; others are due to data errors.

Parameter. Numerical descriptive measure of the popula-
tion, for example, the arithmetic mean or standard deviation. 
Parameters are generally unknown and estimated from 
statistics calculated from a sample of the population.

Parametric statistics. Statistics whose interpretation or 
reliability depends on the distribution of the underlying 
data. See also distribution-free statistics.

Percentile. The values that divide a set of data into speci-
fied percentages when the data are arrayed in ascending 
order. The tenth percentile includes the lowest 10 percent 
of the values, the twentieth percentile includes the lowest 
20 percent of the values, and so forth.

Personal property. See property.

Plottage value. The excess of the value of a large parcel 
of land formed by assemblage over the sum of the values 
of the unassembled parcels.

Point estimate. A single numerical value that can be used to 
estimate a population parameter. It is calculated on the basis 
of information collected from a sample. Point estimates are 
generally constructed to provide the best unbiased estimate 
of the population parameter consistent with the sample data. 
However, the point estimate is only an estimate, and is un-
likely to have the same value as the population parameter. 
(See Confidence interval and Reliability for discussion 
of precision of the sampling process.)

Points. Prepaid interest on a loan; one point is equal to 1 
percent of the amount of the loan. It is common to deduct 
points in advance of the loan, so that an individual pays 
interest on 100 percent of the loan but gets cash on, say, 
only 99 percent.

Population. All the items of interest, for example, all the 
properties in a jurisdiction or neighborhood; all the observa-
tions in a data set from which a sample may be drawn.

Precision. The level of detail in which a quantity or value 
is expressed or represented. It can be characterized as the 
number of digits used to record a measurement. A high 
level of represented precision may be used to imply a 
greater level of accuracy; however, this relationship may 
not be true. Precision also relates to the quality of an opera-
tion or degree of refinement by which results are obtained. 
A method of measurement is considered precise if repeated 
measurements yield the same or nearly the same numeric 
value. See also accuracy and statistical precision.

PRB. See coefficient of price-related bias.

PRD. See price-related differential.

Price. The amount asked, offered, or paid for a property. 
(See USPAP [2004] for additional comments.)

Price-related differential. The mean divided by the 
weighted mean. The statistic has a slight bias upward. 
Price-related differentials above 1.03 tend to indicate 
assessment regressivity; price-related differentials below 
0.98 tend to indicate assessment progressivity.

Progressivity. See assessment progressivity (regres-
sivity).

Property. An aggregate of things or rights to things. These 
rights are protected by law. There are two basic types of 
property: real and personal. Real property consists of the 
interests, benefits, and rights inherent in the ownership 
of land plus anything permanently attached to the land or 
legally defined as immovable; the bundle of rights with 
which ownership of real estate is endowed. To the extent 
that “real estate” commonly includes land and any perma-
nent improvements, the two terms can be understood to 
have the same meaning. Also called realty. Personal prop-
erty is defined as those items that generally are movable 
or all items not specifically defined as real property. Many 
states include as personal property the costs associated 
with placing personal property in service, such as sales 
tax, freight, and installation. Installation items include, 
but are not limited to, wiring, foundations, hookups, and 
attachments. Two commonly used tests for distinguishing 
real and personal property are (1) the intent of the parties 
and (2) whether the item may be removed from the real 
estate without damage to either.

Qualified sale. A property transfer that satisfies the condi-
tions of a valid sale and meets all other technical criteria 
for inclusion in a ratio study sample. If a property has 
undergone significant changes in physical characteristics, 
use, or condition in the period between the assessment 
date and sale date, it would not technically qualify for 
use in ratio study.
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Quartiles. The values that divide a set of data into four 
equal parts when the data are arrayed in ascending order. 
The first quartile includes the lowest quarter of the data, the 
second quartile, the second lowest quarter, and so forth.

Random sample. A sample of n items selected from a 
population in such a way that each sample of the same 
size is equally likely. This also includes the case in which 
each element in the sample has an equal chance of being 
selected.

Range. (1) The maximum value of a sample minus the 
minimum value. (2) The difference between the maximum 
and minimum values that a variable may assume.

Ratio study. A study of the relationship between ap-
praised or assessed values and market values. Indicators 
of market values may be either sales (sales ratio study) 
or independent “expert” appraisals (appraisal ratio study). 
Of common interest in ratio studies are the level and uni-
formity of the appraisals or assessments. See also level 
of appraisal and level of assessment.

Real property. See property.

Regressivity. See assessment progressivity (regressivity).

Regressivity index. See price-related differential.

Reliability. In a sampling process, the extent to which 
the process yields consistent population estimates. Ratio 
studies typically are based on samples. Statistics derived 
from these samples may be more or less likely to reflect 
the true condition in the population depending on the reli-
ability of the sample. Representativeness, sample size, and 
sample uniformity all contribute to reliability. Formally, 
reliability is measured by sampling error or the width of 
the confidence interval at a specific confidence level rela-
tive to the central tendency measure.

Representative sample. A sample of observations from 
a larger population of observations, such that statistics 
calculated from the sample can be expected to represent 
the characteristics of the population being studied.

Sale price. (1) The actual amount of money exchanged 
for a unit of goods or services, whether or not established 
in a free and open market. An indicator of market value. 
(2) Loosely used synonymously with “offering” or “ask-
ing price.”

Sale ratio. The ratio of an appraisal (or assessed) value to 
the sale price or adjusted sale price of a property.

Sales chasing. Sales chasing is the practice of using the sale 
of a property to trigger a reappraisal of that property at or 
near the selling price. If sales with such appraisal adjust-
ments are used in a ratio study, the practice causes invalid 
uniformity results and causes invalid appraisal level results, 
unless similar unsold parcels are reappraised by a method 
that produces an appraisal level for unsold properties equal 

to the appraisal level of sold properties. (2) By extension, 
any practice that causes the analyzed sample to misrepresent 
the assessment performance for the entire population as a 
result of acts by the assessor’s office. A subtle, possibly in-
advertent, variety of sales chasing occurs when the recorded 
property characteristics of sold properties are differentially 
changed relative to unsold properties. Then the application 
of a uniform valuation model to all properties results in the 
recently sold properties being more accurately appraised 
than the unsold ones.

Sales ratio study. A ratio study that uses sales prices as 
proxies for market values.

Sample. A set of observations selected from a population. 
If the sample was randomly selected, basic concepts of 
probability may be applied.

Sampling error. The error reflected in ratio study statistics 
that results solely from the fact that a sample of the popula-
tion is used rather than a census of the population.

Scatter diagram or scatter plot. A graphic means of 
depicting the relationship or correlation between two vari-
ables by plotting one variable on the horizontal axis and 
one variable on the vertical axis. Often in ratio studies it 
is informative to determine how ratios are related to other 
variables. A variable of interest is plotted on the horizontal 
axis and ratios are plotted on the vertical axis.

Significance. A measure of the probability that an event 
is attributable to a relationship rather than merely the 
result of chance.

Skewed. The quality of a frequency distribution that 
makes it asymmetrical. Distributions with longer tails 
on the right than on the left are said to be skewed to the 
right or to be positively skewed. Distributions with longer 
tails to the left are said to be skewed to the left or to be 
negatively skewed.

Standard deviation. The statistic calculated from a set 
of numbers by subtracting the mean from each value and 
squaring the remainders, adding together all the squares, 
dividing by the size of the sample less one, and taking the 
square root of the result. When the data are normally dis-
tributed, the percentage of observations can be calculated 
within any number of standard deviations of the mean from 
normal probability tables. When the data are not normally 
distributed, the standard deviation is less meaningful and 
the analyst should proceed cautiously.

Standard error. A measure of the precision of a measure 
of central tendency; the smaller the standard error, the 
more reliable the measure of central tendency. Standard 
errors are used in calculating a confidence interval about 
the arithmetic mean and the weighted mean. The standard 
error of the sample mean is the standard deviation divided 
by the square root of the sample size.
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Statistical accuracy. The closeness between the sta-
tistical estimate and the true (but unknown) population 
parameter value it was designed to measure. It is usually 
characterized in terms of error or the potential significance 
of error and can be decomposed into sampling error and 
nonsampling error components. Accuracy can be specified 
by the level of confidence selected for a statistical test. 
See also accuracy.

Statistical precision. A reference to how closely the sur-
vey results from a sample can reproduce the results that 
would be obtained from the entire population (a complete 
census). The amount by which a sample statistic can vary 
from the true population parameter is due to error. Even 
if all the sample data are perfectly accurate, random 
(sampling) error affects statistical precision (measured 
by the standard error or standard deviation). The disper-
sion of ratios in the population and the sample size have 
a controlling influence over the precision of any statisti-
cal estimate. When the reliability of a statistical measure 
is being evaluated, narrower confidence intervals have 
greater precision. See also precision.

Statistics. Numerical descriptive data calculated from a 
sample, for example, the median, mean, or COD. Statis-
tics are used to estimate corresponding measures, termed 
parameters, for the population.

Stratify. To divide, for purposes of analysis, a sample of 
observations into two or more subsets according to some 
criterion or set of criteria.

Stratum, strata (pl.). A class or subset that results from 
stratification.

Time-adjusted sale price. The price at which a property 
sold adjusted for the effects of price changes reflected in 
the market between the date of sale and the date of analysis.

Trimmed mean. The arithmetic mean of a data set identi-
fied by the proportion of the sample that is trimmed from 
each end of the ordered array. For example, a 10 percent 
trimmed mean of a sample of size ten is the average of the 
eight observations remaining after the largest and smallest 
observations have been removed.

Value. (1) The relationship between an object desired and 
a potential owner; the characteristics of scarcity, utility, 
desirability, and transferability must be present for value 
to exist. (2) Value may also be described as the present 
worth of future benefits arising from the ownership of 
real or personal property. (3) The estimate sought in a 
valuation. (4) Any number between positive infinity and 
negative infinity.

Variable. An item of observation that can assume various 
values, for example, square feet, sales prices, or sales ra-
tios. Variables are commonly described by using measures 
of central tendency and dispersion.

Weighted mean; weighted average. An average in which 
each value is adjusted by a factor reflecting its relative 
importance in the whole before the values are summed 
and divided by their number.

Weighted mean ratio. Sum of the appraised values 
divided by the sum of the sales prices (or independent 
estimates of market value), which weights each ratio in 
proportion to the sale price (or independent estimate of 
market value).
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A.1 Sources of Sales Data
The best sources of sales data are copies of deeds or real 
estate transfer affidavits containing the full consideration 
and other particulars of the sale. Assessing officers in 
jurisdictions without laws mandating full disclosure 
of sales data to assessing officials work under a severe 
handicap and should seek legislation that provides for 
such disclosure.

 1. Real estate transfer documents. These documents 
are (1) copies of deeds and land contracts, (2) 
copies of real estate transfer affidavits, and (3) 
closing statements.

 2. Buyers and sellers. Buyers and sellers of real 
property can be contacted directly to secure or 
confirm sales data. Means of contact include 
sales questionnaires, telephone interviews, and 
personal interviews.

 3. Third-party sources. Third-party sources include 
multiple listing agencies, real estate brokers and 
agencies, government and private fee appraisers, 
attorneys, appraisal organizations, and others. Of 
particular value are those individuals or agencies 
that publish lists of sales or provide sales in an 
electronic format.

A.2 Information Required
The following data are needed to make any necessary ad-
justments to sales prices, compute sales ratios, and update 
ownership information.

 1. Full consideration involved. This is the total 
amount paid for the property, including the cash 
down payment and amounts financed. The sale 
price is the most essential item of information 
concerning the sale, and its accuracy must be 
carefully scrutinized. In many jurisdictions it is 
common practice in deeds of conveyance to state 
considerations in such terms as “one dollar plus 
other due and just consideration.” These amounts 
are rarely the actual selling price and should be 
ignored in favor of information from the buyer 
and seller or other reliable source.

 2. Names of buyer and seller. This information 
permits the assessor to maintain a current record 
of the owners of all property in the jurisdiction. 
Transfer documents often refer to the buyer as 
the grantee or transferee and to the seller as the 
grantor or transferor.

 3. Addresses, phone numbers, and other contact 
information of buyer and seller or their legal 
designee. This information helps to identify more 
positively the parties to the sale. If the buyer will 
not reside at the property, the buyer’s address 
may be needed for future correspondence. If 
the seller has established a new address, this 
information will aid the assessor in contacting the 
seller regarding the sale.

 4. Relationship of buyer and seller. It is important 
to know whether the buyer and seller are related 
individuals or corporate affiliates because such 
sales often do not reflect market value.

 5. Legal description, address, and parcel identifier. 
If each parcel is assigned a unique parcel 
identifier and if this number is noted on the 
document at the time it is recorded, then the 
assessor can locate the parcel in the files directly. 
If not, the legal description or street address is 
essential to locate the parcel.

 6. Type of transfer. It is crucial to identify whether 
or not a sale is an “arm’s-length” transfer. 
Therefore, if the sources of sales data do not 
include copies of deeds, the type of deed should 
be specifically required.

 7. Time on the market. Sales that have been exposed 
to the open market too long, not long enough, or 
not at all may not represent market value.

 8. Interest transferred. The appraiser must identify 
whether or not the entire bundle of rights (fee 
simple) to the property has transferred. For 
example, in some transactions, only a life tenancy 
(“life estate”) may be conveyed, or the seller 
may retain mineral or other rights to the property. 
Similarly, the sale price of a property encumbered 
by a long-term lease may not reflect the market 
value of the fee simple estate in the property.

 9. Type of financing. In analyzing the sale, it is 
helpful to know the amount of down payment; 
the type, remaining amount, and interest rates 
of notes secured by mortgages or deeds of trust 
assumed by the buyer; and the value of any 
stocks, bonds, notes, or other property passed to 
the seller. It is also important to know whether 
the sale conveys title to the property or that it is a 
land contract, in which title is not conveyed until 
some time in the future, typically several years.

 10. Personal property. A sales ratio study requires 
knowledge of the amount paid for the real 

Appendix A. Sales Validation Guidelines
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property. The sale document ideally would note 
the type and value of any significant personal 
property items included in the transaction.

 11. Date of transfer. This is the date on which the 
sale was closed or completed. The date the deed 
or other transfer document was recorded can be 
used as a surrogate, provided there was no undue 
delay in the recording. If there has been a delay 
in recording, the date of the deed or transfer 
instrument should be used.

 12. Instrument number. This number, as well as the 
record or deed book and page, indicates where 
the deed is located in the official records and thus 
can be important in researching sales or leases 
and identifying duplication.

The data noted above should be maintained in a separate 
data file or the sale history file component of a CAMA 
system. In addition, the file should include additional 
information useful for stratification and other analytical 
purposes. Sales data files should reflect the physical char-
acteristics of the property when sold. If significant legal, 
physical, or economic changes have occurred between the 
sale date and the assessment date, the sale should not be 
used for ratio studies. (The sale may still be valid for mass 
appraisal modeling by matching the sale price against the 
characteristics that existed on the date of sale.)

A.3 Confirmation of Sales
A.3.1 Importance of Confirmation
The usefulness of sales data is directly related to the 
completeness and accuracy of the data. Sales data should 
be routinely confirmed or verified by contacting buy-
ers, sellers, or other knowledgeable participants in the 
transaction. In general, the fewer the sales in a stratum, 
the less common or more complex the type of property, 
and the more atypical the sale price, the greater the effort 
should be to confirm the particulars of the sale. With larger 
sample sizes, it may be sufficient to confirm single-family 
residential sales by audit or exception.

A.3.2 Methods of Confirmation
In general, the completeness and accuracy of sales data 
are best confirmed by requesting the particulars of a sale 
from parties to the sale. If a transfer document is not re-
quired, questionnaires after the sale can be used. A sales 
questionnaire, which requests the type of information 
listed in Section A.2, is one practical means of confirm-
ing sales. Telephone or personal interviews can be more 
comprehensive than mailed questionnaires. Forms with 
space to record the same types of information should be 
used for such interviews. Appendix H contains a model 
sale confirmation questionnaire (additional sample sales 
questionnaires and interview forms can be found in Im-
proving Real Property Assessment [IAAO 1978, 95–104]).

Mailed sales questionnaires should be as concise as pos-
sible and should include

• a postage-paid return envelope

• official stationery

• purpose of the questionnaire

• contact person

• authorized signature
Forms designed for telephone interviews should include 
the name and phone number of the contact person. Such 
forms also should include the date and name of the per-
son conducting the interview along with the number of 
attempts made to contact a party to the sale.

A.4 Screening Sales
Sales used in a ratio study must be screened to determine 
whether they reflect the market value of the real property 
transferred. Specific objectives of sales screening are as 
follows:

• to ensure that sales prices reflect to the maximum 
extent possible only the market value of the real 
property transferred and not the value of personal 
property, financing, or leases

• to ensure that sales that occurred only during the 
period of analysis are used

• to ensure that sales are excluded from the ratio 
study only with good cause (e.g., when they 
compromise the validity of the study)

Every arm’s-length, open-market sale that appears to 
meet the conditions of a market value transaction should 
be included in the ratio study unless one of the following 
occurs:

• Data for the sale are incomplete, unverifiable, or 
suspect.

• The sale fails to pass one or more specific tests of 
acceptability.

• A sufficiently representative sample of sales that 
occurred during the study period can be randomly 
selected to provide sufficiently reliable statistical 
measures.

The sales reviewer should take the position that all sales are 
candidates as valid sales for the ratio study unless sufficient 
and compelling information can be documented to show 
otherwise. If sales are excluded without substantiation, 
the study may appear to be subjective. Reason codes can 
be established for invalid sales.

No single set of sales screening rules or recommendations 
can be universally applicable for all uses of sales data 
or under all conditions. Sales screening guidelines and 
procedures should be consistent with the provisions of the 
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value definition applicable to the jurisdiction. Appraisers 
must use their judgment, but should not be arbitrary. To 
help analysts make wise and uniform judgments, screening 
procedures should be in writing. Each sales analyst should 
be thoroughly familiar with these procedures as well as 
with underlying real estate principles (Tomberlin 2001).

A.4.1 Sales Generally Invalid for Ratio 
Studies
The following types of sales are often found to be invalid 
for ratio studies and can be automatically excluded un-
less a larger sample size is needed and further research 
is conducted to determine that sales are open-market 
transactions.

 1. Sales involving government agencies and public 
utilities. Such sales can involve an element of 
compulsion and often occur at prices higher than 
would otherwise be expected.

 2. Sales involving charitable, religious, or 
educational institutions. A sale to such an 
organization can involve an element of 
philanthropy, and a sale by such an organization 
can involve a nominal consideration or restrictive 
covenants.

 3. Sales involving financial institutions. A sale in 
which the lienholder is the buyer can be in lieu of 
a foreclosure or a judgment and the sale price can 
equal the loan balance only.

 4. Sales between relatives or corporate affiliates. 
Sales between relatives are usually non-open-
market transactions and tend to occur at prices 
lower than would otherwise be expected.

 5. Sales settling an estate. A conveyance by an 
executor or trustee under powers granted in a will 
may not represent fair market value, particularly 
if the sale takes place soon after the will has been 
filed and admitted to probate in order to satisfy 
the decedent’s debts or the wishes of an heir.

 6. Forced sales. Such sales include those resulting 
from a judicial order. The seller in such cases is 
usually a sheriff, receiver, or other court officer.

 7. Sales of doubtful title. Sales in which title is in 
doubt tend to be below market value. When a sale 
is made on other than a warranty deed, there is 
a question of whether the title is merchantable. 
Quit claim deeds and trustees’ deeds are 
examples.

A.4.2 Sales with Special Conditions
Sales with special conditions can be open-market sales 
but must be verified thoroughly and used with caution in 
ratio studies.

 1. Trades. In a trade, the buyer gives the seller one 
or more items of real or personal property as all 
or part of the full consideration. If the sale is a 
pure trade with the seller receiving no money 
or securities, the sale should be excluded from 
analysis. If the sale involves both money and 
traded property, it may be possible to include 
the sale in the analysis if the value of the traded 
property is stipulated, can be estimated with 
accuracy, or is small in comparison to the total 
consideration. However, transactions involving 
trades should be excluded from the analysis 
whenever possible, particularly when the value of 
the traded property appears substantial.

 2. Partial interests. A sale involving the conveyance 
of less than the full interest in a property should 
be excluded from the analysis unless several 
sales of partial interests in a single property take 
place at the same time and the sum of the partial 
interests equals the fee-simple interest. Then the 
sum of the sales prices of the partial interests can 
sometimes be assumed to indicate the sale price 
of the total property. At other times, however, the 
purchase of such partial interests is analogous 
to plottage value in which a premium may have 
been paid.

 3. Land contracts. Land contracts and other 
installment purchase arrangements in which title 
is not transferred until the contract is fulfilled 
require careful analysis. Deeds in fulfillment of 
a land contract often reflect market conditions 
several years in the past, and such dated 
information should be excluded from analysis. 
Sales data from land contracts also can reflect 
the value of the financing arrangements. In 
such instances, if the transaction is recent, the 
sale price should be adjusted for financing (see 
section A.5.2).

 4. Incomplete or unbuilt common property. Sales of 
condominium units and of units in planned unit 
developments or vacation resorts often include an 
interest in common elements (for example, golf 
courses, clubhouses, or swimming pools) that 
may not exist or be usable on the date of sale or 
on the assessment date. Sales of such properties 
should be examined to determine whether 
prices might be influenced by promises to add 
or complete common elements at some later 
date. Sales whose prices are influenced by such 
promises should be excluded from the analysis, 
or the sales prices should be adjusted to reflect 
only the value of the improvements or amenities 
in existence on the assessment date.
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 5. Auctions. In general, auction sales of real property 
tend to be at the lower end of the price spectrum. 
Auction sales that have been well-advertised and 
well-attended may be valid for consideration in 
ratio studies. The seller also must have the option 
to set a minimum bid on the property or the right 
of refusal on all bids (with reserve) in order for 
the sale to be considered valid.

A.4.3 Multiple-Parcel Sales
A multiple-parcel sale is a transaction involving more 
than one parcel of real property. These transactions pres-
ent special considerations and should be researched and 
analyzed before being used in ratio studies.

If the appraiser needs to include multiple-parcel sales, he 
or she should first determine whether the parcels are con-
tiguous and whether the sale comprises a single economic 
unit or multiple economic units. Regardless of whether 
the parcels are contiguous, any multiple-parcel sale that 
also involves multiple economic units generally should 
not be used in ratio studies because of the likelihood that 
these sales include some plottage value or some discount 
for economies of scale, unless adequate adjustments for 
these factors can be made to the sale price.

A.4.4 Acquisitions or Divestments by Large 
Property Owners
Acquisitions or divestments by large corporations, pen-
sion funds, or real estate investment trusts (REITs) that 
involve multiple parcels typically should be rejected for 
ratio study purposes.

A.4.5 IRS 1031 Exchanges
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Regulation 1031 stipulates 
that investment properties can be sold on a tax-deferred 
basis if certain requirements are met. Sale transactions that 
represent Section 1031 exchanges should be analyzed like 
any other commercial transaction and, absent conditions 
that would make the sale price unrepresentative of market 
value, should be regarded as valid.

A.4.6 Internet Marketing
Property that sells on the Internet and meets the crite-
ria of being an open-market, arm’s-length transaction 
should be included as a valid transaction in a ratio study. 
Brokerage and realty firms are using the Internet as an 
additional method to advertise and market their inventory 
of property.

A.4.7 Inaccurate Sale Data
Sale information should never be considered absolutely 
trustworthy. Jurisdictions can reduce the problem by 
requiring a sale verification questionnaire (see Appendix 

H). There should be statutory penalties for persons who 
falsify information.

A.5 Adjustments to Sale Prices
Sale prices used in ratio studies may need to be adjusted 
for financing, assumed long-term leases, personal property, 
gift programs, and date of sale. This is especially true for 
nonresidential properties. The real property tax is based 
on the market value of real property alone as of a specific 
date. This value may not be the same as investment value 
(that is, the monetary value of a property to a particular 
investor) and does not include the value of personal prop-
erty or financing arrangements.

If adjustments for more than one purpose are to be made, 
they should be made in the following order:

 1. adjustments that convert the price to a better 
representation of the market value as of the date 
of sale (These include adjustments for financing 
and assumed long-term leases.)

 2. adjustments that develop or isolate the price 
paid for taxable real property (These include 
adjustments for personal property received by 
the buyer, property taken in trade by the seller, 
the combination of partial interest sales, and 
incomplete or unbuilt common property.)

 3. adjustments for differences in market value levels 
between the date of sale and the date of analysis

Procedures for adjusting sales prices should be docu-
mented and the adjustment factors supported by market 
data. These requirements imply an ongoing study of local 
real estate prices, interest rates, and financing practices. 
Unsubstantiated or blanket adjustments can jeopardize 
the acceptance accorded a ratio study by making it ap-
pear subjective.

A.5.1 Adjustments for Financing
When financing reflects prevailing market practices and 
interest rates, sales prices require no adjustment for financ-
ing. Adjustments should be considered in the following 
instances:

 1. The seller and lender are the same party and 
financing is not at prevailing market rates.

 2. The buyer assumes an existing mortgage at 
a non-market interest rate. As with personal 
property, the preferred means of adjusting for 
financing is by individual parcel. In this instance 
and no. 1 above, downward adjustments are 
warranted when (1) the loan appears to be well 
secured and the contract interest rate is less than 
the market interest rate, or (2) the loan appears 
not to be well secured and the contract interest 
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rate is lower than that required by the market for 
a loan of equal risk. The amount of adjustment 
can be computed by capitalizing the difference 
between monthly payments based on the required 
market interest rate and those based on the actual 
interest rate. Market analysis using paired sales 
(sales of similar properties, some with and some 
without conventional financing) or statistical 
techniques can correct for such factors.

 3. The seller pays “points” (a percentage of the 
loan amount). (Points paid by the borrower are 
part of the down payment and do not require 
adjustment.) When the seller pays points, the sale 
price should be adjusted downward by the value 
of the points.

 4. The property is sold under a gift program. Gift 
programs are a type of creative financing for 
qualified buyers by certain lending institutions 
that provide the buyer with additional monies to 
use as part of a down payment or for property 
improvements. This program is typically 
associated with low-value properties and can 
be difficult to discover without a validation 
questionnaire and/or telephone interview. The 
gift amount is added to the actual sale price of the 
property; however, the seller is never in receipt 
of the gift amount. This gift amount must be 
deducted from the actual sale price of the real 
estate prior to statistical analysis.

Adjustments for financing require data on actual and 
market interest rates, the amount of the loan, and the term 
and amortization provisions of the loan. Obtaining and 
properly analyzing such data, as well as estimating the 
extent to which the market actually capitalizes non-market 
financing, are difficult and time-consuming and require 
specialized skills.

A.5.2 Adjustments for Assumed Leases
The sale price of a property encumbered by a long-term 
lease of at least three years should be adjusted as fol-
lows:

• If the contract rent differs significantly from 
market rent, then the sales price should be adjusted 
by the difference between the present worth of the 
two income streams.

• If the contract rent exceeds market rent, the present 
worth of the difference in the two income streams 
should be subtracted from the sale price.

• If the contract rent is less than current market 
rent, the present worth of the difference in the two 
income streams should be added to the sale price.

A.5.3 Adjustments for Personal Property
Sales screening includes determining the contributory 
value of any significant personal property included in 
the sale. Personal property includes such tangibles as 
machinery, furniture, and inventories and such intangibles 
as franchises, licenses, and non-compete agreements. 
Ordinarily, it is not necessary to consider goodwill, going-
concern value, business enterprise value, or the like, unless 
the value of these intangible assets has been itemized in 
a sales contract or a formal appraisal has been prepared 
by either party.

It is necessary to decide whether each item included in the 
sale should be classified as real or personal property. (See 
Standard on Valuation of Personal Property [IAAO 2005], 
which provides guidance on classification of property as 
real or personal.)

Sale prices should be adjusted by subtracting the contribu-
tory value of personal property received by the buyer. 
Ordinary window treatments, outdated models of free-
standing appliances, and common-grade used furniture 
included with residential property do not usually influence 
the sale price of real property and do not require an adjust-
ment unless the items were specifically broken out in the 
contract as personal property included in the sale price.

If the value of personal property appears to be substantial 
(10 percent for residential, 25 percent for commercial), 
the sale should be excluded as a valid sale in statistical 
analysis unless the sample size is small.

A.5.4 Adjustments for Time
There should be a program to track changes in price levels 
over time and adjust sale prices for time as required. This 
step is an important component of a ratio study. Time ad-
justments must be based on market analysis and supported 
with appropriate documentation.

Valid time-adjustment techniques are as follows:

• tracking sales and appraisal ratios over time

• including date-of-sale as a variable in regression or 
feedback models

• analyzing re-sales

• comparing per-unit values over time in 
homogeneous strata, such as a subdivision or 
condominium complex

• isolating the effect of time through paired sales 
analysis

• statistically supported time trend analysis studies
These techniques are discussed in Gloudemans (1990; 
1999), Property Appraisal and Assessment Administra-
tion (IAAO 1990, Appendix 5-3), and Improving Real 
Property Assessment (IAAO 1978, section 4.6). If sales 
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prices have generally been rising, ratios for sales that 
occurred after the assessment date tend to understate the 
overall level of appraisal. Similarly, sales ratios for sales 
that occurred before the assessment date tend to overstate 
the level of appraisal. If prices are generally declining, an 
opposite pattern results. When tracking ratios over time 
(using the inverse ratio technique) for determining time 
adjustments, it is important that ratios for chased sales be 
excluded, since there is no correlation of such sales ratios 
with the date of sale.

Changes in price levels should be monitored and time 
adjustments made by geographic area and type of property, 
because different segments of the market tend to change 
in value at different rates.

Oversight agencies can make any appropriate time adjust-
ments after making all other adjustments.

A.5.5 Other Adjustments
Adjustments to sales prices should not be made for real 
estate sales and brokerage commissions; closing costs, 
such as attorney’s fees, transfer taxes, and title insurance; 
and current or delinquent property taxes. Exceptions to this 
general rule occur when the buyer agrees to pay real estate 
commissions and delinquent property taxes, in which case 
the amounts of the payments should be added to the sale 

price if not already included in the sale amount. Other 
exceptions occur when the seller agrees to pay expenses 
normally paid by the buyer. Such expenses include loan 
origination fees and repair allowances. Loan origination 
fees paid by the seller should be deducted from the sale 
price. Repair allowances should be deducted from the 
sales price only if the property was in an unrepaired state 
on the appraisal date, but sold at a higher price reflecting 
the value of the repairs. If the sale occurred before the 
appraisal date and the repairs were made prior to that 
date, no adjustment should be made (Knight, Miceli, and 
Sirmans 2000).

A.5.6 Special Assessments
Special assessments are used to finance capital improve-
ments or provide services adjacent to the properties they 
directly benefit. Typically, the property owner is obligated 
to make annual payments of principal and interest to a lo-
cal unit of government over a specified number of years. 
The sale price of a property encumbered by a special 
assessment can require adjustment if the current balance 
of the defrayed amount is significant. The sale price can 
be adjusted upward to account for this lien. If the effect 
on market value is significant and can be ascertained, an 
adjustment should be made.
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B.1 Identification of Ratio Outliers
It is first necessary to determine a procedure to identify 
outliers. Outlier identification based on the interquartile 
range (IQR) uses order statistics (see table B-1) and has 
been shown to be robust for a wide variety of distributions 
(Iglewicz and Hoaglin 1993; Barnett and Lewis 1994). 
The term outlier is often associated with ratios that fall 
outside 1.5 multiplied by the IQR. A factor of 3.0 X IQR 
often is chosen to identify extreme outliers. Other outlier 
identification procedures are found in statistical literature 
and can be used. Outlier identification and trimming 
should follow the sales validation process and precede the 
calculation of ratio statistics and related tests or analyses.

The example in table B-1 demonstrates the use of the 1.5 
X IQR procedure to identify outlier ratios. The distribu-
tion of ratios often is skewed to the right; therefore, it may 
be preferable to apply appropriate transformations to the 
ratios prior to applying the IQR method. For example, the 
use of logarithmic transformations tends to identify fewer 
high and more low ratios as outliers.

B.2 Scrutiny of Identified Outliers
The preferred method of handling an outlier ratio is to 
subject it to additional scrutiny to determine whether the 
sale is a non-market transaction or contains an error in 
fact. If an error can be corrected (for example, data en-
try), the property should be left in the sample. If the error 
cannot be corrected or inclusion of the identified outlier 
would reduce sample representativeness, the sale should 
be excluded.

B.3 Outlier Trimming
Once outliers have been identified and scrutinized and 
any errors resolved, the next step is to exclude those that 
may unduly influence calculated statistical measures. For 
this reason, it is acceptable to trim outliers identified by 
recognized procedures (for cautionary notes on trimming 
small samples, see Tomberlin [2001] and Hoaglin, Mo-
steller, and Tukey [1983]. An example of such trimming 
is found in Table B-2. However, trimming of outliers 
using arbitrary limits, for example, eliminating all ratios 
less than 50 percent or greater than 150 percent, tends to 
distort results and should not be employed.

Detected outliers should be reported and can be treated 
in a variety of ways, including trimming (D’Agostino 
and Stephens 1986). If outliers are to be considered for 
removal, the analyst can select a procedure to trim all or 
just the extreme or influential outliers (see table B-2). If 
a trimming method has been used to reject ratios from the 
sample, this fact must be stated in the resulting statistical 

Appendix B. Outlier Trimming Guidelines

Table B-1. A Distribution-Free Method for Locating Outliers
(The following procedure identifies outlier ratios that fall more 
than 1.5 times beyond the range of the middle 50 percent of the 
arrayed sample.)

Locating trim boundaries
Data set before trimming
Rank Ratio (A/S)
1 0.611
2 0.756
3 0.762
4 0.853
5 0.867
6 0.909
7 0.925
8 0.944
9 1.014
10 1.052
11 1.178
12 1.367
13 1.850
14 2.500
Median ratio 0.935
COD  32.271

Steps to locate trim boundaries

 1. Locate the first quartile point 
Formula to locate the first quartile: 
(0.25 x number of ratios) + 0.25 
(0.25 x 14 ratios) + 0.25 = 3.75 
3.75 is three-quarters between the third and fourth ranked ratios. 
Ratio 3 = 0.762 
Ratio 4 = 0.853 
Three-quarters between = (0.853 − 0.762) x 0.75 = 0.068 
The first quartile point = 0.762 + 0.068 = 0.830

 2. Locate the third quartile point 
Formula to locate the third quartile 
(0.75 x number of ratios) + 0.75 
(0.75 x 14 ratios) + 0.75 = 11.25 
11.25 is one-quarter between the eleventh and twelfth ranked ratios. 
Ratio 11 = 1.178 
Ratio 12 = 1.367 
One-quarter between = (1.367 − 1.178) x 0.25 = 0.047 
The third quartile point = 1.178 + 0.047 = 1.225

 3. Compute the interquartile range 
The distance between the first and third quartile = interquartile range 
1.225 − 0.830 = 0.395

 4. Establish the lower boundary 
Lower trim point = first quartile − (interquartile range x 1.5 or 3.0) 
0.830 − (0.395 x 1.5) = 0.238,

 5. Establish the upper boundary 
Upper trim point = (interquartile range x 1.5 or 3.0) + third quartile 
(0.395 x 1.5) + 1.225 = 1.818

Outliers identified: 
1.850 
2.500
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analysis. Outlier trimming is not mandatory; however, if 
outlier-trimming procedures are not used, sales with ex-
treme or influential ratios must be thoroughly validated and 
determined to be highly trustworthy observations because 
they can play a pivotal role in the ratio study outcome.

B.4 Trimming Limitations
For some distributions, such as when the sample exhibits 
a high clustering around a specific ratio, the IQR outlier 
identification method is not appropriate. In such cases the 
IQR could be quite narrow, leading to the calculation of 
lower and upper boundaries for outliers and extremes that 
are quite close to the middle of the data. In such cases, 
ratios beyond those boundaries should not be automati-
cally excluded, but instead reasonable judgment should 
be applied to exclude only true outliers or extremes. As 
one safeguard, analysts can refrain from automatically 

deleting any “outliers” or “extremes” inside the bound-
aries where 95 percent (two standard deviations) of the 
observations would be expected to lie, assuming a normal 
distribution of data.

It is also appropriate to set maximum trimming limits. For 
small samples, no more than 10 percent (20 percent in the 
most extreme cases) of the ratios should be removed. For 
larger samples, this threshold can be lowered to 5 to 10 
percent depending on the distribution of the ratios and the 
degree to which sales have been screened or validated. 
Trim limits should be developed in consideration of the 
extent of sales verification.

In general, IQR-based outlier identification should be 
undertaken in instances in which sample sizes are suffi-
cient to preclude the aberrant results that can be expected 
when this procedure is applied to small, highly variable 
samples.

B.5 Analytical Use of Identified Outliers
After identification, scrutiny, and correction of errors as-
sociated with outliers, the procedure can be run again to 
identify any remaining apparent outliers. If outlier ratios 
tend to be concentrated in certain areas or other subsets 
of the sample, they can point directly to systematic er-
rors in the appraisal process and should be stratified and 
reanalyzed if they are sufficiently representative.

B.6 Reporting Trimmed Outliers and Results
Ratio study reports or accompanying documentation 
should clearly state the basis for excluding outlier ratios. 
Statistics calculated from trimmed distributions, obviously, 
cannot be compared to those from untrimmed distributions 
or interpreted in the same way.

Table B-2. Effects of Outlier Trimming
Outliers identified in Table B-1 trimmed

 After 1.5x trimming 

Rank  Ratio (A/S) 
 1  0.611 
 2  0.756 
 3  0.762 
 4  0.853 
 5  0.867 
 6  0.909 
 7  0.925 
 8  0.944 
 9  1.014 
 10  1.052 
 11  1.178 
 12  1.367 
Median ratio 0.917 
COD 15.649  
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For small samples, tables C-1 and C-2 demonstrate use 
of a formula based upon the binomial distribution (Clapp 
1989) to develop the lower and upper median confidence 
interval estimates. Ri is the ratio in an array ranked from 
the lowest (i = 1) to the highest (sorted in ascending order). 
Each confidence interval boundary typically falls between 
two ratios in the array. The interpolation factor is multi-
plied by the ratio value and the two are added together to 
obtain a weighted average. This method should be used for 
small samples with up to 30 observations (see tables C-1 
and C-2). For larger samples the method found in Property 
Appraisal and Assessment Administration (IAAO 1990, 
p 609) may be used.

Example 
Using data from table 1-4 (n =17 ratios) and a 95 percent 
confidence interval in table C-2:

Lower bound:  
[0.695 (Ratio

5 
) X 0.9899] + [0.717 (Ratio

6 
) X 0.0101] = 0.695

Upper bound:  
[0.933 (Ratio

13
) X 0.9899] + [0.895 (Ratio

12
) X 0.0101] = 0.933

Therefore, the 95% median ratio confidence interval in 
table 1-4 is from .695 to .933.

Appendix C. 
Median Confidence Interval Tables for Small Samples

From Table 1-4. Demonstration Ratio Study Report

Rank Parcel # Appraised value Sale price* Ratio
1 9 $87,200 138,720 0.629
2 10 38,240 59,700 0.641
3 11 96,320 146,400 0.658
4 12 68,610 99,000 0.693
5 13 32,960 47,400 0.695
6 14 50,560 70,500 0.717
7 15 61,360 78,000 0.787
8 16 47,360 60,000 0.789
9 17 56,580 69,000 0.820

10 18 47,040 55,500 0.848
11 19 136,000 154,500 0.880
12 20 98,000 109,500 0.895
13 21 56,000 60,000 0.933
14 22 159,100 168,000 0.947
15 23 128,000 124,500 1.028
16 24 132,000 127,500 1.035
17 25 160,000 150,000 1.067

Date: 0/0/00. No outlier trimming

* or adjusted sale price

Table C-1. 90% Confidence Interval Table

n Lower Bound Upper Bound
5 .8800 x R1 + .1200 x R2 .8800 x R5 + .1200 x R4

6 .6333 x R1 + .3667 x R2 .6333 x R6 + .3667 x R5

7 .2286 x R1 + .7714 x R2 .2286 x R7 + .7714 x R6

8 .8643 x R2 + .1357 x R3 .8643 x R7 + .1357 x R6

9 .5667 x R2 + .4333 x R3 .5667x R8 + .4333 x R7

10 .1067 x R2 + .8933 x R3 .1067 x R9 + .8933 x R8

11 .7855 x R3 + .2145 x R4 .7855 x R9 + .2145 x R8

12 .4282 x R3 + .5718 x R4 .4282 x R10 + .5718 x R9

13 .9558 x R4 + .0442 x R5 .9558 x R10 + .0442 x R9

14 .6511 x R4 + .3489 x R5 .6511 x R11 + .3489 x R10

15 .2217 x R4 + .7783 x R5 .2217 x R12 + .7783 x R11

16 .8261 x R5 + .1739 x R6 .8261 x R12 + .1739 x R11

17 .4603 x R5 + .5397 x R6 .4603 x R13 + .5397 x R12

18 .9735 x R6 + .0265 x R7 .9735 x R13 + .0265 x R12

19 .6480 x R6 + .3520 x R7 .6480 x R14 + .3520 x R13

20 .2072 x R6 + .7928 x R7 .2072 x R15 + .7928 x R14

21 .8084 x R7 + .1952 x R8 .8084 x R15 + .1952 x R14

22 .4156 x R7 + .5844 x R8 .4156 x R16 + .5844 x R15

23 .9413 x R8 + .0587 x R9 .9413 x R16 + .0587 x R15

24 .5884 x R8 + .4116 x R9 .5884 x R17 + .4116 x R16

25 .1203 x R8 + .8797 x R9 .1203 x R18 + .8797 x R17

26 .7371 x R9 + .2629 x R10 .7371 x R18 + .2629 x R17

27 .3161 x R9 + .6839 x R10 .3161 x R19 + .6839 x R18

28 .8687 x R10 + .1313 x R11 .8687 x R19 + .1313 x R18

29 .4831 x R10 + .5169 x R11 .4831 x R20 + .5169 x R19

30 .9876 x R11 + .0124 x R12 .9876 x R20 + .0124 x R19

Table C-2. 95% Confidence Interval Table

n Lower Bound Upper Bound
6 .9000 x R1 + .1000 x R2 .9000 x R6 + .1000 x R5

7 .6857 x R1 + .3143 x R2 .6857 x R7 + .3143 x R6

8 .3250 x R1 + .6750 x R2 .3250 x R8 + .6750 x R7

9 .9222 x R2 + .0778 x R3 .9222 x R8 + .0778 x R7

10 .6756 x R2 + .3244 x R3 .6756 x R9 + .3244 x R8

11 .2873 x R2 + .7127 x R3 .2873 x R10 + .7127 x R9

12 .8936 x R3 + .1064 x R4 .8936 x R10 + .1064 x R9

13 .6056 x R3 + .3944 x R4 .6056 x R11 + .3944 x R10

14 .1659 x R3 + .8341 x R4 .1659 x R12 + .8341 x R11

15 .8218 x R4 + .1782 x R5 .8218 x R12 + .1782 x R11

16 .4827 x R4 + .5173 x R5 .4827 x R13 + .5173 x R12

17 .9899 x R5 + .0101 x R6 .9899 x R13 + .0101 x R12

18 .7076 x R5 + .2924 x R6 .7076 x R14 + .2924 x R13

19 .3059 x R5 + .6941 x R6 .3059 x R15 + .6941 x R14

20 .8835 x R6 + .1165 x R7 .8835 x R15 + .1165 x R14

21 .5479 x R6 + .4521 x R7 .5479 x R16 + .4521 x R15

22 .0697 x R6 + .9303 x R7 .0697 x R17 + .9303 x R16

23 .7381 x R7 + .2619 x R8 .7381 x R17 + .2619 x R16

24 .3373 x R7 + .6627 x R8 .3373 x R18 + .6627 x R17

25 .8958 x R8 + .1042 x R9 .8958 x R18 + .1042 x R17

26 .5481 x R8 + .4519 x R9 .5481 x R19 + .4519 x R18

27 .0677 x R8 + .9323 x R9 .0677 x R20 + .9323 x R19
28 .7221 x R9 + .2779 x R10 .7221 x R20 + .2779 x R19
29 .3063 x R9 + .6937 x R10 .3063 x R21 + .6937 x R20
30 .8709 x R10 + .1291 x R11 .8709 x R21 + .1291 x R20
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The coefficient of price-related bias (PRB) is an index of 
vertical equity that quantifies the relationship between 
assessment-sales ratios (ASR) and value in percentage 
terms. A PRB of 0.043 indicates that, on average, as-
sessment ratios increase by 4.3 percent whenever values 
increase by 100 percent (e.g., double or double again). The 
PRB has several technical advantages, including being less 
sensitive to outliers than the PRD, and also quantifies the 
statistical significance of observed relationships. Using 
table D-1 as an example, the measure is found as follows:

 1. Compute a value proxy, “value,” as 50 percent 
of sale price + 50 percent of assessed value. 
To ensure that assessed values and sales prices 
receive equal weight, assessed values can be 
divided by the median ratio before summing: 

  Value = 0.50 × (AV/Median) + 0.50 × SP

  Where:
  AV= Assessed Value
  SP = Sale Price

Columns (5) and (6) illustrate the calculation. Computing a 
value proxy based on both assessed values and sales prices 
minimizes bias inherent in comparing ratios against either 
assessed values or sales prices alone (see, for example, 
Gloudemans and Almy 2010, pp 219, 229, 389–391).

 2. Take the natural logarithm of the value proxy and 
divide by 0.693:

  Ln_Value = ln(value)/0.693

  This is shown in column (7) of table D-1. 
Taking logarithms converts the value proxy to a 
percentage basis, which substantially minimizes 
the impact of atypically high values (outliers) 
in the analysis. Dividing by 0.693 allows each 
increment of 1 to be interpreted as a change of 
100 percent. (For example, ln(100,000)/0.693 = 
16.613 and ln(200,000)/0.693 = 17.613).

  3. Compute percentage differences from the 
median assessment ratio (column 8 of table D-1):

Appendix D. Coefficient of Price-Related Bias

Table D-1. Illustration of PRB

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Sale AV SP ASR AV/Med
.5(3) + .5(5) 

"Value"
Indep Var 

Ln(Value)/.693
Dep Variable 

(ASR – Med)/Med
1 116,700 114,500 1.019 128,267 121,383 16.893 0.120
2 130,300 121,000 1.077 143,215 132,107 17.015 0.184
3 130,200 133,900 0.972 143,105 138,503 17.083 0.069
4 145,500 139,000 1.047 159,921 149,461 17.193 0.151
5 134,100 145,000 0.925 147,392 146,196 17.161 0.016
6 153,900 156,500 0.983 169,154 162,827 17.317 0.081
7 143,400 161,100 0.890 157,613 159,357 17.286 –0.022
8 156,900 169,500 0.926 172,451 170,976 17.387 0.017
9 169,000 175,000 0.966 185,751 180,375 17.464 0.061
10 149,200 181,000 0.824 163,988 172,494 17.400 –0.094
11 160,100 188,900 0.848 175,969 182,434 17.481 –0.068
12 191,400 205,000 0.934 210,371 207,685 17.668 0.026
13 177,200 216,150 0.820 194,763 205,457 17.652 –0.099
14 205,500 219,000 0.938 225,868 222,434 17.767 0.031
15 206,500 235,000 0.879 226,968 230,984 17.821 –0.034
16 243,800 249,000 0.979 267,965 258,482 17.984 0.076
17 211,600 258,900 0.817 232,573 245,737 17.911 –0.102
18 242,500 263,000 0.922 266,536 264,768 18.018 0.013
19 258,400 305,900 0.845 284,012 294,956 18.174 –0.072
20 265,900 312,500 0.851 292,255 302,378 18.210 –0.065
21 305,700 336,000 0.910 336,000 336,000 18.362 0.000
22 291,600 360,000 0.810 320,502 340,251 18.380 –0.110
23 312,800 399,900 0.782 343,804 371,852 18.508 –0.140
24 352,200 418,500 0.842 387,109 402,805 18.624 –0.075
25 354,900 459,000 0.773 390,077 424,538 18.700 –0.150
Sum 5,209,300 5,923,250 22.578 PRB –0.120

Std Error 0.025
Median 0.910 COD 0.075 t-value –4.721
Mean 0.903 PRD 1.027 d.f. 23
WtdMean 0.879 Sales 25 Sig 0.000
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  Pct_Diff = (ASR – Median)/Median

  Where:

  PCT_Diff = Percentage Difference

  ASR = Assessment-Sales Ratio 

 4. Regress (3) on (2):

  Pct_Diff = b0 + b1 × Ln_Value
Because each increment of 1 in the independent variable 
represents a 100 percent change in value, the regression 
coefficient, b1, represents the corresponding percentage 
change in assessment ratios.

Figures D-1 and D-2 below contain plots of assessment 
ratios with assessed values and sales prices, respectively. 
Similarly, Figure D-3 is a plot of ratios against the value 
proxy and Figure D-4 plots percentage differences from the 
median ratio on logarithms of the value proxy divided by 
0.693. In this case, all four plots show a regressive relation-
ship. The PRB quantifies the relationship. As shown toward 
the bottom of table D-1, PRB = –0.120, meaning that ratios 

decline by 12.0 percent when values double (and increase 
by 12.0 percent when values are halved). The relationship 
is significant at the 99.9 percent confidence level.  The 95 
percent confidence interval is −0.172 to −0.067.

To illustrate the relative insensitivity of the PRB to outli-
ers, consider table D-2. Sales prices for the first 15 sales 
increase by increments of $50,000: from $50,000 for sale 
1 to $750,000 for sale 15.  The ratios alternate from 0.90, 
to 1.00, to 1.10. Since the first (lowest sale) has a ratio of 
0.90 and the highest sale has a ratio of 1.10, there is minor 
progressivity.  As shown in the upper half of table D-3, 
the COD is 6.7, the PRD is 0.992, and the PRB is 0.02, 
all good performance measures. 

Now consider sale 16 in table D-2, which is a relative 
outlier with a sale price of $2,500,000 and ratio of 0.75.  
As shown in the lower half of table D-3, the PRD falls 
well outside of 0.98 to 1.03 and indicates regressivity.  The 
PRB (as denoted in Table D-3 in the column entitled "Coef-
ficients" and "B"), with a benign value of -0.011, is little 
affected by the outlier and is not statistically significant. 

Figure D-1. Plot of Ratios with Assessed Value

Figure D-2. Plot of Ratios with Sale Price Figure D-4. PRB Plot

Figure D-3. Plot of Ratios with Value Proxy
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Table D-2.  Ratio data with outlier

SALE PRICE ASMT ASR

1 50,000 45,000 0.900

2 100,000 100,000 1.000

3 150,000 165,000 1.100

4 200,000 180,000 0.900

5 250,000 250,000 1.000

6 300,000 330,000 1.100

7 350,000 315,000 0.900

8 400,000 400,000 1.000

9 450,000 495,000 1.100

10 500,000 450,000 0.900

11 550,000 550,000 1.000

12 600,000 660,000 1.100

13 650,000 585,000 0.900

14 700,000 700,000 1.000

15 750,000 825,000 1.100

16 2,500,000 1,875,000 0.750

Table D-3.  Ratio statistics with and without outlier

Ratio Statistics for 15 Sales (No Outliers)
Ratio Statistics for ASMT / PRICE

Sales Mean Median
Weighted 

Mean Minimum Maximum PRD COD
15 1.000 1.000 1.008 .900 1.100 .992 .067

Model

Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% 
Confidence 

Interval for B

B Std. Error
Lower 
Bound

Upper 
Bound

1 PRB .020 .020 1.032 .321 −.022 .063

Ratio Statistics for 16 Sales (1 Outlier)

Ratio Statistics for ASMT / PRICE

Sales Mean Median
Weighted 

Mean Minimum Maximum PRD COD
16 .984 1.000 .932 .750 1.100 1.056 .078

Model

Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% 
Confidence 

Interval for B

B Std. Error
Lower 
Bound

Upper 
Bound

1 PRB −.011 .021 −.520 .611 −.056 .034

I 

I 
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As long as sold and unsold parcels are appraised in the 
same manner and the data describing them are coded 
consistently, statistics calculated in a sales ratio study can 
be used to infer appraisal performance for unsold parcels. 
However, if parcels that sell are selectively reappraised or 
recoded based on their sale prices or some other criterion 
(such as listing price) and if such parcels are in the ratio 
study, sales ratio study uniformity inferences will not be 
accurate (appraisals will appear more uniform than they 
are). In this situation, measures of appraisal level also 
will be unsupportable unless similar unsold parcels were 
appraised by a model that produces the same overall 
percentage of market value (appraisal level) as on the 
parcels that sold based on consistently coded descriptive 
and locational data.

Assessors and oversight agencies do not need to employ 
all the detection techniques described in this appendix, but 
should consider implementing at least one procedure. In 
some cases, access to assessment information for all prop-
erties is necessary to perform the suggested techniques. 
Agencies that do not have access to these data are at a dis-
advantage, but should still implement detection techniques, 
such as those described in sections E.3 and E.4, which do 
not require such comprehensive assessment information.

E.1 Comparison of Average Value  
Changes
If sold and unsold properties within a specified group are 
appraised in the same way, their appraised values should 
reflect similar average percentage changes from year to 
year. Accordingly, changes in appraised values for sold 
and unsold parcels can be compared to determine whether 
sold parcels have been selectively appraised. Alternatively, 
the average percent change in value for sample parcels 
can be compared to that for the population of properties 
within a specified group or stratum for an indication of 
selective reappraisal.

For example, if sold parcels are considered representative 
of a stratum and appraised values increased an average of 
10 percent while appraised values for unsold parcels in 
the same stratum increased an average of only 2 percent, 
“sales chasing” is a likely conclusion. At a more sophisti-
cated level, the distribution of value changes for sold and 
unsold parcels can be compared, or statistical tests can be 
used to determine whether the distributions are different 
at a given level of confidence.

Statistical significance in the absence of practical signifi-
cance may be moot. In large samples, small differences 

in the magnitude of assessed value changes on sold and 
unsold parcels can be proven to be statistically significant, 
yet the actual differences may be slight. Therefore, it is 
prudent to establish some reasonable tolerance, such as 
3 percentage points (e.g., a change of 6 percent for sold 
properties and 3 percent for unsold properties), before con-
cluding that a meaningful problem exists. Such tolerance 
applies to other detection techniques discussed below.

E.2 Comparison of Average Unit Values
If sold and unsold parcels are appraised equally, average 
unit values (for example, value per square foot) should 
be similar. An appropriate test (Mann Whitney or t-test) 
can be conducted to determine whether differences are 
significant.

E.3 Split Sample Technique
In this technique, two ratio studies are performed, one 
using sales that occurred before the appraisal date and 
one using sales after the appraisal date, both adjusted for 
date of sale as appropriate. Except for random sampling 
error and any error in time adjustments, results of the two 
studies should be similar. Sales chasing is indicated if the 
results of the first study are consistently better than those 
from the second. In such a case, the second study is still 
valid; the first study should be rejected.

E.4 Comparison of Observed versus 
Expected Distribution of Ratios
Assuming the ratio studies are based on sales that have 
been properly adjusted for time and other factors, a strong 
indication of the likelihood of “sales chasing” can be ob-
tained by computing the proportion of ratios that would 
be expected to fall within a particular narrow range of the 
mean given the lowest likely standard deviation (although 
this depends somewhat on the assumption of a normal 
distribution). For example, with a standard deviation of 
5 percent given a normal distribution, about 32 percent 
of the ratios would be expected to fall within ±2 percent 
of the mean (for example, between 98 and 102 percent, 
given a mean of 100 percent). Except in highly constrained 
or well-behaved real estate markets, many appraisers 
consider such a low standard deviation, corresponding 
approximately to a COD of 4 percent, to be unachievable. 
Regardless of the distribution of the ratios, the likelihood 
is extremely low that there would be a sufficiently repre-
sentative sample with more than this proportion of ratios 
in such a narrow range. If such is the case, “sales chasing” 
is a likely conclusion. Sometimes other processes through 

Appendix E. Sales Chasing Detection Techniques
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which adjustments to assessments on selling parcels are 
more pronounced than on the population as a whole mimic 
the effect of sales chasing, such as more intensive reviews 
of sales than non-sales. Regardless of the practice, the 
representativeness of the ratio study is called into question 
and additional tests should be instituted.

Although samples may not be normally distributed, in 
which case equivalently precise proportions of expected 
ratios around the median cannot be determined, the 32 
percent concentration is very conservative. Finding such 
a high concentration of ratios around any measure of 
central tendency is a strong indicator of sales chasing or 
of a non-representative ratio study. In addition, when the 
distribution of ratios is bimodal or multimodal, similar 
significant concentrations of ratios around these modes 
can indicate selective reappraisal or sales chasing.

Table E-1 demonstrates the conservative nature of the 32 
percent concentration. If the minimum achievable COD 
is, in fact, higher than 4 percent for the strata or property 
class being analyzed, then even lower concentrations could 
indicate sales chasing, and previously discussed investiga-
tive procedures should be instituted. One disadvantage to 
this procedure is that it can be misleading when applied 
to small samples. Therefore the method should not be 
employed for sample sizes less than 30.

Even when critical proportions of ratios shown in table E-1 
are exceeded, further investigation should be conducted 
before concluding that sales chasing has occurred.

E.5 Mass Appraisal Techniques
Provided sales are sufficient in number, oversight agen-
cies can develop mass appraisal models to apply to a 
random sample of unsold properties or to the population 
of properties that are represented by the sold properties. 
An independent multiple regression or other automated 
calibration techniques can be used to develop the models. 
An appraisal ratio study is then conducted for the unsold 
parcels by using values predicted by the independent 
models as indicators of market values. This approach has 
the following advantages:

• It is objective and rooted in the market.

• The models can be reviewed for sufficient 
reliability before being applied to the unsold 
parcels.

• The technique yields measures of central tendency, 
which can be compared against those produced by 
the sales ratio study and tested for compliance with 
standards for the level of appraisal.

• The technique takes the form of an appraisal ratio 
study but avoids the time and expense of single-
property appraisals.

Reliability of this method depends on the accuracy and in-
dependence of the mass appraisal models used to generate 
the value estimates. The models must be consistent with 
appraisal theory and reviewed for sufficient reliability by 
examining goodness-of-fit statistics. The models should be 
independent of those used for assessment purposes.

Table E-1. Example of critical ratio concentrations indicative of sales chasing or similar practices

Minimum 
achievable 
COD

Standard deviation assuming 
normal distribution and mean 
ratio of 100%

Critical 
proportion of 
ratios*

z score based on ± 
2% range (Absolute 
value)

Expected proportion 
of ratios below 0.98

Expected proportion 
of ratios below 1.02

Expected proportion between 
0.98 and 1.02 (within ± 2% of 
central tendency)

1.6% 2.00% 69 1.0000 0.1587 0.8413 0.6826
4.0% 5.00% 32 0.4000 0.3446 0.6554 0.3108
5.0% 6.25% 26 0.3200 0.3745 0.6255 0.2510
6.0% 7.50% 22 0.2667 0.3949 0.6051 0.2102
7.0% 8.75% 19 0.2286 0.4110 0.5896 0.1801
8.0% 10.00% 16 0.2000 0.4207 0.5793 0.1586

10.0% 12.50% 13 0.1600 0.4364 0.5636 0.1272
12.0% 15.00% 11 0.1333 0.4467 0.5530 0.1063
14.0% 17.50% 10 0.1143 0.4545 0.5455 0.0910
16.0% 20.00% 8 0.1000 0.4602 0.5398 0.0796

* Given the assumption that the COD shown represents the minimum achievable COD for the property type, class, or strata being 
analyzed with the ratio study, sales chasing (or a similar distortive procedure) is very likely if the concentration of ratios with ± 2% of a 
measure of central tendency, such as the median or a mode, or 100%, equals or exceeds this value. This proportion is based on values of 
the standard normal distribution function and assumption that sample size is greater than 30. The critical number equals the integer 
immediately exceeding the expected proportion.
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In addition to the use of statistical measures to determine 
underlying assessment level and uniformity, comparisons 
between measures can provide useful information about 
sample representativeness, the distribution of the ratios, 
and the influence of outliers. For example, by comparing 
the mean and weighted mean, even without determining 
the PRD, the analyst should be aware that a large difference 
between these two measures indicates probable influence 
of atypical ratios on high-priced properties. This in turn 
could mean that outliers are still present in the sample 
and that the sample is not representative. Alternatively, 
it could indicate systematic appraisal error in the ap-
praisal of properties within a particular price range. The 
geometric mean-to-mean relationship can provide similar 
information, especially about the presence of very low 
ratios, which have a greater influence on the geometric 

mean. The relationship between the COD and COV 
can provide similar additional guidance. This standard 
chooses the COD as the primary recommended measure 
of uniformity. This choice reflects the expectation of non-
normal distributions of ratios. Despite this consideration, 
it is useful to recognize that, in a normal distribution, 
the COV is approximately 1.25 times the COD. When 
the COV/COD ratio exceeds 1.25, the likely cause is a 
small number of very high ratios, which may again be 
non-representative.

It is incumbent on the analyst to review the ratio study 
sample to attempt to provide a representative sample. 
Comparisons of statistics, such as those given in this ap-
pendix, provide an additional tool to help the analyst in 
this regard.

Appendix F. Alternative Uses for Ratio Study Statistics

Property taxation is governed by federal, state, and pro-
vincial constitutions, statutes, and administrative rules 
or regulations, many of which require uniform treatment 
of property taxpayers. Ratio studies play an important 
role in judging whether uniformity requirements are met. 
Relevant Canadian Federal statutes based on the Constitu-
tion Acts of 1867–1975 provide that municipal councils 
cannot discriminate between taxpayers of the same class 
within municipalities.

Relevant United States federal provisions include the Bill of 
Rights, the commerce clause of the United States Constitu-
tion, the Fourteenth Amendment, and the Tax Injunction 
Act (28 U.S.C. § 1341). Together they guarantee basic 
protections and due process while still granting states the au-
thority to classify property and grant reasonable exemptions. 
Many constitutions have clauses that require uniformity 
in the assessment and taxation of property, although some 
jurisdictions, either by constitution or statute, permit certain 
differences between classes. Ratio studies provide a gauge 
of whether uniformity requirements are being met.

A key U.S. federal statute relating to ratio studies is the 
U.S. Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act 
(“4-R Act”) of 1976 (49 U.S.C. § 11501). The 4-R Act 
requires that rail transportation property be assessed for 
tax purposes at no more than 105 percent of the assessment 
level of other commercial and industrial property in the 
same taxing jurisdiction. Similar federal statutes relate to 
air transportation property, motor carriers, and bus lines 
(49 U.S.C. §§14502 and 40116).

The 4-R Act provides that ratio studies be used to measure 
alleged discrimination. In such cases, as in any ratio study, 
the purpose of the study must be clearly defined and the 
study must be conducted so that it accurately evaluates the 
issues at hand. Important issues in ratio studies conducted 
pursuant to the 4-R Act include the proper definition of 
“other” commercial and industrial property, screening and 
adjustments to sales data, proper measures of the level of 
appraisal, and the combining and weighting of centrally 
valued and locally assessed properties.

Appendix G. Legal Aspects of Ratio Studies
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Appendix H. Sales Validation Questionnaire

Seller (Grantor) Name
_______________________________________________
Mailing  __________________________________________
City/ST/ZIP ________________________________________
Phone  __________________________________________
E-mail address  _____________________________________

Buyer (Grantee) Name
_______________________________________________
Mailing  __________________________________________
City/ST/ZIP ________________________________________
Phone  __________________________________________
E-mail address  _____________________________________

Brief Legal Description
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Property/Situs Address  ________________________________
Name and Mailing Address for Tax Statements
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

Parcel Identification Number  __________________________________ Instrument Number  _______________________________
Instrument Type _______________________  o Multi Parcel Sale o Split Sale Recording Date _____________________________

 1. Special factors: 
o Sale between immediate family members: 
SPECIFY THE RELATIONSHIP  
o Sale involved corporate affiliates belonging to the same parent

   company 
o Sale of convenience (correct defects in title; create a joint or  
common tenancy, etc.) 
o Auction Sale 
o Deed transfer in lieu of foreclosure or repossession 
o Forced sale or sheriff’s sale 
o Sale by judicial order (guardian, executor, conservator) 
o Sale involved a government agency or public utility 
o Buyer (new owner) is a religious, charitable, or benevolent

   organization, school or educational association 
o Land contract or contract for deed 
o Sale of only a partial interest in the real estate 
o Sale involved a trade or exchange of properties 
o NONE OF THE ABOVE

 2. Check use of property at the time of sale: 
o Single Family Residence o Agricultural Land 
o Farm/Ranch with Residence o Vacant Lot 
o Condominium Unit o  Commercial/Industrial

  o  Other: (Specify)  ____________________________________  
 ________________________________________________

 3. Was the property rented or leased at the time of sale? o Yes o No
 4. Did the sale price include an existing business? o Yes o No
 5. Was any personal property (such as furniture, equipment, machinery, livestock, 

crops, business franchise or inventory, etc.) included in the sale price? o Yes o 
No

  If yes, please describe ___________________________________  
 ________________________________________________  
Estimated value of all personal property items included in the sale price $ ____

 6. Any recent changes to the property? o Yes o No  
o New Construction o Demolition 
o Remodeling o Additions 
Was the work performed by a professional? o Yes o No 
Date Completed _______/_______/________ 
Estimated cost of labor and materials? $ _____________________

 7. Was there a change in use? o Yes o No 
If yes, please explain: ___________________________________  
 ________________________________________________

 8. Does the buyer hold title to any adjoining property? o Yes o No
 9. Was there an appraisal made on the property? o Yes o No

 10. Were any delinquent taxes assumed by the purchaser?  
o Yes—Amount $_______________________ o No

 11. Were the delinquent taxes included in the sale price?  
o Yes o No o NA

 12. How property was marketed (check all that apply): 
o Listed with real estate agent o Displayed a “For Sale” sign 
o Advertised in the newspaper o Offered by word of mouth

 13. Was the property made available to other potential purchasers?  
o Yes o No 
If not, explain  _______________________________________  
 ________________________________________________

 14. How long was the property on the market?  ______________________
 15. What was the asking price?  _______________________________
 16. Date sales price was agreed upon _______/_______/________
 17. Method of financing (check all that apply): 

o New loan(s) from a Financial Institution 
Name of lending institution:  ______________________________  
Cash down payment $_________________________ 
Amount $_____________ Interest rate _______% Term _________ 
o Assumption of Existing Loan(s) 
Amount $_____________ Interest rate _______% Term _________ 
o Seller Financing  
Amount $_____________ Interest rate _______% Term _________ 
o Trade of Property: Estimated Value $ ________________________  
Describe Traded Property  ________________________________  
o All Cash o Not Applicable

 18. Total Sale Price $________________
 19. Was the sale influenced by any unusual circumstances?  

o Yes o No 
If yes, please explain  ___________________________________  
 ________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________

 20. Is the total sale price a fair reflection of the market value for the real estate on the 
sale date? o Yes o No If no, please explain  _____________________  
 ________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________

PRINT NAME - ____________________________________________

SIGNATURE  _____________________________________________
o GRANTOR (SELLER) Daytime Phone No. (____) _______________
o GRANTEE (BUYER) Daytime Phone No. (____) _______________
o AGENT Daytime Phone No. (____) _______________
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Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property 

1. Scope 
This standard defines requirements for the mass appraisal of real property. 
The primary focus is on mass appraisal for ad valorem tax purposes. 
However, the principles defined here should also be relevant to CAMAs 
(CAMAs) (or automated valuation models) used for other purposes, such 
as mortgage portfolio management. The standard primarily addresses the 
needs of the assessor, assessment oversight agencies, and taxpayers. 
 
This standard addresses mass appraisal procedures by which the fee 
simple interest in property can be appraised at market value, including 
mass appraisal application of the three traditional approaches to value 
(cost, sales comparison, and income). Single-property appraisals, partial 
interest appraisals, and appraisals made on an other-than-market-value 
basis are outside the scope of this standard. Nor does this standard provide 
guidance on determining assessed values that differ from market value 
because of statutory constraints such as use value, classification, or 
assessment increase limitations. 
 
Mass appraisal requires complete and accurate data, effective valuation 
models, and proper management of resources. Section 2 introduces mass 
appraisal. Section 3 focuses on the collection and maintenance of 
property data. Section 4 summarizes the primary considerations in 
valuation methods, including the role of the three approaches to value in 
the mass appraisal of various types of property. Section 5 addresses 
model testing and quality assurance. Section 6 discusses certain 
managerial considerations: staff levels, data processing support, 
contracting for reappraisals, benefit-cost issues, and space requirements.  
Section 7 discusses reference materials. 

2. Introduction 
Market value for assessment purposes is generally determined through 
the application of mass appraisal techniques. Mass appraisal is the 
process of valuing a group of properties as of a given date and using 
common data, standardized methods, and statistical testing. To 
determine a parcel’s value, assessing officers must rely upon valuation 
equations, tables, and schedules developed through mathematical 
analysis of market data. Values for individual parcels should not be 
based solely on the sale price of a property; rather, valuation schedules 
and models should be consistently applied to property data that are 
correct, complete, and up-to-date.  
 
Properly administered, the development, construction, and use of a 
CAMA system results in a valuation system characterized by accuracy, 
uniformity, equity, reliability, and low per-parcel costs. Except for 
unique properties, individual analyses and appraisals of properties are 
not practical for ad valorem tax purposes. 

3. Collecting and Maintaining Property Data 
The accuracy of values depends first and foremost on the completeness 
and accuracy of property characteristics and market data. Assessors will 
want to ensure that their CAMA systems provide for the collection and 
maintenance of relevant land, improvement, and location features. These 
data must also be accurately and consistently collected. The CAMA 
system must also provide for the storage and processing of relevant sales, 
cost, and income and expense data. 

 

3.1 Overview 
Uniform and accurate valuation of property requires correct, complete, 
and up-to-date property data. Assessing offices must establish effective 
procedures for collecting and maintaining property data (i.e., property 
ownership, location, size, use, physical characteristics, sales price, rents, 
costs, and operating expenses). Such data are also used for performance 
audits, defense of appeals, public relations, and management 
information. The following sections recommend procedures for 
collecting these data. 

3.2 Geographic Data 
Assessors should maintain accurate, up-to-date cadastral maps (also 
known as assessment maps, tax maps, parcel boundary maps, and 
property ownership maps) covering the entire jurisdiction with a unique 
identification number for each parcel. Such cadastral maps allow 
assessing officers to identify and locate all parcels, both in the field and 
in the office. Maps become especially valuable in the mass appraisal 
process when a geographic information system (GIS) is used. A GIS 
permits graphic displays of sale prices, assessed values, inspection dates, 
work assignments, land uses, and much more. In addition, a GIS permits 
high-level analysis of nearby sales, neighborhoods, and market trends; 
when linked to a CAMA system, the results can be very useful. For 
additional information on cadastral maps, parcel identification systems, 
and GIS, see the Standard on Manual Cadastral Maps and Parcel 
Identifiers (IAAO 2016b), Standard on Digital Cadastral Maps and 
Parcel Identifiers (IAAO 2015), Procedures and Standards for a 
Multipurpose Cadastre (National Research Council 1983), and GIS 
Guidelines for Assessors (URISA and IAAO 1999). 

3.3 Property Characteristics Data 
The assessor should collect and maintain property characteristics data 
sufficient for classification, valuation, and other purposes. Accurate 
valuation of real property by any method requires descriptions of land 
and building characteristics. 

3.3.1 Selection of Property Characteristics Data 
Property characteristics to be collected and maintained should be based 
on the following: 
 Factors that influence the market in the locale in question 
 Requirements of the valuation methods that will be 

employed 
 Requirements of classification and property tax policy 
 Requirements of other governmental and private users 
 Marginal benefits and costs of collecting and maintaining 

each property characteristic 

Determining what data on property characteristics to collect and 
maintain for a CAMA system is a crucial decision with long-term 
consequences. A pilot program is one means of evaluating the benefits 
and costs of collecting and maintaining a particular set of property 
characteristics (see Gloudemans and Almy 2011, 46–49). In addition, 
much can be learned from studying the data used in successful CAMAs 
in other jurisdictions. Data collection and maintenance are usually the 
costliest aspects of a CAMA. Collecting data that are of little  
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importance in the assessment process should be avoided unless another 
governmental or private need is clearly demonstrated. 

The quantity and quality of existing data should be reviewed. If the data 
are sparse and unreliable, a major recanvass will be necessary. Data that 
have been confirmed to be reliable should be used whenever possible. 
New valuation programs or enhancements requiring major recanvass 
activity or conversions to new coding formats should be viewed with 
suspicion when the existing database already contains most major 
property characteristics and is of generally good quality.  

The following property characteristics are usually important in 
predicting residential property values: 

Improvement Data 
 Living area 
 Construction quality or key components thereof 

(foundation, exterior wall type, and the like) 
 Effective age or condition 
 Building design or style 
 Secondary areas including basements, garages, covered 

porches, and balconies 
 Building features such as bathrooms and central air-

conditioning 
 Significant detached structures including guest houses, boat 

houses, and barns 
Land Data 

 Lot size 
 Available utilities (sewer, water, electricity) 

Location Data 
 Market area 
 Submarket area or neighborhood 
 Site amenities, especially view and golf course or water 

frontage  
 External nuisances, (e.g., heavy traffic, airport noise, or 

proximity to commercial uses). 
For a discussion of property characteristics important for various 
commercial property types, see Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal 
(Gloudemans and Almy 2011, chapter 9). 

3.3.2 Data Collection 
Collecting property characteristics data is a critical and expensive phase 
of reappraisal. A successful data collection program requires clear and 
standard coding and careful monitoring through a quality control 
program. The development and use of a data collection manual is 
essential to achieving accurate and consistent data collection. The data 
collection program should result in complete and accurate data. 

3.3.2.1 Initial Data Collection 

A physical inspection is necessary to obtain initial property 
characteristics data. This inspection can be performed either by 
appraisers or by specially trained data collectors. In a joint approach, 
experienced appraisers make key subjective decisions, such as the 
assignment of construction quality class or grade, and data collectors 
gather all other details. Depending on the data required, an interior 
inspection might be necessary. At a minimum, a comprehensive exterior 
inspection should be conducted. Measurement is an important part of 
data collection. 
3.3.2.2 Data Collection Format 

Data should be collected in a prescribed format designed to facilitate 
both the collecting of data in the field and the entry of the data into the 
computer system.  

A logical arrangement of the collection format makes data collection 
easier. For example, all items requiring an interior inspection should be 
grouped together. The coding of data should be as objective as possible,  
with measurements, counts, and check-off items used in preference to 
items requiring subjective evaluations (such as “number of plumbing 
fixtures” versus “adequacy of plumbing: poor, average, good”). With 
respect to check-off items, the available codes should be exhaustive and 
mutually exclusive, so that exactly one code logically pertains to each 
observable variation of a building feature (such as structure or roof type). 
The data collection format should promote consistency among data 
collectors, be clear and easy to use, and be adaptable to virtually all types 
of construction. Specialized data collection formats may be necessary to 
collect information on agricultural property, timberland, commercial and 
industrial parcels, and other property types. 
3.3.2.3 Data Collection Manuals 

A clear, thorough, and precise data collection manual is essential and 
should be developed, updated, and maintained. The written manual 
should explain how to collect and record each data item. Pictures, 
examples, and illustrations are particularly helpful. The manual should 
be simple yet complete. Data collection staff should be trained in the use 
of the manual and related updates to maintain consistency. The manual 
should include guidelines for personal conduct during field inspections, 
and if interior data are required, the manual should outline procedures to 
be followed when the property owner has denied access or when entry 
might be risky. 

3.3.2.4 Data Accuracy Standards 

The following standards of accuracy for data collection are 
recommended. 
 

 Continuous or area measurement data, such as living area and 
exterior wall height, should be accurate within 1 foot (rounded 
to the nearest foot) of the true dimensions or within 5 percent 
of the area. (One foot equates to approximately 30 centimeters 
in the metric system.) If areas, dimensions, or volumes must be 
estimated, the property record should note the instances in 
which quantities are estimated. 

 For each objective, categorical, or binary data field to be 
collected or verified, at least 95 percent of the coded entries 
should be accurate. Objective, categorical, or binary data 
characteristics include such attributes as exterior wall material, 
number of full bathrooms, and waterfront view. As an example, 
if a data collector captures 10 objective, categorical, or binary 
data items for 100 properties, at least 950 of the 1,000 total 
entries should be correct. 

 For each subjective categorical data field collected or verified, 
data should be coded correctly at least 90 percent of the time. 
Subjective categorical data characteristics include data items 
such as quality grade, physical condition, and architectural 
style. 

 Regardless of specific accuracy requirements, consistent 
measurement is important. Standards including national, local 
and regional practices exist to support consistent measurement. 
The standard of measurement should be documented as part of 
the process. (American Institute of Architects 1995; Marshall 
& Swift Valuation Service 2017; International Property 
Measurement Standards Coalition n.d.;  Building Owners  and  
Managers  Association  International 2017) 

3.3.2.5 Data Collection Quality Control 
A quality control program is necessary to ensure that data accuracy 
standards are achieved and maintained. Independent quality control 
inspections should occur immediately after the data collection phase 
begins and may be performed by jurisdiction staff, project consultants,  
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auditing firms, or oversight agencies. The inspections should review 
random samples of finished work for completeness and accuracy and  
keep tabulations of items coded correctly or incorrectly, so that statistical 
tests can be used to determine whether accuracy standards have been 
achieved. Stratification by geographic area, property type, or individual  
data collector can help detect patterns of data error. Data that fail to meet 
quality control standards should be recollected. 
 
The accuracy of subjective data should be judged primarily by 
conformity with written specifications and examples in the data 
collection manual. The data reviewer should substantiate subjective data 
corrections with pictures or field notes. 

3.3.3 Data Entry 
To avoid duplication of effort, the data collection form should be able to 
serve as the data entry form. Data entry should be routinely audited to 
ensure accuracy. 
 
Data entry accuracy should be as close to 100 percent as possible and 
should be supported by a full set of range and consistency edits. These 
are error or warning messages generated in response to invalid or unusual 
data items. Examples of data errors include missing data codes and 
invalid characters. Warning messages should also be generated when 
data values exceed normal ranges (e.g., more than eight rooms in a 
1,200-square-foot residence). The warnings should appear as the data are 
entered. When feasible, action on the warnings should take place during 
data entry. Field data entry devices provide the ability to edit data as it is 
entered and also eliminate data transcription errors. 

3.3.4 Maintaining Property Characteristics Data 
Property characteristics data should be continually updated in response 
to changes brought about by new construction, new parcels, remodeling, 
demolition, and destruction. There are several ways of updating data. 
The most efficient method involves building permits. Ideally, strictly 
enforced local ordinances require building permits for all significant 
construction activity, and the assessor's office receives copies of the 
permits. This method allows the assessor to identify properties whose 
characteristics are likely to change, to inspect such parcels on a timely 
basis (preferably as close to the assessment date as possible), and to 
update the files accordingly. 
 
Another method is aerial photography, which also can be helpful in 
identifying new or previously unrecorded construction and land use. 
Some jurisdictions use self-reporting, in which property owners review 
the assessor’s records and submit additions or corrections. Information 
derived from multiple listing sources and other third-party vendors can 
also be used to validate property records. 
 
Periodic field inspections can help ensure that property characteristics 
data are complete and accurate. Assuming that most new construction 
activity is identified through building permits or other ongoing 
procedures, a physical review including an on-site verification of 
property characteristics should be conducted at least every 4 to 6 years. 
Reinspections should include partial remeasurement of the two most 
complex sides of improvements and a walk around the improvement to 
identify additions and deletions. Photographs taken at previous physical 
inspections can help identify changes. 

3.3.5 Alternative to Periodic On-site Inspections 
Provided that initial physical inspections are timely completed and that 
an effective system of building permits or other methods of routinely 
identifying physical changes is in place, jurisdictions may employ a set 
of digital imaging technology tools to supplement field reinspections 

with a computer-assisted office review. These imaging tools should 
include the following: 
 • Current high-resolution street-view images (at a sub-inch pixel 
resolution that enables quality grade and physical condition to be 
verified) 
 • Orthophoto images (minimum 6-inch pixel resolution in 
urban/suburban and 12-inch resolution in rural areas, updated every 2 
years in rapid-growth areas or 6–10 years in slow-growth areas) 
 • Low-level oblique images capable of being used for measurement 
verification (four cardinal directions, minimum 6-inch pixel resolution 
in urban/suburban and 12-inch pixel resolution in rural areas, updated 
every 2 years in rapid-growth areas or 6–10 years in slow-growth areas). 
 
These tool sets may incorporate change detection techniques that 
compare building dimension data (footprints) in the CAMA system to 
georeferenced imagery or remote sensing data from sources (such as 
LiDAR [light detection and ranging]) and identify potential CAMA 
sketch discrepancies for further investigation. 
 
Assessment jurisdictions and oversight agencies must ensure that images 
meet expected quality standards. Standards required for vendor-supplied 
images should be spelled out in the Request for Proposal (RFP) and 
contract for services, and images should be checked for compliance with 
specified requirements. For general guidance on preparing RFPs and 
contracting for vendor-supplied services, see the Standard on 
Contracting for Assessment Services [IAAO 2008]. 
 
In addition, appraisers should visit assigned areas on an annual basis to 
observe changes in neighborhood condition, trends, and property 
characteristics. An on-site physical review is recommended when 
significant construction changes are detected, a property is sold, or an 
area is affected by catastrophic damage. Building permits should be 
regularly monitored and properties that have significant change should 
be inspected when work is complete. 

3.4 Sale Data 
States and provinces should seek mandatory disclosure laws to ensure 
comprehensiveness of sale data files. Regardless of the availability of 
such statutes, a file of sale data must be maintained, and sales must be 
properly reviewed and validated. Sale data are required in all 
applications of the sales comparison approach, in the development of 
land values and market-based depreciation schedules in the cost 
approach, and in the derivation of capitalization rates or discount rates in 
the income approach. Refer to Mass Appraisal of Real Property 
(Gloudemans 1999, chapter 2) or Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal 
(Gloudemans and Almy 2011 chapter 2) for guidelines on the acquisition 
and processing of sale data. 

3.5 Income and Expense Data 
Income and expense data must be collected for income-producing 
property and reviewed by qualified appraisers to ensure their accuracy 
and usability for valuation analysis (see Section 4.4.). Refer to Mass 
Appraisal of Real Property (Gloudemans 1999, chapter 2) or 
Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal (Gloudemans and Almy 2011, chapter 
2) for guidelines addressing the collection and processing of income and 
expense data. 

3.6 Cost and Depreciation Data 
Current cost and depreciation data adjusted to the local market are 
required for the cost approach (see Section 4.2). Cost and depreciation 
manuals and schedules can be purchased from commercial services or 
created in-house. See Mass Appraisal of Real Property (Gloudemans 
1999, chapter 4) or Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal (Gloudemans and 
Almy 2011, 180–193) for guidelines on creating manuals and schedules. 
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4. Valuation 
Mass appraisal analysis begins with assigning properties to use classes 
or strata based on highest and best use, which normally equates to current 
use. Some statutes require that property be valued for ad valorem tax 
purposes at current use regardless of highest and best use. Zoning and 
other land use controls normally dictate highest and best use of vacant 
land. In the absence of such restrictions, the assessor must determine the 
highest and best use of the land by analyzing the four components—
legally permissible, physically possible, appropriately supported, and 
financially feasible—thereby resulting in the highest value. Special 
attention may be required for properties in transition, interim or 
nonconforming uses, multiple uses, and excess land. 

4.1 Valuation Models 
Any appraisal, whether single-property appraisal or mass appraisal, uses 
a model, that is, a representation in words or an equation of the 
relationship between value and variables representing factors of supply 
and demand. Mass appraisal models attempt to represent the market for 
a specific type of property in a specified area. Mass appraisers must first 
specify the model, that is, identify the supply and demand factors and 
property features that influence value, for example, square feet of living 
area. Then they must calibrate the model, that is, determine the 
adjustments or coefficients that best represent the value contribution of 
the variables chosen, for example, the dollar amount the market places 
on each square foot of living area. Careful and extensive market analysis 
is required for both specification and calibration of a model that 
estimates values accurately. Mass appraisal models apply to all three 
approaches to value: the cost approach, the sales comparison approach, 
and the income approach. 
 
Valuation models are developed for defined property groups. For 
residential properties, geographic stratification is appropriate when the 
value of property attributes varies significantly among areas and each 
area is large enough to provide adequate sales. It is particularly effective 
when housing types and styles are relatively uniform within areas. 
Separate models are developed for each market area (also known as 
economic or model areas). Subareas or neighborhoods can serve as 
variables in the models and can also be used in land value tables and 
selection of comparable sales. (See Mass Appraisal of Real Property 
[Gloudemans 1999, 118–120] or Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal 
[Gloudemans and Almy 2011, 139–143] for guidelines on stratification.) 
Smaller jurisdictions may find it sufficient to develop a single residential 
model. 
 
Commercial and income-producing properties should be stratified by 
property type. In general, separate models should be developed for 
apartment, warehouse/industrial, office, and retail properties. Large 
jurisdictions may be able to stratify apartment properties further by type 
or area or to develop multiple models for other income properties with 
adequate data.  

4.2 The Cost Approach 
The cost approach is applicable to virtually all improved parcels and, if 
used properly, can produce accurate valuations. The cost approach is 
more reliable for newer structures of standard materials, design, and 
workmanship. It produces an estimate of the value of the fee simple 
interest in a property. 
Reliable cost data are imperative in any successful application of the cost 
approach. The data must be complete, typical, and current. Current 
construction costs should be based on the cost of replacing a structure 
with one of equal utility, using current materials, design, and building 
standards. In addition to specific property types, cost models should 

include the cost of individual construction components and building 
items in order to adjust for features that differ from base specifications. 
These costs should be incorporated into a construction cost manual and 
related computer software. The software can perform the valuation 
function, and the manual, in addition to providing documentation, can be 
used when nonautomated calculations are required. 
Construction cost schedules can be developed in-house, based on a 
systematic study of local construction costs, obtained from firms 
specializing in such information, or custom-generated by a contractor. 
Cost schedules should be verified for accuracy by applying them to 
recently constructed improvements of known cost. Construction costs 
also should be updated before each assessment cycle. 
The most difficult aspects of the cost approach are estimates of land 
value and accrued depreciation. These estimates must be based on non-
cost data (primarily sales) and can involve considerable subjectivity. 
Land values used in the cost approach must be current and consistent. 
Often, they must be extracted from sales of improved property because 
sales of vacant land are scarce. Section 4.5 provides standards for land 
valuation in mass appraisal. 
Depreciation schedules can be extracted from sales data in several ways. 
See Mass Appraisal of Real Property (Gloudemans 1999, chapter 4) or 
Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal (Gloudemans and Almy 2011, 189–
192). 

4.3 The Sales Comparison Approach 
The sales comparison approach estimates the value of a subject property 
by statistically analyzing the sale prices of similar properties. This 
approach is usually the preferred approach for estimating values for 
residential and other property types with adequate sales. 
Applications of the sales comparison approach include direct market 
models and comparable sales algorithms (see Mass Appraisal of Real 
Property [Gloudemans 1999, chapters 3 and 4], Fundamentals of Mass 
Appraisal [Gloudemans and Almy 2011, chapters 4 and 6], and the 
Standard on Automated Valuation Models (AVMs) [IAAO 2003]). 
Comparable sales algorithms are most akin to single-property appraisal 
applications of the sales comparison approach. They have the advantages 
of being familiar and easily explained and can compensate for less well-
specified or calibrated models, because the models are used only to make 
adjustments to the selected comparables. They can be problematic if the 
selected comparables are not well validated or representative of market 
value. Because they predict market value directly, direct market models 
depend more heavily on careful model specification and calibration. 
Their advantages include efficiency and consistency, because the same 
model is directly applied against all properties in the model area. 
Users of comparable sales algorithms should be aware that sales ratio 
statistics will be biased if sales used in the ratio study are used as 
comparables for themselves in model development. This problem can be 
avoided by (1) not using sales as comparables for themselves in 
modeling or (2) using holdout or later sales in ratio studies. 

4.4 The Income Approach 
In general, for income-producing properties, the income approach is the 
preferred valuation approach when reliable income and expense data are 
available, along with well-supported income multipliers, overall rates, 
and required rates of return on investment. Successful application of the 
income approach requires the collection, maintenance, and careful 
analysis of income and expense data. 
Mass appraisal applications of the income approach begin with 
collecting and processing income and expense data. (These data should 
be expressed on an appropriate per-unit basis, such as per square foot or 
per apartment unit.) Appraisers should then compute normal or typical 
gross incomes, vacancy rates, net incomes, and expense ratios for various 
homogeneous strata of properties. These figures can be used to judge the 
reasonableness of reported data for individual parcels and to estimate 
income and expense figures for parcels with unreported data. Actual or  
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reported figures can be used as long as they reflect typical figures (or 
typical figures can be used for all properties). 
 
Alternatively, models for estimating gross or net income and expense 
ratios can be developed by using actual income and expense data from a 
sample of properties and calibrated by using multiple regression 
analysis. For an introduction to income modeling, see Mass Appraisal of 
Real Property (Gloudemans 1999, chapter 3) or Fundamentals of Mass 
Appraisal (Gloudemans and Almy 2011, chapter 9). The developed 
income figures can be capitalized into estimates of value in a number of 
ways. The most direct method involves the application of gross income 
multipliers, which express the ratio of market value to gross income. At 
a more refined level, net income multipliers or their reciprocals, overall 
capitalization rates, can be developed and applied. Provided there are 
adequate sales, these multipliers and rates should be extracted from a 
comparison of actual or estimated incomes with sale prices (older 
income and sales data should be adjusted to the valuation date as 
appropriate). Income multipliers and overall rates developed in this 
manner tend to provide reliable, consistent, and readily supported 
valuations when good sales and income data are available. When 
adequate sales are not available, relevant publications and local market 
participants can be consulted. 

4.5 Land Valuation 
State or local laws may require the value of an improved parcel to be 
separated into land and improvement components. When the sales 
comparison or income approach is used, an independent estimate of land 
value can be made and subtracted from the total property value to obtain 
a residual improvement value. Some computerized valuation techniques 
provide a separation of total value into land and building components. 
 
Land values should be reviewed annually. At least once every 4 to 6 years 
the properties should be physically inspected and revalued. The sales 
comparison approach is the primary approach to land valuation and is 
always preferred when sufficient sales are available. In the absence of 
adequate sales, other techniques that can be used in land appraisal include 
allocation, abstraction, anticipated use, capitalization of ground rents, and 
land residual capitalization. (See Mass Appraisal of Real Property 
[Gloudemans 1999, chapter 3] or Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal 
[Gloudemans and Almy 2011, 178–180].) 

4.6 Considerations by Property Type 
The appropriateness of each valuation approach varies with the type of 
property under consideration. Table 1 ranks the relative usefulness of the 
three approaches in the mass appraisal of major types of properties. The 
table assumes that there are no major statutory barriers to using all three 
approaches or to obtaining cost, sales, and income data. Although relying 
only on the single best approach for a given type of property can have 
advantages in terms of efficiency and consistency, the use of two or more 
approaches provides helpful cross-checks and flexibility and can thus 
produce greater accuracy, particularly for less typical properties. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 1. Rank of typical usefulness of the three approaches to value 
in the mass appraisal of major types of property 

Type of 
Property 

Cost 
Approach 

Sales 
Comparison 
Approach 

Income 
Approach 

Single-family 

residential 

2 1 3 

Multifamily residential 3 1, 2 1, 2 

Commercial 3 2 1 

Industrial 1, 2 3 1, 2 

Nonagricultural land – 1 2 

Agriculturala – 2 1 

Special-purposeb 1 2, 3 2, 3 
a Includes farm, ranch, and forest properties. 
b Includes institutional, governmental, and recreation properties. 

4.6.1 Single-Family Residential Property 
The sales comparison approach is the best approach for single-family 
residential property, including condominiums. Automated versions of 
this approach are highly efficient and generally accurate for the majority 
of these properties. The cost approach is a good supplemental approach 
and should serve as the primary approach when the sales data available 
are inadequate. The income approach is usually inappropriate for mass 
appraisal of single-family residential properties, because most of these 
properties are not rented. 

4.6.2 Manufactured Housing 
Manufactured or mobile homes can be valued in a number of ways 
depending on the local market and ownership status. Often mobile 
homes are purchased separately and situated on a rented space in a 
mobile home park. In this case the best strategy is to model the mobile 
homes separately from the land. At other times mobile homes are 
situated on individual lots and bought and sold similar to stick-built 
homes. Particularly in rural areas they may be intermixed with stick-built 
homes. In these cases, they can be modeled in a manner similar to that 
for other residential properties and included in the same models, as long 
as the model includes variables to distinguish them and recognize any 
relevant differences from other homes (e.g., mobile homes may 
appreciate at a rate different from that for stick-built homes). 
 
4.6.3 Multifamily Residential Property 
The sales comparison and income approaches are preferred in valuing 
multifamily residential property when sufficient sales and income data 
are available. Multiple regression analysis (MRA) and related techniques 
have been successfully used in valuing this property type. Where 
adequate sales are available, direct sales models can be used. MRA also 
can be used to calibrate different portions of the income approach, 
including the estimation of market rents and development of income 
multipliers or capitalization rates. As with other residential property, the 
cost approach is useful in providing supplemental valuations and can 
serve as the primary approach when good sales and income data are not 
available. 

4.6.4 Commercial and Industrial Property 
The income approach is the most appropriate method in valuing 
commercial and industrial property if sufficient income data are 
available. Direct sales comparison models can be equally effective in 
large jurisdictions with sufficient sales. When a sufficient supply of sales 
data and income data is not available, the cost approach should be  
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applied. However, values generated should be checked against available 
sales data. Cost factors, land values, and depreciation schedules must be 
kept current through periodic review. 

4.6.5 Nonagricultural Land 
The sales comparison approach is preferred for valuing nonagricultural 
land. Application of the sales comparison approach to vacant land 
involves the collection of sales data, the posting of sales data on maps, 
the calculation of standard unit values (such as value per square foot, per 
front foot, or per parcel) by area and type of land use, and the 
development of land valuation maps or computer-generated tables in 
which the pattern of values is displayed. When vacant land sales are not 
available or are few, additional benchmarks can be obtained by 
subtracting the replacement cost new less depreciation of improvements 
from the sale prices of improved parcels. The success of this technique 
requires reliable cost data and tends to work best for relatively new 
improvements, for which depreciation is minimal. 
 
 Another approach is a hybrid model decomposable into land and 
building values. Although these models can be calibrated from improved 
sales alone, separation of value between land and buildings is more 
reliable when both vacant and improved sales are available. 

4.6.6 Agricultural Property 
If adequate sales data are available and agricultural property is to be 
appraised at market value, the sales comparison approach is preferred. 
However, most states and provinces provide for the valuation of 
agricultural land at use value, making the sales comparison approach 
inappropriate for land for which market value exceeds use value. Thus, 
it is often imperative to obtain good income data and to use the income 
approach for agricultural land. Land rents are often available, sometimes 
permitting the development and application of overall capitalization 
rates. Many states and provinces have soil maps that assign land to 
different productivity classes for which typical rents can be developed. 
Cost tables can be used to value agricultural buildings. 

4.6.7 Special-Purpose Property 
The cost approach tends to be most appropriate in the appraisal of 
special-purpose properties, because of the distinctive nature of such 
properties and the general absence of adequate sales or income data. 

4.7 Value Reconciliation 
When more than one approach or model is used for a given property 
group, the appraiser must determine which to use or emphasize. Often 
this can be done by comparing ratio study statistics. Although there are 
advantages to being consistent, sometimes an alternative approach or 
method is more reliable for special situations and atypical properties. 
CAMA systems should allow users to document the approach or method 
being used for each property. 

4.8 Frequency of Reappraisals 
Section 4.2.2 of the Standard on Property Tax Policy (IAAO 2010) 
states that current market value implies annual assessment of all 
property. Annual assessment does not necessarily mean, however, that 
each property must be re-examined each year. Instead, models can be 
recalibrated, or market adjustment factors derived from ratio studies or 
other market analyses applied based on criteria such as property type, 
location, size, and age. 
Analysis of ratio study data can suggest groups or strata of properties in 
greatest need of physical review. In general, market adjustments can be 
highly effective in maintaining equity when appraisals are uniform 
within strata and recalibration can provide even greater accuracy. 
However, only physical reviews can correct data errors and, as stated in 

Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, property characteristics data should be 
reviewed and updated at least every 4 to 6 years. This can be 
accomplished in at least three ways: 

 Reinspecting all property at periodic intervals (i.e., every 4 to 6 
years) 

 Reinspecting properties on a cyclical basis (e.g., one-fourth or 
one-sixth each year) 
 

 Reinspecting properties on a priority basis as indicated by ratio 
studies or other considerations while still ensuring that all 
properties are examined at least every sixth year 

5. Model Testing, Quality Assurance, and Value 
Defense 
Mass appraisal allows for model testing and quality assurance measures 
that provide feedback on the reliability of valuation models and the 
overall accuracy of estimated values. Modelers and assessors must be 
familiar with these diagnostics so they can evaluate valuation 
performance properly and make improvements where needed. 

5.1 Model Diagnostics 
Modeling software contains various statistical measures that provide 
feedback on model performance and accuracy. MRA software contains 
multiple sets of diagnostic tools, some of which relate to the overall 
predictive accuracy of the model and some of which relate to the relative 
importance and statistical reliability of individual variables in the model. 
Modelers must understand these measures and ensure that final models 
not only make appraisal sense but also are statistically sound. 

5.2 Sales Ratio Analyses 
Regardless of how values were generated, sales ratio studies provide 
objective, bottom-line indicators of assessment performance. The IAAO 
literature contains extensive discussions of this important topic, and the 
Standard on Ratio Studies (2013) provides guidance for conducting a 
proper study. It also presents standards for key ratio statistics relating to 
the two primary aspects of assessment performance: level and 
uniformity. The following discussion summarizes these standards and 
describes how the assessor can use sales ratio metrics to help ensure 
accurate, uniform values. 
5.2.1 Assessment Level 
Assessment level relates to the overall or general level of assessment of 
a jurisdiction and various property classes, strata, and groups within the 
jurisdiction. Each group must be assessed at market value as required by 
professional standards and applicable statutes, rules, and related 
requirements. The three common measures of central tendency in ratio 
studies are the median, mean, and weighted mean. The Standard on 
Ratio Studies (2013) stipulates that the median ratio should be between 
0.90 and 1.10 and provides criteria for determining whether it can be 
concluded that the standard has not been achieved for a property group. 
Current, up-to-date valuation models, schedules, and tables help ensure 
that assessment levels meet required standards, and values can be 
statistically adjusted between full reappraisals or model recalibrations to 
ensure compliance. 

5.2.2 Assessment Uniformity 
Assessment uniformity relates to the consistency and equity of values. 
Uniformity has several aspects, the first of which relates to consistency  
in assessment levels between property groups. It is important to ensure, 
for example, that residential and commercial properties are appraised at 
similar percentages of market value (regardless of the legal assessment 
ratios that may then be applied) and that residential assessment levels are 
consistent among neighborhoods, construction classes, age groups, and 
size groups. Consistency among property groups can be evaluated by 
comparing measures of central tendency calculated for each group.  
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Various graphs can also be used for this purpose. The Standard on Ratio 
Studies (IAAO 2013) stipulates that the level of appraisal for each major 
group of properties should be within 5 percent of the overall level for the 
jurisdiction and provides criteria for determining whether it can be 
concluded from ratio data that the standard has not been met. 
Another aspect of uniformity relates to the consistency of assessment 
levels within property groups. There are several such measures, the 
preeminent of which is the coefficient of dispersion (COD), which 
represents the average percentage deviation from the median ratio. The  
lower the COD, the more uniform the ratios within the property group. 
In addition, uniformity can be viewed spatially by plotting sales ratios 
on thematic maps.  
 
The Standard on Ratio Studies (IAAO 2013) provides the following 
standards for the COD: 

 Single-family homes and condominiums: CODs of 5 to 10 for 
newer or fairly similar residences and 5 to 15 for older or more 
heterogeneous areas 

 Income-producing properties: CODs of 5 to 15 in larger, urban 
areas and 5 to 20 in other areas 

 Vacant land: CODs of 5 to 20 in urban areas and 5 to 25 in rural 
or seasonal recreation areas 

 Rural residential, seasonal, and manufactured homes: CODs of 
5 to 20. 

 
The entire appraisal staff must be aware of and monitor compliance with 
these standards and take corrective action where necessary. Poor 
uniformity within a property group is usually indicative of data problems 
or deficient valuation procedures or tables and cannot be corrected by 
application of market adjustment factors.  
 
A final aspect of assessment uniformity relates to equity between low- 
and high-value properties. Although there are statistical subtleties that 
can bias evaluation of price-related uniformity, the IAAO literature (see 
particularly Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal [Gloudemans and Almy 
2011, 385–392 and Appendix B] and the Standard on Ratio Studies 
[IAAO 2013]) provides guidance and relevant measures, namely, the 
price-related differential (PRD) and coefficient of price-related bias 
(PRB).  
 
The PRD provides a simple gauge of price-related bias. The Standard on 
Ratio Studies (IAAO 2013) calls for PRDs of 0.98 to 1.03. PRDs below 
0.98 tend to indicate assessment progressivity, the condition in which 
assessment ratios increase with price. PRDs above 1.03 tend to indicate 
assessment regressivity, in which assessment ratios decline with price.  
The PRB indicates the percentage by which assessment ratios change 
whenever values double or are halved. For example, a PRB of −0.03 
would mean that assessment levels fall by 3 percent when value doubles. 
The Standard on Ratio Studies calls for PRBs of −0.05 to +0.05 and 
regards PRBs outside the range of −0.10 to +0.10 as unacceptable. 
 
Because price is observable only for sale properties, there is no easy 
correction for the PRB, which is usually due to problems in valuation 
models and schedules. Sometimes other ratio study diagnostics will 
provide clues. For example, high ratios for lower construction classes 
may indicate that base rates should be reduced for those classes, which 
should in turn improve assessment ratios for low-value properties. 

5.3 Holdout Samples 
Holdout samples are validated sales that are not used in valuation but 
instead are used to test valuation performance. Holdout samples should 
be randomly selected with a view to obtaining an adequate sample while 
ensuring that the number of sales available for valuation will provide 

reliable results for the range of properties that must be valued (holdout 
samples of 10 to 20 percent are typical). If too few sales are available, 
later sales can be validated and used for the same purpose. (For a method 
of using sales both to develop and test valuation models, see "The Use 
of Cross-validation in CAMA Modeling to Get the Most Out of Sales" 
(Jensen 2011). 
Since they were not used in valuation, holdout samples can provide more 
objective measures of valuation performance. This can be particularly 
important when values are not based on a common algorithm as cost and 
MRA models are. Manually assigning land values, for example, might 
produce sales ratio statistics that appear excellent but are not 
representative of broader performance for both sold and unsold 
properties. Comparable sales models that value a sold property using the 
sale of a property as a comparable for itself can produce quite different 
results when tested on a holdout group. 
When a new valuation approach or technique is used for the first time, 
holdout sales can be helpful in validating use of the new method. In 
general, however, holdout samples are unnecessary as long as valuation 
models are based on common algorithms and schedules and the value 
assigned to a sale property is not a function of its price. Properly 
validated later sales can provide follow-up performance indicators 
without compromising the number of sales available for valuation. 

5.4 Documentation 
Valuation procedures and models should be documented. Appraisal staff 
should have at least a general understanding of how the models work and 
the various rates and adjustments made by the models. Cost manuals 
should be current and contain the rates and adjustments used to value 
improvements by the cost approach. Similarly, land values should be 
supported by tables of rates and adjustments for features such as water 
frontage, traffic, and other relevant influences. MRA models and other 
sales comparison algorithms should document final equations and 
should be reproducible, so that rerunning the model produces the same 
value. Schedules of rental rates, vacancy rates, expense ratios, income 
multipliers, and capitalization rates should document how values based 
on the income approach were derived. 
It can be particularly helpful to prepare a manual, booklet, or report for 
each major property type that provides a narrative summary of the 
valuation approach and methodology and contains at least the more 
common rates and adjustments. Examples of how values were computed 
for sample properties can be particularly helpful. The manuals serve as a 
resource for current staff and can be helpful in training new staff or 
explaining the valuation process to other interested parties. Once 
prepared, the documents should be updated when valuation schedules 
change or methods and calculation procedures are revised.  

5.5 Value Defense 
The assessment office staff must have confidence in the appraisals and 
be able to explain and defend them. This confidence begins with 
application of reliable appraisal techniques, generation of appropriate 
valuation reports, and review of preliminary values. It may be helpful to 
have reports that list each parcel, its characteristics, and its calculated 
value. Parcels with unusual characteristics, extreme values, or extreme 
changes in values should be identified for subsequent individual review. 
Equally important, summary reports should show average values, value 
changes, and ratio study statistics for various strata of properties. These 
should be reviewed to ensure the overall consistency of values for  
various types of property and various locations. (See the Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, Standards Rule 6-7, for 
reporting requirements for mass appraisals [The Appraisal Foundation 
2012–2013].) 
 
The staff should also be prepared to support individual valuations as 
required, preferably through comparable sales. At a minimum, staff 
should be able to produce a property record and explain the basic  
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approach (cost, sales comparison, or income) used to estimate the value 
of the property. A property owner should never be told simply that “the 
computer” or “the system” produced the appraisal. In general, the staff 
should tailor the explanation to the taxpayer’s knowledge and expertise. 
Equations converted to tabular form can be used to explain the basis for 
valuation. In all cases, the assessment office staff should be able to 
produce sales or appraisals of similar properties in order to support (or at 
least explain) the valuation of the property in question. Comparable sales 
can be obtained from reports that list sales by such features as type of 
property, area, size, and age. Alternatively, interactive programs can be 
obtained or developed that identify and display the most comparable 
properties.  
 
Assessors should notify property owners of their valuations in sufficient 
time for property owners to discuss their appraisals with the assessor and 
appeal the value if they choose to do so (see the Standard on Public 
Relations [IAAO 2011]). Statutes should provide for a formal appeals 
process beyond the assessor’s level (see the Standard on Assessment 
Appeal [IAAO 2016a]).  

6. Managerial and Space Considerations 
6.1 Overview 
Mass appraisal requires staff, technical, and other resources. This section 
discusses certain key managerial and facilities considerations. 

6.2 Staffing and Space 
A successful in-house appraisal program requires trained staff and 
adequate facilities in which to work and meet with the public. 

6.2.1 Staffing 
Staff should comprise persons skilled in general administration, 
supervision, appraisal, mapping, data processing, and secretarial and 
clerical functions. Typical staffing sizes and patterns for jurisdictions of 
various sizes are illustrated in Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal 
(Gloudemans and Almy 2011, 22–25). Staffing needs can vary 
significantly based on factors such as frequency of reassessments. 

6.2.2 Space Considerations 
The following minimum space standards are suggested for managerial, 
supervisory, and support staff: 

 Chief assessing officer (e.g., Assessor, director)—a private 
office, enclosed by walls or windows extending to the 
ceiling, of 200 square feet (18 to 19 square meters) 

 Management position (e.g., chief deputy assessor, head of a 
division in a large jurisdiction, and so on)—a private office, 
enclosed by walls or windows extending to the ceiling, of 
170 square feet (15 to 16 square meters) 

 Supervisory position (head of a section, unit, or team of 
appraisers, mappers, analysts, technicians, or clerks)—a 
private office or partitioned space of 150 square feet (14 
square meters) 

 Appraisers and technical staff—private offices or at least 
partitioned, quiet work areas of 50 to 100 square feet (5 to 
10 square meters), not including aisle and file space, with a 
desk and chair 

 Support staff—adequate workspace, open or partitioned, to 
promote intended work functions and access. 
 

In addition, there should be adequate space for 
 File storage and access 
 Training and meetings 

 Mapping and drafting 
 Public service areas 
 Printing and photocopy equipment 
 Library facilities. 

6.3 Data Processing Support 
CAMAs require considerable data processing support.  

6.3.1 Hardware 
The hardware should be powerful enough to support applications of the 
cost, sales comparison, and income approaches, as well as data 
maintenance and other routine operations. Data downloading, mass 
calculations, GIS applications, and Web support tend to be the most 
computer-intensive operations. Processing speed and efficiency 
requirements should be established before hardware acquisition. 
Computer equipment can be purchased, leased, rented, or shared with 
other jurisdictions. If the purchase option is chosen, the equipment 
should be easy to upgrade to take advantage of technological 
developments without purchasing an entirely new system. 

6.3.2 Software 
CAMA software can be developed internally, adapted from software 
developed by other public agencies, or purchased (in whole or in part) 
from private vendors. (Inevitably there will be some tailoring needed to 
adapt externally developed software to the requirements of the user’s 
environment.) Each alternative has advantages and disadvantages. The 
software should be designed so that it can be easily modified; it should 
also be well documented, at both the appraiser/user and programmer 
levels.  
CAMA software works in conjunction with various general-purpose 
software, typically including word processing, spreadsheet, statistical, 
and GIS programs. These programs and applications must be able to 
share data and work together cohesively. 
 
Security measures should exist to prevent unauthorized use and to 
provide backup in the event of accidental loss or destruction of data. 

6.3.2.1 Custom Software 
Custom software is designed to perform specific tasks, identified by the 
jurisdiction, and can be specifically tailored to the user’s requirements. 
The data screens and processing logic can often be customized to reflect 
actual or desired practices, and the prompts and help information can be 
tailored to reflect local terminology and convention.  
 
After completing the purchase or license requirements, the jurisdiction 
should retain access to the program source code, so other programmers 
are able to modify the program to reflect changing requirements.  
 
The major disadvantages of custom software are the time and expense of 
writing, testing, and updating. Particular attention must be paid to 
ensuring that user requirements are clearly conveyed to programmers 
and reflected in the end product, which should not be accepted until 
proper testing has been completed. Future modifications to programs, 
even those of a minor nature, can involve system administrator approval 
and can be a time-consuming, costly, and rigorous job. (See Standard on 
Contracting for Assessment Services [IAAO 2008].) 

6.3.2.2 Generic Software 
An alternative to custom software is generic software, of which there are 
two major types: vertical software, which is written for a specific 
industry, and horizontal software, which is written for particular 
applications regardless of industry. Examples of the latter include 
database, spreadsheet, word processing, and statistical software. 
Although the actual instruction code within these programs cannot be 
modified, they typically permit the user to create a variety of customized  
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templates, files, and documents that can be processed. These are often 
referred to as commercial off-the-shelf software (COTS) packages. 
 
Generic vertical software usually requires modification to fit a 
jurisdiction’s specific needs. In considering generic software, the 
assessor should determine 

• System requirements 
• The extent to which the software meets the agency’s needs 
• A timetable for implementation 
• How modifications will be accomplished 
• The level of vendor support  
• Whether the source code can be obtained.  

 
(See Standard on Contracting for Assessment Services [IAAO 2008].) 
 
Horizontal generic software is more flexible, permitting the user to 
define file structures, relational table layout, input and output procedures, 
including form or format, and reports. Assessment offices with expertise 
in such software (which does not imply a knowledge of programming) 
can adapt it for 

• Property (data) file maintenance 
• Market research and analysis 
• Valuation modeling and processing 
• Many other aspects of assessment operations. 

Horizontal generic software is inexpensive and flexible. However, it 
requires considerable customization to adapt it to local requirements. 
Provisions should be made for a sustainable process that is not overly 
dependent on a single person or resource.  

6.4 Contracting for Appraisal Services 
Reappraisal contracts can include mapping, data collection, data 
processing, and other services, as well as valuation. They offer the 
potential of acquiring professional skills and resources quickly. These 
skills and resources often are not available internally. Contracting for 
these services not only can allow the jurisdiction to maintain a modest 
staff and to budget for reappraisal on a periodic basis, but also makes the 
assessor less likely to develop in-house expertise. (See the Standard on 
Contracting for Assessment Services [IAAO 2008].) 

6.5 Benefit-Cost Considerations 

6.5.1 Overview 
The object of mass appraisal is to produce equitable valuations at low 
costs. Improvements in equity often require increased expenditures. 
 
Benefit-cost analysis in mass appraisal involves two major issues: policy 
and administration. 

6.5.2 Policy Issues 
An assessment jurisdiction requires a certain expenditure level simply to 
inventory, list, and value properties. Beyond that point, additional 
expenditures make possible rapid improvements in equity initially, but 
marginal improvements in equity diminish as expenditures increase. At 
a minimum, jurisdictions should budget to meet statutory requirements 
and the performance standards contained in the Standard on Ratio 
Studies (IAAO 2013) and summarized in Section 5.2. 

6.5.3 Administrative Issues 
Maximizing equity per dollar of expenditure is the primary responsibility 
of assessment administration. To maximize productivity, the assessor 
and managerial staff must effectively plan, budget, organize, and control 
operations and provide leadership. This must be accomplished within the 

office’s legal, fiscal, economic, and social environment and constraints 
(Eckert, Gloudemans, and Kenyon 1990, chapter 16).  

7. Reference Materials 
Reference materials are needed in an assessment office to promote 
compliance with laws and regulations, uniformity in operations and 
procedures, and adherence to generally accepted assessment principles 
and practices.  
7.1 Standards of Practice 
The standards of practice may incorporate or be contained in laws, 
regulations, policy memoranda, procedural manuals, appraisal manuals 
and schedules, standard treatises on property appraisal and taxation (see 
section 6.2). Written standards of practice should address areas such as 
personal conduct, collection of property data, coding of information for 
data processing. The amount of detail will vary with the nature of the 
operation and the size of the office. 
7.2 Professional Library 
Every assessment office should have access to a comprehensive 
professional library that contains the information staff needs. A resource 
library may be digital or physical and should include the following: 

• Property tax laws and regulations 
• IAAO standards 
• Historical resources 
• Current periodicals 
• Manuals and schedules  
• Equipment manuals and software documentation.  
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R.S. Means. 2017. “R.S. Means Standards.” 
https://www.rsmeans.com/products/reference-books/methodologies-
standards.aspx (accessed February 20, 2017). 
The Appraisal Foundation (TAF). 2012–2013. Uniform Standards of 
Professional Appraisal Practice. Washington, DC: TAF.  
Urban and Regional Information Systems Association (URISA) and 
IAAO. 1999. GIS Guidelines for Assessors. Park Ridge, IL: URISA; 
Chicago: IAAO. 

Suggested Reading 
Cunningham, K. 2007. “The Use of Lidar for Change Detection and 
Updating of the CAMA Database.” Journal of Property Tax Assessment 
& Administration 4 (3): 5–12. 
IAAO. 2005. Standard on Valuation of Personal Property. Kansas City: 
IAAO.  
____. 2016. Standard on the Valuation of Properties Affected by 
Environmental Contamination. Kansas City:  IAAO. 
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Office Of The Assessor 

155 South Seward Steet 

Juneau, AK 99801 

MILES R NYE
9577 EAGLE ST
JUNEAU AK 99801

Under Alaska Statutes and CBJ Code, you, as the appellant, bear the burden of proof. The only grounds for adjustment of an 
assessment are proof of unequal, excessive, improper, or under valuation based on facts that are stated in your written 
appeal or proven at the appeal hearing. 

Any evidence or materials you would like to include in your appeal must be submitted to the Assessor's Office {preferred 
method via email to assessor.office@juneau.gov <mailto:assessor.office@juneau.gov> Attn.: Assessment Appeal} by 
4:00 PM June 21, 2023 and will be included in the packets for the Board so the members have an opportunity to 
review the materials before the hearing. 

Your Board of Equalization packet will be sent to you through email by 2:00 PM, June 22, 
2023. For a paper copy of your Board of Equalization packet or other questions please contact the City Clerk's Office at 
907-586-5278.

You or your representative may be present at the hearing {via Zoom Webinar, participation/log in information will be listed 
on the agenda packet you receive for the hearing your appeal is scheduled for}. If you choose not to be present or be 
represented, the Board of Equalization will proceed in the absence of the appellant. 

It should be noted that, between the date of this letter and the Board hearing date, your appeal may be resolved between 
you and the Assessor. If your appeal is resolved, you will not need to appear before the Board. 

If you have any questions please contact the Assessor's Office at the number listed below. 

CONTACT US: CBJ Assessor's Office 

Phone Email Website Physical Location 

Phone (907) 586-5215 ext 4906 
Fax (907) 586-4520 Assessor.Office@juneau.gov http://www.juneau.org/finance/ 

155 South Seward St 
Room 114 

PROPERTY TAX BILLS MAILED JULY 1 PROPERTY TAXES DUE SEPTEMBER 30 

Meeting of Board of Equalization (BOE) and 
Presentation of Real Property Appeal 

Date of BOE 6/29/2023 
Location of BOE  Via Zoom Webinar 

Time of BOE 5:30 PM 

Mailing Date of Notice 6/19/2023 
Parcel Identification 5B21013000C0

Property Location 3579 Mendenhall Loop Rd

Appeal No. APL2023-0309

Sent to Email Address: roth_205@hotmail.com

ATTENTION OWNER 

CIT'i AND BOROUGH OF 

NEAU 
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* 
JUNEAU 

CITY AND BOROUGH OF 

Office of the Assessor 
155 South Seward Street 

Miles R.C. Nye 

roth_205@hotmail.com 

Juneau, Alaska 99801 

2023 Filing Deadline: Monday April 3rd, 2023 
Please attach all supporting documentation 

ASSESSOR'S FILES AREPUBLICINFORMAnON-DOCUMENTSFILED WITH ANAPPEAL BECOMEPUBLICINFORMAnON 

Parcel. ID Number . 5B21013000C0 

Owner Name Miles R.C. Nye 

Primary Phone# 907-209-9023 !:;mail Addre~s roth_ 205@hotmail.com 

Physical Address 3579 Mendenhall Loop Road Juneau AK 99801 3579 Mendenhall Loop Road Juneau AK 99801 

Why are you appeaHr,gyour valµe.? Check box and provide a detailed e)(pl~naiiori belowforyourappeal to be valid. 

0 My property value is excessive/overvalued THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT GROUNDS FOR APPEAL 
D My property value is unequal to similar properties • Your taxes are too high 

0 My property was valued improperly/incorrectly • Your value changed too much in one year. 
0 My property has been undervalued • You can't afford the taxes 

My exemption(s) was not applied 

Provide specific reasons al"ld provide>evideric:e supporting the item{s) checked above: 
My condo unit is a middle unit. It doesn't have a large enclosed deck or back yard like the other units have. The inside of my condo hasn't been updated 
in 2 or 3 decades. Other units that have sold were recently remodeled and were really nice. The last unit that was sold was listed at $195 thousand, and it 
has an enclosed back deck and brand new everything on the inside. My unit should be valued at much less than some of these other units. 

Have you attached additiot1~1 i11formati<>n or docum.entatiori? 
Values onAssessment Notice( 

Site S5000.00 
Owner's Estimate of Value: 

Site 

Purchase Price ofProperfy: 

Price. 

Was the property appraised by a licensed appraiser within the lastyear? '[□ ]Yet[ ti' •Nb (if yes provide copy of appraisal) 

Certification: .. •· .···· . . . . . · .·.. .... .. ·...... . . . ·.· · •....· . . i > .·. . . · . • ·.·.· ·.·· . · 
I hereby affirm thatthe foregoing inf()rmation istru~a.nd correct, I undE!rstand thatLbear the blJl'deh ofpr()of and I must provide 
evidence sup orting my appeal; andthat I am the owner (or owner's authorized agent) ofthe ~rope,ty described above. 

Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office 
Phone/Fax Email Website Address 

Phone# (907) 586-5215 ext 4906 
Fax# (907) 586-4520 

Assessor.Office@juneau.gov http://www.juneau.org/finance 155 South Seward St. Rm. 114 
Juneau AK 99801 

\\CBJFILES\dAssessor\Administrative\FORMS 
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PARCEL#: ________ APPEAL#: _____ DATE FILED: _____ 

·. : 
·. Appraiser to fill out 

Appraiser I Date of Review .I I 
Comments: 

,. 
.·· ' ..

Post Review Assessment 
Site I$ I Building I $ I Total I $ 
Exemptions $ 
Total Taxable Value $ 

APPELLANT RESPONSE TO ACTION BY ASSESSOR 
I hereby O Accept D Reject the following assessment valuation in the amount of $ 
If rejected, appellant will be scheduled before the Board of Equalization and will be advised of the date & time to appear. 

Appellant's Signature Date: 

Appellant Accept Value. 
Govern Updated. 

Spreadsheet Updated• 
Corrected Notice of Assessed Value Sent 

Yes No (if no skip to Board of Equalization) 

Yes D No 

Yes D No 
Yes No 

BOARD OF~Q.lJAUZATION . 
Scheduled BOE Date D Yes D No 
10-Day Letter Sent ( l] Yes n No 
The Board of Equalization certifies its decision, based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law contained within the 
recorded hearing and record on appeal, and concludes that the appellant [01 Met [01 Did not meet the burden of 
proof that the assessment was unequal, excessive, improper or under/overvalued. 
Notes: 

Site I$ IBuilding I $ I Total I$ 
Exemptions $ 
Total Taxable Value $ 

. Contact Us: CBJ Assessors Office 
Phone/Fax Email Website Address 

Phone # (907) 586-5215 ext 4906 
Fax# (907) 586-4520 

Assessor.Office@juneau.gov http://www.juneau.org/finance 155 South Seward St. Rm. 114 
Juneau AK 99801 

\ \CBJFILES\dAssessor\Administrative\FORMS 
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1 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 

                      APPEAL #2023-0309 

2023 REAL PROPERTY APPEAL PACKET  

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION June 29, 2023 

         ASSESSOR OFFICE                               

 

Appellant: Miles R. Nye Location:  3579 Mendenhall Loop Rd 

Parcel No.: 5B21013000C0 Property Type:  Residential Condominium  

Appellant’s basis for appeal:  My property value is excessive/overvalued and valued improperly/ incorrectly. “My condo 

unit is a middle unit.  It doesn’t have a large enclosed deck or back yard like the other units have.  The inside of my 

condo hasn’t been updated in 2 or 3 decades. Other units that have sold were recently remodeled and were really nice. 

The last unit that was sold was listed at $195 thousand, and it has an enclosed back deck and brand new everything on 

the inside.  My unit should be valued at much less than some of these other units.” 

Appellant’s Estimate of Value Original Assessed Value  Recommended Value 

Site: $5,000 Site: $5,000 Site: $5,000   

Buildings: $185,000 Buildings: $208,900 Buildings: $198,900 

Total: $190,000 Total: $213,900 Total: $203,900 

Subject Photo: 

 

* CITY AND BOROUGH OF 

JUNEAU 
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2 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 

Table of Contents 
Overview ................................................................................................................................................................................. 3 

Photos ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 4 

Area Map & Aerial ................................................................................................................................................................. 11 

Condominium Valuation Methodology ................................................................................................................................ 12 

Assessment History ............................................................................................................................................................... 13 

Summary ............................................................................................................................................................................... 14 
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3 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 

Overview 
The subject is a 980 square foot condominium of average quality and condition. The Condo is located at 3579 
Mendenhall Loop Rd Unit C within the Glacierview Condominium neighborhood. The original structure was built in 1973 
and appears to have some deferred maintenance.  

 
Unit Characteristics:  

• 980 SF GLA 
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4 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 

Photos 
Front: 

 

Building Front: 
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5 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 

Building Back: 
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6 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 

Photos Provided by Appellant: 
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7 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 
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8 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 
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9 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 
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10 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 
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11 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 

Area Map & Aerial 
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12 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 

Condominium Valuation Methodology 

For residential condominium parcels, the original assessment is determined using the direct sales approach. Market 
trends based on our sales analysis are applied to the subject condo association annually to estimate full market value. 
Time adjustments are applied to unit sale prices to account for any market fluctuations occurring between the sale date 
and the legislated valuation date (January 1, 2023).  Sales analysis is done annually to establish assessed values. 

For the purposes of assessment, a place holder value of $5K is applied to the land portion of the value while the 
remainder is applied to the building portion. 

• Unit Characteristics: 
o 980 SF GLA 

 

 

Glacierview Condominium Sales Data: 
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13 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 

Assessment History 
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14 
Appeal 2023-0309, Appellants: Miles R Nye, Parcel 5B21013000C0 

Summary 
As a result of this Petition for Review a downward adjustment of $10,000 was applied to the building portion of this 
parcel; the land and buildings are valued using the same methods and standards as all other properties across the 
borough. 

The appellant states that “value is excessive/overvalued and valued improperly/incorrectly”. State statute requires the 
Assessor to value property at “full and true value”. According to appraisal standards and practices set by the Alaska 
Association of Assessing Officers, the State of Alaska Office of the State Assessor, and the International Association of 
Assessing Officers, correct procedures of assessment were followed for the subject. These standards and practices 
include consideration of any market value increase or decrease as determined by analysis of sales. Values have risen in 
Juneau; the current valuation of the subject reflects this increase. 

The Assessor Office proposes a change to the appellant’s 2023 Assessment. The recommended value is $203,900. 
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From: Riley Nye
To: Mary Hammond
Subject: Re: 2023 0309 Appeal for 5B21013000C0
Date: Thursday, April 13, 2023 1:59:46 PM

Ms. Hammond,

Thank you for your work you are doing on this. While I agree that an adjustment is certainly
warranted, the proposed five thousand dollar reduction, in mine and many other's opinion, is
not nearly enough. My condo could not and would not sell for the price you are suggesting. As
I'm sure you know, the market is volatile and it goes up and down. This proposed value is just
not where the market is currently at. With interest rates to the moon right now, the market has
cooled off quite a bit.

Respectfully, I do not accept this determination and urge the assessors to reconsider.

Thank you,

Riley

On Apr 10, 2023 at 9:29 AM, Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.gov> wrote: 

Mr. Nye,
 
Thank you for providing interior photos of your condo.  I have determined that an adjustment to
value is warranted.  If you have any questions please feel free to email me or give me a call at 907-
586-5215 ext. 4033.
 
Original Value: Site $5,000 Building $208,900 Total $213,900
Adjusted value: Site $5,000 Building $198,900 Total $203,900
 
Please respond by email stating your acceptance of this change. Upon receipt of your
acceptance a letter of correction would be issued. If you reject these proposed changes, I will
schedule the case for the next available Board of Equalization and you will be notified of the
date.
 
If I do not receive a response to this email by April 19th, 2023, I will consider this case closed
and your tax bill will reflect the above proposed assessment.
 
 

Mary Hammond
Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
(907) 586-5215 ext. 4033
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From: Riley Nye <roth_205@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 7:49 PM
To: Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.gov>
Subject: Re: 2023 0309 Appeal for 5B21013000C0
 
More photos.
 
Riley
 
 

On Apr 6, 2023 at 10:39 AM, Mary Hammond <mary.hammond@juneau.gov> wrote:

Hi Miles,
 
Please respond to this email with photos of the interior of your property. 
 

Mary Hammond
Assessor
City & Borough of Juneau
(907) 586-5215 ext. 4033
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